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ThPRIMProjait
PRiorities In.School Mathiratics:

A Study of Actualand Desired Curricular Practices ,

Introduction

The PRISM-Project of the'National Council ofTeachers of Mathe-

matics (NCTM) was desiined to collect infofteetion about desired curricu-

lar practices in mathematics as a bads for comparison with actual

practicee in thi.schools. The NCI% through the action. of_its Board of

Directors in 1976, adopted as its ;op priority.--fivailrear-gcal the

development of specific curriculum recommendations'suitable for the:

decade of the 1980's. The PRISM Project is one-of:the'sources of

information used, by the NCTM'in formulating their,curriculum recommen-

dations for the 1980's.

Curricular dicision making in the United States appears to have

been characterized by change Lor the sake of change, by failure to

consolidate productive practices, and by a propensity for ignoring

the findings of'research. The preyiole two.decades-ilf curriculum devel-

opment is characterized by repid change. We hivi moved without pause

from One ...cea'of curriculum development to another--from modern.mithe-

matics to mathematics for the disadvantaged to career edeation mathe-

matics, from. metrication to consumer mathematics to basic skills to

-handheld calCulator applications.

Thera has been an alaost suicidal concentration of vital resources

and energy on the newest chinge. Each new fad means that more,and more

energy and resources must be expended to get the revision underway and

accepted in the schools. Neither the teachers nar the public appear to

be satisfied with the present curriculum. The dissatisfaction is not

unrelated to the rapidity of change. The NCTM was of\the firm belief

that the fad-like charaqer of curriculum change could be reduced by

the development of a bl4print for change based on research findings and

the wisdom of concerned groups. Such a basis is needed for determining

the priorities for the investment of time, money, energy, and other re-
. .

sources. Planned, controlled change--with the object of that change

kept clearly in mind--is needed.



Formulation of curricular plans in the put have demonstrated little
cognizance of the desires and opinions held by the differani populations

t have a stake in Umç effectiveness of school mchematies programs.
The development. ,of new curricula has been primarily .the prerogative rid

'of experts in mathematics and mathematics education and 'his not
reflected aaequately the concerns !and values of such groups as parents,

a
Jteschers, and school board memberst The NCDIJMVISH Project vas designed

to sample and contrast the opinions of'samples of several differqat
A

populations about curricular preferences an4 priorities for school withe-
r .=tics.

The ECTR PRIM Project-collected information_to be used by the

NCTM pursuant its goal of formulating a64 implementing blueftint for

planned curricular change for the 1980's. In particular, the PRISM

Project is a primary source of information concerning what samples of ,

A

concerned populatiois believe are the curricular preferences and prior-

ities for the coming decade.

This section of'the report describes the general design of the

Project,.the instrument development and sampling plans, and provides

information concerning charactlfistics of the samples. Subsequent sections

report on the curricular preferences of samples within currimlar strands,

considers the responses across strandu about practices that are represented

in more than one strand, examine priorities across strands for develop-

ment and research,.and, finally, consider some of the preferences and

priorities in terms of the evidence of current practices.

Design of.the PRISM Project

The PRISM Project was designed to collect informaticn about prefer-

.
ences and.priorifles concerning the mathematics curriculum of the luture

from samples of several populationi. Currizulum was.defined broadly to

include topical content in mathematics, the tools and modes of .4struc-

tion, and levels of student need. Survey instruments were to be construc-

ted that.gave an opportunity to react to :Ltems reflecting choices among

curricular alpernatives.

Curricular alternatives were considered to be an two different levels.

The first level con5erns thinking or idecision-making specific to a given

factor in curricularMuning. Examples of such factors are goals, the

ii v.112
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nature of the subjectimatter, the materials environment, the instructional

practices, and.the psycho-sdcial climate of the school. The second level

cifXticular thinking or decisionsuaking respects the interacttve charoc--

ter of these factors and is of a more global nature: Thus, the dociaZon

was made to have two rounds of Surveys.

The fixst-round.suryeys were the preferences su*veyat, They inquired

about curiicular alternatives at a specific level. :The items were designed

insets that concerned!Li:Omaific major topical area or strind of ,the

Matismatics curriculum,such as computer:litericP or measurement. Within'
.

each strand, items waze nested in a cluster for earl facZor.such as goals

or instructional methods. Respondents could indicate: withiti each cluster

the strength of their preferences for given alternatives. Reapondents

were asked to consider alternatives in a cluster with the proviso 0144

the effects, of other factors were relatively equal. Thus,'alternatives

for the preference survey were "sciall".and specific. Exa4nation of the

professional literature in mathematics educatio9; that concerned theory,

reS'ech, and practice indicated a tch varlety of curric4ar alternatives

for the basis of the preferences sur$ys.

The second-rouud surveys were called the priorities surveys. Ini-

tially they were conceived of,in terms of identifying the most popular

alternatives.fOr strands found in the data of.the preferences curs4xs and,

then, asking individuals to reflect th;ir irioiities for de4elopment and -

reeuarch across these popular choices. For example, a restionsr. might have

concernedwhether it was more iwortait to invest resourceein developing

en alternative curriculaziractice in geometry Or one ii statistics and

probability. However, the decisidn was made that it would be more realis-

tic to represent tileidecision-making fnr curriculum in more global terms

that would allow decisfons.about priorities in terms of the iAteractive

nature of all the factors. 'Thus, respondents indicated prioritiks not

only in terms of the topical areas or strands such as algebra or geometry

but also inLterms of whether ditvelopmeat was of higher priority for con-
/

tent than for teaching methods, or of mathematics for special'categoriet,of

students than for investing in new resources for the mathematics program.

Illtmins Curricular Preferences ,

I IF

The rich and varied selection of curricular alternatives indicated
S.

S



by sources ouch as the three recent* seatus studis* cammissidned by tit:

blatianal\ftencegoundation (Suydam wad Osborne, 1977; Weiss, 1977; Stake

and Easley, 1978), as well as the evidence of professiT3literature

in mathematics education, 'indicated the w..;;I;i: of using techniques of item

sampling in order to keep survey instruments at a reasonable length Par

11pEprefet:ence surveys. It also indicated that a major portion of the time

of the project had to be given to the preparation of the survey instruments.

Thai is, the ;forces aad issues affecting curricular decisions are of such
,

a nature that many items were required to reflect the full range of choices

of alternatives.

The initial concept for representing curricular alternatives was
4

in terms of some choices representing past practices, some, .eipresenting
\

41termatives that are currently popular, and same that looked to the

\\future to.describe practices that might be anticipated. Althau g .h this

orientation was kept in mind during the process of instrument cOnatruc-

tion, it WAS exceptionally difficult to descril! hypothesized future

practices in terms that were consistent with many individuals' under- .

standing, knowledge, and vocabulary. Consequently, the information about

curricular preferences and priorities foUnd in the PRISM date are relatively

middle-of-the-road or conservative since the items more oiten describe

alternatives in current practice then extreme futuristic alternatives.

The initial plan identified three categories of population to be

sampled:

--users of curriculum, including teachers and student

- -makers'of curriculum, including mathematics educators and mathe-

maticians .

- -buyers of curriculum, including supervisors, administrators, and

school board members.

The past twenty years of curriculum development and recommendations

have represented the opinions of the second category of populations to

a much greater extent than the other two. Discrepancies between the

preferences and pr.iorities of the makers of curriculum and of the users

and buyers of curriculum may account in part for the mixed successes of

previous efforts in revising the mathematics curriculum. Therefore,

one of the major goals of the PRISM Project was to identlfy discrepancies

sf}
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5

between populations in terms of their curricular ptefereaces and

priorities.

The identification of the preferences and pririties of populations

is particularly important in the larger NCTM effort of prewing &cur-

ricular blueprint for mathematics in the 1980's. The formulation of the

curriculum recommendations per se is not at stake; the recommendatioas

are not being determined by ballot or through the PRISM aurvey processes.

However, implementation strategies are part of the curriculum blueprint.

Information about the level and nature of support for a -.1commended

practice affects the choice of implementation strategies. Suppose the

data reveal the following situations:

-.All samples deMonstrate strong support for increasing

the attention given to a particular type of goal ia the

teaching of the mathematics of several different

strands. If this fits with a recommendation of the

NCTM for'mathematics in the 1980's, then the imple-

mentation strategies of lobbying congress and federal,

and state agencies for the development of materials and

in-service education for teachers and of encouraging

producers of instructional materials to stress the

goal would be facilitated.

--Pasents and School board members exhibit little

support for a practice that requires a new investment

,in electronic technology to accomplish an NCTM recom-

mendation. An alternative for am implementation stra-

tegy might be the launching of an educational aware-

ness campaign for these populations.

--Teachers and teacher educators value such different

practices in the teaching of algebra that it is

questionable whetAer NCTM recommendations about the

teaching of algebra would be understood by the ma-

jority of teacherst An implementation strategy might

be to make certain that teacher educators are fully

aware of the differences in opinions between them-

selves and their intended in-service audiences.
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The hypothetical examples given above provide =elaboration of

tha intent of the PRISM Project and rlecify what is critical in the prepara-

tion of items for the'preference and priorities,surveys. The success or

failure of the PRISM Projext depended upon the quality Of instruments

developed. Consequently, the first year of ete two-and-onef-half-year

project was invested primarily in the development of instruments. Par-

ticular care was taken to identify practides that would represent accu-

rately current topics and forces that are at issue in the teaching of.

school mathematics for the target pepulations of the surveys. In order

for t e NCTM to utilize the information.effectively in designing irn-

s ation strategies, the descriptions of alternative practices in

the instruments had to provide evidence that would help in rinking the

judgment of what was acceptable and what was not.

Teachers are a key element in the curriculum change process. If

a teacher finds a curriculum recommendation acceptable, thehe likeli-

hood of' sticcessful implementation is significantly greater. ,If a recom-.

mendation is not viewed as significant or to be in conflict with what

the teacher holdsAo be important, then.the teacher will either not

implemegt the recommendation or will do so with a significant lack of

enthusiasm and:commitment. No other population has quite as critical a

role in determining the success-or failure of a set of curriculum recommen-

dations. For this reason, the PRISM Project began the construction

of the item pool for the preference,surveys by focusing on the teacher

populations.

The preference item giol for the teacher populations was considered

to be the base for the developmeat of items fol: other populations. The

initial intent was to have as many items as possible in common for the

teacher populations and the other populations. The greater the common-

ality, the smaller the tisk of error in analyzing and interpreting dis-.

crepancieS between the sets of data from different populations. This

required the use of ordinary language in-so-far as possible in stating the

technical aspects of mathematics and mathematics teaching in the items.

This proved to be'smnewhat unrealistic since it imposed too many restrict-

ions on the range.of.aIternatives in describing the practices that should

be included in the item pool.

The practical result of coping with the language and technical content

15



of mathematics education during the itea writing was a restructuring

of the population categories. Using familiarity with the technical aspects

Of mathematics and mathematics education in the schools as the basis, the

populations were'categorized in two groups, professional and lay. The

item pools,for the preference and priority surveys ware designed and orga-

=Ad for these two groups.

The professional groups that we wanted to sample were the following:.

elementary school teachers, secondary'school meths.:macs teachers, junior

college mathematics teachers, mathematicians, supervisors of school mathe-

matics programs, .znd teacher educators who work with preservice and in-

service teacheremf mathematics. Each of these groups has a unique function

and/or commitment in implementing curriculum or in dealing with the

products of that curriculum. Each group has a stake in haw issues are

resolved and the direction that the curriculum takes in the future. More

precise descriptions of how the sa,Iples Niere selected and characteristics

of the samples will be given later in this chapter.

Two comments about the sample of teachers to be selected are impor-

tant. First, it was considered important to select individuals possessing

judgment concerning the curriculum and its effectiveness. The perspectives

of leaders in the cohort of teachers were deemed important in order to

reflect thoughtful consideration of the issues and forces attendant to

selecting preferences and priorities among alternative curricular practices.

The decision was made to select samples using the membership rosters of the

NCTM, since membership in the organiLation is evidence of the desired level of

professionalism. Second, some of the issues about curriculum and some
4

forces impinging on curricular decisions are unique to the middle school or

junior high school level. We preferred savling a population of teachers

uniquely concerned with and having responsibilities for instruction of this

level of student. We found no adequate'and efficient means of sampling

teachers of mathematics at this level of schooling. Consequently, some item

-lusters concerned primarily with elementary school curriculum.alternatives

and same clusters concerned with the secondary school currinulum alterdativess

contain items specific to the issues and forces affecting the middle or junior

high school curriculum since junior high or middle samol teachers are repre-

sented in each sample.
AIM

2



Two i:.em-pools were constructed for the preference surveys of

teachers; one concerned primarily with the elementary school curriculum

and the other focused on secondary school curriculum. The itewvools had

many clusters of items in common.. The clusters concerned with, the selectio

of content alternatives provided the primary differences in' the\two. item .

pools. The secondary school teacher iteirvool was, used in surveYl.ng the

preferences of the samples of mathematicians and of teachers of reklear

college mathematics.

Teacher educators and supervisors typically have responsibilities

spanning both the elemeatal:y and the secondary school programs. There,-

fore, it was important to give them an opportunity to respond toitems at

both 'levels. Based on the common features of some of the clusters con-

cerned with the same factor, such as instructional resources, that occurred

in several of the etrands,:the decision was made'to col:apse these clusters

into generic clusters that were to apply to all curricular strands in mathe-

matics. This decision was forced by the fact that for both the super-
4r3

visors and the teacher educators the number to be sampled was too small

to assure a sufficient number of responses to a question even'if a large

response rate were realized. Specific details concerning the characteristics

of items and of the item sampling will be given in the next section of this

chapter.

Initially, four lay populations were considered for sampling: princi-

pals, school board members, parents, and businessmen. -Principals were con-

sidered important to.sample because their instructional leadership and

support can be a. significant factor in.determining the success of new pro-

grams in schools. Although principals must be regarded as professionals

with regard to educational processes, many--particularly at the secondary

school level--do not have the background in mathematics to render profes-

sional judgments about the technical aspects of mathematics education.

,School board memberS were considered critical to sample since they control

the use of funds that may be needed to implement some curricular modifi-

cations. Parents were included in the preferred sample since no other

group'has quite the same interest in the effectiveness of the school maths-

matics program. The desire to include businessmen was primarily from the

consideration that they hire the products of the schools and have first-

hand experience with the effectiveness of the schools in producing indivi-



duals Who know mathematics well sawah to mcUon.. in lob:I-related

responsibilities.

The lay popula mils provided the most difficulty in locating

samples with r.tadily accessible addresses that.could be selected randomly

and be representative ,of the population. For example, initiallyve had

hoped to sample parents through the national Parent-Teacher Association

(PTA) and its mailing-lists of members. The PTA. was quite 'interested

in the PRISM Project, but has had a policy for several decades that

prohibited the release of mailing liras for such"purposes.. SOr could a

mailing list for busihessmen be located that was sufficiently representative

of the different types of businesses in the Uhited States. Conseuently,

the lay populations sahpled were: principals, school board presidents, and

parent-teacher organization presidents.

Five factors that determined characteristics of the itam pools for

the preference surveys are identified below:
\

1. The intent to describe a wide variety of alternatives in\cur-

ricular practices that are indicative of current issues .ihd

forces affecting decision-making about the mathematics curri-

culum.

2. The decision to describe alternative practices within major

curricular strands of the mathematics program of the schools\

in order to allow respondents to exhibit preferences-specific

to,ancisions about goals, content selectima, methods and tools

of im-*,-1:Ltion and levels of student need for each of

straw-

3. The decision to use item-sampling techniques.

4 The decision to begin by constructing instruments for the samples

of teachers.

5. The characteristics of the other populations to be sampled and

the consequent modifications of the teacher item pools to fit

these characteristics.

The major investment of effort during the first year of the project

was in the preparation of tlie preference item pools for teachers. From

October 1977 to April 1978, background information concerning alterna-

tive curricular practices was collected and synthesized for each of the

strands to provide working papers for the ute of the item-writing teams in



the construction of items. FromApril through August, items wars revised,

piloted with teschers, and. revised again in order.to.have the instru-.

manta constructed ftr mailing-to' teachers-in September-after-the begin
%

ning of the school year.

Treigrence surveys were mailed to the samp.les of mathematiCians

and two-lear college teachers during late fall 1978.. The modificationa

of the item pool to fit the characteristics of the supervisors and teacher

educators samples was also accomplished during the.fall. Inscruments .

were mailed to these two samples in December 1978.

The preference item pool for tht lay populations was a drastic .

modification of the item pool used for the professional samples. Al-
e

though some items are common to both pools, the effort:to reduce further

the reliance on technical language resulted im deletion of,many items.

For example, the clusters of items concerned with, content selection alter-

natives within each of the strands were. deleted. Other items were modi-.

Lied to preserve the intent of the preference survey item pool for pro7

fessionals. However, the degree of commonality between the professional

and lay preference item pools is not as great as might be desired. The

preferences surveys were mailed to the lay populations in February 1979.

Surveying Curricular Priorities

It was initially anticipated that the results of the first-round

surveys would be used as the baSis for constracting the priorities survey.

This-was unrealistic. First, the timing of the preference surv2ys pre-

eluded having all ofthe data processed by the time it was needed. for ,

instrument development. .Second, the nature of the instrument that evOlved

for the preference .survey was somewhat, different than initialli imagined.

The alternative practices that were described in the items were of a more

specific nature than had been envisioned in.the proposal. Examining small,

particulave alternatives did not readily accommodate to the compariions

initiaily planned for the priorities survey. Third, the manner of data treat-

ment encompasSed some analyses that allowed inferring priorities from

preferences. Finally, no logically defensible rationale could be found for

combining the data across populations to identify specific practices as

first choices. Who was to say how the,preferenceS of teachera should be

weighed in comparison to the opinions of-parents or mathematicians?



Consequently, the priorities survey was construcLed indeperdent of the

-results of the preferences surveys.

The structure of the preferences surveys did serve as a guide for

the design of the priority survey instruments." FOrced-choice items were'

develdped connernimg the major, global factors affecting curricular

practices that had been used as the basis for writing the clusters for

-.the prefezence survey instrumeats. Each cluster of items in the prrference

survey bad concerned a single setting 'of mathematIcs,and a single major

factor in curricul4m:planning. The items for the prioritie; survey:re-

spected the interactive character of these factors by being either inde-

pendent of a content,Aetting or requiring contrasts across content settings

unlike the preference instruments.

The forced choice Items presented fiVe alternatives to the respon-.

dent to rink order from first tofifth in terms of the priorities for.the

decade'of the'1980's. The profess:4nel samples were given a set or. five

reasons to use in imdicating why thiy'assigned priority one to a particular

factor and five reasons to indicate why they bad assigned.priority five

to another factor. The professional simples were the only populations

that had this option of imdicating the reasons for the assignment of priori-

ties.

Two additional types of items were included on the priorities survey.

One tyPe of .item concerned general factors affecting the performance of the

schools in mathematics but which are not specific to mathematics teaching

and learning. Discipline is one type of geueral factor thit'affects the

quality of:mathematics programs.hut is dtmacteristic of the school-commun-

ity that transcevis mathematics teaching and learning. In particular, we

considered it important to have .some perception of whether khe difrerent

samples considered the general problems facing schoOls to be mare impor-

tant =A significant than those specific to the teaching and learning of

mathematics. We were concerned that attention and resources invested in

mathematics teaching and learning might be Considered misplaced if the

general prolaSios were seen.ta be the dominant factors affecting the success

of mathematics programs.

The other type of items on the priorities surveys concerned mechanisms

for accomplishing Changes in school mathematics. The items described

different ways to approach the problems of mathematics education in the
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1980ts. such -as preservice teacher educstion in-service educatian,

evaluation and assessnent efforts, and different ipproaches to curr

Umidevelopment. Items ;Mowed an indtvidual tO -nditat* perceptions o

the effectiveness and appropriateness of such mechanisms.

The PRISK Fioject was 'concerned with assessing the perceptions of

different samples' opinions of what ought to be in the mathematics cur-

riculum. It was part of a larger.cffort of the NCTIK to make and imple-

mmnt recommendations of curricular change. Thus, it was particularlIC,

appropriate to collect some information concerning the perceptions of

appropriateness and effectiveness of mechanisms for change.

The construction of the priorities surveys was completed in

February 1979. The mailings of;the priorities surveys was completed

in March.

Instrument Development

Preference Surveys

the preference surveys were designed to represent curricular

alternatives and issues encompassing Mathematics content areas, tools
S.

and modes of instruction, and levels O. student need. The intent was to

Anticipate the future as well to provide the respondent with an oppor-

tunity to react to alternatives perceived as important sources of'dissatis-

faction with current schonl mathematics irograms. Consequently, through-

out the preparation of thc instruments, a variety of individuals and

groups other than the PRIat staff contributed to and reacted to the

design and content of ths instruments La order to assure an adequate

representation of alternatives.

The first decisions that,served to determine the nature of the

preference survey instruments were made 4; tt ? stk,,ge of preparing the pro-

posal. It was decided to organize the instrument'around major topical areas

in mathematics. The initial framework listed the following areas or

strands: whole mumber operations; numeration.jractions, and decimals;

ratio, prpportion, and percent; measufement; apPlications and prObiem

'IA'

solving; algebra; geometry; statistics and probability; and analysis.

A second critiCakdeciOon was to use techniques ofiten sanpling in

which nct everyone"responds to the.same survey instrument but an indtvid-

ual.'s respolpes are cOt*ned with other respondents in order to determine

the respnse patterns of ihe total sample. This allowed the creation of
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vi Ina larger Item poll encompassing a_broader scope of alterna-

tives and issues'than possible if a $ingle instrument were used for

aU.
During Spring of l9i7, informal auricle of the audiences at

selected program sessions et the NCTX Annual lisetingiere conducted to

identify.points at issue for the topical areas in mathematics 'that had

been identified in preparing tile proposal.. This informationwas used

ty the Steering Committee-of the MR( Project to nod *at of

content strands serving as the framework, for designing 4e. instrunts

at the November meeting early in the course of the project. Tim' curric-
c.

uler strands identif ied by the Steering Commit tee were Tevised-lis

follows:

Fractions/Decimals--FD

Algebrar.41

Whole Numbers--WN

Giometry..--014

Probability and Statistics--PS

Ratio/Proportion/Percent-1W

Problem Solving--PB

Heasurement--MS

Computer Literacy--CL

Analysis--AN

The listing of curricular strards is a restructuring of the initial fram -

work-with one significant additiOn,,computer literacy. The inclusion of

computer literacy was in recognition of its potential ilipact on mathe-

matics during the 1980's and the recognition oft the issues that are being

generated by t"... changes associated with the use of the computer in the

schools.

T4e problem solving and applications strand was modified to provide

a more precise delimitation of what should be stressed in the construc-

tion of the preference survey instrument. The Steering Committee urged

that problem solving not be narrowly construed as being limited to ver-

bal problem sdlving. The Steering Committee argued that techniques and

heuristics of problem solving should be emphasizcd as the objects of

teaching in the problem solving curricular strand.

The decision was also made not to tie applications with problai

solving in a single strand. The 'decision was based on two primary argu-

110 41214



seats. /tirat, applications writ pertsived as privading all of maths.-

=tics. V&A, preference items about applications were seen as more

piropriately imbedded 'within items in strands instead of being separated

frog the mathematical setting. Second, theStuaring committee hold the

strong opinion that problem solving is of sufficient-importance in the

curriculum and has bean given such limited.attention that it deserved =-

dissipated attention as &major strand in the framework used for construct-

Lig the preference survey.

Subsequently,,in the item-writing conferences the following April

andlKay the analysis strand was deleted. The primuy reason foz deleting

the analysis strand was a matter of definition. Topics in analysis aro

typically imbedded within other mathematical contexts'in the school pros.

gram.. For5 example, the limit of a geometric series may be ex1lored in grade

eight general mathematics in the sense of discovery of a number pattern

where the primary objective of instruction is not the analytic concept.

The topics of analysis at the senior high school level are almost exclu

sively associated with the final courses taken by the college aspiring

student who has talent and interest in mathematics and science, a small,

relatively select set of students in most schools. The decision was made,

therefore, go imbed the questions pertaining to analysis within other

strands. This 'decision 'provides one limitation on the conclusions that

are possible from the PRISM data: the curricular alternatives and issues

for senior level mathematics courses for college-aspiring students are

not broadly represented; thus, preferred practices for this curricula*.

Level cannot be identified.

The Steering Committee also_suggested a categorization of item types

to be applied in each Of the-curricular strands. The categories Ware:

1. Content: Which specific elements of mathematics within a cur-

ricular strand arti preferred for inclusion in the curriculum?

*For example, which content for geometry is preferred at the

secondary school level, vectors or transformations?

2. Goals: Which goals are preferred for a given curricular strand?

For example., in teaching beginning algebra, are goals associated

with applications to be preferred to those associated with under-

standing proof?

Resources: Which resources are tokbe preferred for a given,cur-

ricular strand? For example, are demonstration devices or are

93



The act of creating items tor each of thssecategories led to collapsing'of

the Who and Time categories to a single category. Preference questions

about the timing of instruction were found to be inevitably interactive with

the type of student Ling taught.

The final structure for the preference survey item pool tbat evolved

from the Steering Committee's suggestions is shown below.

,supplementary sets of applicatkas problems.preferred for

teach(ng ratio and proportion.)

4, Methods:: Are given methods preferred fo7 instruction within a

curricular area? (For example, Given two skits of materials for

teaching probability amd statistics each of which featurasai par.-

ticular method, say individualized instruction versus long-term,

group projects, which is preferred?)

Who:" What content laternatives are preferred for special groups

of students? What alterna4ves are preferred for all students?

Time: . What is the preferred grade le vel placement fur given content,

techniques of instruction or expected competencies?

7. Calculator: What are preferred uses of the calculator for given

types oC quithematical content?

Strands

PD

AL

WN-

,01

PS

RP

PE

'ES

CL

Catev.ories of Items

CONTENT COALS RESOURCES METHODS WHO/TIME CALCULATOR

..

,

.

,

.

,-

,

Strand-Category Matrix

The Steering Committee recognized,that there were possible variations'idio-

syncretic to the issues associated with given curricular strands and recommen-

ded that the item writing not be bound by a rule that all cells in the_struct4re



The clusters of items, in a cell became the basis .for the design

of:the item samplinAt Process thst was used to create indiviidual instruments

That is, clusteri'were sampled rather than individual items.

The Steete4 Committeevalso identified'and elaborated' further issues'
. -

associated utth each of the curricular'strands. These issuss,,together

with those generated, by the, inforMal surveys-at the NCTM meetings the pre-!'

ceding Spring, were used by the PRISM staff to proper* a background paper

for eachoof the strands for use.by itea-writfng teams. The background

papers were to identify and discuss major issues in terms of the research/

Imowledge base in the literature. Interestingly, the PRI.,t4 staff was sur-

prised'by the realization of the paucity of artieles,that are written to

treat both sidea of au issue. Most authors and reserschirgexplore, argue,

and collect information abOut auly one side of an issue with the apparent

and frequently fallacious,.assumption that a refined description of an

alternative is to be found elsewhere in the literature. This resulted in

the backgrodnd.papers being more difficult to prepare %terms of an ex-

tensively documented literature base than we had anticipated. The first

itew-writiug co-ference was convened in late March. The item-writing

team* had the task of.preparing initial drafts of items and served as a

pilot fof the sUbsequent item-writing conference in.early May. The five-

day conferences were oriented to the production of item ideas and item

types. Following the item-writing conference, the items. were rgyised by

the PRISM staff and this revision was circulated to.the item-writers'for

reaction 'and comment. Indeed each writing team reacted to two.revisiks

*Members of the item-writing

1. Frank Avegoso
2. Gleuadine Gibb
3. John C.; Harvey

4. George Immerzeel
5. David-C. Johnson
6. Robert Kansky
.7. Pat Koch
S. Betty Krist
9. l'obert E. Rays
19. Las Steffe
U. Porry Tunis
12. Zal Usiskin
13: Joan Kirkpatrick Worth

teams were:

Nassau Community College, New York
University of.Texas
University of Wiscondin
,University of.Northern Iowa
'University of Minnesota
University of WyoMpag
Berea Junior Hish, Ohio
West Seneca High School, New York
University of Missouri
University of Georgia
fiCTM Central Office
University of Chicagb
University of Alberta

r

of
rooms,



the items. The revisions ware Also circulated .to the Steering .Committie

mmetars. .

The process of writing items that evolved was for a small group to 0.

prepare a set of items for.each of the dells of a:curricular st.;ad. Then

another/team reacted tR ana rewrote the item sets. Periodica4F, the

SOui!twould convene to examine and discuss the entire item pool-to help

assure that nomajgr issues were 4aored.

Items written gor a given cell, for example, goal' items for geometry,-..

tended to be quite similar. The item format that evolved was to 'construct

a general stem and to associate icluster'of items wl.th that stem. The

geometry goals cluster, GM 2, ls given as au example:

Gat 2
.

STD!'

ITE4

tag:gins that there ere available several eats if instrualesal
materials for geometry. The materials differ le that each
e mphasixes me of the curricular goals listed below even at
the espouse of other goals. Suppose that tha marerisis are
e quivalest in terms of other factors.. indicate the degree
te vhich emphasis on the stated goal should be 4 positive
laflusece om the declaim to use or to buy chess curricular
estarials.

a. Strong positive influiece
h. Somewhat positive imamate
e. lo influence or uadecided
d. Somewhat negative influence
a. Stroog Negative influence

Ceemetry is taught:

a:. TM motivate students who dislike compuration.

V. TO develop Sob-oriented skills.

23. Te appreciate historical 'sod cultural development

To IAMB to lake proofs'

25. To develop spatial intuitions shont the real world. -

21. To learn to read and intermmsmrhamatical argues:tn.

32. To practice arithmetic and algebraic skills

2S. To develap.losical, thinking abilities.

29. To develop *kills sad knowledge needed by the coesmeer.

300. To acquire the keowledge needed for study of more mathematics.

Cluster Stems

In the data reporting and discussion sections in other parts of this

report, the word,cluster is used frequently. It refers to the set of items

built on a single stem in a given cell in the strand-category matrix. Dis-

cussion about individual items in this report is frequently presented without

repeating (reprintipg) the statFment of the siem in order to save space.

2 6



e.4

a

The reader should be aware of the content of the stem while considering

analyses of individual items.

Ekny.of the stems for a given categorysof items are-common from

strand to strand. The stems that were used primarily are given below.

Under each stem statement, the curricular strands for which the stem was

used are identified and exceptions are listed. Parentheses are placed
,

around tbe words Oast are replaced to indicate a different curricular

strand. The largest number of stems is for the content clusters. Conse-

quently, content cluster stems are listed last..

Goals Cluster Stem

Imagine that'there are available several sets of instructional

Orisknaterials for (whol ber concepts and skills.) The materia4s

differ in that each emph izes one of the curricular goals listed
below even at the expense of othergoals. Suppose that the
materials are equivalent in terms of other factors. Indicate
the degree to which emphasis on the stated goal should be a
positive influence on the decision to use or to buy these cur-

.

iicular materials.

a. Strong positive influence
b: Somewhat positive influence
c. No influence'br undecided
d. Somewhat negative influence
e. Strong negative infltence

(Whole number concepts and skil1s) are taught:

AL, WN, GM,,PS, RP, PB, MS, CL
Exceptiory FD

Resource Cluster Stem

I,

woo

During the 1980's it may be p6ssOle to'add to tach classroam
seve differdht resources for teaching (measurement). To what.

exteht would you want to.have each a the following?
r

a. I would definitely want.this
b. This might be nice to have
C. Undecided

d. I'd rather not be bothered by this'

e. I definitely, would not want this

All Strands

27



Kethods Cluster Stem

Imagine, that there are available several sets of instructional ma-

terials for (probability and statistics.) Each set of materials

emphasizes one of the teaching strategies listed bellow. Suppose

that the materials are equivalent in terms of other factors.- 1. i

cate the degree to which the incorporation of this partictilar 'Ach-

ing strategy would be a positive or negative influence in your.de-

cision to purchase or use the materials.

a. Strong positive influence
b. Somewhat positive influence
c. No influence or undecided
d. Somewhat negative influence
e. Strong negative influence

All Strands

WhoiTime Cluster Stem

The mathematics curriculum committee of your school system is con-

sidering the possibility of placing topics from (algebra) at dif-

ferent points in the curriculum. Please react to their following

suggestions.

a. I agree completely
b. I tend to agree
c. Undecided
.d. I tend to disagree
e. I strongly disagree

AL, GM, PS, MS
Exceptions: FD, WN, RP, PS, CL.

Note: /f the item set listed in Appendix A.3 is examined, you can observe

that the intent of ehe stems for the exceptions is the same but that the

wording of the stems is not parallel.

Calculator Cluster Stem

Row appropriate is it for students to use hand-held calculators when

doing each of the following types of (ratio, proportion and/or per-

cent) activities?

a. Very appropriate
b. Only in special circumstances
c. Undecided
d. Almost never appropriate
e. Should not be allowed

L.

WN, GM, PS, RP, MS
Exceptions: FD and AL had the same wording except that the qualifying

modifier of the word activities was not given. No calculator cluster

was written for either the CL or the PS strands.

OC



Content: Cluster Stems

The largest variation in type for stems is found.in the content

clusters. For the content clusters, stems ware written to differen-

tiate between content for specific levels of schooling (elementary and

secondary) and to identify preferred' content alternatives for particu-

lar categories of students.

Elementary Content Cluster

A parent-teacher committee in your school liaesuggested
in (probability and statistics) that could be taught in
matics program for grades K-6 during the 1980's. React
suggestions of the committee by indicating which topics
be included La elementary school mathematics.

a. Definitely should be included
b. Probably should be included
c. Undecided
d. Probably should not be included
e. Definitely should not be included

AL, aft, PS

topics
the mathe
to the
should

Variants of this stem were used for the strands FD, WN, PB, and 14S.

None of those specified that a parent-teacher committee had created the

list of topics. There were.two versions of the FD conteat cluster;

for version A., the level of instruction was pre-grade 7 and for B, the

level was specified as after grade 6.

Ttio types of clusters were used for both the algebra and geometry

strand content clusters for secondary school. One was concerned with

content for all graduating students, the other for those college-bound

students who will not be science or mathematics majors.

Content Cluster Stem: Every graduating student (AL)

.Your school system has decided that every, graduating student should

have some experiences in (algebra.) Specialized (algebraic) skills
neceesary for work in higher maehematics will Ile available in

courses offered to college-bound students. Which of the following
(algebraic) topics should be taught to all stildencs?

a. Definitely should be taught to all students
b. Probably should be taught to all students
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e, Undecided '

d, Probably should not be taught to all students
414 Definitely should not be taught to all students

AL, GM
Yote: The goometry stem had a different wording in-that the topics of
geometry wero specified as being listed by a parent-teacher committee.

Content Cluster Stem: College-bound not intending science or mathe-
matics majors (AL)

The majority of college-bound students will not be science or math-
ematics majors. Which of the following advanced (algebraic) topics
should he included in the secondary school curriculum for these
students?

a. Definitely should be included
b. Probably should be included
c. .Undecided
d. Probably should not be included
e, ne4nite1y should not be included

The issue of what content is appropriate for different types of stud-

ents was,bandled differently for the probability and statistics strand.

Although ihe cluster format provides information about more types of stud7

ants due to the nature of the choices in the resp8nse alternatives, the

advantage gained by not needing as many clusters is afiet by the fact

that different statistical interpretations must be used to allalyze the
o

response patterns.

Content ClusterStem: Probability and Statistics (PS)

Listed 14,10 are topics in probability and statistics which could
be inclWed, in the secondary school mathematics curriculum. Iden-
tify ths moSt inclusive group for whom you feel instruction on the
topic is appropriate.

4-

a. Noncollege-bound secondary school stueents
b. College-bound secondary school students
C. All secondary school students
d. Not appropriate for secondary school students
e. Undecided

The secondary content clusters for measurement and for problem solv-

ing were simitar and did not differentiate content alternatives on the



basis of types of students. The stem* were of parallel construction but

not identical wording;

Content Cluster Stem: Secondary School (IS)

Listed below are tiopics concerning (measurement) that could be taught

at same point in the secondary school (grades 742) mathematics pro-

gram. Which are of.sufficient significance to include for all stud-

ents during the 1980's?

a. Definitely should be included for all studen4;
b. Probably should be included for all students
c. Undecided -

ed. Probably.should not be included for all students

e. Definitely should not be included for all students

Content Cluster Stem: Secondary School (FB)

Listed below are several problem solving techniques that might be

taught to all secondary stuients. Which specific tehhniques should

be tncluded in the mathematics curriculum of the secondary school?

a.- Definitery should be included for all secondary students

b. Probably should be included for all secondary students

c. Undecided
d. Probably should not be included for all secondary students

e. Definitely should not be included for all secondary students

Mr

Content clusters for the RP (ratio/proportion/percent) and CL

(computer literacy) did not specify the level of schooling. The stems

are listed beloW.

Content Cluster Stem: (CL)

As citizens of the 21st century, today's students will live in a

world heavily influenced by computers and calculators. Which of

the following topics should be included in the mathematics curriculum

of the 1980's?

a. Definitely should be included
b. Probably,should be included
c. Undecided
d. Probably should not be included

e. Definitely should not be included

3.1



Content Cluster Stem: (RP)

Listed below are several ways that tatio, proportion, and/or percent

could be treated in the curriculum. Which of the following treat-
ments.should be included in the school mathematics program?

a. Definitely should be included
b. Probably should be included
c. Undecided'
d. .

Probably should not be included
. Definitely should not be included

Each individual item of, a cluster describes an alternative practice-

for a cell in the strands-category matrix. Since many items'in the same,

category of cluster but in different curricular strands share either cow-

mon wording or, if noc"worded identically, share a 4003113011 intent, it is

,possible to infer the comparative strengths of preference for a peactice

in several different mathematical contexts. For example, in each of four

methods clusters for AL,'RP, FS, and HS, there 4ppears an item that in-

quires about the teaching technique of using problem solving activities

as the means to develop new concepts. Such a common item allows one to

note whether a practice is preferred in a variety of mathematical settings

or if there are differences in preference corresponding to the types of

mathematics.

Comparable comparisons can be made within a given strand, usually

in the content clusters, when a mathematical topic appears in clusters

for different student populatims. For example, in the algebra strand

respondents indicated the content preference for the topic of graphing

nunber sentences ia two clusters, one concerned with the elementary

school curriculum and the other specifying that the topic should be taught

to all graduating students. This allows Inferences about the perceived

appropriateness of the content at a given student level.

A large number of comparisons in the senses described above are made

in the data reporting sections of this report. It is appropriate to con-

sider carefully the wording of both items and cluster stems for the given

comparisons. The smaller the disparity in wordings of items and stems,

the more credence can be given to the inferred comparisou. Because of

the large number of comparisons that are made, we have not elected to re-

mind readers of this caution in reading the results each instance for



which a warning is'appropriate.

The modifierinferred is used with the word comparison. This is in

artifact:of both the itemsampling process employed in this' study and

the fact that the responses to one item are independent of the responses

to comparison items. The item-sampling process means.that for a pair of

items being compared, they may have been responded to by different sets

of individuals. -However, the process used in assigning the different

forms of the survey to sub-samples of a population assure that respondenti

to a particular cluster (item). are spread uniformily across the entire

set of. respondents. Consequently,'the response pattern kif the subset of .

all respondents that answered a particular item is inferred to be charac-

teristic of the response pattern for'the entire set.of respondents to

the survey.. Nevertheless, it is an inferred sample characteristic.

The second factor, the independence of the responses for pairs of

items, mesas that if a respondent ranked one practice highly, then there

was no forced comparison that required that an alternative practice be

ranked low. For example, in the methods cluster for ST, one itan describes

the practice of using more than half of the instructional time for drill

and practice. Another ita in the same cluster describes the practice of

using more than half of the instructional time to develop,and extend frac-

tion and decimal concepts. It is possible for individuals to indicate a

strong preference for both practices ia spite of the apparent ambiguity.

Thus, the responses to items are independent. A forced choice between

the practices would have provided a direct measur'e of the comparative

strength of preference for the practices. Ia the data analyses that fol-

low, the comparative strength of preferences are inferred by comparison

of the meau response levels fox items.

The item pool could have been designed to allow more comparisons.

The strengths and weaknesses of requiring identical items for each of

the categories of clusters was discussed thoroughly at the item-writing

conferences. It wasargued, for example, that each of the goal clusters

should have contained,precisely Lhe same, identical item.. The conclu-

sion was reached chat this was too restrictive slnce there were issues

that are unique to some curricular strands.



It was noted that this would restrict the number of alternative

goals that could be represented in the goals.clusters. Parallel1 argu-

ments were made and accepted for each category of clusters.

The commonalityof items within common clusters across strands did ,

allow a modification of the item pool necessitated by the smaller sac&

plea, a variable for some populations. The imitial item pool was designed

in.terms of popUlation samples of 1000 with an item-sampling process de- ,

signed to assure that, with a modest return rate, for each cluster there

would be responses from about 100 individuals. Populations,-such as the

supervisors of mathematics, provided.definite problems since the sample

frame was less than 800 individuals. Given the nature of supervisor's

responsibilities, it was desirable that responses were obtained for both

elementary and secondary forms., Recognizing the high degtee 'of common,

item content in the methods.clusters, the resources clusters,and the

calculator clusters, it was decided to create a generic, across-strend

cluster for each of the three cluster categories. Two versions of the

generic clusters for methods-and resources differed only in theword-

ing of the stem were written; one was for the elementary school and the

other far the secondary school program. This decision'provided an item

pool of 468 items rather than 666, allowina an item-sampling process

to be used for smaller samples, such as the supervisors-and teacher

educators, that have interests, responsibilities; and expertise spanning

both the elementary and secondary programs. The generic item clusters

are exhibited in Appendix A.3.

Each individual encountered fifteen general information items be-.

fore responding to items from the preference survey pool. One subset of

the fifteen items was selected from a pool of thirty demographic items.

For each population sample, a set of five to seven iiems was selected to

reflect the respondents' current responsibilities, background, and rela-

tion to mathematics education. or thesschools. Each respondent encountered

one item that requested an appraibal of the current state of the way

schools are organized and children are taught.

_The remaining eight to ten general information items were designed

to provide a mind set or advance organizer for thinking about issues in
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terns of the pieference item pool. These'introductory items wereor\gan,,

.ized around a single stem;

Introductory, Issues Stem

Consider the mathematics program from kindergarten through twelfth
grade. Below are several phrases indicating areas of the program
that could receive more or less emphasis during the coming decode.
Mark each with the reimonse that best describes your feeling con-
eriwba,so,uld be the trend.

a. Should receive much Tinoró emphasis

b. Should receive somewhat lepre emphasis
c. Should receive about the same emphasis as now
d. Should receive somewhat less emphasis.
e. -Should receive much less emp isIs

The set of .items for this stem was selected from a pool of 45 phrases

indicating problems or issues. The listing of this pool of items is in'

Appendix A,2.

The introductory items,served a seCond purpose beyond that of estab-

lishing an orientation or mind-set for thinking in rms of the coming

decade. The clusters in the remainder of the survey listed specific

alternative practices as items within cells of the strand-category matrix.

The introductory item cluster, by specifying more encompassing domains

of issue or broader problem areas, provided a comparative base for con-

sidering the finer, more atomistic issues reflected in.the alternative

practices,described in the items of the preference survey pool.

Item Sampling Processes

Item Sampling was used for the first-round, preference surveys.

The number of items precluded sending the total set to a respondent.

There were 30 deMographic items, 45 introductory items, and 660 items

in the strand-category matrix describing alternative curricular prac-

tices for the .teacher samples. Pilot administrations of individual

strands to grqups.of professional and lay'people in Ohio, Kentucky,

Michigan, and Georgia iadicated that it was reasonable to expect the

typical respondent to.deal with four to five items per minute. Thus,

survey forms consisting of,15 items selected from the demographic
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and introductory item sets and betresr 100 and 120 items selected

from tha strand-category matrix of alternative curricular practices

were constructed. It was assuMed that one half hour was a reason-

able expectation for the amount of time most individuals would be

willing to commit to the task of completing ehis type of survey.

The item sampling from the introductory set was not at syste-

matic as the item sampling frau the preference item pool. The num-

ber'of answer spanes left out of the 15-space response area on the

answer forms set aside for general information items varied from

population to population since different demographic item sets were

designed for each population. Thus, we could not establish a rotated

form item sampling process that would work for all populations with-

out multiplying the number of forms to be produced for eadh populatinn.

We elected to let the preference item sampliag dictate the process

and compromised the sampling'process for the introductory items to

simplify the production and mailing processes for.each population.

A second reason that the sampling of the introductory item set

was not as systematic resulted from the shifting of items to be sampled

from population 'to population. The'iaitial item set was prepared for

the teacher samples and contained 40 phrases descriptive of issues or

problems understandable and recognizable by those samples. The elemen-

tary teacher sample imposed a limit on the types of issues we felt

could be included in the phrase set. The set of preference items did

not give a sufficient range of alternatives for the upper-Ievel secon-

dary school curriculum. Consequently, five items were added to these

concerns for the samples of junior college mathematics faculty and

mathematicians. The number of items that emphasized issues and problems

concerned primarily with the lower school curriculum and which required

some technical knowlectge of educational vocabulary was reduced for the

college mathematician iamples. Thesetr samples responded to a pool

of 21 items.

The supervisors sample responded td samples from the entire pool of

45 introductory items. Because of a typographical error, one item was

inadvertently omitted from the item pool for the,teacher educator sample

thereby reducing the pool for item sampling tc, 44 items.
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Th item stapling vas designed to have the seas site subset of a

sample receive each cluster of preference items. The item sampling was

designed on the basis of the strand-category mattix. Acauster Of4.tems

was sampled rather than an individual item. Ten-basic forms were designed,

one for each'strand and oneIniscellaneous.forn6 Each cluster appeared

on two of the ten basic forms. For ninevf_the formkaccomplete strand

served as the basis for construction in that all of the clusters for

a given level either elementary or secondary'appeared on the fora. The

set of item clusters of the complete strand .were in the interior, of

the form atd were contiguous. The-forawss completed by placing On each

and of the complete strand two or three clusters selected from other

strands. 'Insofar as possible, these clusters were selected to maxi-

mize the number of categories of clusters represented and were placed

so that two contiguous clusterg did not represent the same category

of cluster, such as methods. Having a cluster appear an one form along

with other clusters from the same strand atd an another apart fram

other clusters of the same strand allowed #101mlnation.of whether such

eplacement affected the resionse patterns; it did not..

Each of the ten basic forms was modified to produce an additional

farm by trading the position of the item clusters that preceded and

followed the clusters of items representing the complete strand or, in

the case of the miscellaneous form, switching the first half of the

clusters with the last half. This allowed determination of whether the

placement of a cluster made a significant difference in the response

patterns; it did not.

One other factor produced four mare forms in addition to the

twenty described above. Recall that in,the description of instrument

development, two modifications had been made on basic clusters, goals

and contett, of the fractions/dedimals strand. For one cluster, twa

.versions were constructed one of which had the word decimal replaced

by the word fraction, and vice versa. The other, cluster also appeared

in two versions. It concerned the level of instruction--ane concerned

learning concepts and skills with tractions and decimals after grade six

and'the other had the same item content except the learning was prior ta

grade nine. We elected to halve the alme of the subsamples responding ta



this cluster rather thek,doubling the number receiving the other

clusters of the.frections/denimals strand.

The design of, each'of the'resAting 24 forms is indicated in the

fgure on the next two pages,by the' epecification of the'ilusters

Appearing on.each form. The column on .the right ind.tcateS:the size of

the sub stopple receivim.this form for each 1000 people in aaample.

. The instruments fOr determining -curricular preferences for the

secondary school mathematics program were made as similar to that* for

the elementary school as was possible. This was to*llow comparisons

aCrose the school levels where the wording of items was ideny.cal or
similar enough for the comparisons to be appropriate. Thus, to con--
struct a secondary preference form, an.elementary form was selected)

and if a cluster was the same, its position in the form was not changed.

If there were a-minor change in wording, it was made and the position of

the cluster was not changed. If there was a change in the cluster,

the new cluster was substituted for ,the elementary alternatives,cluet4r-

A few clusters had more items on the secondary version. The algebra

content cluster had an additional 5 items and the probibility/statis7

tics content cluster had am additional 5 items. The longer cluster

was substituted for the shorter elementary version with a correspon-

ding :.enumbering of items. An additional 20-item content cluster in

algebra aada 15-item content cluster in geometry were needed for the

secondary school forms. 'These werebroken.into three ten-item and

one five-item subclusters in,order to fit the 120-item limit to a form.

For forms-with geometry or algebra in the interior,.320, 321, 100, 110,

1019 and 111, these clusters were placed with the other geometry)or

algebra clusters in the interior of the form. Otherwise, they were

treated as the other beginning or ending clusters.

Priorities Surveys

The design of the instruments for the priorities surveys-took place

after the mailing.of the preference surveys had begun. The priorUies

survey instruments were designed to reflect curricular decision making

of a more global nature than was characteristic of the items of the pref-

erence surveys. The.items allowed individuals to consider the interactive

nature of the various factors contributing to curricular decision making.
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Para
Number

000 CL4 1491

001 PS5 AL2

010 CL4 1491

011 Pg5 AL2

100 WN3 FD1A

101 PS6 1432

110 FD1B

111 PS6 1452

220 F1)3 PS1

221

320 RP5 P33

321 WN2 PS2

0146 cL2

Clusters
Number of

Items

FD1A

FD1A

FD1B

FD1B

FD2A

FD2A

FD2A

FD2A

FD23

FD2B

FD2B

FD2B

FD3

FD3

FD3

FD3

FD4

FD4

FD4

FD4

FD5

FD5

F1)5

F1)5

1D6

FD6

FD6

F1)6

P55

CL4

PS5

CL4

AL2

MS1

AL2

1451

110

110

110

110

AL1 AL2 AL3 AL4 AL5 AL6 PS6 1492 RP4 110

RP4 AL1 AL2 AL3 AL4 AL5 Al.t WN3 FD1A 110

AL1 AL2 AL3 AL4 AL5 AL6 PS6 1452 RP4 11.0

RP4 ALI AL2 AL3 AL4 AL5 AL6 .WN3 FD18 110

WN1 WN2 WN3 W14 WN5 WN6 0146 CL2 P35 110

PBS WN1 WN2 WN3 WN4 WN5 WN6 .F1)3 PS1 110

0141 GM2 GM3 G144 G145 0146 WN4 PS2 120

GM 0142 0143 0244 0145 0146 RP5 P83 120

420 P31 CL5 PS1 P32 PS3 PS4 PS5 P36 GM RP2 AL3

421 GM RP2 AL3 PS1. PS2 P93 P34 PS5 PS6 P81 CL5

520 AL WN1 AL6 RP1 RP2 RP3 RF4 RP5 RP6 *P32 1435 GM3 120

521 P 1495 G143 RP1 RP2 RP3 RP4 RP5 RP6 WN1 AL6 AL1 120 50

Sample
Size

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

50

sct

50

50

110 . 50

110 50

50



Form
NUmber Clusters

liumbor of
ems

620 RP1 PS4 P31 P32 P33 PB4 P16 MS3 ,WN5 .FD6 ALi 120

6g1 ALI. MS3 WN5 FD6 P31 P82 P33. P34 . P35 PS4 120

.720 ALl. CL1 RP6 MS1 MS2 MS3 MS4 MS5 MS6 ALS '4 G42 120

721 AL5 FD4 .GM2 MS1 MS2 2153 MS4 MS5 MS6 CLI .RP6 ALI vi,120

820 F1)5 AL4 WN2 CL1 CL2 co CL4, CL5 RP3 1(56 VM1 AL1 :120

si126)821 ALI RP3 MS6 GM1 CLI CL2 CL3 CL4. CLi' FD5 AL4 WN2

- 920 FD2A ALI WN6 ,GM5 PS3 P34 MS4 CL3 GMI FD23 120

921 FD2B CHI CL3 1(54 P84 PS3 GM5 WN6 ALI FD2 120.

sampie
e

50

S.

50

50

50

50

50-

50

50

Figure 1.
Cluster Sampling for Instrumenr Forms 'for

Samples Responding to Elementary Curriculum Item Pool
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.'Item.sampling.was not usedfor the main'Ortion of the inetruments.

one exception, the Only variation from form.to forM of the instrument-was

in terms of the demographic items that were specific to the poptitations

being sampled. The single ezception was that two lay populations,. presi-

dents .of school boards and parent-teacher associationsowere not asked to

indicate their reasons for assigning priorities whereas the professional

and lay samples, were. The demographic Item sets were identical to those

%*4.Nused for the pieference.surveys. Eleven items from the forty-five item

introductory set mere selected to-use to help respondents acquire a mind-

set for thinking in terms of the priorities for mathematics curriculum

during the next decade.

rThe main body of questions on the priortties instFument were of two

types., thoSe concerned with curricular priorities and those'in which the

intent'of the item was concerned primarily with the means and processes

for-producing curricular and instructional change. The first type re-
.

quested ordered priority decisions concerning the five primary factors

that had been used to structure the aesign of clusters withia.each. strand

of the preference instrument item.pool. The items were designed on a

lorced choice basis tp provide contrasts in terms of goals, content selec-

tion,,meihods, resourtes, and attention to the needs of special categories

of students. The use of the calculator, a sixth cluster type for the pref-

erence survey, was considered to be part of the resources factor for the

purposes of the priorities survey. Following is an example of the type of

item used for determining the content selection priorities.

Imagine that you have a limited amount of money

to eyesui for the development of new materials for

grads. 7.42 Withe areinlisted below. Please

isdicate the order in which you think the maguey

should be spent hy making thwanswer sheet in the

following way:

a . highest prOKirt
b second highest .priority

e 0 middle-level priority
orsond lowest priority
110 *wilt priority

14 Ws to ulte each letter !only once for the

, lost ftwe items. .

13: Algsbra

1. Probability

13. 04011111tV,

16. Computer literacy

17. Statistics 7



Far Sll of the samples, except those representing the presidents of school

boardc and parent-teachers associations, an item of this type was.followed_

by two parallel items inquiring as to the reasons for identification of

the lowest and highest choices in making the ordered priority decision.

For the item given above, two examples

comaider the c.oteat area (gnostic= 13
thrum 17) shove that you reeked lowest
(mothed within "e"). Of the following five
ideas, which, heat describes the mom yos
.spie it lamest priority?

a a The eateriels 4spresently have in this
area are sore nearly adequate than the
materiels vs have in the other four areas.

b Thia area dass not preeent sany problems
for most teachers.

c It is not as important for students to
develop skills in this area ar it is in
other areas in the list.

d Changes are needed in this area, hut nog
materials would he an inefficient way to
promote such changes.

The Importance of this arta mill disdaish
duriag the 19$0s.

axe give below:

1,. ;resider the coati= area Questions 13 thra 17)
showebthat yos ranked highest (earked-oith se
Nan). Of the following five ideas, vitich beet
dessrlbet the reason you gave it Wales; priority?

a sib have fewer good materials to choose from
is this area thee in dr other fool areas.

b a this is a eadorproblem area for may, may
teachers.

c 0 It is absolutely crucial that sore =duets
develop skills in this area.

d law idaas base bean developed in this area
that are nor talented in motet ourolaile.

The importance of this area 1111 immassi
the.19801.'

The priorities items that were specific to each of the five given

factors were follcwed by items that requested the assignment of priorities

across the factors. An example of one of these items follows:



la presto's neestioes yes Use reeked priorities
mithin the broad uses of eathemetics costeet,
stablests with meets& needs. eed teacher mhatatime.
* these areas sight also he aided the dmelopmeat
of meat= teaching asteriels sad the development
of special tucking asthods. le what order should

/ does amiss be studied or developed during the IUDs?
Times indicate your priorities by whin the
atom thaw Is the following say:

w Upon priority
&mood highest priority
aiddleolevel priority

4 second lowest priority
s a lowest pinny
47. Zegtoved sultemetica meta= for textbooks

44. Development of special asthmatics asterials
for students with special needs "

49. /waved preservice end inservice edmatioe
for teething asthmatics

50. Developer= of mommtest astarials for teaching
asthmatics

SI. Improvement of methods and reclaims:: fir
teaching mthematics

Tha items that inquired concerning curricular priorities concluded

with questions about factors that are not specific to the teaching and

learning of mathepatics. Factors such as discipline, lack of motivation

of students, class size, and mainstreaming have an impact on the teaching

and learning of mathematics but affect performance in all areas of the

school program. Respondents were asked to specify for fifteen such fac-

tors how serious a problem it was in the teaching and learning of mathe-

matics and, finally, to indicate whether the general problems of this

nature deserve priority attention over those that are unique to the

teaching and learning of mathematics.

The second type of item on the priorities instruments asked for

opinions about how researq or development funds should be used during

the coning decade to attack problems in mathematics education. Fifteen

processes, such.as supporting in-service education of teachers, creating

many small basic research projects, and giving development grants to in-

dividual teachers, were compared in terms of general importance, practica-

lity, and efficiency.
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AppendimilL2-contains a saMple of the priorities survey form. The same

fora was sent .to the AT, MT, SP, TE, and PR samples; ii contained 92 items.

The $8 and PT samples were not asked to select reasons for their rankings;

therefore, their form contained only 84 items.

Processes of Population Sampling

Surveys were mailed to samples of nine populations. Each sample

was generated to be representative of the nation as q whole but since

most of the samples were identified 'from membership rosters of professional

organizations, representativeness is a function 'of the representativeness

.of the parent organization. Demographic data Tor each population are given

in the following section that provide evidence of the representative

mature of each sample.

The teacher samples were selected to represent leaders at the ele-

mentary and the secondary school levels. The initial intent was to select ,

leaders because they would have better judgments concerning the trends

and directions of-curriculum development in terms of perspectives of needs

for mathematics'programs. Theintent was to collect considered, thoughtful

opinions of what-ought-to-be during the coming decade of the 1980's. The

mApbership roster of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics pro-

vided the base for identifying addresses. Two sample4rames were identi-

fied, one that would be mostly elementary teachers and the other to be

mostl)i secondary teachers, according to the following criteria:

'.AT--members of the NCTM who subscribe to the Arithmetic Teacher but

do not subscribe to the Mathematics Teacher and who are not on

NCTM's rosters of supervisors or teacher educators

MT --members of e NCTM who subscribe to the Mathematics Teacher but

do not subscribe to the Arithmetic Teacher and who are not on

DICTM's rosters of ei her supervisors or teacher educators.

It was hoped that the conditions specified for identifying sampling frames

would serve to provide samples of teachers having primary teaching respon-

sibility at either the elementary or the secondary school levels. For

each frame, an n was selected to produce a sample of 1000 for the prefer-

ence survey and a sample of 500 for the priorities survey. That is, if

there were 12,372 subscribers to the Arithmetic Teacher, every twelfth name,



vas selected to make a ..ple of 1,000. EVery nth name Wag selected from

the population address list which had been ziP code ordered:

Tbe process used has some deficiencies. First, there are some

regional variations in terms of the portion of teachers belonging td Nt771.

Second, the subscription lists do not allow the-identification of teachers

according to the level(s) at which they teach. Early in the course of the ,

project wu had regrets about not being able to prepare survey instruments

that focused more specifically on the issues and problems of.the middle

or junior high sciLool curriculum and the high school curriculum. 'The

sampling process would not allow this type of tailoring of the instrumen-

tation,to specific grade levels. We were also not sure whether a

subscription to the Arithmetic Teacher assured teaching at the elementary

school level or to the Mat.,1.101fiatics Teacher assured teaching at the second-

ary school level. The demographic data reported in the next section in-

dicates this apprehension was justified. We were also quite aware of thia

fact that by excluding individuals who subscribed to both journals that

we were excluding same of the more significant leadership in the NMI

from the sampling.

TWo preference survey forms were mailed to egch member of the AT

and MT samples. The cover letter requested that the second survey form

be given to a colleague in the same school system. The two forms of the

instruments did not have a cluster in common. The purpose of sending

two forms to the same school was to iMprove the representativeness of the

sample by having non-NCTM members respond to the preference items.

TWo samples were identified having primarily responsibilities for in-

struction of the products of the high school mathematics curriculum.

Preference survey forms designed for the secondary school curriculum were

seat to approximately 500 member samples selected from the following frames:

JC--membership roster of the Mathematics Associations of Two-Year

Colleges.

MA,--membership roster of the Mathematical Association of A4grica.

Samples were selected for both the preference and priorities surveys

from two populati s concerned with preservice and in-service teacher

education. Each s

selected from:

le for each survey was constituted-of 500 names

I 5



TB--the.rostsr of teacher educatqrs maintained:by NCTK. \\

SPthe roster of supervisors maintained by NCTM. \

The former is a population of individuals who are employed primarily by

institutions of higher education and have been identified by NCT$1: as

having responsibilities for teacher education. A significant subset are

reseachers'in mathematics education. 'The supervisor population not

only has primary responsibility for in-service education in the schools

but.also often bas responsibility for curriculum..instruction, and

evaluation of school mathematics programs.

Each of the six populations identified for sampling in the previous

part of this section were identified as professionals in the sense that

they have the necessary background and understanding of mathematics teach-

hag and mathematics to render informed judgments about curricular issues

.and problems in mathematics education. Three other samples were identified

as lay samples based on this distinction:

PR-principals at the elementary and secondary school levels

SB--presidents of school boards

PT--presidents of local parent-teacher association groups

These samples provided problems in terI of identifying a saomple list of

the names of individuals with addresses. For each of the samples, we 4,ur-

chased randomly selected mailing lists of 1000 labels of school or school

system addresses each with the appropriate title desfgnated on the label.

Using the title, such as President, Szhool Board, was projected to affect

the rate of return; consequently, a follow-up mailing was used,for these

populations. The address pool. that waECsampled contained addresses of

all school systems arranged4in zip code order.

The following taNle specifies the sample sizes and the return rated.

The low rate of return for the_SB and PT samples on the priorities surveys

led to the pooling of the data for these two samples. Although this pro-

duces a larger number of respondents.for,a given question from these lay

populations, the priorities results need to be examined with awareness

of the dangers associated with low return rate, Since the overwhelming

majority of comparisons of the responses to items on the preference sur-

veys between NCTM and non-NCTM members did not produce statistically sig-

inificant differences, the NCTM and non-NCTM responses were pooled in order

to decrease the amount of data in this report.,
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TABLE 2

Sample Size au: Return Rates

for Preference and Priority Surveys

1.

Preference Survey Pricrities Survey

Sample AnswezForms Rate of Sample Answer Forms. 'Rate of

Size Returned Return Size Returned Return

AT-NCTM 1000

Non-NCTM ;'idclo.

Coatbined 2000

MT-NCTM 1000

Nonp-NCTM 1000

Combined 2000

JC 502

MA 493

SP .. .500

TE 500

.int 1989*.

S3 852*

PT 657*

323

174

497

337
0

32.32

17.42

24.8%

33.7%

186 18.62

523 26.2%

180 35.8%

167 33.9%-

300 60.0%

232 46.4%.

543 27.3%

135 21.7%

98 14.9%

*follow-up mailing

...-........--

500* 210 420Z

500* 191 38.2X

490 255 52.02

500 311 62.2%

999* 206 20.7%

427* 65 - 15.2%

334* 33 '9.9f4
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Cracter$atisoftSa,les 0

Eadh survey form began With questions designed to provide informstion

about the sample. The number of such demographic items, varied,from sample

to sample since questions designed to reveal characteristics about one saw-

ple ware inappropriate for other samples. For example, the request:of teacher

samples for an indication of the grade level at which they taught would not

fit the responsibilities of a 13TA member. The Purpose of,this section of

the report is to describe general characteristics ql the samples evident in

the responses to the demographic items.

One question was common to all samples. The question was tO provide

an indication of whether a sample generally felt .positive About the schools

and how children are taught. It was felt that if a sample exhibited responses :

to preference'or priority items,that differed markedly from the-reap-casts of

another sample that one possible way of accounting for the discrepancies

pleat be.in termsof the smiples' differing perceptions of the effectiveness

of the schools. Before examining the responses to other items of the surVeys,

responses to this demographic item will be discussed in order to:provide an

example of how the majority of responses to other items of the sUrveys will,
be displayed andAiscussed..

The question common to all surveys is the following:

DEMOS

With respect to the way schools are organized and children are,
taught, I am:

a. Very satisfied.
b. Somewhat satisfied
t. Undecided
d. Somewhat dissatisfied
4. Very dissatisfied

j

For each item with five alternatives 'for responses that could be

ordered, a coefficient al agreement was computed by assigning the five-point

scale to the numbers 2, 1, 0, -1, and -2, with 2 assigned to the most posi-

tive alternative response-and -2 assigned to the most negative response, and

finding the weighted average for the sample's responses. In addition, the

percent of the sample selecting one of the two positive responses and the

percent of a sample selecting one of the two negative responses are given.



Table 2 displays these three statistics far DEMOS for all nine samples

and for the total pool of all respondents.

The format of this table IP used for reporting data for most other

items of the surveys. The left-hand colUmn indicates the item number. ,

Under the sample code for each item appear three statistics: first, the

coefficient of agreement; next, the percent of positive, responses; and,

at tha bottom, tha percent of negative responses. The text accompanying

most tables identifies the content of the items and the item code number

in order that precise wordAng of.the item may be found in an appendix.

The statistics for DEMO indicated that no sample was very positive

in their'satisfaction with the way schools are organized and children are-

taught. The relative sizes of the coefficients of agreement indicated

.the comparativd satisfaction of the,samples, with the SB sample appearing

most satisfied and the MA sample least satisfied; The three samples con-
. . _

stituted of members most likely to have post-secondary teaching responsi-

bilities, JC, MA, and TE, exhibited the most dissatisfaction and were the

only groups with predominantly negattve responses. None of the samples

was strongly pouitive. Eachsamples' response pattern was bi-modal, with

the neutral response being selected by few individuals.

MOst items have five response levels that range across strong agree-

ment, moderate agreement, neutral, moderate disagreement, and strong dis-

agreement. The majority ot discussion of items is in terms of the percent

of agree and percent of disagree responses with the coefficients of agree-

ment used if secondary interpretations were necessary. Percents of asree-

ment are interpreted as follows:

Strong agreement
Moderate agreement
Minimal agreement
Very little (weak)

80%
,60%-79%
54%-59%

agreement 25%-53%

It is important to note the percent of a sample selecting a neutral response

if minimal or very little agreement is observed for an item; a lack of agree-

ment should not be assumed the equivalent of disagreement.

Thus, for the DEMO item, the SP, PR$ and SB samples indicated moder-

ately strong satisfaction with the way schools are organized and children
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Si4isfaction with the schools.and the way children are taught

Total

DEMOS 0.189

56.0%-

38.0%

AT MT. JC HA SP TB FR SB PT

0.218 0.117 -0.471 -0.506 0.298 -0.194 0.623 0.782 0.359

. 57.5% 524% .28.2% 25.02 61.6% 40.92 75.62 78.72 59.82

37.22 40.0% 62.6% 61.02 34.8% 51.42 22.1% 20.12 30.4*

AT --a sample selected from the subscribers to the Arithtstic Teacher
'MT- -a sample selected from the subscribers to the Mathematics Teacher
JC --a sample selected from the members of the Mathematical Association of Two-Year College;

MA--a sample selected from the members Of the Mathanatical Association of America

SP --a sample selected from the NCTM list Of supervisors
TE --a sample selected from the NCTM list of teacher educators
PR --a sample of school principals
SB - -a sample of,presidents of school boards
PT - -a sample of presidents of local PTAs

1;$



aro taught. The AT and PT =spies exhibited minimal satisfaction *and the

xr, SC, 'Mkt, and TE samples -showed very little agreeinnt.

AT and MT Sample Characteristics

Teachers responded to four addittmmal demographic items concerned

with years of teaching experience, type of community,/ grade level of

their teachini, and the number gf mathematics cournes takta for college

credit. Responses are not exhibited in terms of tha three statistics

discussed inothe previous section, since the response alternatives do

not fit thaw statistiEs meaningfully,

The AT sample fits the characteristics that were sought for the

group of teachers responding to the elementary curriculum questions.

They have sufficient experience to have perspective and judgment about

the issues and problems in curiiculum. In terms of the number of courses

in mathematics, the sample VAS somewhat above average and could be con-

idered sufficiently knowledgeable in mathematics for the judgments

re uired by the instruments. They are broadly representative of schools

se g all sizes of communities. The only disconcerting demographic

chars ristic is the relatively high portion in the upper grade levels

for the T sample; a larger portion of the group teaching at the elemen-

tary schoOl levels, kindergarten through sixth grade, would he preferable,

'along with 4,corresponding reduction in the size of the group_teaching

grades 9 to 12. This would have rendered the judgments about items

concerning the elementary school issues and problems of curriculum more

trustworthy in the sense that Ow sample would have a more representative

hese of experience. -

The MT sample fits the desired characteristics of leadership for the

responding group.of-teachers for issues and problems concerned with the

secondary school mathematics curriculum somewhat better than the AT,sample

fits the characteristics desired for the elementary school curriculum.

The MT sample as a group is\more experienced than the AT sample, is uni-

formly spread across schools'representing'different,siies of community

settings, and has considerable background in course work in mathematics.



.1181401 Itsvs,y.aught

AT --.

4 3 years 6.12

3-8 years 24.9%

9-14 years 36.02

15-20 ygars 15.92

20-years 17.22

mir

.3.9%

19.0%

25.92.

22.52

28.62

a

i.

DEM02 The majority of students im my school are rasidants of

AT MT

UibantHetro
pop > 50,000 22.7% 20.92

Urban fringe/Sub 21.02 23.92

Small-city
25,000-150,000 20.1% 20.32

Town
< 25,000 22.72 20.72

Rural 13.6% 14.22

7).2



1M103 I toga sti,idante who axe in grades

AT

1-3 10.9%

4-6 21.0%

7-8 40.9Z

9-12 18.7;

Other 8.6Z-

PR V

MT

-71.2%

0.72

7.2%

72.8%

19.1%

DEN04 I have taken the following number of,
mathematics content coUrses for.college credit

AT
AmT se

0-1 4.62 1.12

2-4 1842 0.9%

c 5-9 19.42 7.22

10-15 20.6% 16.02 -

> 15 37.3% 72.6%

6
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.1C and ta Suggs Characteristics
Thu JC and MA. samples responded to many of the SAMS demovaphic items.

Sine& both samples ara constitutsd of teachers primarily, and tend to

work with the same levels of students, the data for the two population*

are presented together. ,

The C and Mk samples were expeCted to respond to two queagions that,

askedtheir judgment concerning specic strengths ,CDEMOIWand weaknesies

(DEM09) of the students with whowthay\vork. -The response patterns to

thew attems are.notable in that there was relatively Close agreement

between samples concerning the strengthi,and the sources of difficulty

for the students. Computational proficie4y and skills were noted Asa

strength of-the students by about as many 'individuals in both samples as

noted it as the primary difficulty; similarly for the conceptual under,

standing of algebra and number. Geometric understanding and proficiency

did not appear to be eitheea notable deficiency or strength f the

students; does this mean that geometry is not used extensively in col--

legiste level mathematics? The study habits and.motivation alternatives

warrant comment in that study habits in mathematics VAS noted by few

respondents in either sample_as a strength of the students and moti4ation

.las noted as a strength bi close to 40% of both samples.

5.4
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. .DEED6 Have you taught mathematics at...the secondary school leveli

IC MA

Yes 72.4% 47.22

DEM07 The school at which I teach is best characterized as

SC

cpmmunity
'College

Technical
School

Branch Campus
of ,A -year

Scol
Independent
2-year College

75.9%

12.1%

5.2%

1.7%

Other 5.2%

U.)



.DE212 The school at which I teach is best cbaracteriztd as

MA

College 28.72

Utiviirsity 46.12

Branch Campus
of 4-Year ,

School 1.7%

Ttio-Year

College ,15.7%

Other 7 8%

DEMOB' The majority of the mathematics I am teaching this year
/is best described in terms of

.1C MA

Technical Math
for a yocational
Program 11.0% 57.1%

Remedial 20.3% 42.9%

General Educa-
tion/Liberal
AtsRecuiremt 19.8% '0.3%

Transfer
Courses for

\I
4-year Program 41.3% 0.02

;Other 7.6% -0.0%

)



DEM11 ,MY profesiional responsibilities are best characterized as

MA

Teaching'
Undergraduate
Majors

Teaching
UndergrOuate
Courses ;

Teaching
Gtaduate

-Math

29.9%

43.8%

. 3.5%

'Applied Math
in Industry 16.0%

Research 64%

e



.DEM09 If you cOnsider only the background oi students
in your classes as a factor, would you conclude

that among the following their priMary source of

4ifficultyla

A

JC MA

Computational
Proficiency 41.5% 39.9%

Conceptual
Understanding 21.7% 25.6%

Geometry 04% 3.3%

Study
Habits 22.2% 24.02

, Motivation 15.2% 7.4%

DEMIO if you consider only the background of students
in your classes as a factor, would you conclude
-that among the following their primary Strength is

JC MA

Computational
Proficiency 34.3% 34.0%

Conceptual
Understanding 22.4% 14.0%'

Geometry 2.2% 4.0%

Study
Habits 3.7% 8.0%

Motivation 37.3% 40.02



SP Nample,Characteristics

The range and dispersal of the responses is tyPicei of.tbe popu-

.

lation of Supervisors generally. Note the perceOt Supervising at both

elementary and secondary school levels. One caution is in order: the

word "supervising" was not defined. There mgy,be considerable variation

in-the neaning applied to the word.,

so
1.
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4

DS1116 ;,Ify professional responsibilities include
supervising teichers at

a

SP

-Elementary
School Level 13.52

'Secondary 1.

School Level, 20.82

Both 60.4%

Other 5. Ot

e,

e . 4

2e

DEM17 The percent of time spent directly in superyising teachers

100%

75%

*- 50%

25%

0%

t.

16.3%

22.0%
NJ.

29.0%
3,

13.0%

4

z

: a
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DEM18 Ey supervisory responsibilities.are to teacher's in a

,

Single
Building 5.4%

Small Local
School
District 12.52

Large Local
School .

District 45.3%

Regional or
County District 23.32

Stste 13.52'
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(3

TE Sample Characteristics,
\

It was Opected that the.TEsample wvuld be constitutedof mostly

employees iiiinstitutions..of higher education, either in diiTarttents of

mathematics or in departments of education, who have a priMry responsi-

bility in teacher education for mathematics teaching-at the\elementary .

or secondary leveli. The demographic_questiondinquited co4ferning the

.extent and nature of teacher education responsibilities.

Many'of the'respondents indicated that they.did not like to charac-

terize themselves in the ways required by this and the other 4eMographic

items. The itemi were criticized by forcin artificial, reotrictive c4s-

sifications that do not adequately describe the nature of teacer education

responsibilities in higher education. Noteithat the final category speci-

fies that an individual does not work in teacher education.;

2\

\



Dan ,Do you work most fraquiintly with

TE

Preservice
Program;

1n-service
Programs

Both

None

5.22

42.42

13.72

fel

DEN14 My res2onsfJi1ities La teacher gducation ase mostly
In termal of

Methddi and-
Field
Experience

Mathematici
Content

21.6%

33.2%

Both . 42.1%

None:
Responsibilities
not Described 3.0%



DEMI.5 Ny work in teacher education is directed
primarily toward teachers' at the following levels .

tt
Elementary
X-6

Secondary
7-12 25.62

Both
X-12 42.4%

.Neither 2.72



PR Sample Characteristics

Tbe PR sample responded to eight demographic items;in addition to

the question concerning satisfaction with the way-schools are organized

and children are taught. .The PR sample appears to be relatively uni-

foralyorfpread over different sizes itf communities. It should be a9ted

that signifidantly more students live in urban communities, the first

two categi,ries Of responses, than is evident in the distribution of the

PR sample. :

TI?e data from DEM29 (experience as principal) and DEM19 (age)

indicate that more are experienced professionals. Thirty-eight,percent

indicated that they bad been a teacheeof secondary school mathematics,

78.3% indicated that they held a secondary'school teaching certificate,

and 38.5% indicated they held aa elementary school teaching certificate. ,

Just over 602 ,of the principals have academic work:between a masters and

a doctoiate, 22.12 have a masters degree, and 8.52 have a doorate.

Only 9.1Z hold only a bachelor's degree.

2
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Ma.

DEM02 The nslority of students in ny school art xesidents of

r.

11

PR.

Urban/Metro
3. 150,000 18.12

,

Urban/Suburban 16.52

Small City
25,000 to
150,000 13.42

Town
< 25,000 24.12

Rural - 27.0% 1'

DEKL9 X am

PR

Un4er 25 0.4%',

25 to 34 16.1%

35 to 44 34.1%

45 to 54 34.9%

-55 or Over 14.5%

,

4

q'



DEMO I have

Children in
Elementary,
School Only

Children in'
High School
Only

25.02

21.2%

Both 18.1%

!No Children
Currently in
K-.12

No,Children

24.1%

DEga I have been principal for

PR

0-5 years

5-10 years

10-15 years

> 15 yeari

33.5%

28.7%

19.3%

17.3%



$B Sample Characteristics

The sample of school board presidents was representative inf

rural areas and tOwns,,primerily. The ages of,the SB sample is cor-

related with their having children in school. The-SS sample was rela-

tively well-educated as indicated .by,the responses. Interestingly, 57.2

ware ,teachera in the past.

Prior to 'the'year of the surveY, 49.7% indicated they had bean

, school board members, 20.9% indicated they bad served as volunteer aides

In the schools, and 0.62 indicated service as paid sides, while 48.6%

indicated prior membership in a PTA.

/

f;
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;0102 I live ia a community that is

SB

Urban/Metro 1.7Z

Urban/Suburban 10.1%

Small City 7.3%

own 33.7%

47.2%Rural

e

DEM19 lam

SB

Under 25 1.7%

25-34 15.6%

3544 33.5%

45-54 39.12

55 or Over 10.1%

69



DEMO I have

SB

Children in
Elementary
School Only 17.3%

Children in
*-

High School
Only, 24.6%

Children in.
Both 19.0%

No Children
Currently in

26.8%

No Children 12.3%

pEM21 Check *the statement that best deScribes

your formal educational experienCe.

-SB

High School
'Graduate 6.7%

Some School.
beyond High
School

Cialege
Graduate

More than
t: one College

Degree

30.0%

45.6%



PT Sample Characteristics

The sample of presidents of parent teacher associations was rela-%

tively unifo 'ly spread across different sizes of communities. The

ages are indi ed by the responses. Most have children in school with

80.0% having a st eat in elementary school. The educational experience

ranges from 2.2% having not completed high school,.17.2% with high

school graduation, 29.0% with some collegi, 34.4% college graduates,

and 17.2% having more than one college degree. Thirty-six percent

indicated that they were teachers and 5.42 were school board members

prior to tlie year of the survey. In response to the query of whether

they had served as,aides, 29.3% indicated on a volunteer basis, and

3.5% indicated on a paid basis. Eighty-eight percent indicated prior

experience as a PTA member.



DEM02 1 live ia a couity tbat is.

Fir

Urban/Metro 22.22

Urban/Suburban 20.02

Small City 11.1Z

Town 22.2%

Rural 24.42

DEMI9 I am

PT

< 25

25-34

35-44

45-54

Over 55

1.12

43.0%

41.9%

9.72

4.3%



Children in
Elementary
iSchool Only 46.2%

Children in
Sigh School
Only 8.6%

34.4%Both

No Children
Currently in
School It-12 5.4%

No Children 5.4%



Introductory Items

The data from the introductory items provide evidence about.the sam-

plea' perceptimas of priorities for curricular enpbasis during the decade

of the 1980's. Although the item sampling procedure was not uniform

across the samples, the data provide a background for interpreting the

more carefully collected information from the °main body of the preference

survey or the priorities survey. Data from the first-round and second-

round surveys were pooled.

The introductory items follow this stem:

Consider the mathematics program febm kindergarten through twelfth

grade. Below are several phrases indicating areas of the program

that could receive more or les emphasis during the cm-ling decade.

Mhrk each with the response that best describes your feefiug con-

cerning what should be the trend.

a. should receive;much more emphasis

b. should receive somewhat more emphasis

O. should receive abouethe same emphasis as now

d. should receive somewhat less emphasis

e. should receive much less emphasis

The number of introductory items received depended on bow many answer

spaces were left in the general information section of the answer form

after the demographic items were specified for a given population.

Twelve_introductory items were responded to by all vine samples. Con-

sidering the response patterns to these itemi provides a basis for examining

the responses to other introductory items. Ranked'in order from highest

level of support to lowest level, the items are Shown.in the following

table that specifies the ranges of the percent of the samples indicating

more emphasis is needed.

Problem solving wns the most popular topic for increased emphasis

during the coming decade. All samples had at least 762 of the respondents

indicating that problem.solving should receive more emphasis. It had the

highest inferred rank for all samples except the MT sample, which ranked

it number two following basic skills. Problem solving was followed

closely by applications of mathematics as the second choice by most of

the samples within this set of twelve topics. The applications topic was

supported particularly strongly by the lay samples and had its weakest

level of support by the MA sample.



Twelve Introducto onded toby All San,1e a

Total AT MT JC

1Th'12 1.367 1:407 1.318 1.371

87.8% 90.4% 87.7% 92.0%

1.32 0.4% 0.3% 0.0%

SP TE PR SB PT

1.250 1.428 1.506 1.213 1.225 1.080

81.3% 88.22 91.52 84.12 79.8% 76.0%

0.0% 3.42 ,1.7% '0.6% 0.02 2.02

1.034 1.219 1.125 1.140

80.0% 83.3% 79.5% 86.02

3.6% 0.62 2.32 0.02

UF8 1.118 1.131 1.123 1.323 0.792 .1.113

81.8% .80.2% 83.7% 95,2% 62.5% 82.5%

1.9% 1.2% 1.12 1.6% 0.0% 2.92

UF24 1.069 1.018 0.991 0.750 1.143 1.020 1.060

75.62 70.4% 75.0% 60.0% 69.6% 74.6% 77.4%

2.7% 3.2% 2.6% 1.7% 0.0% 3.12 2.8%

1.509

89.2%
1.1%

UF1 0.996 1.199 1.294 1.317 1.042 0.379 0.556 1.429

68.2% 76.9% 81.8% 86.7% 68.8% 37.4% 49.52 88.1%

5.3% 1.42 1.12 0.0% 2.12 10.02 13.7% 1.42

1.108

79.6%
4.3%

1.258

82.0%
2.2%

1.067

75.62
4.4%

1.280

86.0%
2.02

11F2 . 0.968 1.008 0.924 1,204 0.804 0,959 0.890 1.113 0.854 0.837

72.22 73.3% 70.0% 85.7% 66.0% 69.6% 69.7% 79.6% 67.4% 67.32

2.7% 1.22 2.5% 0.0% 5.4% 2.1% 4.4% 2.5% 4.5% 4.0%

UF36 0.879 0.593 0.966 1.229 1.273 0.600 0.574 0.790 0.591 0.653

64.8% 55.5% 68.1% 82.4% 82.6% 55.0% 60.6% 57.7% 50.0% 51.12

3.4% 7.42 2.5% 0.6% 1.92 10.0% 13.1% 1.7% 3.42 2.02

UF40 0.778 0.935 0.807 0.810 0.297 0.783 0.525 0.966 0.935 1.182

61.0% 72.2% 63.9% 67.8% 40.5% 55.0% 49.2% 64.6% 63.4% 77.3%

6.82 4.7% 7.6% 6.0% 16.42 8.3% 8.2% 1.7% 4.3% 0.0%

1TF30 0.681 0.596 0.790 0.698 0.832 0.923 0.918 0.509 0.363 0.683.

59.62 55.3% 64.8% 62.8% 68.3% 73.1% 72.1% 50.3% 40.7% 53.6%

5.5% 3.2% 1.9% 7.1% 3.1% 1.92 1.6% 10.2% 11.0% 0.0%



Twelve introductory items responded to by-all samples (continued)

Total AT rr LTG

127 0.640 0.603 0.436 -0.510 0.089

56.2% 61.6% 44.72 51.0% 28.52

10.6% 19.1% 12.3% 12.2% 21.5%

ilF29 0.408 0.383 0.343 0.150 0.509

38.3% 36.2% 34.32 33.3% 47.2%

7 6% 5.4% 8.6% 21.72 9.1% .

UF5 0.289 0.340 0.464 0.426 0.319

45.1% 51.32 51.22 47.5% 44.7%

19 0% 20.72 13.6% 13.1% 17.1%

UF37 0.077 0.144 0.017 -0.660 -0.491

30.7% 33.7% 26.1% 6.0% 17.6%

23.3% 22.1% 25.2% '56.0% 45.6%

SP TE PR SB

0.789

64.5%
--9.22

0.853

65.3%
4.0%

0.766

59.92
6 82

0.636

56.82
9.12

0.796_

65.32
644_

.0.404 0.483 0.544 0.258 0437,

36.5% 41.6% 42.7% 32.3% .41.52

5.8% 6.7% 4.72 7.52 4.92

1.088 1.000 0.224 -0.148 -0.500

85.3% 23.7% 40.22 29.5% 16.0%

0.0% 0.0% 19.3% 33.0% 42.02

0.050 -0.393 0.547 0.204 0.00

23.5% 18.1% 47.22 34.42 42.52

16.7% 44.3% 6.92 16.22.

UF12 Problem solving

UPS . Applications
'UF24 Gifted students
UF1 Basic skills

UF2 Diagnosis and remediation

UF36 Daily homework
UF40. Low achievers
UF30 Probability 'and statiskics

UF7 Individualization'
UF29 Geometry

UF5 _Use of calculators

UF37 .
Calculus in high school

ewcS
t



Basic skills provided a contrast with applications and problem solviag:

The level of support for basic skills was particularly strong by the NT

and JO populations. For the MT sample it ranked first and for the JO

sample it ranked third. Lay samples also gava it strong support, with

82% to 88% of thi samples indicating more emphasis was needed. The

weakest support was found with the TE and $P samples.

The data for gifted students and for low achievers provide an inter-

esting contrast, particularly when the level of emphasis is compared to

current investment of resources in the two areas.' If the data across

the samples is pooled, 75.6Z of the respondents would increase the em-

phasis On gifted students, but only 61.02 would iacrease the emphasis for

low achievers. The sample with least support for emphasis on low achievers

is the MA sample. The JC sample exhibited the lowest level of support

for more emphasis ift working with the gigted.

The support for increased emphasis on topics concerned primarily with

methods of teaching -- UF 2, Diagnosis and remediation; UF36, Daily

homework; and.UF7, Individualization -- were of moderate strength. The

support for diagnosis and remediation was at about the same level across

all samples, with higher support exhibited by the At, MT, JO, TE, SP, and

PR samples. Daily homework, interestingly, was not valued as highly by

the hay samples as by other samples, and the JO and MA samples would

increase the emphasis on daily homework markedly in contrast with other

populations. Individualization, supported for iacreased emphasis by only

56.2% of the pooled respondents, had its weakest support from the pro-

fessional samples.
SI

Three items concerned with more typical curriculum topics were

responded to by each temple. These were UF29, Geometry; UF30, Probability

and statistics; and 1JF37, Calculus at the high school level. Calculus

at the high school level was the only topic of the twelve common items

that received mare negative than positive support from three samples,

the JC, MA, and SP Samples. Only 30.7% of the pooled respondents were in

favor of increasing the emphasis on this topic. Geometry was perceived

as a more likely candidate for increased emphasis; however, 38.3% of all

pooled respondents felt that the present level of emphasis was appropri-

ate. Of the three curricular topics responded to by all samples, proba-

bility and statistics received the most support for additional emphasis.,,

r4
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Tbe lay samples were less supportive than the professional samples. Even

=mg the profesaional samplesyupport vas wealt.:. 48.3% of the pooled

professignal samples indicated that somewhat more emphasis should be

given to this topic, whereas only 16.8% indicated it needed much more

emphasis.

The use of calculators item (t75) produced the greatest range in .

level of support of any of the items (16.0Z to 85.3Z across the samples).

Only two samples were dramatically in favor of increasing the emphasis on-

the use of'calculators, the SP and TE samples. 'None':of the lay samples

had a majority of respondents willing tp have more emphasis on. the use

of calculators, and the'PT sample was the most. negative. The response

levels of the AT, MT, JC, and MA satOes fell midway between the lay

samples and the SP and TE samples.

The remaining 33 items from the.introductory itempool were not

responded to by all samples. The discussion of these items that follows

is organized around items that group together_in terms of addressing a

common factor or providing useful contrasts. The samples responding,

unless stated otherwise for a given item, are AT, MT, SP, and TE.

Four items were concerned with technology: UF5, Use of calculators;

UF6, Use of computers and other technology; UF16, Computer managed in-:

struction; and UF39, Computer literacy. Computer literacy was intended

to describe curricular content, whereas the other items specified the

use of computer technology as a tool in teaching. Computer literacy enjoyed

strong support from the MT, SP, and TE samples, but moderate from the AT

and MA samples. The use of the calculator had strong support for increased

emphasis from the SP sample and moderately strong support from the TE

sample. Other professional groups and the lay samples gave very little

suppurt for increasing the emphasis on the use of calculators. Interest-

ingly, the samples all gave stronger support for the use of the computer

and other tichnology than of calculators. Computer managed instruction

bad only weak support from the four ssmples responding to the item.



yechn,gy

Tot 1 AT MT ..TC MA SP TE PR .S8 PT

UF5 0.492 0.340 0.484 0.426 0.319 1.088 1.000 0.224 -0.148 -0.500.

45.1% 51.3% 51.2% 47.5% 44.72 85.3% 73.7% 40.22 29.5% 16.0%
19.0% 20.7% 13.6% 13.1% 17.2% 0.0% 0.02 19.3% 33.0% 42.0%

UF6 0.960 0.897 1.101 0.829 0.882 1.149 0.957 0.976

76,7%. 71.9% 80.4% 67.1% 72.3% 85.6% 71.0% 78.0%
4.2% 3.4% 3.9% 3.9% 2.6% 4.0% 4.3% 12.2%.

UF16 0.295 0.137 0.397 0.466 0.186

44.6% 33.9% 51.3% 53.5% 40.72
18.6% 19.4% 19.2% 12.0% 22.0%

UF39 0.988 0.832 1.076 0.510 0.719 1.256 1.092

76.9% 67.3% 81.6% 59.1% 66.7% 87.2% 85.5%
3.6% 7.5% 4.2% 6.1% 3.52 2.6% 2.3%
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I.

Five items concerned special populations about which there are

Concernwand issues for the quality and quantity of treatment in tbe

educational system:

11112 Women in mathematics

UP23 ttinoritiaa_and_matbamaticiL_

UP24 Gifted students

UP25 Urban education

UP40 Low Achievers

With the exception,of the gifted, no single population wss singled out for

stong.support for additional emphasis during the 1980's by any sample.

Seèn of the nine samples had re than 75% of.the respondents favoringmo

the iacreaseof emphasis on the gifted with two samples, .10 and Mk,

itilag 60.0% and 69.6% positive support, respectively. Support for

more emphasis on the low achievers was moderate for the Aa4 NM, .IC, PR,

SB, ad PT samples, but only margirial for the MA, SP, and TE samples.

Special emphasis on urban education was supported by more than half the

respond!ints of only one sample, TE, with only weak support by the other

samples

The\wumen and minorities items could have been interpreted adi- curri-

cular in ,that women or members of a minority could be treated in an
\

historicai contribution or sociological sense. They could also have been

interpreted by respondents as pertaining to special programs or attention

for those categories of students. Whatever the interpretation, neither

item was supported strongly for additional emphasis, although the JC and

SP ssucles exhibited moderate support for the women and mathematics item.

I
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Special populations

UF22,

UF23

UF24

UF25

Total. AT MT SC MA SP TE PR SS

0.574 0.664 0.481

- 52.5% 52.1% 44.3%
6.8% 4.3%

0.338 0.340 0.304

38.5% 38.3% 36.7%
11.0% 11.4% 9.5%

1.069 1.143 1.113

75.6% 75.7% 81.7%
2.7% 2.1% 1.9%

0.506 0.532 0.413

43.2% 43.2% 42.6%
5.7% 5.7% 5.8%

0.681 0.935 0.807.

61.0% 72.2% 65.9%

16.8% 4.7%, 7.6%

0.617. 0.065

65.0% 47.8%
15.0% 28.3%'

0.317 0.196

40.02 , 35.7%
.18.4% 17.9%

'0.750 1.143

60.0% 59.62
1.7% 0.0%

0:788

63.4%
1.9%

0.404

40:4%
5.72

1.037

75.3%
4.6%

0.538

46.2%
5.7%

0.810 0.297 0.783

67.8% 40.5% 55.0%

6.0% 16.4% 8.3%

0.76.7

56.62
3.3%

0.517
,

43.3%
6.7%

1.053 1.509 1.108 %.067

75.6% 89.2% 79.62' 7.6
3.8% 1.1% 4.3%., 4.4

'0.656

54.1%
4.92

0.525 0.966 0.935 .142

49.2% 64.6% 63.4% .77.32
8.2% 1.7% 4.3%

' -
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'Four items refer specifically to testing or to curricular approaches

that require special attention to testing: ,

16E43 Competency-based education

UF4 Minimal conpetency teiting

UFll Mastery learning curiiculum

7JP27 Norm.-referenced testing

Competency-based education was moderately supported by only the AT sample,

with almost as strong support by the MT sample and yery minimal support
4,

by the TE and SP samples. Minimal competency testing also received weak

support by the SP and TE samples, soAmewhat,stronger support hy the SS, Al,

and M:r samples-and strongest'support from the Lay samples'PT and PR. .

Generally, Minimal competency was not identified hy most respondents as

'lie ding more eaphasis. Norm-referenced testing had very weak swpcirt. .

S.

pport for mastery learning curricula was mixed, Uith the strongept per-

ceptions for inceased emphasis foundin the iT sample.

41.
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t1F3

Total AT MT .10

0.526.

55.4%

0.624 0.665

61.8% 59.3%
16.1% 9.6%

U74. u. 38 0.420 0.533

54.0% 50.0% 56.8%

18.0% 21.3% , 15.3%

UF11 0.425 0.636 0.514

46.3% 52.62 47.2%

14.6% 8.9% 9.2%

UF27 -0.117 -0.032 0.038

23.3% 26.9% 28.8%

30.8% 29.0% 22.1%

r^,

0.118 -0.105

41.2%
32.4%

-0406

23.5%
35.3%

0.475

49.3%
12.6%

-0.314

17.7%
39.32

26.0%
29.0%

-0.378 0.650 0.393 0.860

27.0% 59.5% 48.3% 68.02
43.2% 14.3% 18.0% 12.0%

0.20

39.5%
22.9%

-0.344

13.1%
40.9%



Seven itmns specified\type\of .curricular orienta ons that

relatively general: -

UF9 Interdisciplinary programs

U710 Unified mathematics

U717. National ii!athematics curriculum

UF18 Curricula based upon .the psychologyof 1
mathematics

U719 Curricula based on the logic of mathematics

UF35 Curricula based on teacher's experiAnces

UF38 Mathematics,in history and culture

None of the samples exhibited more than very weak support for

mathematics curriculum. There was moderately strong support for\more

emphasis on interdisciplinary programs, with stronger support in the AT

and MT samples than in either the SP or TE sample. None of the other

curricuiar orientations was accorded moderate support across all s4mples.

Of particular note is the difference between the A1' and TE samples \and

the,SP and TE samples on U718 and U735. Constituted primarily of tachers

at'the school level, themAT and MT samples exhibited stronger support for

more emphasis on curricula hased on teacher experiences and weaker support

for curricula based on the psychology of learning mathematics than the

SP and TE samples.

te national



Curricular orientations

Total AT MT SC SP TE PR

UF9 0.660 0.804 0.753. 0.316 0.513

60.3% 66.5% 63.5% 47.4% 54.0%

8.2%, 7.0% 3.9% 15.8% 13.1%

UFIO 0.645 0.716 0.549 0.526 0.853

56.1% 59.6% 54.0% 48.7% 66.6%

8.0% 6.4% 9.2% 11.9% 4.0%

UF17 0.200 0.198 0.282 0.136 0.051

38.3% 38.9% 43.6% 47.3% 23.7%

19.8% 19.0% 20.5% 23.8%
\

UF18 0.622 0.452 0.490 1.034 0.915

56.4% 49.2% 48.3% 76.3% 72.9%

13.3% 19.1% 6.8% 6,.8%

UF19 0,421 0.424 0.494 0.610 0.034

44.9% 47.2% 46.2% 54.3% 27.1%

10.3% 10.4% 7.7% 6.8% 2C 4%

UF35 .0.532 0.696 0.632 0.250 0.322\

54.3% 58.8% 60.8%. 38.3% 49.2%

10.4% 6.9% 8.0% 15.0% 17.0%

UF38 0.552 0.426 0.689 0.400 0.526 0.550 0.656

53.8% 47.2% 60.5% 50.0% 52.6% 50.0% 60.6%

8.4% 9.3% 7.5% 14.0% 8.8% 5.0% 6.5%

SB
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Three items concerned the uses of mathematics:

UT8 Applications of mathematics

UP28 MatheMatics and careers

11144, Mathematics for consumers

Strong support for giving more emphasis to applications during the 1980's

was Shown by eight of the nine samples, the single exception being the

MA sample, which gave moderately strpng support. Mathematics for con-

sumers was given strong support by all three lay samples. Moderately'

strong support was given by all the remaining samples except TE. Mathe-

matics and careers enjoyed stronger support.from the ..TC and MA samples

than from any of the remaining professional samples. Barely half of the

TE and SP sample.S indicated positive emphasis to the topic of mathematics-

ahd careers.



Uses of mathematics

UF8

MS

1JF44

AT NT JC 'MA SP TE PR SB PT

1.118 1.329 1.229 1.323 0.792 0.910 0.862 1.219 1.125 1.140

81.8% 80.2% 83.7% 95.3% 62.5% 82.5% 80.0% 83.3% 79.5% 86.0%

1.9% 1.2% 1.1% 1.6% 0.0% 20% 3.6% 0.6% 2.3% 0.0%

0.614 0.700 0.670 0.883 0.855 0.566 0.499

54.9% 56.6% 58.4% 76.6% 65.4% 50.4% 50.8%

5.5% 3.8% 3.8% 5.02 3.6% 4.5% 8.8%
V

0.803 0.797 0.681 0.830 0.337 1.349 1.204 1.465

63.8% 60.92 58.0% 68.8% 36.1% 88.5% 84.92 86.12

4.1% 4.1% 3.2% 2.9% 5.7% 1.1% 2.2% 0.0%
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Two comparisons were designed to examine two issues that have been

of interest during the last fewyear,d., The first comparison concerns

the relative emphasis given to...fractions (UP31) and to decimals (UF20).

The second comparison concerns the attention given to metric measurement.

The latter comparison involvei items 032, Metric measure, and UP45,

Measurement; note that same respondents might include metric measurement

within measurement. Each sample'gives more suppoit to increasing the

emphasis on decimals thA on fractions and to metric measure than on

measurement. The SP sample would decrease the emphasis on fractions, the

only sample so inclined. Only the SB and SP samples are strongly supportive

of increasing the emphasis on decimals; support from all remaining samples

except MT was moderately strong forincreasing the emphasis. On.* the.

SB sample ethibited moderately strong support^for' increasing the emphasis

on fractipns; the rest of the samples gave at best Marginal support for

more emphasis.- The metric measure item gained stronger support than

did measurement for all samples. The levelof support for metric measures

was stronger by the professional samples than by the lay samples.'

41
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'Comparisons: Fractions and'decimals4 metric measure andineasurement

PR SE PTTotal AT .IC SP TE

UF20 0.887 0.849 0.660 1.169 .\0.767 0.971 1.065. 0.925 '

66.0% 62.7% 53.2% .88.1% 60.,0% 69.6% 75.3% 65.0%

0.62 1.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.07\; 0.6% 1.1% 0.0%

UF31 0.409 0.059 0.586 -0.424 0.000 0.636 0.806 0.667

44.1% 33.3% 46.1% 17.0% 28.3% N52.0% 63.4% 50.0%

19.9%. 32.4% 13.3% 56.02 33.3%. 11.0% 6.5% 7.2%

UF32 0.951 1.311 1.094 1400 0.951 0.829 0.674 ,0.900

72.8% 87.4% 75.8% 83.42 75.4% 68.3% \ 61.8% 70.0%

6.1% 2.9% 3.1% 5.0% 4.9% 6.5% 13.5% 6.02

UF45 0.705 0.551 0.426 0.948 0.547

58.8% 49.0% 42.5% 73.9% 52.0%

2.6% 4.0% 2.7% 0.7% 3.0%



Tha "am math" was characterized by many as having significant

emphasis on proof and axionatics. Two items collected information about

emphasis desired for the 1980's In the areas of proof.and structure:

UF13 Proof

UF15 Formal axiomatic structures

No sample was inclined to more than weak support for increasing the

emphasis on proof. Support was at a higher level by the MA, SP, and

TE samples than by the AT, MT, and JC samples. UF15 earned the distinc-

tion of having the lowest level'of support of any of the 45 items for

the pooled samples.



Mathematical structure and proof

Total AT MT JC . MA SP TE FR SB
0

UF13 0.281 0.000 0.125 -0.033 0.617 0.396 0.592

34.2% 22.5% 26.0% 18.1% '46.82 44.5% 45.9%

15.6% 34.3% 15.4% 19.7% 4.3% 17.9% 8.12

UF15 -0.192 -0.275 -0.250 -0. -0475

14.4% 12.5% 9.6% 17.0° 18.52

31.7% 32.5% 33.8% 31.0% 33.0%

9t
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ltao items inquired concerning specialized personnel to provide

service at the elementary or secondary school levels:

Ufll . Elementary mathematics specialists

19726 Secondary mathematics specialists

Each of the samples that responded to bothquestions regarded elementary

specialists ai more important for emphasis than secondary specialists.

The AT ind MT samples gave but weak support.to emphasis on secon

specialists. No sample gave.the secondary specialias more

minimal support, whereas every sample provided moderately/itrong support

for the elementary mathematics specialist. The SS .it,:id/PT samples were

only'weakly supportive, however, with the Int.sample slightly more
-

(I

supportive.

9')

e
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Elegentary and secondasy'mathematics specialists

Total AT JC SP TE PR SB PT

UF21 0.943 0.898 0.982 1.213 1.074 0.678 0.477 0.489

68.7% 67.9% 70.5% 78.72 73.6% 58.5% 48.9% 51.02

8.0% 9.3% 9.1% 3.7% 5.8Z 11.il2 11.6% 17.1%

UF26 0.466 0.359 0.371 0.667 0.623

47.2% 41.3% 47.6% 52.9% 50.8%

11.0% 16.3% 15.2% 0.0% 4.9%

=

4.7
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Matbsmatici laboratories (UF14) had moderately sttrong support by

only one sample, TE. The AT, MT, and SF samples demonstrated very little

support for'increasing the emphasis on mgthematics laboratories, with

the lowest level of support accorded by the MT sample.

94



Mathmatics laboratories

Total AT

g U1714 0.427 0.512 0.163
s
1 48.2%

17.62 19.1% 27.0%

MT JO

z

53.6% 37.5%

MA SP TE PR SE PT
Anumq

0.426

45.5%
12.9%

a

0.639

57.7%
11.3%

a



4

Two.items explored the emphases in4viduals would give to two major

mechanisms thefederal government has usedofoi the study and developmept

of curriculum. Reseaich on mathematics'learninf (UF33) had a higher

level of support as an gaphasis for the 1980's than did large-scale

curriculum development projects (UF34). Th: AT and MT saMples gave

only minimal support to the research emphasis, vhile the RP sample gave

moderately strong support. A111 samples gave but weak support to the

curriculum development emphasis.

sr

. V

s



Study of development process

Total AT MT .10 SP

4

PR SS

11133 0.683 0.591, 0.606 1.000

56.2% 52.5% 53.5% 68.3%

7.6% 8.7% 8.7% 3.3%

I134 0,151 0.282 0.000 0.288 0.117

36.9% 32.8% 29.7% 40.7% 38.3%

26.0% 20.4% 29.5% 18.6% 33.4%



Chapter II
Preference Survey: Strand by Cluster

In this section data are presented and disnussed for each of

the nine strands which comprised the preference (first) survey. The

strands are whole numbers; fractions and decimals; ratio, propOrtion,

and percent, measuremeat; algebra; geometry; probability and statistics;

computer literacy; and problem solving. Within all but two strands,
,

there are at least six common clusters: questions about goals, content,

methods, and resources; an amalgam of questions about types of students

for whom courses are appropriate and placiment or level of courses

.(referred to as who/time); and questions about the appropriate use of

calculators. The two exceptions are the computer literacy and problem-

solving strands, where.the cluster of questions on calculators is

omitted. In some strands the content cluster is divided into two or

three clusters reflecting elementary content or secondary content.

The major organizing structure for this section is the strand. Clusters

are discussed within each strand, and a summary is presented at the

conclusion of each strand.

Data tables presented in this section are condensed from.the

complete data, which may be found in the appendix. Five possible

responses were given for each question; in most sases, these involved

an indication of strong agreement, moderate agreement, a neutral position,

an indication of moderate disagreement, and strong disagreement. For

the tablns in this section the percentage responses for strong agreement

and moderate agreement have been summed into a single "agree" percen-

tage. Similarly, the moderate disagreement and strong disagreement

percentages have been summed into a single "disagree" percentage. The

reader should keep in mind, therefore, that the expected percentages

for these pairs of "agree" and "disagree" responses are 402 each (rather

than the 202 usually associated with five-choice items).

One more interpretive statistic appears in the tables. This is

a "coefficient of agreement", a weighted .average of responses, calculated

from

C.A. =

5

lE n a
i=1

where i indicates

the number of the response (1 = agree95 = strongly disagtee), ni

98
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th
is the number of respondents choosing the i ,response, ai is the

weightini: factor, and N is the total number of responses for the item.

For the calculations made in this study, al = 2, a2 =:1 a3 is 0, a4 -1,

and a
5

= -2.

Within each table a row indicates responses of different samples

for a single item. Columus indicate the populations sampled. Abbreviations

for the samples are as follows:

AT -- vlbscribers to the Arithmetic Teacher plus non-subscribing

teachers

MT -- sUbscribers to the Mathematics Teacher plus non-subscribing

teachers

JC mambers of the Mathematics Associations of Tvo-Year eleges

MA -- members of the Mathematical Association of America

SP -- supervisors on NCTM lists

TE .teacher educators on NCTM lists

PR -- principals at the elementary and secondary school levels

SB -- presidents of school boards

PT -- presidents of local PTA groups.

Further information about sampling techniques and characteristics of

samples can be found in chapter I of this report.

The AT, MT, JC, MA, SP, and TE samples are collectively referred-

to as the professional samples. The PR, SB, and PT samples are collect-

ively referred to as the lay samples. Note that the use of the terms

"professional" and "lay" refer to mathematics responsibility and not

to general educational responsibility. 141:though principals are certain-

ly professionals with respect to educ.ition, this report includes them

in the lay sample with respect to mathematics.

Each entry in the table consists of three parts:

0.949 --coefficient of agreement

81.3% --agreement

. 5.12 --disagreement

The reader may easily interpret the percentage of the sample which gave

a neutral response by subtracting the agreement and disagreement percen-

tages from 100%. In,the example, 13.6% chose the neutral response.

1C's



Additional information may be inferred by comparing twe entries.

Por example, consider these tur.-J entrie's for item A14,38:.

AL bit
MT TE

0.785 0.775

65.32 66.2%

9.1% ,8.4%

Note that ifie coefficient of agreement/is greater for the MT sample,

4

but that the percentage of respondents choosing one of the "agree"

choicesgis higher for tbe TE sample. This apparent diikrepancy is

clarified by.considering the complete distribution of choice responses.

MT TE

strongly agree 25.6 21.1

agree 39.7 45.1

neutral, 25.6 25.6

disagree 5.8 7.0

strongly disagree 3.3 1.4

Note the greater percentage on the strongly agree" response for the

MT sample, plus the distribution of the remainder. Since responses are

weighted, this pattern leads to a slightly higher coefficient of agree-

ment, Exact distributions of responses can be found by consulting the

appendix. .

In this section, discussions are based primarily upon the (combined)

"agrea" and (combined) "disagree" percentages. Coefficients of agreement

are used only where secondary interpretations are necesiary. In general*

the percentages of agreement are interpreted as follows:

strong agreement .80%

mederately strong agreement 60: - 79%

minimal agreement 542 - 59%

very little (weak) agreement 25% - 53%

Note that when tle interpretation for an item is "vary little agreement",

the dominant choice among the original five choices could have been the

neutral choice or one of the disagreement choices.
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Goals (WN2)

-92

Whole Numbers

Five goals for teaching whole number concepts and skills received

support from at least 80 percent of the total sample, and Were ranked

in the top five in every instance but one (the X& sample ranked item

201 sixth). Theseitop'five goals, with percentages of agreement indicated

in parentheses, were:

207. To acquire the skills necessary for consumer decisions (94.72)

208. To develop the fundamental understaidings upon wtich other
mathexatics learning is built (91.6%)

204. To develop logical thinking ability (89.7%)

201. To acquire the qualifications necessary for obtaining many
jobs (85.3%)

203. To understand the structure o mathematics (82.42)

About 70 percent of the total sample supported two other goals:

210. To learn to read mathematics (70.42)

206. Zo develop disciplined work habits (69.8%)

Two items received minimal support:

235. To gain an appreciation for the beauty of numbers (57.72)

202. To be able to do well on standardized tests (42.02)

Clearly rejected as a.goal for 'whole numbers was:

209. To preserve a traditional emphasis in the curriculum (Only
15.12 supported the goal, while 43.52 rejected it.)

101



Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PR SE

WN2P7 1.458- 1.546 - <1.568 1.432

,94.7% 96.3% 97.3% 91.9%
1.22 1.9Z 0.9% 2.72

WN208 1.466 1..509

91.6% 93.6%
2.5% 1.9%

WN204 1.364 1.509

89.72 94.4%
3.0% 0.9%

WN2O1 1.192 1.194 1.333

85.3% 85.2% 89.1%
7.4% .1.6%

1.333

87.4%
6.3%

1.189

82.8%
6.3%

WN203 1.144 1.165 1.027

82.4% 81.7%. 78.3%
4.9% 4.6% 9.0%

WN210 0.837 0.869 0.836

49.4% 70.1% 70.9%
\xj3.1% 6.6% 5.4%,

101206 0.828 0.898 0.982

69.82 74..1% 76.5%
10.0% 10.2% 9.0%

14205 0.569 0.491 0.491

57.7% 54.6% 55.5%
12.8% 17.6% 17.3%

1.432

91.9%
0.0%

1.189

86.5%
0.0%

1.139

80.5%
8.4%

1.243

83.72
2.7%

1.179
87.1%

2.62

1.538

97.42
0.0%

1.263.

92.1%
2.6%

1.128

82.1%
5.2%

1.077

79.5%
5.1%

0.730 0.658

64.8% 55.2%
16.2% 15.8%

0,730
70.3%
10.8%

0.487

59.0%
23.1%

0.486 0.487

51.3% 51.3%
13.5% 10.3%

1.462
98.1%

0.0%

1.295
90.1%
0.02

1.654 1.443
98.12 86.9%

1.6%

1.558 1.426

92.32 91.8%
1.9% 3.2%

1.269 0.934
88.5% 80.3%

0.0% 4.9%

1.231 1.230

86.5% 88.5%
0.0% 3.3%

0.865
75.0%
11.5%

0.904
69.2%

5.8%

0.692
61.6%

7.7%

0.934
78.7%
,3.2%

0.633
56.7%

6.6%

0.850
71.7%

1.7%



Gods (continued)

Total AT MT .10 MA SP PR

WN202 0.093 0.193 0.153 0.027 -0.026 0.135

42.0% 46.7% 43.2% 48.62 35.9% 40.3% 32.82
29.6% 28.4% 28.8% 29.7% 38.4% 21.1% 34.4%

WN209 -0..400 -0.327 -0.200 -0.486 -0.711 -0.365 -0.672

15.1% 20.52 20.92 16.2% 10.5% 7.6% 3.2%
43.5% 41.12 37.3% 43.2% 55.2% 3S.4% 55.7%

103°
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Content (WI),

. The samples were in strong agreement on the inclusion of the fol-

lowing items of .1aole number content:

187. Techniques of estimation'(91.7%)

192. Mental' calcuiations without the aid of payer and pencil or
calculator (91.0%)

i88. Specific strategies for solving word problems (86.6%)

189. Mathematical Puzzles and games (84.5%) 0

199. Addition and subtraction developed simultaneously to emphasize
relationships between them (7242)

193. Multiplication and division developed stiLltaneously to empha-
size relationsips between them (71.7Z)

200. Specific consumer skills like balancing a checkbook aid cal-
culating best buys (71.6%)

0

There was less agreement 'about supporting the following items:

195. Tests of divisibility (62.5%)

198. Computational and/or checking shortcuts (e.g.,-casting out
nines) (62.3%)

190. Operations wi h signed numbers or integers (59.1%)

194. Specific instructions for operating a four-functiOn calculator
(57.5%)

-

186. Several different algorithms (methods) for each of the four
basic operations so that children can choose the method they
prefer (47.6X)

There was agreement across samples that the following content should

,not be included:

'191. Justification of each step of.an algorithm
basic nutatikr properties (opposed by 44.7%)

196. Only the most efficient algorithm (method)
is taught (opposed by 4147.)

197. A paper-and-pencil algorithm (method) for calculating square
a roots (opposed by.60.8%)

by relating it to

for each operation



COristelit==01,66=16

0187 L474 1.484% 1.193 1.541 1.103 1.763' . 1.781 .
91.7% 92.72 87.22 94.6% 79.52 97.3% 96.9%

""'

3.4% 4.3% 5.6% 2.72 5.22 0.0Z 1.6%

WN192 i.388 1.389 1.294 1.568 1.487 1.461 1.297

91.52 90 8% 91.9% 89.8% 93.42, 87.52

2.6% 3.2% 2.8% 5.4% ,0.0% 0.02 4.72

'0188 1.272 1.400 1.156 1.108 0.921 1.487 1.328

86.6% 89.5% 86.22 81.0% "76:3% 90.82 87.52

6.0% 4.3% 6.4% 10.82 7.9% 5.3% 4.72

.WN189 1.183 1.421 1.229 1.324 1.077 0.855 1.125

84.5% 88.4% 85.3% 89.1% 87.2% 73.7% 86.0%

4.3% 3.2% 1.8% 2.7% 5.2% 9.2% 4.72

WN199 0.938 1.U95 0.743 1.135 0.949 0.974 0.875

72.1% 77.9% 68.8% 78.4% 66.7% 72.42 68.82

12.6% 8.5% 15.6% 13.5% 7.7% 13.2% 15.62

WN193 0.883 1.053 0.633 1.083 0.795 0.987 ,0.875

71.7% 77.7% 64.2% 77.7% 64.1% 76.3% 71.92

WN200

11.52

0.835

9.6%

0.842

13.8%

0.667

11.1%

1.0e

12.8%

0.974

7.92

0.750

14.0%

0.984
a

71.6% 69.5% 68.5% 75.6% 74.4% 73.72 73.5%

15.7% 17.9% 21.3% 16.22 10.3% 11.82 10.9%

WN195 0.649 0.862 p0.796 0.556 0.368 0.368 0.641

62.5% 71.3% 70.3% 58.42 47.4% 52412 59.32,

14.5% 9.5% 12.12 19.4% 15.87; 18.5% 17.2%(

195
-



Contont (comusd)
*

WN198

WN190

,WN194

WN186

48191

IN196

4197,

Total AT MT JC HA SP TE

0487 0.405 0.368 0.355 0.625'0.554 _7'6.758
62.32 72.6% 64.2% 56.7% 57.9% 51.32 62.6%

18.42 10.62 20.22 23.7% 22.3% 15.62

0.517 0.074. 0.367 0.811 1.333 0.382 0.922

59.1% 42.12 55.12 67.5% 89.8% 53.9X' 73.4%
27.92 43.12 34.8Z 1642Z 28.92 14.12

0

0.511 0.2954 0,284 0.222 0.359 0.816. 1.109

57.5% 45.2% 51:3% 47.2% 51.2% 69.82 81.3%

19.8% 25.32 24.8% 27.7% 23.1% 13.2% 4.7%

0.179' 0.379 -0.101 0.081 -0.051 .0.224 0.500

47.6% 53.7% 041.3% 43.2% 38.5% 44.82

36.92 ,32.7% 44.0% 43.22 35%92 36.9%
.60.9%
28.12

-0.150 -0.032 -0.413 -0.270 0.538 -0.342 0.000

35.7% 42.1% 23.9% 35.1% 53.9% 26.42 46.92
44.7% 42.1% 53.2% 54.0% 20:52 482 39.0%

-0.053 -0.043 0.321 0.000 -0.368 -0.118 -0.476

35.1% 38.32 44.1% 38.9% 21.12 32.9% 23.8%

41.9% 41.5% 28.5% 41.7% 52.72 42.1% 58:7%

-0.589 -0.574 -0.349 -0.486 -0.282 -0.961 -0.828

23.92 21.3% 31.2%. ' 29.7% 28.2% 14.5% 20.42

60.8% 61.7% 52.3% 56.72 48.7% 75.0% 67.22
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a

Mare was general agreement across samples on the inclusion of four

resources for teachiag oAbout whole numbers:.

217. Resource books compiling examples_ofierimetic applied to
real-life situations°(95.9%)

RP

216. Masters of worisheets and' activities (85.6Z)

220. Standardized practice tpsts for basic skills (81.9%)

219. Packages of materials "for individual studeat study (80.22)

The remaining resources were not as hi;h ia priority; the interesting

thing is that most cluster so cl osely in level of support:

212. Short videotapes to ipuitrate basic computational algorithms
(75.5%)

213. 'llagic,respc;Wse paper" to give immediate feedback by reveal-
ing the correct answer just after students have written their
answers (73.0%)

211. A calculator for every student ('2.52),

218. Small programmable calculators or computers (72.72).

215. Physical materials for each student to use in modeling basic
operations and algorithms (70.6Z)

There was slightly less support for:

214. Audiotapes for verbal drill and practice (65.1%)

c,

1 0.



Resources

Total AT MT MA SP

WN217 1.498 1.485 1.480 1.744 1.324

95.9% 93.82 97.5% 100.0% 91.2%

1.7% 2.1% 1-6% 0.02 2.9%

0216 1.256 1.330 1.44 1.205

85.6% 87.6% 91.8% 84.6% 58.8%

5.8% 8.3% 2.4% 0,0% 17.6%

WN220 1.147 1.021 . 1.252 1.179 1:088

81.9% 75,.0% 87.0% 84.7% 79.5%

9.2% 15.6% 7.3% 2.9%

1.038 1.113 0.902 1.205 1.118

'. 80.2% 82.4% 74.8% 84.7%' 88.2%

7.9% 9.3% 9.7% 2,6% 2.9%

WN215 0.850' 1.082 0.691, 0.974 0.618
r

..-....0170.6% 77.4% 65.8% 74.3% \64.7%

10.9% 10.3% 9.7% 10.3% 17.7%

WN212 0.826 0.938 0.724 .1.026 0.647

75.5% 78.3% 74.0% 79.5% 67.7%

13.3% 12.4% 14.7% , 10.3% 14.7%

0213 0.812 0.794 0.821, 1.103 0.500

73.0% 71.2% 74.0% 84.72 61.72

15.0% 16.5% 11.0% 123% 20.6%

WN211 0.790 0.792 0.699 1.090% 0.882

72.52 69.8% 720; 76.3% 76.52

17.5% 13.5% 214TZ 13.2% 20.6%

1 9



Resources (continued).

Total se,
AT.

-14218, 0.785 0.804

72..7% 72.1%
. 14.62 11.42

wg214 4._.tf,659 0.732

65.1% .66.0%
18.4% 17.5%

MT Sc

. t

MA .SP TE Plta'4QN SD PT

a

0.715 ,, 0.821 0.941.

71.6% 74.4% 76.5%
17.1% 18.0% 11.82

0.699 0.769 0.176

69.9% 71.8% 38.2%
17.12. 18.0% 26.4%

1

4
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Methods (WN4)

The three methods items =Whole numbers which rank highest (224)

and lowest (226, 222,) all pertain to calculators, and indicate rather

clearly the concern for paper-and-pencil computation even, for slower students.

224. The introduction of calculators is postponed until students
have learned both the meaning of the operations and the
paper-and-pencil algorithms for them. (82.0%)

226. Slower suidents are allowed to usa calculators in order to
keep up with the rest of the class. (20.6%)

Cs

222. Calculators are used instead of teaching paper-and-pencil
algorithms. (19.5%)

The degree of sUpport for item 228 was clearly lower for the MA sam-

ple than for the other three samples.

228. Manipulative materials are used in a mathematics laboratory
at least once a week. (74.0%)

Two other-items which pertain to the use of materials (221, geometric pie-

'tures.as models for computation; 225, physical materials such as rods and

area blocks as models for algorithms) were supported by just over 60% of

, the total samples.

Support for the two items dealing with the distribution of time dif-

fered,.with more support for item 223 than for item 230:

223. More than 5C% of the instructional time is devoted to drill
and practice when teaching the basic facts. (65.82)

230. More than 50% of the instructional time is devoted to stu-
dent use of individual study materials to develop and extend
whole number ideas. (43.3%)

Mastery learning (item 227) also received support by 67%. The re-

maining item (229), on the use of activities outside the classroom, was

supported much more' highly.by the AT sample than by any other sample.



t Metbods

Total AT MT J1: MA SP TE PR SE

0224 1.224 1.286 1.296 1.171 0.949

82.0% 83.4% 87.0% 75.7% 71.8%

8.8% 7.2% 7.4% 9.7% 15.4%

WN228 0.959 1.345 0.773 1.051 0.526

74.0% 85.7% 70.4% 74.4% 57.9%

8.1% 3.6% 8.3% 7.7% 18.4%

WN227 0.7 3 0.976 0.796 0.950 0.211

66.8 75.3% 66.7% 75.0% 39.5%

9.3% 10.62 6.5% 5.0% 18.4%

0221 0.774 0.500 0.796 0.927 1.128

63.7% 48.8% 65.7% 68.3% 84.6%

7.8% 8.5% 7.4% 7.3% 7.7%

WN223 0.688 0.765 0.833 02683 0.128

65.8% 66.7% 75.9% 63.4% 38.5%

16.8% 17.2% 11.1% 22.0% 25.7%

WN225 0.678 0.928 0.589 0.634 0.436

61.8% 72.2% 57.9% 61.0% 51.2%

15.5% 13.2% 14.9% /7.1% 20.5%

WN229 0.576 1.024 0.491 0.487 -0.077

58.7% 76.5% 56.5% 56.4% 28.2%

20.0% 11.7% 21.3% 23.1% 30.3%

WN230 0.196 0.600 0.084 0.000 -0.179

43.3% 61.2% 36.4% 38.5% 28.2%

27.82 18.8% 28.0% 35.9% 38.5%



Methods (continued)

'Total AT MT SC MA SP TF PR SS

UN226 -0.614 -0.452 -0.546 -0.878 -0.872

20.6% 28.5% 18.5% 14.62 15.4%
58.4% 51,22 55.6% 68.32 71.8%

WN222 70.669 -0.845 -0.574 -0.732 -0.487
19.5% 17.9% 22.2% 17.1% 18.02
62;5% 69 0% 60.1% 63.4% 53.9%



Dati_Maime 5 . a

In the cluster,on to Whom and when whole number topics should be
41,

taught, the only item which was supported was:

_231. Every student should master whole number computations with
paper and pencil before graduating from high school. (90.9%)

A, minimAl level of support by the AT, SP, and TE samples was also

found for:

233. Students who cannot master paper-and-pencil computations by
the end of grade 8 should be required to take a special ninth- .
grade mathematics course on the use of the band-held calcu-
lator. (supported by 50% to 60% of the three named samples,
but only'23% to 37% of other samples)

0
The samples did not support having college-found students spend at

least three weeks of every year reviewing whole number computation (item

232), not introducing algorithms for multi-digit computations until grade
40 9

7 (item 235), or postponing remedial work with whole number computation

until students are in an adult school or junior college (item 234).

11,3



Wh_2111..ime

Total T MT JC MA SP PR STY

WN231 1.572 1 602 1.622, 1.400 -1(.633 1.356 1.475

90.9% 93.2% 91.6% 97.22 90.0%- 86.4% 86.92

6.6% 3.9% 8.42 0.02 6.7% . 10.2% 8.2%

WN233 0411 0.304 -0.050 -0.265 -0.400 Q.288 0.393

45.4% 50.02 37.8% 35.3% 23.3% 54.3% 60.72

34.6% 30.4% 38.6% 44.1% 46.72 32.2% 24.62

WN232 -0.359 0.068 -0.437 -0.371 -0.800 -0.390 -0.672

29.7% 44.7% 26.9% 25.7% 13.3% 32.2% 18.12

55.1% 43.7% 56.3% 48.6% 70.0% 62.7% 60.7%

WN235 -0.933 -0.902 -0.714 -1.029 -1.200 -0.847 -1.311

14.8% 15.7% 19.3% 11.4% 13.3% 17.0% 4.9%

74.3% 71.52 63.92 80.0% 83.32 76.32 90.1%

UN234 -1.111 -1.097 -1.168 -1.029 -1.300 -1.034 -1.049

10.6% 11.62 9.2% 14.7% 10.0% 15.3% 4.9%

77.9% 77.6% 79.8% 79.4% 83.4% 74.6% 73.8%

Iii
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Calculators (1016)

Three uses of calculators for teaching whole number content,were

strongly Thported by the total sample:

245. Checking answers (89.12)

249. Adding the cost of several items in a grocery cart (80.=

247. Doing a chain of calculations involving several different
operations (79.12)

Four items received moderate support:

242. Solving word problems (73.1%)

250. Finding the divisors of a given number (69.3%)

239. Learning properties of different operations (62.72)

248. Learning why the long division algorithm works (57.5%)

Three items were only weakly supported:

237. Doing homework (60.1%)

241. Multiplying 782 x 59 (57.12)

240. Doing the division 641 f 17 (54.1%)

The remaining items were supported by low percentages, with opposi-

.tion by all samples. This opposition was particularly strong for the last

two items on the list.

243. Subtracting 2,150 - 1,983 (supported by 44.6%, opposed by 49.0%)

236. Learning basic number facts (supported by 36.12, opposed by
57.4%)

246. Calculating change from a five dollar bill (supported by 27.2%,
opposed by 65.3%)

244. Multiplying 3 x 13 (suppoited by 20.22, oPposed by 74.0%)

238. Taking a test on whole number computation (supported by 18.12,
opposed by 78.2%)



Calculators

6'

Total AT MT JC MA SP

WN245 1.449 1.650 1.339 1.512 1.156

89.1% 95.0% 85.1% 90.3% ,34.4%
6.8% 2.0k 10.7% 4.8% 9.4%

UN249 1.153 1.297 1.066 0.875 1.375

80.3% 85.1% 76.9% '72.5% 87.5%

13.64 9.9% 16.5% 22.52 3.1%

WN247 0.952 1.071 0.851 0.976 0.937

c, 79.1% 81.8% 76.9% 78.11 81.3%

15.0% 11.2% 17.4% 14.6% 18.7%

WN242 0.752 p.8.0 0.711 .0.951 0.437

73.1% 74.0% 71.9% 80.5% 65.72

19.7% 18.0% 21.5% 12.2Z 28.1%

WN250 0.683 0.871 0.425 0.925 0.750

69.3% 74.3% 61.6% 77.5% 71.9%

22.5% 17.8% 29.1% 15.0% 21.9%

WN239 0.589 0.848 0.298 0.850 0.562

62.7% 67.6% 55.4% 70.0% 65.6%

24.3% 16.2% 32.3% 20.0% 25.0%

WN248 0.531 0.840 0.533 10.250 -0.094

57.5% 65.02 60.0% 47.5% 37.5%
25.7% 15.0% 25.0% 35.0% 50.02

WN237 0.341 0.158 0.281 0.800 &H./

60.1% 53.5% 59.5% 75.02 64.5%

31.8% 36.6% 34.72 17.5% 22.6%

PR SR



Calculators (continued) 4.

Total AT MT JC MA SP

0241 0.211

57.1%
36.0%

0.154WN240

54.1%
37.0%

0243 -0.167

44.6%
49.0%

WN236 -0.454

36.1%
57.4%

0246 -0.721

27.2%
65.3%

024 -0.993

20.2%
744%

WN238 -1.140'

18.1%
78.2%

.0.150 0.231 0.317 0.187

54.0% 60.3% 58.5% 53.1%
39.0% 35.6% 34.2% 31.3%

0.090 0.167 0.300 .0.125

50.0% 58.4% 57.5% 46.9%
39.0% 38.3% 35.0% 28.2%

-0.040 -0.215 -0.195 -0.344

49.0% 45.5% 39.1% 34.4%

46.0% 49.6% 53.6% 50.0%

-0.280 -0.711 -0.350 -0.156

.40.0% 27.3% 47.5% 43.8%
55.0% 64.4% 50.0% 46.9%

-0.480 -0.843 -0.561 -1.219

31.0% 26.4% 34.1% 9.4%

58.0% 68.6% 61.0% 81.3%

-0.899 -0.975 -1.073 -1.250

22.3% 21.5% 19.5% 9.4%

72.7% 73.6% 73.2% 81.3%

-1.240 -1.124 -1.025 -1.031

16.0% 19.0% 20.0% 18.8%
81.0% 77.7% 72.5% 78.1%

117
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Summary: Whole Numbers

Five goals for teaching whole number computatiareceived strong sup.-

port (above 802); these related to.cmnsuwer education skills, funds-

mantel understandings, logical thinking, job qualificationsofnd the

structure of mathematics.

Clearly rejected as' a goal Zor teaching whole numbers wai "td preserve

a traditional emphasis in the curriculum."

Strong support (above 80%) was given for including esiimatiop,.. mental

calculations, specific problem-isolving strategies, and puzzles amd ,

gmmes when teaching whole number content; developing operations si-

multaneously and.teaching specific consumer skills were also well-.

supported (by 72%).

Resource books pf real-life examples, mapters of worksheets and ao-

tivities, standardized practice tests, and individual study materials

were strongly supported (above 80%), with other resources suppaited.
<I

by 65% to 75%.

Four-fifths of the samples indicated that calculators should mot be

.uSed until after students have learned paper-and-pencil algorithms.

The use of varijus physical materials was supported by 602 to 75%

of the samples.

Spending more than NZ of' 'instructional time^on drill.was supported

by 65%.

There was strong support for the idea that p.gper-and-pencil computa-

tional skills should be acquired before graduation from high school.

There was strong support for the use of calculators for checking

and to do a series of computations but support weakened (and opposi-

.

tion increased) as the indicated computation was perceived to require

skills stressiDeg papet-and-pencil,procedures.

118



Fractions and Decimals

Goals (FD2Ax)

TWenty goal statements ware written for the fraction/decimals

strand. Ten of these involved fractions.and a=matching set of tan ra-
,

peated the goal for decimals. Half of the professional samples received

five fraction goals and five decimal goals (FD2A), while the other half

the professional samples received the remaining fraction and decimal

goals (FD28). In this analysis, the response tor a fraction goal will'

be contrasted with the corresponding response for a decimal goal. The
-

reader should keep in mind that the actual respondents are different for
.1.

each half of each'pair of statements. However since both are drawn from

the same samples, their responses,should be comparable.

26/36. Common fractions (decimals) are used in many vocarions such
as auto mechanics, carpentry, plumbing, and so on,

For the total samples, this item was strongly supportaand ranked

highest whether stated for decimals (item 26, 92.5%) or for fractions

(item 36, 94.3%). However; the MA samples gave less support than other

sampleso ranking it fourth in both cases; and the AT sample ranked the

decimal fora first but the fraction form second. Nevertheless, vocational

practicality appeared to be a prime consideration ia the teaching of both

ra

fractions and decimalst

30/40. Consumers need COMM= fractions (decimals) to compute "best
buys".

This statement was also given strong support, and was ranked second

for decimals (item 30, 85.2%), but only si4h for fractions (item,40, 80.3%).

-Again support from the MA sample was decidedly lower for item 40. The ease

,of_comparing decimals seems to be an obvious influence for this goa.l.

1 9



39.. Decimals are used intimacy.

Rational numbers need to be contrasted to the Sets of the .

whOle numbers, integers, and real numbers.

This is the only pair df.items in the set that is not parallel in

intention. The decimal item (39) was strongly supported (89.22) ami

ranked third, continuing the trend for practicality. Item 29 was given .

mpderately strong support (65;22), and was ranked sixth,

21/31. Determining howvio add, subtract, multiply, and divide
common fractions (decimals) illusirates basis mathemati-
cal processes,4nd reasoning techniques.

'In a sense, taese items Are thi:*paajtk of items-46/3e.' Bata items

17; were strongly.,sUppôrted (item 21 on fractions by-80-A% =Cites 31 an

decimals by 82.4%). The fraction form (item 21) was ranked third, while

the decimal form (item 31) was ranked fourth. Thus the,theoretical role

of lioth fractions and decimals in mathematics was also seen as.important.

24/34. Common fractions (decimals) provide solutions to algebraic
equations°or number sentences.

Moderately strong support (74.72) was given to the decimal item (24)

and strong support (85.92) to the fraction item (34), indicating tiaat both

are important. Item 24 was ranked fourth and item 34 was ranked fifth,
es.

even though the percentage of support is higher for item 34. Traditionally,

many textbooks instruct students to leave solutions to equations as frac-

tions. Thus the ranking of this item for decimals might be considereci to

be higher thaa .xpected.

22. Fractions are interpreted as measurements; for example, 7/12
is the length of a stick found by using A ruler.

32. The mepric system ... uses decimals almost exclusively.

Item 32 was given strong support (88.0%) and ranked second; item 22

was-given far less support (62.52) and ranked seventh. Obviously, the ref-

z
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erence to the metric system causes quite a different interpretation for

items32 than for item 22..

27/37. Common fractions are (decimals provide) simple ys to il-

Tbis item was given more support for fiactions.(item 27, 69.72) than

for decimals (item 37, 59.22). (Item 27 wit ranked fifth and item 37,

seventh). There was stronger support for fractions from the AT sample

and weak support from the MA sample, On the other hand, item 37 (for dee-

imals) received moderate levels of support from both the AT andKA.samples

but weak support from the MT and JC samples.

25/35. Common fractions (decimals) are usfid in college-level math-
ematics.

Item'25 on fractious was given weak sup
ip
ort (57.02), While item. 35

On decimals was given sli htly more support (61.4%). ing was elghth

in their respeative lists for both items:

28/38. Operations with common fractions (decimals) provide mental
exercise.

All samples had mare disagreement than agreement vd.th these items.

Item 28 on decimals was supported by 27.2% and opposed by 57.52; item 38 _

ou fractions was supported by 32.8% and opposed by 50.72. They were both

ranked ninth. The SP and TE samples responded only to item 38 on fractious;

they were more strongly opposed to it than were other samples.,

23/33. Common fractionavF(decimals) are a traditional part of the
curriculum.

All samples opposed these items, ranking them last in both cases.

Itam 23 on fractions was supported by 24.5% and opposed by 67.5.2; .itam 33

on decimals ieceiwed very similar percentages (25.6% and 62.8%). The SP

and TE samples were more sirougly.opposed to item 23 than were other samples.
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a

Goals - A (continue0.,
I.

Total A MT JC MA SP TE PR SB

11)28 8 -0 207 -0.558 -0.407 -0.857 -1.114

27.2% 40.32 34.52 20.9% 29.6% 14.3% 10.02
57.5% 49.42 47.42 53.5% 55.52 75.0% 74.2.2

71)23 -0.641 -0.398 -0.299 -0.791 -0.741 -1.053 -1.086
.1.

24.5% 32.7% .35.0% 18.6% 18.5% 12.3% 11.4%
67.52 61.2% 57.3% 67.4% 62.9% 82.4% 82.92

%.



Coals B

Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PR

TD36

FD32

FD39

FD31

FD34

FD40

FD37

FD35

1.467 1.490 1.563 1.405 1.030

94.3% t96.9% 95.0% .95.2%. 80.8%

2.0% 3.4% 0.0% 11.5%

1.351 1.541 1.277 1.286 1.077

88.9% 90.8% 86.6% 90.42 80.82

6.3% 4.12 8.42., 4.8% 7.7%

'1.263 1.337 1.378 0.976 0.923

89.2% 92.9% 94.2% 78.5% 69.22

6.0% 5.1% 2.5% 14.3% 11.5%

1.127 1.184 1.085 0.929 1.432

82.4% 85.7% 78.9% 80.9% 88.52

12.4% 11.2% 14.4% 11.9% 7.62

1.105 , 0.847 1.244 1.143 1.385

85.9% 75.5% 90.7% 90.4% 96.1%

9.2% 15.3% 5.8% 9.5% 0.0%

0.968 1.020 0.992 0.905 0.769

80.3% 82.7% 80.5% 81.02 69.2%

13.7% 15.3% 11.9% 16.7% 11.5%

0.500 0.694 0.373 0.333 0.615

59.2% 66.3% 54.3% 54.8% 61.6%

21.9% 12.2% 25.42 33.4% 23.12

0.432 0.388 0.471 0.429 0.423

61.4% 60.2% 63.0% 59.5% 61.5%

31.62 31.6% 30.2% 35.7% 30.8%

SB

1 4



1/4

Goals - B (continued)

Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PR SB

FD38 9.0.292 -0.268 -0.252 -0.524 -0.192
32.82 34.0% 34.42 23.8% 34.6%
50.72 50.52 49.62 .57.1% 46.2%

FB33 -0.516 -0.490 -0.445 -0.667 -0.692
25.6% 25.5% 27.7% 23.8% 19.2%
62.8% 66.3% 58.8% 64.32 65.4%
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Tan ways that fractions and decimals might be treated in the ele-
, ,

mentary school (before-grade kren) were listed in this cluster. Strong
CI

support waa given to one item:

5. Least common multiple and greatest common divisor should be.,
stressed as basic ideas related to fractions. (82.82)

Moderately strong support was given to three items:

6. Students should be taught to solve a division problem by first
estimating whether the answer will be larger or smaller than
the number being divided. (73.92)

C.

9. Decimals should be developed as a means of naming numbers be-
tween numbers ... (76.4%)

Fractions should be presented as answers to division problems;
for example, 7/12 means seven divided by 12. (72:82)

*Only minimal support was shown for the following two. items:

10.,Fkactions should be developed as measures of lengths. (53.62)

2. Operations with fractions should be taught only for fractions
with small denominators ... (56.42)

Item 2 was given moderate support by the AT sample and strong support
<47

by the SP sample, but was strongly opposed by the MA sample.

lea

There was essentially no support for one item; almost as many rejected

it as accepted it:

1. All fractions should be written as decimals so that the operations
on them can be performed with a calculator. (supported by 46.82,

opposed by 42.8%)

Higher percentages objected to the remaining items:

4. Students should use slide rules, graphs, and charts (nomographs)
to solve problems involving fractions. (supported by 31.62, op-

posed by.41.6%)

3. TahleS of common denominators (factors and multiples) should be

given to students. (supported by 21.7%, opposed by 59.82).

Decimals should be introduced by relating them exclusively to
money. (supported by 18.4% opposed 63.2%)



Content folelementary school students

Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PR SS

FD5 1.145 1.163 1.302 1.143 1.571 0.980 1.033

82.8% 79.6% 84.92 85.8% 92.8% 82.3% 80.32

10.0% 8.2% .3.8% 9.62 7.12 15.7% 13.12

FD6 1.032 0.857 0.870 1.000 0.786 1.333 1.133

73.9% 67.4% 62.9% 76.2% 57.2% 90.22 78.42

8.8% 12.3% 7.5% 4.8% 21.4% 3.9% 10.0%

FD9 0.968 1.163 0.907 0.857 0.786 1.020. 0.902

76.4% ..81.6% 74.1% 76.1% 64.3% 84.32 70.5%

10.0% 6.1% 11.1% 4.8% 14.2% 5.9% 16.4%

FD7 0.916 1.204 0.852 0.667. 0.857 0.882 0.869

72.82 81.6% 68.5% 61.92 71.42 78.4% 68.9%

13.2% 8.2% 22.2%. 9.5% 14.2% 11.72 11.5%

FD10 0.420 1. 0.204 0.407 0.619 0.357 0.294 0.656

53.6% 44,.9% 50.6% 61.9% 57.2% 49.0% 63.9%

20.0% 28.6% 16.7% 9.5% 28.52 25.5% 13.1%

FD2 0.332 0.592 0.167 -0.190 -0.714 0.784 0.311

56.4% 67.3% 50.0% 38.1%, 21.4% 70.62 55.8%

33.6% 20.4% A40.7% 47.62 71.4% 17.6% 37.7%

FD1 0.012 0.224 -0:056 -0.381 -0.571 0.176 0.033

46.8% 55.1% 46.3% 38.1% 28.6% 51.0% 44.3%

42 8% 40.8%' 44.5% 5.3% 57.2% 37.3% 41.0%

"FD4 -0.220 -0.327 4.222 -0.190 -0.571 -0.176 -0.098

31.6% 24.5% 35.2% 38.1% 35.7% 29.4% 32.8%

41.6% 38.7% 07.12 47.6% 57.1% 39.2% 44.2%

12



:ontent for elementary school students (continued)

Total AT MT SC MA SP TE PR SB

03 -0.606 -0.250 -0.815 -0.810 -0.714 -0.529 -0.672

21.72
.

59.82
33.32
48.02

14.9%
68.52

28.6%,

66.6%
21.4%
57.2%

17.6%
54.92

19.7%
64.02

-0.620 -0.245 -0.759 -0.952 .-1.357 -0.275 -0.803

18.4% 28.6% 14.9% 9.5% 14.3% 23.5% 13.12

63.2% 46.9% 72.2% 76.2% 85.7% 49.0% 70.5%
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CalenondaSchooliSL.audentsFD1

-The ten items from cluster Fpi& were repeated for this cluster,

but this time with respect to bow fractiims and decimals should be treated

after grade six (that is, in grades 7-12). 'No items were strongly sup-

:- ported:

15. Least common multiple and greatest common divisor should be

stressed as basic ideas related to fractions. (85.02)

(This item was ranked first for both FD1A and FDp.)

19. Decimals should be developed as a means of naming numbers

between numbers ... (80.72) (rhis item was ranked third for

both.FD1A and FD1B.)

TVo items, were given moderately strong support:

16. Students should be taught to solve a division problem by
first estimating whether the answer will be larger or smaller

than the'number being divided. (79.32) (This item was ranked

second for both FD1A and FD18.)

17. Fractions should be presented as answers to divisiolvproblems

... (75.72) (This item was ranked fourth for both FD1A and

FD115.)

Only .weak support was shown for one item:

20. Fractions should be developed as measures of lengths. (52.0%)

(This item was ranked fifth for both FD1A and F1)13.)

.There was weak opposition to three items;

Siudents should use slide rules, graphs, and charts (nomographs)
to solve problems involving frac;ions. (supported by 32.2%,

opposed by 42.1%) (rhis item was also,weakly opposed for FD1A,

but ranked sixth for FD1B and eighth for FD1A.)

12. Operations with fractions should be taught only for fractions

with small denominators . (supported by 36.9%, opposed by
52.3%) (This item was weakly supported for F1)1A and ranked

sixth; it was'ranked seventh for FD1B.)

11. All fractions should be written as decimals so that the opera-

tions on them can be performed with a calculator. (supported

by 33.3%, opposed by 54.0%) (There was slightly mare support
for this item on FD1A, where it was rankgd seventh, compared
to eighth for F1)13.)



There was clear opposition,to thafinal two items:
A

13. 'Tables a common denominators (factors and nultiples) should
be given to students. (supported by 16.8%, opposed by 67.5%).
(There was also opposition to this on FD1k; in both clusters,
itlwas ranked ninth.)

18. Decimals should be introduced by relating them,exclusively to
money. (Supported by 14.32, opposed by 75.3%) (This was
ranked tenth in both FD1A and FD18.)
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Content for secondary school student.

FD15

...ZiAL

FD19

FD17

FD20

FD14

FD12

inni

1.218 1.043

85.0% 80.9%
6.8% 12.8%

1.096 1.106

79:3% 80.9%
9.3% 10.6%

1.079 1.170

80.7% 87.2%
5.3% 8.5%

0.996 1.255

75.7% 85.1%
8.9% 6.4%

0.391 0.128

52.0% 40.4%
21.5% 34.0%

-0.257 0.021

32.2% 38.3%
42.1% 29.8%

0-0.269 0.149

36.9% 46.8%
52.3% 34.1%,

-0.407 0.064

33.3% 42.6%
54.0% 36.2%

1.328 1.190

91.1% 85.8%
4.5% 9.5%

.0.806 1.048

71.7%41.0%
13.5% 4:8%

1.090 0.857

77.6% 71.5%
4.5% 14.31

1.134 1.048

83.6% 76.2%
4.5% 0.0%

0.463 0.429

52.2% 57.1%
19.4% 19.1%

-0.493

25.4%
50.8%

-0.612

29.9%
64.2%

-0.657

23.9%
64.2%

1.467 1.169 1.225

86.7% 81.4% 84.52
6.72 5.1% 5.6%

0.733 1.136 1.423

73.3% 74.5% 90.2%
6.7% 10.2% 5.6%

0.867 1.068 1.127

73.42 79.7% 84.5%
6.7% 5.1% 1.4% a

0.867 0.847 0.831

73.3% 69.5% 67.6%
13.4% 4.9% 14.0%.

0.667 0.259 0.535

66.7% 43.1% 62.0%
20.0% 24.1% 14.1%

-0.429 -0.533 -0.203 wp.155.

23.8% 40.0% 28.8% 38.1%
47.6% 53.3% 38.9% . 40.4:

-0.857 -1.333 0.397 -0.366

19.1% 6.7% 58.6% 31.0%
76.2% 86.6% 29.32 57.7%

-0.429 -1.667 0.068 -0.606

33.3% 0.0% 47.4% 30.9%
52.3% 93.3% 39.0% 60.5%
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Content for secondary scbool students (c7tinusd)

Total AT MT JC MA SP, TE

PD13 -0.846 -0.404 -1.090 r0.952 -1.200 -0.763 -0.P73

16.8% 25.6% 12.0% 19.02 13.3% 22.0% 11.32

67.5% 51.0% 77.7% 71.52 80.02 04.4% 67.62

FD18 -1.018 --0.787 -1.045 -1.095 -1.533

14.3% 21.3% 16.4% 14.3% 0.0%

75.3% J66.02 79.12 76.22 93.32

PR SB

-0.814 .41.183

15.3% 9.9%
67.8% 80.32



Resources (FD3)

Ten resources for teaching tractions and decimals were. suggested.

Four of these were strongly supported:

47. Drill and practice materials (87.32)

43. Masters of worksheets'and actixifies (85.92)

49. Resource booklets with applicateans (86.92)

44. Individual study materials (83.62)

There was moderately strong support for the remaining items;

50Ic "Magic response paper" to give immediate feedback by revealing
the correct answer just after students have written their
answers (78.9%)

42. Films and videotapes an fraction and decimal concepts (76.9%).

45. Student sets of measuring devices (76.5%)

48. Large-scale demonstration devices (74.6%)

46. Manipulative materials (66.9%)

41. A calculator 'designed so that fractions could be input and the
answer would be displayed as a fraction (67.5Z)

The MA sample supported each of these items at a lower level than did moat

other samples. La fact, only for items 49 and 44 did this sample react as

favorably as others did.



Resources

Total AT MT Jc MA SP TE PR SE

FD47 11.304 1.410, 1.303 1.283 1.000

/137.3% 89.02 86.7% 93.52 75.82
4.0% 5.0% . 2.5% 2.2% 9.1%

PD43 1.211 1.340 1.325 1.000 0.687

85.9% 90.0% 88.4% 82.6% 68.82
7.7% 8.0% 5.0% 8.7% 15.7%

PD49 1.202 1.242 1.143 1.413 1.000

86.9% 84.9% 86,6% 91.3% 87.9%
6.1% 7.1% 6.72 2.2% 6.0%

PD44 1.151 1.220 1.050 1.370 1.000

83.6% 84.0% 81.7% 89.1% 81.8%
7.12 6.0% 10.8% 0.02 6.0%

PD45 1.030 1.360 0.924 0.935 0.545

76.5% 87.0% 71.4% 76.0% 63.6%
8.7% 6.0% 10.1% 4.3% 18.22.

FD50 0,957 0.990 0.958 1.000 0.788

78.9% 79.0% 80.0% 80.4% 72.72
-10.7% 13.0% 10.02 6.52 12.12

PD42 ,0.909 1.060 0.840 1.087 0.455

76.9% 80.0% 73.9% 89.2% 60.6%
14.1% 13.02 16.82 6.5% 18.2%

PD48 0.896 1.200 0.808 0.870 0.333

74.6% 84.0% 73.4% 76.1% 48.52
11.0% 5.0% 12.5% 10.9% 24.3%
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Total AT MT SC MA SP TE PR SE

PD46 0.759 1.150 0.667 0.500 0.273

,,66.92 79.02 64.22 54.42 57.62
15.7% 11.02 14.12 17.32 33.32

PD41 0.589 0.680 0.625 0.696 0.030

67.5% 71.02 67.52 73.92 48.52
23.0% 22.0% 20.92 17.3% 42.5%



Methods (111D4)

'No items perteining to methpds that could be used for teaching

fractions or decimals w*re strongly supported:
-4-

34. SFudent worksheets are inciuded for 4111 and practice on.
fractions and decimal topics at the conclusion of each lessoa.
(87.0%)

,

Q.53. Operations wi.th fractions are developed within the contek't of

.*T

applications problems. (MU)
7 .

Moderately strong-support was expressed for area iiems:

51. ,Geometric pictures of physical models are used to'reOresent
computational algorithms for fractions and decimals. (73.2i)

60. Specific objectives, ariterion-referenced tesiing, and other
nmterials are included to encourage use of a'sastery learning
or an individually,paced model. (66.32)

52. More than 507; of the instructional time is devoted to drill
and practice in lessons on frac.tions,and decimals: (65.5%) .

Only mi4inal support was.shoion for,threitems (with the last being

considerably weaker than the first two):

58. Basic fraction and decimal,ideas are introduced 'through labor-
.

story investigations. (57.0Z)

59. Detailed notes are provided ti) guide the teacher in oral pre-
. sentations of lessons on fractions and decimals. (49.9%)

57. More than 50% of phe instructional time is devoted to student
use of individual study materials ... (supported by 40.3%, 0P-.

, posed by 34.6%)

One item was weakly opposed and'another was moderately opposed:

56 Basic operations with fractions and decimals are developed
through long-term student projects. (supported by 27.3%,

opposed by 45.3%)

55. Sloiwer students are allowed to use calculators so they may
keep up with the rest of the class. (supported by 20.0%,
opposed by 55.4%)

1 36



Mtbods

PD54

FD53

FD51

-1

PD60

...,r:

FD52

0,

PD58

F11059

111357

Total AT MT SC MA SP TE PR SB

1.241 1.330 1.266 1.146 1.000

87.0% 91.3% 85.1% .87.8% 80.0%

3.2% 3.92 3.1% 0.0% 5.72

1.137 1.233 1.094 1.317 0.800

85.0% 88.3% 82.8% 92.7% 74.2%

3.91 3.9% 3.9% 0.0% 8-.62

0.918 0.980 0,875 0.902 0.914

73.22 72.5% 71.9% 78.1% 74.3%
6.9% 5.9% 7.1% 4.9% 11.4%

S.

0.768 0.990 0.709 0.951 0.114

66.3% 76.7% 63.8'% 75.6% 34.32

- 11.42 8.72 14.12 4.9%

0.648 0.806 0.578 0.634 0.457

65.5% 71.8% 61.7% 65.8% 60.0%

18.3% 15.5% , 18.02 14.6% 11.4%

0,479 0.680 0.352 0.512 0.314

57.0% 66.1% 52.3% 53.6% 51.4%

20.22 , 14.6% 24.22 12.2% 31.5%

0.466 0.631 0.397 0.415 0.286

49.9% 61.1% 45.3% 46.3% 37.1%

17.4% 17.5% 19.9% 14.6% 11.5%

0.121 0.243, -0.070 0.195 0.371

40.3% 46.6% 32.8% 43.9% 45.7%

34.6% 36.9% 39.9% 26.9% 17.12



*Methods Icontinued

Toial AT MT JC MA SP

PD56 0.221 -0.126 -0.344 -0.122 -0.171
27.3%k 30.1% . 24.2% 31.7% 25.8%
45.3% 44.7% 49.32 43.9% 34.3%

FD55 -0.518 -0.216 -0.606 -0.780 -0.771

20.0% 31.42 16.6% 9.7% 4.5%
55.4% 47.02 56.72 65 9% '82.92

PR SB
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Who/Time (FD5)

The ten items in this cluster focused on the relattve importance and

placement of fractions versus decimals. Only one Item was given moderately
a

strong support, one was given. Minimal support, and the remainder wern given

little or no support. The item which received strong support was:

70. Students should be taught fractions with small denominators use-
ful in various vocations. (76.0%)

Support of this item was particularly strong from SP and TE samples, mod-

erately strong fram the AT, MT, and,JC samples, and minimal from the MA

sample.

The item reCeiving minimal support was:

62. More attention.should be given to operations with decimals than
operationsswith fractions. (55.5Z)

This.item was strongly supported by the SP sample and gained moderately

strong support fram AT and TE samples. Although the MT sample was divided,

both the JC and MA samples definitely opposed the item. -A similar item

was given to the lay samples (as item 750). Overall, 33.1% of the lay sam-

ples supported the item, while 44.4% opposed it. The PR sample was divided,

while the SB and ,?fr samples were more opposed.

There was also marked division in the responses of professional sam-
.

\\\:pie! tf) another item:

65. Operations with decimals should be introduced before operationd
with fractions. (supported by 40.9%, opposed by 33.0%)

The SP sample gave moderate support to' this item, and.the TB and AT sam-

ples gave minimal support. But opposition was reflected by the MT, IC,

and MA samples.

For the other seven' items, percentages of disagreement were higher

than percentages of agreement; for the last two items, in fact, there was



no support whatevir. In almost every instance, support was highest ftmm

the SIt sample, while the MT, JC, and MA samples were most, opposed.

67: Operations with decimals_should be included in the firstor
second-grade mathematics program (the earlier the better).

(supported by 33.8%, opposed by 44.8Z).

66. All students should master operations with decimals, but not
all should be expected to master operations with fraction**.
(supported by 31.4%, opposed by 60.12)

61. Less attention-should be given to the addition,and subtraction

of fractions. (supported by 31.12,,opposed by 64.7%)

64. Work with fractions should be delayed uztil seventh.or eigheh
grade. (supported by 15.4%, opposed by 75.8%)

,

63. Division of fractions should be omitted from the curriculum

except for very bright children. (supported by 14.22, opposed

by 80.0%)

69. Dimly college-bound students should be taught fzactions (e.g.,

in algebra courses). (supported by 2.9%, opposed by 96.1%)

68. Fractions should be omitted from the curriculum. (supported

by 1.4%, opposed by 95.9%)

Item 64 was also given to the lay samples (es item 776). These three

groups were strongly opposed, with support.from on4z..8.2% and opposition

frem 77.7%. An item identical to 67 was given (as item 743) to lay sam-
\

ples. It was supported by 27.6%, with 59.5% opposed, priTortions clpse to

those of the SP and TE samples.

1.4 0



Wbo/Time

Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PR SE'

FD70 _0.907. 1.056 0..679 0.553 0.382 1.356 1.131

76.0% 76.7% 69.72 63:22 55.92 93.3X 88.5%
15.92 12.12 21.1% 26.42 35.3% 3.42 8.22

FD62 0.357 0.720 -0.018 -0.462 -0.853 1.271 0.705

55.5% 66.3% 43.1: 23.12 14.7% 89.9% 68.9%

31.1% 19.72 40.3% 53.92 70.6% 6.8% 21.3%

750 -0.113

33.1%
44.4%

FD65 0.086 0.439 -0.367 -0.436 -0.500 0.695 .0.344

40.9% 55.2% 22.9% 20.5% 17.7% 64.42 50.9%

33.0% 25.2% 38.5% 48.7% 50.0% 18.72 31.2%

FD67 -0.127 0.093_ -0.055 -0.179 -0.088 -0.322 -0.443

33.8% 43.0% 34.9% 25.62 35.3% 28.9% 24.6%

44.8% 38.3% 45.7% 35.92 44.2% 64.4% 59.0%

743 -0.412

27.6%.

59.5%

'FD66 -0.498 -0.160 -0.936 -1.231 -1.147 0.271 -0.213

31.4% 39.6% 21.1% 5.1% 14.72 54.2% 39.3%

60.1% 48.1% 72.4% 87.2% 82.4% 35.6% 52.5%

.110161 -0.620 - -0.453 -1.073 -1.256 -1.529 0.458 -0.230

5.9%--- 66.1% 41.0%

64.7% 60.42 77.02 87.22 91.1% 30.5%

S.

0.064 -0.323 -0.356

38.12 25.82 26.72
38.12 51.62 53.42

-0.477 -0.315 -0:356

27.02 27.22 31.12
62.02 57.72 53.32



liliottito (continued)

-1.000 -0.860 -1.358 -1.205 -1.235 -0.559 -0.770

15.42
/

, 22.4% 5.52 2.6% 8.8% 28.82 19.72
75.8% 70.12 83.52 84.7% 85.32 61.0% 75.4%

776 -1.092 -1.046 -1.261

8.2% 7.9% 5.72
77.7% 75.3% 85.22 .

FD63 -1.081 -0.738 -1.578 -1.590 -1.647 -0.322 -0.885

14.2% 24.3% 3.7% 2.6% 2.9% 30.52 13.12
80.0% 70.0% 91.7% 97.4% 97.1% 55.9% 78.72

FD69 -1.687 -r1.467 -1.807 -1,692 -1.735 -1.661 -1.852

2.9% 6.5% 0.9% 2.62 2.92 3.4% 0.0%
96.1% 89.8% 99.1% 97.5% 97.0% 96.62 100.0%

FD68 -1.748 -1.561 -1.881 -1.872 -1.765 -1.661 -1.836

1.4% 1.8% 0.0% 0.0% 5.92 3.4% U.OX

95.9% 89.8% 100.0% 97.4% 94.1% 94-.92 100.0%

-1.120
14.0%
82.02
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Calculators (F06)

Only-one use of calculators tO teadh fractions and dacfmaIs was

,/ strongly supported:

80. Finding the area of a lot whose length.is 73.28 units and whose
width is 35.92 units (81.0%)

Two items recetved moderately strong support frcm all samples:

74. Developing ideas about decimals (66.52)

72. Homework involving problems with decimals (64.92)

Weak support was given to-one-Other-item:

79. Reducing all quantities in a recipe by one-third (51.3%) -

There was little support for the remaining items, with the percentage

of those disagreeing increasing:

73. Developing ideas about common fractions (supported by 40.7%,
opposed by.42.52)

75. Finding equivalent forms of,a givpn fraction ... (supported by
40.5%, opposed by 44.8%)

71. Homework involving problems with common fractions (supported
by 36.5%, opposed by 55.6%)

76. Reducing fractions (supported by 33.32, opposed by 55.2%)

78. Taking a test involving decimals (supported by 384%, oppdOed
b 53.42)

77. Taking a test involving fractions (supported by 22.9%, opposed
-by 67.7%)
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Calculators

Total AT MT JC MA SP

PD80 1.115 0.950 1.145 -1.324 1.320

81.02 73;0% 82.92 -91.9Z 88.02
13.6% 21.02 10.2% 8.12 8.0%

PD74 0.626 0.646 0.590 0.865 .0.360

66.52 64.7% 68.4% 67.52 64.0%
23.7% 22.3% 25.6% 16.22 32.02

PD72 0.480 0.390 0.564 0.649 0.200

64.92 60.0% 70.1% 67.5% 56.0%
28.72 34.0% 24.8% 21.6% 36.0%

11179 0.280_ 0.350 0.171 0.486 0.200

51.32 53.0% 48.7% 56.7% 48.0%

37.32 36.02 40.2% 32.4% 36.0%

TD73 -0.036 ) 0.020 -0.060 0.216 -0.520

40.7% 41.4% 41.0% 43.2% 32.0%

42.52
,

37.4% 44.5% 37.82 60.02

1/1175 -0.082 0.070 -0.137 -0.108 -0.400

40.52 46.0% 38.4% -37.8% 32.0%

44.8% 44.0% 43.6% 48.6% 48.0%

PD71. .03.300 -0.253 -0.293 -0.162 -0.720

36.5% 36.32 39.6%-- -35.1% ... 24.0%
55.6% 58.6% 52.6% 45.92 72.0%

FD76 -0.323 -0.200 -0.333 -0.243 -0.880

33.3% 37.01 -33-.3%. ---32-.4%

55.2% 51.0% 53.8% 56.7%.. 76.0%

PA
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Calculators (contiaued)

Total , AT MT JC MA SP TE PR SB'

71178 -0.351 -0.600 -0.248 0.162 -0.600

38.0% 29.02 42.7% 51.3% 32.0%

53.4% 61.0% 49.6% 40.5% 60.0% .

sPD77 -0.756 -0.830 -0.735 -0.459 -1.000

22.9% 21..^% 23.J% 27.0% 20.0%

67.7% 70.0% 66.7%' 59.4% 76.02
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Sunimary: Fractions. and Decimals

Strong support (over m) was given to four goals for teaching fractions,

ielated to their use in.vocations,. for consular purchases, in illuserating.i.

.basicJmathematical ideas, and in providing sOlutions to algebraic,equations. .

Strong support was, given, to five goals for teaching decilals related to

their use in vocations, for consumer purchases, in money, in illustrating

basic mathematical ideas, and because of their use in the metric aystem.

Support by 73% to 83% was given to treating four topics on fractions

and decimals in the elementary.school: .least common multiple and great-

est common divisor, as basic ideas related to fractions estimationof,

the siz-4 of a dividend, decimals developed as a mmana of naming nudbers

between numbers, and fractions presented as answers to division problems.

-el Upport from 76% to.85% was given to treating the same four top#s on

fractions and decimals in the secondary scho as were given most support

as elementary school topics.

di_Four resources for teaching fractions and detimala.umie strongly supported

(by over 80%): drill and practice materials, masters of worksheets and

-.::

tivities, resource booklets with applications, and individual study

terials.

Two strategies for teaching fractions and decimals were given strong sup-

port: having worksheets for.drill and practice on each lesson. and using

applications to develop operations iwith fractions.

Only one item was given moderate sUpport (by 76%) from the set of items

on to whom an4 when fractions should be taught; this approved the teach-

ing of fractions with small.denominators useful in vocations.

There was very little support (15%) for delaying work with fractions until

grade 7 or 8, or for OmittinCdivision of fractions except-for very



'
ArtIlviam:
.. ..

bright children.; tbire was-almost no support (12 to al) far taaching

fractions only to college-boun0 studeints or for omitting fractions

from the curriculum.

Only one use of calculators to

supported it involved finding

two decimal places.

taadh fractions anA, decimals was *.trPnigY

an area when dlma_nsi:ons wara given to
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4.4

Retie, Proportion., and Percent

Goals (RP2)

All samples indicated atoni agreement for three goals in olving

practical uses of ratio, proportion, and percent,. They were:

438. To acquire consumer skille such as using percent in analyzing
thLfinancing of a purchase ... (94.02)

441. To develop proportional thinking as an important problew
solving technique (91.9;)

444. To acquire skills necessary for applying mathematics in vo-
cational settings (86.52)

There was also good agreenent with moderately'strong support on four

goal statanents that tiere mare academic in nature. However, eupport fnr

these."academic" statements was less than that'for the "practical" state-

meats. The "academic" statements were:

443. To develop, apPly, and extend the understanding.of fractions
(74.9%)

439. ,To demonstrate that ratios provide the foundations for a
powerful reasoning process (70.0%)

437. To provide a setting for practicing computational skills
(68.1%)

440. To learn special techniques, such as diverse and inverse var-
.iation, that are powerful tools in sciences such as physics
and chemistry (65.8%)

The remaining three goals were given little support by any group; in

fact there was core opposition than support for the Last two:

445. To develop and practice disciplined work habits (37.4%)

442. To identify students who possess mathematical talent (sup-
ported by 24.02,.opposed by 33.1%)

436. To preserve a traditional emphasis in the curriculum (sup-
.ported bx 17.92, opposed by 46.9%)



Coals

AT MT .IC MA 811 TETotal

RP438 1.371 1.467 1.460 1.333 1.129 1.407 1.211

-010/ 94.02 95.7% 94.0% 90.0% 90.3% 98.3% 91.6%

2.1% 1.1% 3,0% 6.7% 3.2% 1.7% 0.0Z-,

RP441 1..306 1.239 1.202 1.367 1.323 1.324

91.9% 88.0% 90.9% 93.3% 93.5% 96.6% 92.9%

1.6% 3.3% 3.0% 0.0% 0.0% .0.0% 0.0%

RP444 1.099 1.239 1.170 1.067 0.903 1.186 0.845

86.5% 90.2% 93.4% 80.6% 93.2% 73.3%

2.6% 1.1% 5.0% 3.3% 6.5% 0.0% 1.4%

,RP443 0.874 0.957 1.152 1.067 0.806 0.576 0.577

74.9% 79.4% 89.9% 90.0% 67.7% 60.6%

8.3% 8.7% 5.1% 6.7% 3.2% 11.9% 12.7%

RP439 0.859 0.793 0.890 J3.961 '0.068 0.915 0.761

70.0% 68.4% 71.0% 73.3% 74.2% 71.2% 66.2%

9.1% 10.9% 104% 10.0% 3.2% 6.8% 9.8%

RP437 0.710 0.761 1.000 1.000 . 0.045 0.458 .0.352

68.1% 68.52 83.0% 83.3% 67.8% 57.7% 49..3%

12.8% 15.2% 6.0% 6.72 12.92 17.0% .18.3%

RP440 0.702 0.424 0.790 1.000
e
0.677 0.847 0.704

65.8% 52.2% 71.0% 83.3% 64.5% 69.4% 66.2%

9.9% 16.32 12.0% 3.32 9.7% 3.42 7.0%

RP445 ,0.115 0.413 0.400 0.233 -0.065 -0.085 -0.479

37.4% 52.2% 52.0% 33.3% 32.2% 22.1% 14.4
26.3% 19.6% 23.0% 13.4% 32.3% 30.52 39.4%

C.



Goals (continued)

Total ,AT MT JC MA
,

TE PR 813'

2P442 -0.131 -0.665 0.210 ,-0.567 -0.258 -0.017 -0.577

.24.02 27.22 37.0% 13.42 , 22.62 23.8% 7.0%

33.12 33.72 21.02 46.72 41,9% 28.82 43.62,
#

RP436 -04432 -0.511 0.080 -0.567 -0.813 -0%492 :-0.775

17.9% 17.4% 33.0% 20.0%, 9.4% 8.5% 8.4%.

46.9% 50.0% 26.0% 60.0% 56.5%, 45.72 63.4%

:
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Content (RP1)

The practical inclination of all samples with regard to. content an

ratio, proportion, and percent is evident in the five top-ranked content

items. TWo were strongly supported, while the ot4her three were given

moderately strong support:,

7422. Percent Should be introduced in a real life context. (95.82).

424. Percent sbould be introduced in terms of merchandising ...
(84.32)

426. percent, such as 63%, should be converted toNthe ratio of
63/100. (74.6%)

427. Ratio should be introduced as a method for determining the
"best buy" in a supermarket or sporting goods store. (69.1Z)

433. Shortcuts and memory devices should be taught ... (69.92)

.Some differences across samples are apparent. Thus, the MA sample gave

little support to item 433, while the MT sample gave 'it stiong.support.

Five items were given only minimal support:

423. Direct and indireCt variations should be identified as two
different patterns when data are graphed. (56.2%)

430. Ratio should be developed as a special kind of fraction before
applications of the concept are made. (52.9%)

428. Each percent problem should be solved by writing an apprd
priate number sentence. (52.8%)

431. Proportions should be introduced as ways to describe mixtures.
(50.3%)

435. latio and proportion should be developed in connection with
similar geometric figures even in non-geometry courses. (53.3%)

Note that four of these five statements.deal with ratio and proportion

(or variation). The samples tended to agree on items involving the teaching

of percent but seem to be less certain about the approach that should be

taken when teaching ratio and proportion.

Five content statements were given very little support. For the last



four, opposition was equivalent pr greater than support; in fact, the,

' final item was overwhelmingly not supportod.

425. Proportions should be introduced with illustrations of simple
chemistry and physics experiments. (48.62)

421. Ratio should be introduced as a measure of the "steepness"
'of' different straight-line graphs ... (supported by 41.9%,
opposed.by 39.0%)

429. Every percent problem should be solved by setting up a pro-
portion .(supported by 38.5%, opposed by 38.62)

,

432. Proportions should not be dignified by special treatment but
as simply a part of ,equation solving. (supported by 33.32,
opposed by 45.02)

,434. Percent should be introduced as a special key on a calculator
and the meaning of the concept should be discovered by examin-
ing the effects of that key. (supported by 17.32, opposed
by 63.1%)



Content

Total AT, MT SC Mk. SP TE PR SB

RP422 1.576 , 1.729 1.443 1.464 1.516 1.650 1.574

95.82 97.9% 91.5% 92:8% 100.0% 96.7% 98.3%
\ 2.4% 1.0% 4.7% 7.12 0.0% 1.7% 0.0%

RP424 1.183 1.490 1.236 1.071 0.871 1.117 0485

84.3% 93.7% 88.7%- 82.1% 74.2% 81.7% 70.52
6.8% 3.1% '5.6% 7.1% '6.4% 6.7% 14..8%

RP426 0.974 1.083 0.670 1.036 0.548 1.100 , .1.197

'74.62 76.0% 66.1% 78:6% 54.8% 85.02 85.3%
12.6% .12.5%. 17.9% 10.7% 16.1% 6.72 8.2%

RP427 0.751 1.031 0.708 0.429 0.581 0.683 0.689

69.1% 83.4% 65.12 60.7% 61.3% 66.6% 63.9%
16.2% 7.3% 16.0% 28.6% 19.4% 20.0% 19.6%

RP433 0.728 0.812 .1.123 0.571 0.032 0.800 0.262

69.9% 74.0% 84.0% 71.5% 45.2% 71.7% 49.2%
17.6% 14.62 8.5% 21.4% 35.5% 15.0% 29.5%

RP423 0.536 0.333 0.743 0.286 0.586 0.483 0.639

56.2% 42.8% 66.7% 53.6% 51.72 51.7% 67.3%

12.7% 12.5% 8.6% 28.6% 10.3% 11.6% 14.8%

R2430 0.432 0.798 0.538 0.857 -0.129 0.217 -0.016

52.9% 69.1% 59.5% 67.9% 29.0% 38.3% 36.1%
23.4% 11.7% 24.5% 3.6% .35.5% 26.72 39.3%

RP428, 0.402 0.726 0.396 0.404 -0.387 0.567\ 0.115

52.8% 66.3% 50.0% 50.02 22.6% 58.3% 47.6%
27.3% 17.9% 26.4% 28.6% 48.4% 16.6% 42,.6%



C9nteat (continued)
- r,

Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PR SB

RP431 0.338 0.427 0.425 0.321 0.290 0.233, 0.180

50.3% 53.2% 56.7% 46.4% 45.2% 45.0% 44.3%
22.0% 17.7% 19.8%' 21.4Z- 19.4% 28.4%. 27.9%

RP435 0.333 0.354 0.267 0.357 0.129 0.333. 0.508

53.3% 54.2% 51.4% 57.1% 38.7% 56.6% 57.4%
27.0% 22.9% 31.4% 21.4% 32.3%, 31.7% 21.32

-RP425 0.259 0.177 0.255 0.464 0.355 0.283 0.230

46.6% 40.72 45.3% 57.2% 51.62 51.6% 45.9%
25.4% 26.0% 22.7% 21.% , 22.6% .30.0% -27.!)%

RP421 0.061 -0.105 0.132 0.296 0.333 -0.217 0.230

.41.9% 33.7% 44.3% 55.5% 46.6% 31.6% 52.5%
39.0% 45.22 37.7% 37.0% 23.3% 43.3% 36.1%

RP429 0.039 0.411 -0.104 -0.679 -0.581 0417 0.082

38.5% 53.7% 34.9% 14.2% 9.7% 46.6% 39.4%
_38.6% 29.5% 41.5% 67.8% 54.8% 28.3% 36.0%

RP432 -0.177 0.063 -0.142 -0.500 -0.226 -0.119 -0.508

33.3% 42.1% 38.7% 21.4% 19.3% 32.2% 23.8%
45.0% , 38.9% 44,3% 57.1% 38.8% :40.7% 57.6%

RP434 -0.770 -0.604 -0.783 -0.750 -1.129 -0.700 -0.902

17.3% 18.8% 16.1% 21.4% 6.4% 23.3% 14.7%
63.1% 56,3% 64.2% 67.9% 74.2% 60.0% 67.22

,*
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Resources (R.P3)

'What resources would the samples like to have *Venable for teichif4

ratio, proportion, and percent? All samples,-were agreed in stongly sup7

porting five resources; and a sixth item (4sp) received almost at much sup-,

port:

.454. Resource books of applications of ratio and percent to real-
life problems (93.3%)

452. Master copies for making activities and worksheets (82.8%)

449. A Laboratory book of experiments illustrating ratio and pro-
portion (85.12)

453. Mathematics laboratory manipulative materials for ratio and
percent (80.22)

455. Short films and videotapes illustrating basic concepts ,of ratio

sad percent (80.2%)

450. Individualized study materials for ratio and percent (78.4%)

Less but still moderately strong support was givenoto another item:

446. Charts for reading percents visually (62.4%)

There was very_little support for the remaining three items, all of
,

which involved machines or calculators:

451. Machines for plotting graphs (supported by 45.9%, opposed by
35.1%)

447. Calculators that allow three numbers of a proportion to be in-

-----, put, with the fourth member calculated and displayed when the
j'equals7jcey is pushed-(supported by 43.2%, opposed by 38.8%)

448. Small computers or-calculators programmed to handle all three
types of percent problei4, automatically (supported by 35.4%,
oppoged by 42.5%)

155



Resources

Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PR BB'

RP454 1,493 1.461 1.582 1.517 1.333

93.3% 92.2% 94.9% 96.6% 89.8%

3.0% 4.92 3.0%- 0..02 0.02

RP452 1461 1.333 1.268 0.862 0.667

82.8% 87.3% 88.7% 72.4% 64.12
7.12 6.9% 5.2% 13.8% 7.7%

SP449 1.112 1.010 1.173 1.207 1.154

85.1% 82,4% 84.7% 93.1% 87.2%

7.1% 9.8% 7.1% 6.92 0.02

_RP453 1.075 1.196 0.969 0.931 1.128

80.2% 82.4% 76.3% 79.32 ,84.6%

6;8% 6.9% 6.2% 13.8% 2.6%

RP455 0.989 1.127 1.020 0.621 0.821

80.2% 83.3% 81.6% 69.0% 76.9%

11.2% 7.82 8.2% 24.1% 17.9%

R2450 0.925 0.941 0.949 0.759 0.949

78.4% 77.5% 82.7% 69.0% 76.9%

10.8% 11.7% 10.2% 13.8% 7.7%

RP446 0.545 0.755 0.592 0.138 0.179

62.4% 69.6% 64.3% 48.22 48.8%

22.0% 15.6% 21.4% 41.3% 25.7%

RP451 0.090 -0.088 0.112 . 0.345 0.308 ,

45.9% 39.2% 48.0% 51.7% 53.8%

35.1% 43.1% 33.6% 24.1% 25.7%
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**sou Foes (continued)

Total. AT MT JC MA SP TB PRD SB

3P447 -0.071 0.127 -0.051 -0.414 0.385

43.2% 49.0% 42.9% 37.9% 33.3%
38.8% 32.3% 38.8% -51.7% 46.1%

RP448 -0.235 0.069 -0.357 -0.690 -0485
35.4% 46.1% -27.6% 24.1% 35.9%
42.5% 35.3% 44.9% 58.6% 43.6%



Mathods'W4)

Strong support was giveo to pha following two t5ipes of taa#ing

stratagiedfor ratio, proportion,,And perFent, and a Ihird item (458)

received almost as much support:

457. Student worksheets are included for drill
conclusion of each lesson. (85.32)

456. Simple physical experiments ... are done
ting. (81.72)

practice at the

laboratory set-

458. Proje2cts are'included for assigameat to individuals,amd
teams of students.' (78.62)

Moderate support was given to one other itemt
\

464. Each ratio, proportion, 'Or percent.topic is introduced by giving
the class a problem. (66.32)

Minimal support was evidenced for three items;

support:

a furt1 received less

459. Specific objectives, criterion-referenced testing, and other
materials arg included to encourage the use of masery learn-
ing or an individually paced model. (56.62)

465. Detailed notes are provided to guide the teacher in oral
presentations ... (54.7%)

460. Field trips are taken in which students can observethe use
of ratio, proportion, and percent in business and influstry.
(52.12)

461. Activities are included that anticipate the class being divided
into small discussion groups. (46.1%)

Far more opposition than support was expressed toward the last two

items:

462. Graphs and charts are used to eliTnimate as much computation
as possible. (supported by 25.22, opposed by 48.9%)

463. Students are expected to read formal presentations of basic
ideas ... before classroom activities are devoted to thee
ideas. (supported by 25.12, opposed by 49.42)

\



Total AT MT MA SP TE

RP457 1.213 1.133 1.355 1.152 1.029

85.3% 82.2: 92.7%. 81.8% 73.5%
4.1% 5.5% 1.8% 6.1% ,5.9%

RP456 1.109 1.178;. 1.027 1.091 1.206

81.7% :83.3% 80.9% 75.7% 85.3%
5.6% .4.42 6.3%, 9.1% 2.9%

RP458 1.015 1.267 0.964 0.848 0.676

78.6% 90.0% 77.3% 69.7% 61.8%
6.3% 2.2% 8.2% 9.1% , 8.8%

RP464 '0.712: 0.656 0.636 0.909 0.912:

66.3% 66.7% 59.1% 81,8% 73.5%
10.5% 15.5%, 10.0% 6.0% '2.92

RP459 0.551 0.622 0.560 0.727 0.152

56.6% 57.8% 57.7% 69.7% 36.4%
13.6% 7.7% 14.7Z 15.22 24.3%

RP465 0.449 0.411 0.573 0.485 0.118

54.7% 57.8% 57.3% 54.6% 38.3%
18.0% 20.0% 12.72 11.2% 26.5%

3P460 0.397 . 0.689 0.400 0.091 -0.088

52.1% 65.5% 49.1% 42.4% 35.3%
24.02 17.8% 23.6% 30,4% 35.3%

RP461 0.300 0.478 0.191 0.485 0.000

46.12 54.4% 41.8% 57.6% .26.5%
21.8% 16.6% 24.5% 24.2% 23.5%
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Mithods (a6tiolim4)

Tot 1. AT JC

942462 -0.323

.. 25.2%
. 48.9%

7"-0.044

34.4%
37.8%

RP463 -0.397 70.567

25.12 16.7%
49.42 55.52

1

MA SP TS PR SB PT

-0.440 -0.606 -0.412

22.0% 18.22 17.6% c

53.2Z 60.62 52.9%

-0.182 -0.606 -0.441

33.6% 18.2% 26.52
, 41.8% 54.6% 52.9%



..

Who/Time (RP5)

Thar* was moderately strong support for only one 'its* frOm the cAuster

of items on when and to whom ratio, proportion, and percent should be
\

taught:

468. The mastery of percent problems should be a condition for high
school graduation. (63.62) *

Support for another item was minimal:

469. More time should be devoted to ratio and proportion tl)am is
presently allowed in the school curriculum. (56.42)

There was strong disagreement with the other three items:

470. Most of the work with direct,and indirect variation should

be handled in science classes rather than mathematics classes.
(supported by 11.8%, opposed by 66.1%)

466. Ratio and proportion should not be introduced until grade 9.
(supported by 7.02, opposed by 87.1%)

467. Only bright students should be taught all three types of per-
cent problems. (supported by 7.5%, opposed by 86.6%)

.2
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Who/Time

Total

RP468 0.642

63.6%
,21.4%

.RP469 0.556

50.4%
112%

RP470 -0.684

11.8%
66.1%

RP466 -1.244

7.02
87.1%

RP467 -1.263

7.5%
86.6%

AT MT JC MA SP TB PR

0.570 0.674 1.059 0.949 0.474 0.443

62.LZ 66.3% 82.3% 71.8% 50.92 58.6%

24.1% 18.9% 11.7; 18.0% 26.32 24.3%
f

0.333 0.463 0.882 0.526 0.684 0.686

47.42 53.7% 67.72 50.02 68.4% 58.62

24.4% 13.7% 0.0% 7.5% 15.8% 7.1%

-0.519 -0.789 -0.794 -0.872 -0.491 -0.729

10.1% 11.6% 11.8% 7.7% 19.3% 10.02

51.9% 68.5% 73.5% 76.9% 66.72 68.6%

-1.154 -1.168 -1.088 -1.103 -1.632 -1.286

12.8% 7.4% 5.82 5.12 1.8% 5.7%

80.7% 89.4% 82.4% 77.0% 96.5% 91.4%

-0.987 -1.189 -1.265 -1.513 -1.31p -1.466

18.0% 6.3% 5.8% 0.0% 7.02 2.9%

, 76.9% 87.4% 82.3Z 94.9% 85.9% 94.2%

SB'



Calculators (RP6)

Only ane use of calculators pIrteaching ratio, proportioq, and per-
,

,cent w.as strongly supported:

474. Checking anewers (92.72)

However, six iteis received moderately strong suppOrt:

472. Doing homework (70.92) ,

480. Given that 4 hours vork'is needed to produce 17 finished brackets,
finding how, much time is needed to produce 25 (68.52)

477. Finding what percent of $1000 would yield $50 interest in a
period of a year (68.42).,

475. Solving the problem, "Ifl cans of corn cost 89c what would be
the cost of 10 cans of corn?" (64.4%)

478. Developing.ideas about percents greater than 1002 (62.72)

479. Calculating the final amount owed if an item sells fof $15
and the sales 'tax is 52 (61.32)

The final three items were given minimal support:

473. Ceiculating the number of dollars saveA if a $250=coat is pur-
chased during a 30% discount sale (56.32)

476. Finding the distance from Centerburg to Roseville if the length
,separating.them on a taap cis 11/4 inches and the map scale is 14

inch mi 3 miles (55.7%)

471. Taking a test on ratio, proportion, and/or percent (57.42)



CalculatOri

RP474

; 111472.

RP480

Total AT MT JC. MA SP TE PR SE

1.668 1.707 1.712 1.562 1.525

92.72 93.92 94.12 90.7-2 87.52
3.8% 3.02 4.2% 3.1% . 5.02

0.733 0.449 0.873 0.781 0.975

70.92 63.22 .75.52 68.8% 477.52
19.7% 24.52 16.1% 28.22 12.5%

0.699 0.717 0.602 s.0.719 0.925

68.52 69.7% 67.02 65.7% 72.52
24.6% 21.2% 27,1% 25.0% 25.0%

RP477 0.660 0.768 0.534 0.645 0.775

68.4% 71.7% 65.3% 67.7% 70.0%
25.4% -18.22 30.5% 25.0% 27.52

RP478 0.644 0.859 0.678 0.437 .0.175

62.7% 70.72 62.7% 56.3% 47.5%
23..2% 17.1% 22.1% 25.12 40.0%

,Ri$475 0;574 0.566 0.424 0.719 0.925

64.4% 65.7% 57.62 71.92 75.0%
28.3% 26.3% 31.9% 18.8% 25.0%

RP479 0.401 0.424 0.331 0.437 0.525

61.3% .63.7% 58.5% 62.5% 62.5%
34.6% , 31.4% 37.32 34.4%. 35.02

RP473 0.358 0.459 0.237 0.187 0.600

56.3% 59.2% 51.72 53:2% 65.0%
36.1% 33.6% 39.8% 37.5% 30.0%



Calculators (continued)

111476

RP471

Total AT MT JC MA 8P TE PR SB PT

0.322 0.333 .'13.229 0.466 0.500

55.7% 55:52 51.7% 59.4% 65.0%

,35.7% 33.3% 38.1% 34.4% 35.0%

0413 0.186 0.068 0.344 0.600-

57.4% 55.62 54.7% 62.5% 65.0%

37,4% 38.1% 41.9% 34.4% 25.0%



Summary: Ratio, Proportion, and Percent
-1

sHStrong support (over 80%) was,given to three goals for teaching ratio,

proportion, and percent: to acquire consumer skills; to develop,pro-

Rortional thinking as a problem-solving technique; and to acquire.skills

for vocational applicati:ons.

Two content items both on percent,lkwere strongly supported: introducing

percent in a real7life context and in terms of merchandising.

Six resources for teaching ratio, proportion, and percent were supported

by over 78%: resOurce books of applications, master copies of activi-

ties and worksheets, books of laboratory experiments, manipulative ma-\

terials, short films and videotapes, and individualized study materials.

Support by over 782 was given to three strategies for teachirg ratio, pro,

portion, and percent: student worksheets for drill and practice, physi-

4. I

cal experiments in a laboratory setting, and projects for assignment

to individuals or teams of students,

There was moderately strong supporti for only one item on w,ien and to
.1

whom to teach pe7ent: 64% agreed that mastery of percent problems

should be a condition for high schclol graduation.

Teaching variation in science classs, not introducing ratio and pro-

portion until grade 9, and teaching all three types of percent only to

bright students were strongly reject d (by 66% to 87%).

a Only one use of calculators for teach ng ratio, proportion, and percent

was strongly supported (by 92%): chec ing answers.



Goals (14.52)

Measurement

Of t e ten items in the goal cluster on measurement, six goals were

strongly supp rted:

578. To acquire skills necessary for living in today's world (94.62)

571. To develop skills that are prerequisite to other school work
such as science or mathematics (92.12)

577. ,For everyday use in the home (e.g. , comparison, decisions)
(92.6%)

580. To develop and practice estimation skills (88.1Z)

579. To develop job-oriented skills (84.22)

575. To learn to use specific tools for measurement (e.g., pro-
tractors, rulers, micrometers, calipers, scales) (80.2%)

Two goals were given moderate support, with one obviously much more

strongly supported than the other:

572. To give meanings to the numbers that are used in arithmetic
(77.0%)

573. To provide laboratory experiences (65.2%)

Item 576 was given minimal support:

576. To relate mathematics to historical and cultural developments
(49.5%)

Finally, all responding samples opposed one item:

574. To develop physical coordination (supported by 23.4%, opposed
by 33.6%)



Tuts]. AT MT JC MA SP TE PR SB

MS578 1.473 1.520 1.591 1.400 1.417 1.480 1.219

94.6% 92.1% 96.2% 94.3% 94.4% 97.4% 92.2%
1.2% 3.0% 0.0% 2.92 0.02 0.02 1.6%

MS571 1.418 1.356 1.545 1.514 1.472 1.280 1.328

92.1% 87.1% 96.2% 97.2% 91.7% 90.62 90.6%
2.5% 5.0% 0.8% 0.0%. 0.0% 4.0% 3.1%

MS577 1.381 1.451. 1.485 1.429 1.111 1.400 1.156

92.6% 91.2% 97.8% 91.4% 80.6% 94.6%
.0.7% 2.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% \0.02.

\

MS580 1.269 1.127 1.176 1.371 1.111 1.507 1.437

88;1% 82.4% 87.0% 91.4% 83.3% 92.0% 95.3%
1.4% 1.0% 2.3% 0.0% 5.6% 0.0% 0.02

,-MS579 1.156 1.287 1.326 1.200 0.944 1.133 0.719

84.2% 88.1% 90.2% 88.5% 80.5% 85.3% 64.1%
3.2% 6.0% 0.8% 0.0% 5.6% 1.3% 6.3%

MS572 1.007 1.030 1.182 1.086 1.028 0.960 1.094

77.0% 72.3% 80.4% 82.8% 80.6% 72.0% 78.2%
4.3% 5.0% 2.3% 5.72 8.3% 2.7% 6.3%

MS575 1.016 1.098 1.136 0.829 0.556 1.120 0.875

80.2% 80.4% 86.3% 74.2% 61.1% '84.0% 76.6%
4.3% 5.9% 1.6% 8.6% 13.9% 1.3% 3.1%

M5573 0.752 0.891 0.629 0.514 0.361 1.000 0.844

65.2% 71.2% 59.0% 54.3% 50.0% 74.7% 71.9%,,
6.8% 6.9% 4.5% 14.3% 19.4% 1.3% 6.2%



Coals (continued)

Total AT MT SC MA SP TE- PR SB

MS576 . 0.401 0.333. 0.445 0.171 0..528 0.280 0.594

49.5% 47.0% 53.0% 34.3% 52.7% 42.7% 61.0%
13.5% 17.6%, 13.7% 17.1% 5.6% 14.72 7.8%

MS574 -0.151 -0.010 -0.129, -0.543 -0.472 -0.013 -0.188

23.4% 36.3% 21.3% 8.6% 16.7% 21.4% 21.9%
33.6% 3343% 30.3% 51.4% 52.8% 22.7% 32.82

IS9



Conte1LM_aementarSchool Students l

Half of the content items were stated in terms of measurement topics

that shold be included in mathematics textbooks for.the.elementary school.

Four of these items were strongly supported:

554. The metric system (95.5%)

557. Use of measurement devices (e.g., ruler, protractors, micro-
meters) (96.0%)

559. Estimation of measuremedts (93.3%)

558. The'use of both non-standard and standard units of measure
(79.5%)

Moderate support was given to one item:

-556. Formulas for Areas of polygons and circles (72.0%)

Support was minimal for three other items:

560. History of measurement systems (58.0%)

551. Scientific notation (e.g., 5000 . 5 x 103) (57.3%)

552. The multiplication and division of units (e.g., miles xi= m miles)

(57.4%) hr

For one other item, support was weak:

555. Si nificant digits (49.3%)

And general opposition was expressed toward one item:

553. Conversion between different measurement systems (supported by
29.8%, opposed by 63.1%)

High coefficients of agreement are indicattve of the importance accorded

to the metric system (item 554) and to estimation (item 559). The inconsist-

ency of support for items 551 and 555 should be noted: scientific notation

and significant digits are among the tools used in estimation, yet they

are given far less support than is the general idea of estimsLion.

o



Content far elementary school students

Total AT MT JC 'MA SP TE PR St

HS554 1.720 1.654

95.5% 92.3%
1.3% 2.9%

MS557 1.607 1.495

96.0% 95.1%
4.0% 4.9%

MS559 1.576 1.262

93.3% 85.4%
4.5% 9.7%

MS558 1.138 0.903

79.5% 73.7%
7.1% 7.8%

MS556 0.764 0.615

72.0% 67.3%

17.8'Z 23.1%

14S560 0.504 0.398

58.0% 51.5%
18.3% 24.3%

MS551 0.453 0.462

57.3% 58.6%
29.4% 28.9%

11S552 0.440 0.663

57.4% 67.3%
27.5% 23.1%

1.800 1.754

98.4% 98.3%
0.0% 0.0%

1.700 1.705

96.6% 96,8%
3.3% 3.3%

1.883 1.852

100.0% 100.0%
0.0% 0.0%

1.233 1.443

76.7% 91.8%
8.3% 4.9%

0.750 1.033

70.0% 82.0%
16.6% 9.8%

0.617 0.574

65.0% 62.3%
10.02 16.42

0.383

53.3%
31.6%

0.508

59.0%
27.9%

-0.017 0.508

38.3% 59.0%
41.7% 21.3%

4,



Crate= for elementary school students (continued)

Total AT IC SP PR SB

MS555 0.289 0.317 0.083 0.443

49.3% 49.0% 43.3% 55.7%
29.3% 27..9% 38.4% 22.9%

MS553 -0.618 -0.385 -1.050 -0.590

29.8% 37.5% 0 18.3% 27.9%
63.1% 56.8% 75.02 62.3%
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A second set of content items concerning measurement was presented

in terms of whether the topics should be included for all secdhdary stu-

dents at some point in grades 7-12. Eight of the items are like orJsimv-

ilar to topics listed for elementary schools in.the previous set of items.

Three items were very strongly suppOrted:

564. The metric system (96.72)

569. Estimation and approximations of measures (88.9%)

562. The multiplication and division of units (e.g., miles x hr =
miles) 04.82) hr

Support was slightly less, but still moderately strong for the fol-

lowing four items:

561. Angle and arc measurement (75.8%)

566. Formulas for areas of polygons and circles (71.32) .

568. The use of arbitrary and standardized units of measure (66.82)

!.:Z. Significant digits (61.2%)

"Conversion between similar units in different systems" (Item 563)

was weakly supported by the MT sample (52.3%), well supported by the MA and

JC samples (90.2% and 74.3%,'respectively),,but opposed by the SP and TE

samples (66.1% and 49.3% did not give support). The samples gave equivocal

Support to the teQshing of "formulas for distance on 'the coordinate,plane"

(item. 567) and "history of measurement systems"'(item 570) (both opposed by

over 40% of the combined samples, and supp&ted by 41.32 and 36.5%, respectively).

We note that, as with the elementary content items, the TE and SP sato-

.ples see conversion as significantly 1es4 important content than the other

-samples.--Amd-these same two samples indicated that- estimatiOn-Wat:tore

important than did the other samples.



Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PR

MS564 1.761 1.71 1.1707 1.714 1.864 1.803

96.7% 94.5% 97.6% 97.1% 98.32 98.6%
5 1.8% 2.32 2.4% 2.9% 1.7% 0.0%

24S569 1.376 1.194 1.073 1.086 1.763 1.704

88.9% 84.5% 78.0% 85.7% 98.3% 97.1%

6.6% 11.7% 9.8% 8.6% 0.0%. 0.02

KS562 1.191 1.202 1.439 1.457 1.017 1.042

84.8% 86.1% 95.2% 85.7% 78.0% .81.7%

10.2% 9.4%, 4.9% 5.82 17.0% 11.3%

MS561 0.910 0:806 0.878 1.257 0.746 ,1.085

t 75.8%
.

74.5% 75.6%
i

88.5% 66.1% 80.3%

a

MS566

18.5%

0.809

18.7%

0.667

17.0%

0.561

8.6%

0.571

27.12

0.983

16.9%

1.183

71.3% 66.7; 61.0% .68.6% 78.0% 81.7%

20.6% 24.8% 29.3% 28.62 15.32 8.42

MS568 0.795 0.583 0.390 0.294 1.373 1.169

66.8% 63.0% 43.9% 47.1% 89.8% 77.5%

14.7% ,18.1% 17.1% 29.4% 3.4% 9.8%

MS565 0.549 0.302 0.390 0.714 0.831 0.775

61.2% 50.4% 53.7% 71.4% 76.2% 67.6%

23.9% 30.3% 29.2% 20.0% 15.3% 18.3%

KS563 0.284 0.411 1.195 0.943 -0.508 -0.141

52.7% 90.2% 74.3% 32.2; 35.2%

36.7% 28.7% 9.8% 22.9% 66.1% 49.3%

U74

SB'
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Content for tecondary school students (con4nued)

Total AT MT SP PR SB

MS567 0.024

41.3%
45.5%

245570 -0.063

36.5%.

40.1%

-0.242 0.146 0.314 -0.102 0.394

30.5% 41.42 54.22 39.02 56.4%

54.7% 39.0% 31.52 50.9% 15.22

-0.132 -0.195 0.029 -0.119 0.142

34.9% 24.4% 35.3% 35.6% 47.9%

43.52 39.0% 38.2% 44.12 32.4%
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Resources (2483)

Tem items concerned preferences for resources to be used in teanhins

measurement. Four of the ten items were strongly-supported:

590. Resource books with problems involving the application of
measurement concepts (87.52)

583. Masters.of worksheets and activitied (82.00

588. Student booklets of experiments or activities (83.1%)

581. A basic kit of measuringtools for each student (80.5%)

An ther_four-items-were given moderately strong support:

587.

\585.

542.

Large-sdale measuring devices for teacher demonstrations (78.32)

Individual study materials for Measurement (77.92)

Videotaped interviews with craftsmen and workers describing
how they use measurement on the job'(77.22)

Films or videotapes showing basic mleasuring processes (78.52)

T47e was very little support for the remaining two items:

584 Electronic measuring tools that show all measurements on a
digital display similar to that of a calculator (45.12)

586. Calculators with special keys for conyerting-between measure-
meat systems (39.6%)

The At and MT populations appear most interested in having printed

materials f47 students, particularly if they emphasize drill, practice,

and/or applications. (this tendency appears to be common across curricular

strands.) It\ should also be noted that each of the samples simply wanted

An resource with the exception of electronic resources.

176



Resources

Total

IP

'AT MT JC MA SP

'ELS590 1.166 1.217 1.125 1.300 1.031

87.52 90.5% c 86.02 96.72 75.12
5.1Z 4.7% . 6.2% 3.3% 3.1%

MS5b3 1.126 1.231 1.219 1.000 0.531

82.0% 88.5% 82.8% 83.3% 56.3%

6.5% 4.8% 6.32 6.7%

MS588 1.095 1.198 1.078. 1.100 0.812

83.1% 86.8% 82.1% 86.6% 71.9%
5.8% 3.72 8.62 0.0% 6.3%

MS581 1.075 1.343 1.023 0.867 0.625

80.5% 89.2% 77.4% 83.3% 62.5%
10.3% 6.9% 10.9% 10.02 18.8%

MS587 .1.007 1.086 0.930 1.100 0.968

78.3% 81.9% 75.8% 80.0% 74.2%
9.5% 7.6% 11.7% 6.7% 9.72

M3585 0.980 1.105 0.844 1.067 1.031

77.9% 84.8% 72.6% 80.0% 75.1%
9.5% 8.6% 13.3% 3.3% 3.1%

MS589 0.939 .1.000 0.976 -0.833 0.687

77.2% 80.0% 79.5% 70.0% 65:7%
10.9% 8.6% 9.5% 16.6% 18.8%

MS582 0.911 1.087 0.846 0.867 0.687

78.5% 87.4% 74.2% 76.7%_ 68.8%
9.6% 4.9% 12.52 3.3% . 18.8%

boy

;



Resources (centinued)

Total AT MT JC MA SP PR BB

HS584 0.142 0.124 0.156 . 0.233,. 0.062

45.1% 46.7% 44.52 46.62 40.7%, I

6 29.8% 33.4% 28.92 20.0% 31.32

Hi586 4.092 -0.248 -0.070 '0.267 0.000

39.6% 34.3% 37.5% 56.7% 50.0%
39.7% 46.7% 36.0% 30.0% 40.62

(4N



ME;thods (MS4)

The methods cluster.requested reactions to materials using particular

strategies for teachiug measurement. 'The.samples are in remarkably close

agreement, with most strategies o. teaching being well-perceived.

TWo of the ten items were strongly sqpported:

.592. Assignments for students or teams of students include projects
that require measureient: (86.9Z)

I

597. Student worksheets are included for drill and pr-actice on
'meaSurement topiCs at the conclusion of each -leson. (85.22)

Six other items'had moderately strong support:

593. Presentations and discussions of measurement techniques are
given before students actively measure. (78.7%)

598. Each measurement topic is introduced by giving the class a
problem. (77.12)

594. Basic measurement ideas are introduced through laboratory
mdnvestigations. (73.12)

596. Simulations, wherein each student plays the tale of a consumer
or worker using measurement in real-world situations,'are
frequently included. (70.8%)

591. Activities are included that would require students to go out-
side the classroom to measure things. (70.52)

600. Specific objectives, criterion-referenced testing, and other
materials are'included to encourage use of a mastery learning
or an individually paced model. (63.92)

A ninth item received only slightly less support: .

599. Detailed notes are provided to guide the teacher in oral pre-
; sentations of lessons about measurement. (59.32)

Perhaps the most significant item is 595, in which is advocated a

teaching strategy of,devoting more than half of instructional time to the

development and extension of ideas; it received the lowest ranking by

each population (with support from only 49.5%). Why it received such

limittd support could be a topic for further srudy.



Methods

Total

MS592 1.187

86.9%
4.3%

MS597 1.167

85.2%
3.7%

MS593 1.089

78.7%
5.3%

MS59$ 0.970

77.1%
6.2%

MS5,94 0.944

73.1%
7.52

HS596 0.856

70.8%
9.5%

-MS591 0.780

, 70.5% I

16.1% ,

MS600 0.722

63.9%
12.6%

AT MT JC MA SP

1.210 1.192 1.139 1.147

86.6% 87.0% 36.2% 88.2%

3.9% 5.4% 2.8% 2.9%

1.152 , 1.231 1.333 0.794

86.7% ,86.2% 91.7% 70.5%

4.8% 2.3% 0.0% 8.8%

1.038 1.132 1.222 0.941

76.2% 81.5% 86.1% 67.7%

6.7% 4.6% 2.8% 5.9%

0.819 1.008 1.306 0.941

70.5% 78.4% 91.7% 76.5%

8.6% 6.9% 0.0% 2.9%

0.943 0.962 1.000 0.824

71.4% 77.0% 69.4% 67.7%

10.5% 6.9% 2.8% 5.9%

0.952 0.8i) 0.806 0.529

76.2% 72.3% 63.9% 55.9%

11.5% 6.1% 11.1% 14.7%

.0.838 0.746 0.750 0.765

74.3% 70.0% 63.9% 67.7%

17.1% 16.1% 16.7% 11.8%

0.942 0.602 0.972 0.235

76.9% 58.6% 69.5% 38.2%

8.7% 14.8Z 2.8% 26.5%

TR PR SR'



Hallo& (continued)

v.

Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PR SB PT

MS599 0.675 0.838 0.623 0.778 0.265

59.3% 69.6% 56.1% 61.1% 38.3%

9.2% 6.7% 10.8% 5.6% 14.7% 1

M5595 0.397 0.571 0.231 0.722 0.147

49.5% 60.9% 40.7% 55.5% 41.2%

22.7% 20.3% 27.6% 5.6% 29.4%

1 Si
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Who/Time (KS5)

This five-item strand focuses on when measurement topics should be

taught or to whom they should' be taught. All six populations sampled

were in close agreement. Only one item was strongly supported:

602. Work on measurement should appear at,every level from 1(-8.
(93.7%)

;he lay samples were given a similar Item, and their reaction was

equally supportive:

749. Work on measurement should be taught in the elementary school
(96.4%)

The professional samples gave moderate support to another item:

605. Measurement should be a strong focus on ninth-grade general
mathematics or consumer mathematics. (70.8%)

There was little or no support for the remaining three items:

604. Measuremeni should be a major theme of geometry. (supported
by 39.32, opposed by 42.2%)

601. All work in measurement should be taught by science teachers
or in the context of science lessons. (supported by only 7.4%,
opposed by 88.1%)

603. Topics in measurement 'should not be introduced before junior
high school. (supported by only 6.52, opposed by 92.1%)



Tato/Time

AT MT JC MA SP TE PR. SRTotal

MS602 1.653 1.663 1.525 1.625 1.268 1.908 1.831

93.7% 93.9% 90.7% 96.9% 80.5% 100.0% 98.5%
3.3% 3.0% 5.9% 0.0% 7.3% 0.0% 1.5%

749 1..578 1.640 1.430 1.644

96.4% 96.5% 95.7% 97.8%
2.3% 2.8% 2.2% 0.0%

MS605 0.768 0.636 0.873 0.719 0.512 0.987 0.708

70.8%, 66.6% 72.1% 68.8% 53.7% 81.5% 73.9%
13.4% 19.2% 8.4% 15.6% 17.0% 9.2% 15.4%

MS604 -0.044 0.071 -0.339 -0.188 -0.317 0.303 0.154

39.3% 42.4% 25.4% 34.4% 29.3% 57.9% 46.1%
42.2% 37.4% 52.5% 46.9% 51.2% 31.5% 35.4%

MS601 -1.328 -1.276 -1.195 -1.156 -0.902 -1.605 -1.677

7.4% 11.3% 7.6% 9.4. 14.6% 2.6% 1.5%
88.1% 83.7% 87.3% 90.7% 70.7% 97.4% 95.4%

MS603 -1.582 -1.485 -1.475 -1.625 -1.439 -1.750 -1.800

6.5% 9.1% 8.5% 3.1% 7.3% 3.9% 3.1%
92.1% 88.9% 89.8% 96.9% 90.3% 9.0% 95.4%

1S3
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Calculators (KS6)

Two uses of calculators in coraection with measurement content were

strongly supported by the total samples. They were:

613. Checking answers (92.4%)

606. Finding the number of gallons of water a swimming-pool will
hold (83.5%)

Five.other uses received modgrate,suilport:

608. Converting-from one system of units to. another (77.62)

609. Calculating the diameter of a tree after measuring its
circumference (73.4%)

612. Finding the number of rolls of wallpaper necessary to cover
the walls of a room whose dimensions axe given (71.2%)

615. Finding the total length of a road rally course given the
odometer readings at various checkpoints (67.0%)

610. Doing homework problems involving Measurements (66.0%)

Two items were given minimal support:

614; Finding the area of the opening of a ftrep1ace 125 cm tall
and 205,cm wide (59.6%)

607. Taking a test on measurement (51.4%)

One item was opposed by,all samples:

611. Finding thF volume of a rectangular shipping crate, 2 ft. x
4 ft. x 5 ft.(supported by 24.1%, opposed by 71.3%)

14



Calculators

Total AT MT SC

ES613 1.594 1.667 1.667 1.406 1.325

92.4% 96.4% 94.1% 87.5% 80.0%
5.0% 2.7% 4.2% 9.4% 10.0%

MS606 1.208 1.171 1.167 1.437 1.250

83.5% 82.0% 82.5% 90.6% 85.0%
11.5% 10.8% 13.3% 6.2% 12.5%

MS608 1.023 1.098 1.000 1.031 0.875

77.6% 77.7% 78.4% 78.2% 75.0%
14.8% 12.5% 16.6% 12.5% 17.5%

MS609 0.914 0.723 0.942 1.250 1.100

73.4% 66.9% 73.32 84.4% 82.5%
19.8% 21.4% 20.8% 12.5% 17.5%

MS612 0.848 0.927 0.717 1.187 0.750

71.2% 76.4% 65.0% 81.3% 67.5%
20.9% 14.6% 27.5% 9.4% 27.5%

MS615 0.726 0.884 0,613 0.812 0.550

67.0% 70.6% 65.5% 68.8% 60.0%
24.4% 17.8% 27.7% 25.0% 32.5%

MS610 0.660 0.405 0.733 1.094 0.800

66.0% 60.3% 67.5% 78.2% 67.5%
22.1% 28.8% 21.7% 9.4% 15.0%

MS614 0.398 0.420 0.333 0.406 0.325

59.6% 61.6% 56.7% 59.4% 62.5%
32.22 28.6% 35.8% 31.3% 32.5%

,



'calculators (continupd)

Total

BS607 0.135.

51.4%
36.8%

MS611 -0.815

24.1%
71.3%

AT MT JC MA SP TE PR S13-

-0.080 0.192 0.469 0.300

41.1% 55.02 65.7% 57.5%

42.0% 33.42 34.4% 35.0%

-0.748 -0.917 -0.875 -0.650

25.2% 21.7% 18.8% 32.5%

69.3% 73.4% 75.1% 67.5%

;
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Summary: Measurement

Six goals for teaching meaesurement were stiemigly-supportgoLSIT2fer

802). These goals involved acquiring skills for living in today's

world, for other school work, for use in the home, for estimation,

for jobs, and for using specific tools.

As measurement content for elementary school mathematics, four topics

received strong support: the metric system use of measurement devices,

estimation, and the use of both non-standard and standard units of

measUfe.

For measuremett conteit for 411 students in grades 7712, three items

received strong support: the metric system, estimation, and the mul-

tiplication and.division of units.

The:four resources for measurement most strongly supported (by over

80%) included resource books with problems, masters of worksheets or

activities, student books with experiments, and a basic kit of measuring

tools.

.Four other resources for measurement were given support by about 78%.

Thus, it is apparent that the samples watted almost anY resource; they'

failed to support only two electronic reaources.

The listed teaching strategies for measurement were also well accepted,

with support for 7 of 10 strategies above 702. Strongest (above 80%

support) were assignments including projects and worksheets for drill

and practice at the conclusion of each lesson.

It was felt (by oveT 802) that work op measurement "should be taught

at every level from K-8, and over 70% indicated that measurement should

be a strong focus of general or consumer mathematics.

Only two calculator uses for teaching measurement;received strong sup-

port (above 80%) - checking answers and a volume problem.



Goals (AL2)

The several samples were in remarkably close agreement in their

perception of the &oils of algebra. As in most areas, they Imre willing

to accept a wide range of goals. Seven of the ten goal statements re

ceived_a high level of support. They were:

145. ".o learn how to apply mathematics (91.9%)

143. To build the background for taking more mathematics (85.6%)

140. To gain skills necessary for work and vocations (81.3%)

142. To prepare for college (80.8%)

137. To learn to read mathematics (77.7%)

141. To gain an appreciation for a type of mathematics that is
mare powerful and versatile than arithmetic (75.5%)

136. To consolidate arithmetic skills (73.8%)

None of the goals listed were rejected, but support was noticeably

weaker in all samples for;

138. To preserve options with respect to career and vocational
choice (61.7%)

144. To understand the use and power of codputers (60.1%)

139. To assure adequate scientific manpower ,(43.7%)

Pt
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Goals

Total AT MT SP

AL145 1.412 1.375 1.463 1.415 1.207 1.441

91.9% 87.5% 92.6% 97.6% 86.2% 91.5%

3.2% 5.2% 3.3% 0.02 10.3% 1.72

TB PR SR.

1.437

95.8%
0.02

AL143 1.245 1.177 1.298 1.220 1.207 1.;90 1.155

85.6% 80.2% 85.9% 92.7% 93.1% 89.8% 81.7%

3.8% 7.3% 3.3% 2.4% 3.4% 1.7% 2.8%

AL140 1.050 1.156 1.099 1.220 1.034 0.949

81.3% 85.5% 83.4% 90.2% 75.9% 11.T
4.8% 6.3% 4.2% 2.42 0.0%

AI142 1.038 1.000 1.116 1.073 1.207 1.000

80.8% 77.1% 83.5% 85.4% 96.6% 77.9%

4.8% 6.32 5.0.% 2.4% 3.4% 3.4%

AL137 1.034

.77.7%
4.8%

0.817

i)9.0%

7.0%

0.901

74.6%
5.6%

1.115 0.909 1.024 1.103 1.051 1.099

76.0% 73.6% 70.7% 82.82 83.0% 84.52

0.0% 11.6% 4.8% 6.9% 1.7% 1.4%

AL141 1.017 0.927 1.099 0.878 1.034 0.949 1.127

75.5% 70.8% 78.5% 78.1% 75.9% 67.8% 81.7%

6.9% 10.4% 5.8% 9.72 13.8% 1.7% 4.2%

AZ136 0.961 1.138 0.942 0.976 1.000 0.814 '13.859

73.8% 76.6% 74.4% 70.7% 75.9% 72.9% 70.52

8.7% 5.3% 8.3% 9.72 10.3% 10.2% 11.3%

A1.138 0.705 0.625 0.785 0.585 0.759 0.644 0.775

61.7% 58.4% 65.3% 51.2% 62.0% 61:1% 664%
9.9% 11.4% 9.1% 7.3% 13.7% 10.2% 8.4%

1S9



/Goals (continued)

Total 'AT JC
4sa

PR SB

AL144 0.649 .0.562*. 0.661 0.683 0.276 0.845 0.718

60.1% 55.2% 60.3% 51.7% 68.9% 60.6%
3 9.9% 14.5% 9.9% 7.3% 27.5% 1.7% 4.2%

AL139 ,0.365 0.333 .0.372 0.024 0.379 0.508 - 0.465

43.7% 41.7% 46.3% 34.1% 41.3% 45.8% 46.5%
.15.8% 15.6% 16.62 24.4% 20.7% 8.5% 14.1%
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The AT 'SP, and TE samples were asked ,the# preferences with respect

to including or not including fiftien selected algebraic topics in the

elementary school. curriculum. The samples were in close agreement in.sup,.P.

4porting-the inclusion of the following topics:

81.* Solvingdopen number sentences (87.12)
t .

88. Making'geneializatiocs about numerical patterns (84.32)

91.

94. Inequalities (75.52)

Writing equations to solve word problems (75.92)\

Over 702 of each-sample indiwed they would definitely or probibly in-

clude each of the above topics 1;, theelementa* school c riculum. The

TE sample was noticeably stronger then either of the otherdtwo in tbair
. .'

'support of inequalities.

Seven items wereionly moderately suppotted:
" .

92. Studying structural properties ofmumber systems (e.g. the '

commutatilfe property) (68.5%)

82. Evaluating forma3.as (62.3%)

41.

90. Study of 4im le mathematical fufctions or mappings (57.4%)

89. Writing aigebraic expressions (53.9%).

-83. Operating !with signed numbers (51:9%)

85. Using expcinents (including scientific nOtation) (51.2%)

84. Graphing Inumber sentences (44.0%) .

Support for all seven of these items is considesably stronger from the -

TE sample than from e AT or-SP samples, alOoughthe 'SR sample does

give fairly stro g.s Otiort to item 82 (evaluating formula's). ,

'

The samples were also in agreement in their failure to support the

Inclusion of the following topics:

. 191:

77:



:*

*

Studying finite system' (esg., clock eri bionic) (supported
-* t

by. 43...42r opposed by 36,8)74:

Us4ug set.notatiom(auPported by 38.92 opposedl*

87. MUltiply.
opposed bY'48.22

ressions like ( 45) lc ( -S) (supported by.36.62

86. Writing Computer programs (supported by 22.82 opposed by,52.12) r'

Iten_87/may be uninterpreiable due to an error in 'typing the,formac and

probably shOu4d beLlgpored iln-the analysis.

Aft



Content for elementary school students

Total AT MT JC

or

.SP TE PR SS PT

AL81 1.389 1.302

87.12 83.4%
6.0% 7.3%

AL88 1.153 0.896

84.3% 74.0%
6.5% 1.0.4%

£1.91 0.972 0.948

75.9% 73.9%
13.4% 14.6%

A1.94 0.796 0.708

75.3% 71.9%
12.9% 15.7%

AL92 0.667 0.698
68.5% 67.7%

18.8%

A1.82 0.651 . 0.389

62.3% 50.5%
19.12 24.2%

A1.90 0.444 0.406

57.4% 55.2%
24.1% 23.92

A1.89 0.437 0.354

53.9% 50.02
21.0% 20.8%

1.475 1.443
88.1% 91.8%

6.8% 3.3%

1.271 1.443

91.5% 93.4%
3.4% 3.2%

1.000 0.984

76.3% 78.72
11.9% 13.12

0.661 1.066

71,12 85.22
17.0% 4.9%

0.288 0.984

5772 80.3%
27.1% 8.2%

0.780 0.934

66.1%4 77.1%
17.02 13.1%

0.136 -0.803

444% 73.8%
33.9% 14.82

0.517 0.492 11-

58.7%
.(8%20.7%
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Content for elementary school students (continued)

Total AT T JC

a

SP TE PR SB

AL83

AL85

A184

AL95

\A193

AL87

AL86

0.356 -0.073 0.339 1.049

51.9% 34.4% 52.52 78.6%

32.9% 43.82 30.5% 18.1%

0.256 0.179 07153 0.508

51.4 49.4% 47.5% 57.4%

33.0% 36.9% 35.6% 24.6%

0.208 -0.021 0.068 0.705

44.0% 34.3% 39.02 63.9%

30.5% 35.4% 33.92 19.7%

0.069 0.124 -0.153 0.197

41.4% 41.2% 32.2% 50.9%

36.8% 38.1% 42.4% 29.52

-0.019 0.125 -0.356 0.082

38.9% 43.8% 23.7% 45.9%

39.8% 35.42 47.4% 39.4%

-0.185 0.000 -0.339 -0.328

36.6% 45.8% 32.2% 26.2%

48.22 40.6% 57.6% 50.8%

-0.437 -0.526 -0.271 -0.459

22.8% 18.9% 28.8% 23.0%

52.12 54.8% A9-4% 50.8%

194
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Content for All Students (ALIES-1) .

(Two forms of this item requested respondents to identify those

algebraic topics (from a given list of ten) that 'should be taught to all

students. On the first form,.the several samples were in agreement An

their stroig support of the following top.ics being taught to all students:

Work yith signed numbers (92.7%)

96. Aolving linear equations (89.9Z)

101. Wtiting equations to soiVe4word problems (83A2)

98. Use of exponents (including scientific notation) (4.32)

Minimal support was given to two items:

99. Multiplying expressions like (a* 3) x (b -.5) (54.1%)

100. Right-triangle trigonometry (51.7%)

In each case the MAsample supported the topii at a moderately strong

level.

The samples clearly did not support the following as legitimate re-

quirements for all students:

105. Sequences and,series (supported by 30.2%, opposed by 55.82)

103. Studying-finite-systems-Caarithmetic) (supported
by 24.32, opposed by 57.7%)

102. Using quantifiers and seknotation (supported,by 17.4%, op-
posed by 64.5%)

104. Solving systems of equations (e.g., two or more equations with
two or mare unknowns) (supported by 38.1%, opposed by 52.0%)

1 5
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Conant for all students (continued

Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PLc SS

A1103 -0.494 -0.109 -0.573 -0.813 -0.295 -0.947 -0.308

24.3% 34.8% 23.0% 12.5% 31.7% 6.6% 32.3%

57.72 47.4% 57.3% 71.9% 41.5% 77.32 53.92

AI10 2 -0.675 -0.368 -0.573 -1.125 ,-0.951 -0.787 -0.785

17.41 24.2% 19.7% 9.4% 4.9% 12.0% 21.52
4

64.52 53.7% 60.7% 81,2% 75.6% 68.0% 67.72

e .
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Content for All Students. cALIES-2)

On this second form of the previous item respondents were also asked

to'identify those algebraic topics (from a list of tan) that should be ,;aught

to all students. There is less strong support indicate& for "%aching this

set of topics than was true for the set in AL1ES-1. Also, there is notice-

ably more disagreement among the samples in the pattern of response. Qae

topic received very strong support by all samples:

106. Eva lusting -formulas (93.3%)

Three other topics received moderately strong support:

109. Making generalizations about number patterns (70.6%)

112. Inequalities (70.8%)

107. Graphjseg of nuter senten&ts (63.2%)

The topic of inequalities (item 112) received only weak support from the

MT sample, but was strongly supported by the MA, SP, and TE samples.

Item 110 may pose a problem of interpretation. the item refers to

study of "simple mathematrcal functions or mappings". It receives good

support fronkthe AT, NA, SP, and TE samples, but only margipal support

from the MT and .1C samples. Perhaps the latter groups read something

unique in the word "mappings".
go.

The samples generally provided little support for including the re-

maining topics for all students:

111. Studying structural properties of number Systems (e.g., the

commutative property) (52.8%)'

115. Properties of classes of numbers (e.g., integers, rationsls,
reels) (49.1%)

114. Adding, subtracting, multiplying, and gdividing polynomial ex-

pressions (46.6%)

108. Wtiting computer programs Isupported by 34.1%, opposed by 46.9%)

198



113. Proving algebraic generalizations (supporteeby 25.52 opposed

by 58.62)

.
The Ifr and .10 samples were noticeably qtrong in the rejection of the last

topic. The MA sample deviated from the other samples in its aupport of

item 114. Only the AT sample indicated real support for iiem 111.

Taking AZIES-1 and AL1ES-2 together suggests a very conservative

postnze for the samples surVeyed. The list of topics to be taught to all

students would not go beyond those which have been in seventh- and eighth-

grade textbooks for years, and would include very little of what was in-

corporated idto textbooks at that level under the name of "modere maths-.

matice in the 1960's -- e.g., sets, quantifiers, finite systems, other

number bases,' and structural Timoparties.
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Content for all students (continued).

Total A
1

JC MA SP TR PR SB

ALio8 -0.195

34.1%

-0070

27.82

-0.306

36.12

0.071

46.52

-0.032

45.22

-0.161

30.32

. 0.043

34.32

$113

46.92

1-0.477

25.5%
58.62

55.52

-0.299

29.9%
47.7%

52.82

-4.741

20.4%
70.42

35.72

-0.750

17.9%
78.6%

11.92

-0.516

25.92
61.3%

42.92

4.375

30.42
55.42

34.22

-0.360

25.72
50.0%

.414
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Content for Collart-Bound Von-Matitematles Sciente ors AWS

lespopdents identified thigh of a list of twenty advanied Algebraic ir

topics they, w9uld include for the plural college4ounid population. The

responsis tp this cluster of items reveal *tarp differences among the see&

plea. For example, the'JC salple rankei.13 item; on the negative side of

0, while the SP and MT sample, bad *only 2 and 3 items, respective/ye in

this'negative areal.

Tie follOwing topics tscakominoderate support for inclusion ftom the

total sample:
a

118. Probability functions (e.g., probability theory) (78.72)

131. MAthematical models (68.32)
0

120. Trigonometric functions and theirinverses (63.22)

128. .PgPonential and logarithmic functions (65.02)

116. Matrix slgebr4 (msg., linear systems) (61.11i
6 6

117. Finite mathematics (e.g. combinatorics) (5942)

Rowever, support varied on these items. Only marginal support was,given

to.item 138 by the .1C sample and to item 117 by the Wr ind SP samples.

Little support was given to item 120 by the JC and MA. samples. Th# nand.

TE samples gave moderately strong support to item 116.

Only minimal to weak support was givan4to six items. They were:

121. Theory of equations (e.g., funiamental theorem, solvability)
(52.1Z)

122. Analytic igen:Retry (e.g., conic sections) (50.7%)

127. es and series (55.82)

129. Approximating graphed data with best-fit polynomials (41.4Z)

135. Trigonometrj.c identi'ties and equations (47.52)

133. Transformations.applied to kraphing (42.211

y:
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Matt Vim! IsimatiallY no support 4or the remaining items:

119. The system of complex numbers (supported bi42.52, opposed by

.124. Categories of functions (e.g., algebraic, exponentialx trans-.
andante') (supported by 42.4:, opposed by 40.7:)

132. Systems of npn-linear *nations (supported by 37.1Z, opposed

by 38.1Z)

134. Approximating thi roots to higher degree polynomial,equatione
(supported by 37.22, opposed by 40.8%) .

1251 Introductory caiculus (supported by 37.5.2, opposed by,166.32)

126. Limits and continuity (supported by 31.2,F, oppoied by 51.5:)

130. Vectorsland yector spaces (supported by 28.3Z, opposea by 49.42),,

123. Algebraic structures (e.g.,groups, rings, fields) (supported by

. 20.3*, opposed by.63.2*)

a
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Content for collega-bound -matbamatles/acienea Lciors

AL118

A1.131

A1.120

AI128

=17

11116

AL121

A1.122

Total AT MT JC SP , TB P R SB

0.878 0.828 0.595 0.414 1.102 1.050

78.72 75.5% 70.3X 78.5% 87.7% : 83.4%

13.6%. 13.9% 244% 14.3X,
.

111..22
10.02

0.748 0.545 0.676 0.803 1.041 0.898

68.3%
57.8%

67.5% +78.6% 81.6% 74.6%

13.2% 17.4% 16.2% 7.1% -.4.1% 73.6%

0.639 0.926 0.081 0.303 0.837 0.350'

63.2% 76.2% 35.1% 71.4% '58.4%

23.0% 14.0% 37.8% 35.7% 16.32 31.62

0.605 0.598 0.378 1.107 0.646 0.492

65.0% 64.8% 56.7% 78.6% .68.82 61.1%-

21.8% 24.6% 21.6%

le\

10.7Z 18.8%. 23.72

0.561 0.311 0.757 0.857 0.510 -0.850

59.1% 45.0% 75.7% 75.02 57.1% 71.72

.3.6%
a

25.5% 13 5% 10.72 24.4% 11.72

q.542 0.413 0.270 0.929 0.531 0.800

61.0% 55.32 54.02 71.4% 63.2% 70.0%

26.1% 29.7% 37.8% 10.727' 28.6% 16.7%')

0.361 0.648 ,-10.054 0.07 01490 I 0.050

52.3% 61:52 40.5% 42.9% 57.2% 41.7%

28.0% 20.5% 43.2% 32.22 ,24.42 35.0%

0.358 01.475 -0.081 0.393 ,0.47 0.400

50.7% 53.2% 57.22 '46.9% 55.0%

25.3% 20.5% 45.9% 32.2% 20.4X 23.3%

a 294
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-Content:for col ege-bound non-mathemstics/sciencs majors (continued)

7-
4127

-L

AL120

AAL135

AL133

--AL119

AL124

AL132

-A1134

S.

Total AT MT .10 MA SP TE PR SE

0.348 0.533 -0.135 0.000 0.673 0.167

55.8% 59.8% 35.12 42.82 75.5%. 50.02

28.7% a 24.62 40.52 46.4% 14.32 33.32

0.234 0.231 0.054 0.143 0.592 0.100

46.4% 42.12 45.92 42.8% 67.3% 40.0%

30.2% 28.9% 32.42 35.74 24.5% 33.4%

0.159 0.492 -0.361 0.179 0.122 -0.183

47.5% 59.0% 25.0% 46.4% 49.02 36.7%

37.0% 25.5% .61.1% 42.8% 36.72\ 43.42

0.118 0.197 -0.270 -0.036 0.265 *150

42.2Z 45.9% 18.9% 32.2% 47.0% 50.0%

32.4% 28,7% 40.52 35.7% 30.6% 35:0%

0.044 0.205 -0.378 r0.071 0.265 -0.150

42.5% 48.42 29.7% 28.6% 51.0% 38.3%

41.9% 36.9% 62.2% 46.5% 30.62 46.7%

0.027 0.131 -0.081 -0.321 0.163 -0.068

42.4% 45.1% 37.8% 32.1% 42.8% 44.11

40.7% 36.1% 45.92 50.0% 36.7% 46.8%

-0.003 0.221 -0.541 -0.607 0.388 -0.167

37.1% 45.9% 16.22 10.71 53.1% 31.62

38.1% 32.8% 59.4; 53.6% 22.4% 41.72

-0.068 0.041 -0.459 0.071 0.020 -0.183

37.2% 42.6% 21.6% 39.32 36.7% 35.0%

40.8% 37.72 54.0% .35.72 38.8% 43.3%

2'



Content for college-bound non-matheaatice/ecience ;Anjou (continued)

Total AT MT JC MA SP TR PR SB PT

AZ123 -0.166 0.090 -0.676 -0.071 0.061 .-0.600

37.52 -746.72 16.2% 42.8% 49.0% 20.0%

48.32 40.22 62.12 46.42 42.92 61.72

ALI26 -0.292 -0.058 -1.027 -0.464 0.061 -0.517

31.2% 38.8% 10.8% 25.0% .44.9% 20.0%

. 51.5% 43.8% 75.6% 60.72 40.9% 56.72

.AL130 -0.313 -0.149 -0.730 -0.357 -0.163 -0.492

28.32 33.1% 18.9% 25.02 28.6% 25.42

49:42 44.7% 64.8% 57.1% 38.8% 54.2Z-

AL123 -0.598 i -0.689 -0.811 r0.786 , -0.286 -0.450

20.3% 16.4% 18.9% 10.7% 28.6% 26.7%

63.2% 63.9% 78.4% 71.42 51.0% 58.3%

1111=11PPM0111111
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Resources Ai3)

Items in this. cluiter may be interpreted as ad imdication of which

proposed teaching resources the samples would prefer to have for teaching

algebra.- Perhaps the most surprising thing about the pattern of reeponses

is the cleaz agreement on the high-ranked resources and the sharp disagree-

ment on the low-ranked ones. All samples tended to agree on the usefulness

of four of the resources:

148. Booklets af algebraic applications to contemporary probleMs.(89.3 )

149. Masters of wprksheets and activities (85.12)-

150. Physical materials and equipment for laboratory experiments
'(76.3%)

152. Booklets of games and reereational activities that can be ana-
lyzed algebraically (81.2%)

There was moderate support for two technological resources:

147. Individual study carrels equipped with computer assisted instruc-
tion termlnals and videotape cartridge players (71.6%)

151. Personal comintters for every two students (64.22)

The JC and MA samples wanted one resource more than the AT and MT

samples did:

155. Computer-driven graphing and plotting equipment (53.9%)

The pattern reversed on the three lowest-ranked items. The AX and MI

samples wanted these items much more than the JC and MA samples did:

154. Materials with minimal reading requirements (49.12)

.146. Calculators that can display the equation of a line
coordinates of two points (51.1%)

153. Calculators that will display the roots of a linear
'ic equation when the coefficients are input (41.2%)

given the

or quadrat-



Resources

T0t41 AT MT JC MA SP PR

AL148

AL149

1.369

.89.32
2.22

1.219

85.1%
6.3%0

1.179

85.32
4.32

1.358

89.5%
4.32

1.435

91.3%
1.7%.

1.339

89.6%
5.2%

1.506

-96.92

0.0%

0:879

72.7%
3.0%

1.464

85.7%
0.0%

0.630

66.6%
22.22

A1150 0.948 .%14.160 0.896 0.606 0.857

76.3% 84.1e 76.6% 63.72 64.2%

10.4% .8.5% 10.5% 18.2% 7.2%

14152 .0.923 0.979 0.896 0 939 0.821

81.22 84.2% 78.3% 84.8% 78.5%

9.6% 9.5% 11.8% 3.0% 10.7%

AL147 0.786 0.705 0.791 1.000 0.786

71.6% 67.4% 72.2% 81.8% 71.4%

15.5% 19.02 15.7% 9.1% 10.7%

AL151 0.651 0.611 0.652 0.758 0.750

64.2% 61.1% 65.2% 69.7% 64.32

17.42 16.82 18.3% 9.12._ 25.02

A1.155 0.343 0.021 0.400 0.667 0.821

53.9% 37.9% 57.4% 69.7% 75.0%,

23.6% 30.5% "22.6% 15.1% 14.32

A.L15:4 0.273 0.789 .0.235 -0.515 -0:393

49.1% 67.4% 47.02 -30.3% 17:8%

28.12 14.82 27.0% 54.5% 404.4%
MP

20S
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litssolFces (continued)

Total AT MT SC MA SP TE PR SB PT

AL146 0.181 0.319 0.357 -0.636 -0.036

51.1% 54.32 58.3% 24.2% 42.8%

31*1% 22.32 26.9% 63.7% 39.32

AL153 0.044 0.064 * 0.278 -0.333 -0.536

41.2% 39.3% 53.0% 27.3% 14.2%

33.0% 31.9% 25.2% 45.52 53.5%
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Methods (A14)

7h* order of suppo-t for xaterials that stress particular teaching .

strategies for algebra is essentially the same for all samples. There is,

however, same discrepancy in the strength of support or non-support.

Strong support was given to materials that use problems arising in the so-

cial.or natural sciences (item 156, 87.6%), that include student worksheets

for drill and practice (item 157, 81.5%), or that infer algebraic ideas

from general patterns of arithmetic (item 158, 78.7%). The use of geomat-
es;

ric models, simple machines, and other applications (item 162) received

moderately strong support (67.62),.whi1e the use of deductive sequences

(item 161, 58.4%) and laboratory investigations (item,160, 55 2%) received

. slightly less support.

Little support was given to the remaining items. 411e use of computing

devices (item 159, 45.9%) received marginal support at best. The samples

would also not support devoting more than.502.cf instructional time to

imdividual study materials (item 164, 36.6%) or to introduMng ideas through

long-term, realistic student projects (item 163, 39.1%). Finally, materi-

als designed with the expectation that itudents would read formal presenta-:''

tions of basic algebraic Ideas before classroom activities are devoted to

these ideas.(item 165) was supported by 27.12 and rejected by 49.22.
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Methods (continued)

Total AT MT JC MA SP TB Pll SB

AL164 0.018 -0.010 0.009 0.212 -0.057
36.6% 36.2% 36.9% 36.4% 37.1%
37.7% 40.22 40.52 18.2% 40.02

AL165 -0.321 -0.495 -0.216 -0.333 -0.143
27.1% 16.8% 33.32 27.3% 37.1%
49.2% 53.52 45.92 42.42 54.2%



WhofTime VAL41
ii

,Bespondents ware asked to reect to ton statements concerning the

placing of algebra at different points in the'curriculum or offering ,

special programs for-special groups of.students., The samples indicated

moderately strong agreement with the following statements, witikonly the

MA sample showing margisial support for item 168:

168. Aspecial algebra course for vocational students should be
offered. (70.22)

172. Different algebra courses should be offered for students with
different interests and abilities. (70.0%)

The MA sample Agreed strongly (80.62) with item 166, but other .

samples disagreed:

166. Every student graduating from high school should be required

to tike a full-year algebra course. (supported by 41.62, op-

posed by 54.62)

This statement was also given to the lay samples, as item 777.. They also

disagreed with the item with the strongest disagreement coming from the

PR .sample.

'There was Very little support for the remaining items, with disagree-
,

ment increasiag. Most dramatic is opposition to item 175.
,

170. The iheme for algebra courses Should be functionl. (supported

by 35.12, opposed by 4.6%)

173., By 1990, the skills and concepts of the traditional beginaing
algebra course of the 1970's should be acquired before students
enter ninth grade. (supported by 32.3%, opposed by 50.5%)

171. Aagebra should be combined with geometry and other 'thathemati-

cal areas instead of being taught in separate courses. (sup-
.

ported by 28.I2, opposed by 53.2%)

107. Aagebra should be sity4le4,/gEjaiLyors before takialweweOUrse
in geometry. Ported by 20.12, opiairedisy-wst

.,169. For manyAitudents, a "historical and cultural mathematics"
tourge'should be substituted for algebra. (supported by 19.62,

pppe.sed by 62.22)

213



174, 'Trigonometry should not be included in algebra courses at AMY
level. (*upPorted by 18.1%, opposed by 71.1%)

175. Formal work with algebra should be drOiped from the school cur-
riculum since it bears so little relation to real.world prob-

, less. (supported by 3.2%, opposad by 94.6)

Me of these items, 171, was also given to lax samples (IS iteM 744).

Their reactioni were very similar to those of the other samplas.

a

:1 0

2 4

441

`.1



.gbo/Tima,

Total

41.168 0.727

70.22
.17.82

41172 0.709

70.0%
20.82

AT

AL17.0 -0.027

35.1%
33.92

AL166 -0.124

41.62
.54.62,

777 -0.544 ,

25.92
64.62

AL173 -0.223

32.3%
50.52

-0.364

28.1%
53.22

744 -0.418

22.22
54.22

AL171

1.000

74.32
7.9%

0.723

70.32
18.8%

0.030:

26.02
29.02

-0.260

38.0%
58.02

0.069

4.62
43.62

4.420

30.02
57.02

MT MA SP . TE PR SB

0.712 0.429 0.119 0.667 0.892

71.22 62.92 '50.02 70.42 76.92

19.02 34.32 27.82 18e72 '15.42 o,

0.636 0.600 0.389 1.000 0.738

68.12 65.82 63.92 77.02 70.72

22.82 25.82 27.82 13.0% 21.52

0.031 -0.114 -0.306 0.236 -0.0,146

33 6% 34.32 30.52 48.6% 40.0%

30 2: 42.9% 55.6% 30.62 35.4%

d.288 0.629 1.083 -0.840 '0.169

37.22 54.3% 80.6% 2".02 47.7%

59.82 34.32 19.52 74.7% 46.2%

-0.648 -.0.307 -0.224

22.72 35.22 '32.6%

69.02 52.22 55.12

-0.1:1 -0.143 +0.083 -0.716 -0.446

32.62 34.32 36.12 14.92 26.22

43.22 51.42 47.32 .60-.22 60.02

-0.568 4.257 +0.361 -0.230 -0.077

25.0% 31.52 27.82 23.0% 35.4%

62.9% 48.52 55.62 43.22 40.02

4.310 4.570 4.511

24.42 20:42 17.8;
50.02 62.42 53.4;
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Whoi Tins (continued) Oa

To al AT MT JC NA
41M+04.°

AL167 -0.567 -0.248

20.1% 25.72
64.82 51.5%

AL169 -0.640 -0.297

19.6% 25.72
62.2% 48.5%

AL174 -0.72T -6.696

18.1% 14.72
71.1% 66.7%

4*75 -1.685 -1.275

3.2% 9-..8%

94.62 83.3%

-0.580 -0.200

18.3Z 34.3%
65.72 57.12

-0.750 -0.600
20.4% 22.9%
65.1% 60.02

-0.841'7. -0.829

17.52 17.1%
75.7% 74.3%

-1.855 -1.714

0.8% 2.9%
98.4% 97.1%

-0.639
19.4%
72.2%

-1.167
5.62

86.1%

-0.444
22.2%
63.9%

-1.972

0.0%
100.0%

-0.893
14.7%
74.6%

-0.507
21.3%
58.7%

TS PR

-0.815
13.8%
72.3%

-0.831
12.3%
69.3%

-0.568. -0.831

25.72 13.9%
70.3% 72.32

-1.773 -1.708
2.6% 0.02

97.32 96.92

SS.



1 4

Only one nee of calculatois in algebra was stronglY supported:

183i-* checking aniwers (92.5%)

Pour other uses received moderately strong support:

185. Working with limits of sequences (74:32)

.181. Demonstrating.that (a +.02 e2 + b2 for several specific

values of a and b (70.12)

177. Making a graph from a given equation (63.12)

184. Simplifying expressions conuaining irrational 'numbers (62.274)

Four of the remaining items received weak support:

-119. Finding the value of d when d Iggt
2
,if g 32 en0 t.- 5.(54.92)

162. Solving systems pf.linear. equations (54.1%)

178. Finding the solution of an equatim1/4(54.8Z)

160. WOrking algebra work problems MA'
t
Fimal2y, opposition was slightly, stronger than support mons item:

a

176. Taking an algebra'test'(suiported by 46.2%, opposed by 48.92)



Zalcu latora

A1183

A1181

41177.

AL1 4

A1179

A1182

AL178

Total AT

1.619 1.778

92.52 96.7%
2.6% 0.02

1.011 1.033

74.32 ,66.6%
11.92 4.42

0.907 1.144

70.1% 75.6%
21.22 12.2%

0.567 0.578

63.1% 62.22 .

29.5% 23.3%

0..309 1.000

62.2% 73.02
31.9% 18.02

0.418 0.500

54.9% 53.4%

'34.7% 27.7%

0.276 0.456

54.1% 55,6%
35.8% 30.0%

0.220 0.278

54.8% 54.z%

36.2% 32.2%

MT MA SR

1.482 1.545 1:400

92.7% 90.9% 82.92

2.72, .6.1% 5.7%

0.927 1.061 1.411

74.5% 81.82 '85.7%

171.3% 15.2% 11.5%

0.791 1.0d0 0.571

68.2% 75.72 57.12 ,

23.72 24.32 34.3%

0.291 0.939

55.5% 72.82 80.02

,40.9% 21.2% 17.12

0.327 0..242 0.086

60.0% 54.5% 48.6%

37.3% 39.42 42.92

o'
0.373 0.515 0.257

56.4% 60.72 48.62

37.2% 36.4% 42.9%

0409 0.303 .0.629

47.3% , 57.6% 68.6%

41.8% 39.4% 28.62

-0.091 0.606.. 0.686_

44.5% , 69.7% '74.3%

48.22 24.3% 20.0%

ts

PR SS'
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lators Icontinued)

AL180

Total AT MT JC MA SP TR PR SS PT

.0.169 0.422 0.600 0.424 -0.200

50.9% -54.5; 47.7% 66.72 37.12

,38.92 31.12 42.22 33.32 54.32

441.176 *0.
i

.131 0.046 -0.345 0.273 -0.314

46.2% 51.1% 40.0% 60.6% 40.0%

48.92 40.0% 57.32 36.4% 57.1%
.

e
.4
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Summary: Algebra

elStrong support (over 802) was ,given to four goals for teacbing al-

gebra; _these concerned applying mathematics, building 'background for

taking more mathematics, gaining vocational ski/Xs, and preparing.

for college. The remaining goals were accepted by over 602, except

tfor "assuring adequate scientific manpower", supported by only 442.

o .Support was strongest (above 702) for including four of 15 algebraic

;topics in the elementary school curriculum:. solving number sentences,

making generalizations about number patterns, writing equations to

solve word problems, and inequalities.

.The samples did not support including four of the 15 algebraic top-

ics in the elementary school curriculum, including finite systems,

set notation, and computer programming.

Strong support (abave 80%) was given to including four of,ten alge-

byaic topics in the curriculum for all students: signed numbers,

linear equations, writing equations to solve word problems, and exv.

ponents. From a second set of tea topics, strong support (932) was

given only to evaluating formulas.,

Tbe samples did not support teaching all students the following al-

gebraic topics: sequences and series, finite systems, set notation,

and systems of equations. On the second set of ten topics, computer

programming and proving algebraic generalizations were not supported.

411k The list of algebraic topics to be taught to all students would not go

_beyond those topics which have been in grades 7 and 8 textbooks for years.

For college-bound students not majoring in.mathematics or science,

six topics were given moderate support (592-792): probability func-
,



tides, mathematical models, exponentifl and logarithmic functions,

trigonometric functions, matrix algebra, and finite mathematics.

*Support is strongest (above 752) for having four rescurces avail-

able for teadhing algebra: booklets with application problems,.

_masters of worksheets and activities, booklets of games and activi-

ties, and physical materials and equipment for laboratory experiments.

* Support was strong (above 792) for having instructional materials for

algebra that emphasize problems arising in the social or natural

sciences, worksheets for drill and practice, and inferring algebraic

ideas from arithmetic patterns. ,

* Only two items about the type of algebra course to be offered re-

ceived support (at the 70% level); favored were a special algebra

,course for vocational students and different courses for students

with diffetent interests and abilities.

Totally rejected was the idea ;hat formal work with algebra should

be dropped from the_durriculum.

Using calculators for checking answers was the only use strongly sup-

ported.

* Using calculators when taking an algebra test was accepted and re-

jected _by almost equal percentages.



Geometsy

J.GM2

The survey samples did not depart markedly from traditional patterns

in their perception of the goals of geometry in the school curriculum.

Although all listed goals received ai. least .minimal support, the following;

four.goals received strong supportir

303. T6 develop logical thinking abilities (94.02)

300. To develOp:spatial intuitions about,the.real world (89.8Z)

305. To acquire the knowledge needed for study of more mathematics.
(84.8%)

301. To leara to read and interpret mathematical arguments.(82.2%)

Moderate support was given tO one goal:

-299.. To learn-to make proofs-(65.7%)

NIChe remaining ftve goals recelmed minimal support:

302. To practice arithmetic.and algebraic skills (60.6%)

304. To develop skills and knowledge needed by the consumer (58.8%)

.297. To develop job-oriepted skills (58.1%)

98. To appreCiate historical and cultural development (54.12)

2,96. To motivate 'students who dislike computation (52.02)

P'erhaps it is worth noting that job-oriented/consumer-oriented go41t

appear somewhat lower in the rank order here than,in the.14ting of goals

for alOebra, while logical thinking abilities are at the top of the ge-

ometry;list. This is possibly a reflection of.the historical role geome-
.

try ham held in the curriculum.



Goals

GM303

GM300

011305

GM301

GM29.9

10304

GM302

GM297'

1.517 1.584 1.556 1.444 1.634 1.491, 1.344
i

94.0% 94 4% 97.5% 91.71 97.6% 92.0% 89.02

0.72 1 12 0.92 0.0% 0.02 0.02 1.62

1.315 1.270 1.205 1.083 1.146 1.573 :1.516

88.7% 87.22 77.82 82.9% 100.0% 95.42
. .

.89.8%

2.82 4.52, 3.42 8.32 2.4% 0.02 '0:02
. .

1.150 1.057 .1.214 1.444 0.976 1.160 1.094

84..82 81.82 88.1% 94.4% 75.6% 86.6%, 81.3%

4.12 3.4% 4.32 0.02. 9.7% 4.0% 3.12

1.107 0.921 1.222 0.972 1.244
,

1.040 1.219

824% 69.6% 88.12 p3.32, 82.9% 78.72 92.22

5.2% 6.72 2.62 8.3% 2.42 10.72° 1.62

0.634 0.506 0.819
a

'0.528 0.561 0.676 0.797

65.72 55.12 69.92 63.9% 61.0% 66.2% 76.6%

15.72 20.3% 11.22 19.52 29.3% 14.92 7.92

0.623 0.966 0.427 0.611 0,463 0.733 0.484

58.82 73.1% 48.7% 6141% 56.1% _65.4Z 50.02

12.6% 9.02 18.0% 16.7% 12,22 9.3% 9.42

0.610 0.932 0.590 0.417 0.439 .0.560 -0.484

60.6% .72.7% 60.7% 52.8% 51.2% 61;42 53.1%

11.62 9.12 11.2% 19.52 12.2% -9:42 14.0%

0.583 0.955 0.496 0.417 0.390 0.680 0.328

58.12 76.4% 54.72 47.32 48.82 65.3% 42.22'

12.3% 5.62 17.12 22.22 14.7% 6.7% 12.5%
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Goals (continued)

¶Cotal AT MT JC MA SP PR $3.

-01298 0.479 0.326 0.427 0.250 0:537 0.493 0.859

54.12 46.0% 53.0% 38.92 56.1% 54.72 73.52

12.62 15.72 16.32 13.92 9.82 12.02 3.22

CH296 0.411 .0.739 0.145 0.500 .0.073 0.520 0.484

52.02 62.5% 41.92 55.6% 48.8% 54.62 .53.1%

-20.22 12.52 28.22 19.52 24.42 16.0% 18.82

6
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Content for Elementary School Studentb (CklE)

Respondents were asked' their perception as to whether each of a list

of fifteen geometric topics should be included in the elementary school

curriculum. Clearly the three samples surveyed would support a broader

collection of geometric topics than currenily seem to be included in the

1

elementary school curriculum. Topics strongly supported by all samples

ware:

258. _Properties of triangles and rectangles (91.52)

260. Parallel and perpendicular lines (93.7%)

264. Geometry of symmetry (81.52)

255. Similar figures (magnification and reduction) (80.8%)

Somewhat more moderately but still clearly supported were:

263. Properties of circles (77.9%)

265. Coordinate geometry (associating number pairs with points)

(71.2%)

254. Constructions with a straightedge and compass (69.2%)

256. Congruence by transformations (slides, flips, and turns with

movement of figures to,match) (67.12)

259, Three-,dimensional geometry (61.52)

It is of interest pp nate that the AT sample was far less positive about

items 256 and 259 than about previous items.

For a number of items the responses were equivocalabout as many

persons failed to support the item as supported it:
%

252. Geometry of distance and direction (vectorgeometry) (47.02)

251. Geometry of tesselations (tiling) (38.7%)

262. 'Congruent (matching) figures by the methods of Euclid (38.7%)

261. Geometry on a'sphere'(globe) (37.6%)

253 The geometry of ihadows (projective geometry) (32.02)

2.? 5



pis only item with strum opposition to inclusion was:

257,.

t
Logical reasoning principles including axioms and proof (sup- i

ported by 23.02, opposed by .58.62)

sf

296
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_content for d enentary school students

Total AT

GM258 1.419 1.304

91.5% 89.1%
4.33. 5.,52

GM260 .1.311 1.239

4.6% 4.41

GM264 1.041 0.815

81.5% 72.82
94% 12.0%

=255 1.009 0.857

80.6% , 72.6%
8.6% 12.1%

GM263 0.973 0.826

77.9% 72.92
10.82 15.22

GM265 0.806 0.848

,71.22 75;02
12.6% 11.92

GM254 0.774 0.912

41,9.&22 73.72
.16.3% 11.0Z

GM256 0.743 0.587:

67.1% 59.82
16.72 . 19.62

MT .10 MA SP TE PR SB

1.525 1.479

94.9% 91.62
3.42 .2.82

1.305 1.408

94_;9% _94.4%
5.1% 4.2%

1.119 1.268i,

86.5%
10.2% 4:2%

1.085 1.141
84.72 87.3%

4.2%

.1:017 1.127

79.7% 83.12
11.9% 4.2%

0.881 0.690
7.92 60.52

11/49% 14.1%

0.644, 0..704

66.1% 6.2%
23.72 16.92

0.661 1.014

66.1% 77.5%
22.0% 8.4%



Content for elementary school students (continued)

\

Total AT JC SP TE PR

GM259 0.579 0.341 0.695 0.845

61.52 55.02 66.1% 66.22

21.32 28.62 18.62 14.12

GM252 -0.181 0.141 0.017 0.371

47.02 42.4% 44.1% 55.8%

,32.62 31.5% 39.0% 28.62

GM251 0.159 -0.022 0.220 0.338

38.7% 30.0% 44.12 45.12

30.02 34.52 30.5% -23.92

I.

12i262 0.045 '0.261 -0.305 0.056

38.72; 44.62 30.5% 38.1%.

.19.5% .52.52 36%72

GM261 -0.009 0.154 -0.288 0.014

37,6% 46.22 27,1% 33.22

39.42 35.22 50.9.2 35.2%

GM253 -0.068 -0.043 -0.102 -0.070
4:2

32.0% 30.4% 35.62 31.02

.35.62 34.8% 33.8% 38.02

GM257 -0.577 -0.141 -0.797 -0.958

23.0% 37.0% 17.0% 9.8%

58.6% 44.6% 62.7% 73.22

SR
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Content for All Students (211ES-1, alES-2)

Wo lists, one of ten and one of five items, asking respondents to

f.

identify,geometric topics that should oi should not be included in the

secondary school for all students before graduation, wtre included on

different forms of the/Survey instruments. The.data are combined into

single list for easier reference, with the items from thishortei

cluster identified by *.

Three topics reieivea strong support from the combined samples:

272. Properties of.triangles and rectangles (94.0%)

*276. Properties of circles (83.9%)

269. Similar figures (magnification and reduction) (85.3%) .

Support from the AT sample was lower for items 276 and 269 than that of

other samples.

Six other items received moderately strong support:

*277. Coordinate geometry (associating number pairs with points)

(75.0Z)

270. Congruence by transfprmations (moving figureS to match) or

reflection (66.32) '

275. Congruent (matching) figures by the methods of Euclid.(63.2%)

273. Three-dimensfonal.geometry (62.2%)

271. Logical reasoning principles including axioms and proofs (61.1%)

267. Geometry of distance and.direction (vector geometry) (60.12)

For the last five items, the AT sample again gave a comparatively law level

of.support, with the SP sample also low on four of the items (270, 275, 271,

267).

,

mixed support was given to one item and there was clear opposition

to five items:

2'9

A
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274, Geometry of the sphiri (g3ebs) (supPorted hy 45.920 opposed.
-bY 30.7%)

488_

*280.

The'geometry of shadows (projective
34.32, ored by 42.82)

Non-Zuclideavn,geosetries (supported

*274. nail, geccetries (e.g., nine point
10.62. opposed by 66.62)

gecmatry) (supported by

by 16.2Z, opposed by..67 22)

geometry) (supported by ,

*279. Symbolic login and truth. tables (supported by 31.02, I:TP*20
_by 54.42)

266. Geometry of tesselations (tiling) (supported by 24.9Z. opposed
50.32) .

a



Content for All students

0272

GM276*

GM269

'GM277*

GM273

GM275

G11,271

Total AT JC SP TE PR SE

1.509 1.241 1.579 1.526 ,1.545 1.576 1.656

94.0% 84.3% 97.2% 100.02 90.92 96.6% 96.72

3.62 8.42 2.82 0. gix. 6.12 1.72 1.62

1.210 1.000 1.148 1.375 1.462 1.293 1.262

83.92 75.02 83.42 87.5% 87.1% 88.02 88.62

9.22 15.52 11.12 7.5% 2.6% 5.2% 6.6%

1.155 0.690 -.1.085 .1.395 1.455 1.374 1.393

85.3% 65.5% 85.8% 97.3% 90.0% 95.0% 91.8%

7.9% 17.9% 8.5% 2.6% 3.0% 3.4% 3.3%

0.905 0.821 0.657 '1.100 1.256 0.780 1.230

75.02 75.0% 67.6% 80.02 79.5% 71.22 85.2%

16.1% 15.52 23.22 12.5% 7.72 20.4% 8.22

0.689 0.464 0.664 0.658 0.879 0.649 1.000 I

66.3% 58.3% 67.32 65.7% 72,7% 59.6% 78.72

, 20.02 25.02 15.0% 26.3% 18.22 22.92 14.4% A

0.604 0.286 0.439 0.605 0.727 0.793 1-.082

'62.2% 51.2% 55.1% 63.22 72.7% 69.02 77.12

22.82 35.7% 25.3% 15.82 21.2% 10.0% 9.82

0.587 0.289 0.7,06 0.737 0.636 0.379 0.754

63.2% 51.8% 70.1% 71.0% 66.6% 51.82 70.5%

22.42

0.543

31.32

0.345

18.7%

0.785

21.02

0.553

274%

0.939

22.4%

0.186

14.8%

0.517
r

61:12 54.7% 71.02 60.5% 75.8% 60.0%

28.1% 32.12 19.6% 31.62 15.22
.45.7%1

42.4% 28.32

231
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Ceutent for all Students (continued).

0(267

0(274

0(268

0(266

,0(279*

0(278*

.0M280*

Total AT MT JC MA 'SP

'0.483 0.417 0.528 0.595

60.12 54.72 62.32 67..52

25.32 27.42 21.72 24.32

0.197 40.024 0.121 0.237

4502 . 45.22 42.1% 42.12

30.72 39.32 32.72 28.9%

-0.1564 -0.120 -0.368 . -0.132

34.3% 33.7% 28.3% 31.62

42.8% 42.1% 51.02 39.5%

-0.369 -0.467 -0.526.70.365

24.92 21.52 23.4i 13.22

50.32 48.82 52.32 57.9%

70.369 -0.214 -0.481 -0.100

31.02 33.32 26.82 42.52

54.42 46.52 57.4%. 47.52.

-0.817 -0:458 -0.954 -0.825

10.62 13.22 7.52 7.52

66.62 4#.62 74.12 70.02

-0.825 -0.627 14.700

16.2% 18.1% 6.52- 25.az

67.12 51.82 79.72 65.02

0:909 0.241

75.72 51.72
6.02* 34.52

0.545 0.276

57.62 -50.02

12.22 3242

-0.152 6.000

30.3% 44.92
36.42 38.02

1.0.667 -0.362

18.22 29.32
63.62 53.42

-0.103 -0.586

43.62 24.22
43.62. 63.82

0.426

59.02-

31.12

0.279

45.91.1
24.61r

0.000

39.32
39.32

0.082

39.42'

34.42

-0.525

26.2%
62.32

-1;154 -0.931 -0.738

5.12 13.82 14.8%
76.92 74.2Z. 67,22

T0.923 -0.8454 -0.590

15.42 17.22 24.6%
66.72 72.52 62.3%

PR
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Cot.nt for cone on-Mathematics Science Ma ors GM1S

Tbs samples surveyed would apparently include few advanced vome4Fic

topic, in the curriculum for the college-bound student who will not be a

science or mathematics major.. Only two items received moderately strong

Support:

283. Coordinate (analytic) geometry (77.62)

282. Straightedge and compass,constructions (77.7%)
0

Minimal support was given to four additional topics:

287. A variety of proof formats (58.12)

293. Solid geometry (57.82)

-284. Symbolic logic an& work.with truth tables (51.4%)

281. Locus theorems (49.9%).

Support for two topics was equivocal:

285. Vectors (supported by 44.02, opposed by 36.3%)

292. .Geometry of the sphere (supported by 39.92 opposed bY34.1%)

For the remaining seven items those favoring non-inclusion outnumbered'

those favoring inclusion:

286. Transformational geometry (supOorted by 29.9%, opposed by 4 8%)

288. Non-Euclidean geometry (suppcirted by 29.5%, opposed by 47.1

295. Study of axiomatic structures (supported by 29.71, oppose 113-r

-41.3%)

294. -Network theory (supported-by 2421%, opposed-by-4344Z)

290. Finite geometries (supported by 23.4, opposed by 49.2%)

291. Projective geometry (supported by ;1.0Z, opposed by 53.2%)

289. Transformdtions by siatrices (suppiirted by 20.020 opposed by

58.3%)



Content for. college-bound-non-nithematica/science Worst

Total

GM283 4.010

77.6%
10.92

GM282 0.959

77:7%
12.2%

GM287 0.432

58.1%
24.9%

GM293 0.405

57.82
22.1%

GM281 , 0.297

49.92
24.5%

G1284 0.286

51.4%
28.6%

GM285 j).115

44.0%
36.3%

GM292 0.010

39.9%
34.12

MT JC MA Si TB PR

0.821 0.882 0.950 1.071 1.314

70.6% 76.5% 77.52 ' 80.42 85.7%

13.72 11.72 17.5% 10.72 2.92

.1.011 0.7,5 0.825 1.071 0.971

82.1% 70.i2 72.5% 82.12 74.3%

12.6% 17.62 20.02 8.92 7.12

0.309 0.471 0.175 .0.571 0.614

55.32 55.82 45.0% 66.02 64..2%

28.7% 23.5% 30.02 25.02 17.2%

0.337 0,382 0.200 0.636 0.443

55.8% 53.0% 50.02 72.72 55.7%

28.52 23.52 27.5% 14.6% 15.7%

0.191 0.382 0.375 0.327 0.329

46.82 47.12 55.0% 52.7% 50.02

28.72 20.6% 20.0% 23.72 24.3%

0.351 0.059 0.450 0.125 0.343

52.1% 44.1% 60.0% 42.9% 55.7%

24.5% 41.2% 22.5% 32.22 28.52

-0.105 0.118 0.475 0.107 0.214

33.72 35.3% 65.0% 48.22 47.2%

47.42 29.42 3010% 35.7% 28.62

-0.074 0.059 0.100 0.000 0.058

41.12 41.1% 45.02 38.22 36.22

40.0% 32.4% 32.5% 36.4% 26.1%

SB
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Content for nollege-bound non-mathematics/science majors (continued)

GM294 -0.340

24.1%
43.5%

GH290. -0.386

23.1%
49.2%

GH291 -0.498

21.0%
53.2%

GH289 -0.576

20.0%
58.3%.

114

Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PR SB

,011286 -0.184 4.457 -0.529 -0.475 0.161 0.243c

. 29.9% 18.1% 14.7% 17.5% 50.0% 44.3%

42.8% 51.02 55.9% 52.5%. 32.1% 28.52

GM295 -0.274 -0.235 -0.100 0.036 -0338

29.7% 27.42 23.5% 30.0% 41.02 26.52

41.32 40.0% 44.22 37.5% 35.7% 48.52

GK288 -0.278 -0.558 -0.441 -0.225 -0.054 -0.029

29.8% 20.0% 23.5% 32:5% 39.2% 37.2%

47.1% 61.1% 58.92 40.0% 35.7% 35.8%

-0.674 -0.176 -0.325 -0.200 -0.086

13.7% 20.62 30.0% 29.1% 32.9%

56.9% 29.4% 45.0% 41.8% 32.9%

-0:611 -0.353 -0.650 -0.107 -0.171

15.8% 20.52 12.5% 35.8% 30.0%

58.9% 47.1% 62.5% 41.12 35.72

-0.653 -0.412 -0.550 -0.143 :0.586

17.9% 20.5% 22.52 26.82 20.02

60.0% 50.0% 52.5% 39.3% -57.12

-0.737 -0.647 -0.575 -0.321 -0.529

14.7% 23.5% 17.5% 26.8% 21.4%

63.2% 64.7% 57.5% 51.82 54.3%



Resonrces (G(3)

It is encouraging that the samples at all levels expressed a prefer-

.- ence for a resource-rich environment for teaching geometry.- Support was

strongest for "three items:

311. Resource books with applications of geometry to real problems.
(91.12)

08. Short films or videotapes shiming basiegeometric concepts .

(82.32)

309. Masters okworksheets and activities (81.42)

But with levels of support above 692 were six oilier items:

310. Individual study materials (77.82)

313. Large-scale demonstration models and devices (77.82)

315. Manipulative materials and laboratory experiments (74.22)

307. A kit of measuring tools for every student (73:02)

314. 35 = slides of basic geometric figures (69.42)

306. Computer generated and animated graphics (69.32)

The final item was essentially rejected:

312. Drafting tables and equipment (supported by 33.22, opposed
by 42.92)

.ar



Resources

'fatal AT MT SP Pa SB

GM311, 1.427 1.494 1.389 1.500 1.325

91.1% 62 90.5% .97.0% 92.5%
3.22 5.12 3.2% 0.0% 2.5%

GM309 1.113 1.443 -1.095 0.941 0.641

81.4% 88.62 82.1% 85.32 61.5%
8.5% 6.4% 6.4% _8.8g 17.92

'G4308 1.032 1.241 0.874 .0.971 1.050

82.32 88.62 75.8% 82.3% 85.02
8.8% 7.6% 11.62 8.82 5.0%

Glf315 0.968 1.291 0.863 0.824 .0.700

74.2% 82.3% 71.6% 76.52 62.52
8.9% 6.32 7.42 17.7% 10.0%

GM.310 0.956 1.114 0.842 1.000 0.875

-77.8% 78.5% 74.7% 88.2% 75.02
7.22 6.32 9.5% 8.8% 2.5%

GM313 0.923 1465 0,895 0.882 0.550

77.8% 84.82 75.8% 82.3% 65.0%
10.9% 7.62 10.62 8.8% 20.02

GM307 0.903 1.114 0.642 1.059 0.975

73.0% 77.2% 63.22 79.42 82.52
16.92 12.7% 24..2% 11.72 ,12.5%

GM306 0.790 0.468 0.916 0.853 1.075

69.3% 54.42 75.8% 73.62 80.02
12.9% 20.2% 8.52 11.7% 10.02

237.
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Methods (Q(4)

It is perhaps surprising that only one item on teaching stmtegies

for geometry received strong suppbrt:

318. Student worksheets ... for drill and practice ... at tAe
conclusion of each lessbn (83.22)

Support was_moderately strong for three,pther items:

4196 Basic geometric ideas are
investigations. (75.1%)

325. Long-term projects .-.. to
teams of students (65.62).

323. Simulations ... of real-world situations (60.02)

Minimal support was given to three items:

Introduced through laboratory

be assigned to individuals or to

316. Activities ... that would require students to.go outside the
classroom to measure things (58.62)

324. Detailed notes ... to guide the teacher-in oral presentation-
05.42)

320. .. use of a mastery learning or an individually paced model

(54.22)

In each case, the AT sample was much more supportive than were other sem-

ples. This sample was-also more supportive pf items 322 and 321, but even

this more positive reaction did not suhstantially,affect the poor accept-

ance of them by other samples.

322.' ... small discussion groups' (48..02)

321. More than 50% of instructional timg_is devoted to ... individual
study materials to develop and extend geometric ideas (42.12) -

Materials written with the expectation that students w_ould- read

formal presentatidns before-class discussion (item 317) were aciepted
4

hy only 25.32 and were opposed by 52.72.

239



Methods

GM,318 1.100 1.145 1.170 1.088 0.788

83.22 85.62 87.02 82.4% 66.72

5.22 7.22 5.02 0.02 6.02

GM319 0.944 1.195 0.870 0.706 0.788

75.12 82.92 73.02 64.7% 72.82

9.62 7.32 12.02 8.8% 9.12

.0.624 0.747 0.750 0476 0.394

65.62 67.5% 75.02 41.2% 57.5%

14.82 14.4% 12.0% 23.52 15.22

021325

GM316 0.566; 0.915 0.460 0.471 0.121

58.6: .70.-82 57.02 50.02; 42.5%

21.72 18.32 22.0% 14.72 36.42

Gli324 0.514 0.768 0.540 0.353 -0.030

55.42 72.0% 52.0% 41.2% 39.42

'16.82 14.7% 15.0% 11.8% 33.4%

GM323. 0.508 0.759 0.410 0.324 0.364

60.02 72.3% 57.02 44.22 54.52

19.6% 14.4% 24.02 17.7% 21.2%

GM320 0.506 0.765 0.440 0.412 0.156

54.22 64.2% 52.02 50.0% 40.72

17.82 16.12 19.0% 114.Z 25.1%

GM.322 0.264 0.506 0.230 0.147 -0.121

48.02 57.9% 49.02

24.4% 18.1% 28.0%

38.32 30.32
23.5%

2 4



Methods (continued)

Total AT MT JO MA SP PR' $B

.04321 0.185 0.415 0.160 0.029 -0.152

42.12 51.32 43.0% 29.42 30.32
31.3% 29.2% 30.0% 29.42 42.5%

01317 70.349 -0.614 -0.220 - 0.091 -0.333

25.32 20.52 27.0% 30.32 27.32
52.7% 63.9% 46.02 36.4% 60.62



Who/Time IONS)

This cluster.asked samples tp consider the placement of geometric

topics in the curriculum. 'Only:two items were given moderately strong

"7
suppert:

327: Afull-year course in applied geometry.... ihould be avail-.
able as a high school elective coursi (71.42)

SIP

334. Intuitive geometric concepts are at least as important in_
grade 1 as number concepts. (65.82)

Support from the HA sample for item 327 and from the AT sample for item

334 was minimal, however.-

Support from most samples was equivocal for three itils:

330. Geometry modules ... that could be.inserted in present mathe-
"macs courses or ,combined to form short courses (supported
by 46.42, opposed by 30.6%)

to.

335. More of the mathematics curriculum in grades 7.and 8 should
be devoted to geometry. (supported by 43.22, opposed by 28.12)

332. A second-year of advanced geometry should .be offered.(supported
by 38.0%, opposed by 40.32)

Lay samples were also given item 335 (as item 756); they accepted it at

a lower level than MOS; samples, although close to the reaction of the

ATand HT samples (supported by 23.02, opposed by 43.82).

Opposition was 4reater to the remaining.items:

326. A full-year course in geometry. should be delayed until stu-
dents have taken two yearsof.algebra. (supported by 28.62,

opposed by 52.92)

329. Separate courses in geometry should be abolished and the
content integrated ... (supported by 23.6%, opposed 13( 62.72)

.333. ..MUch of the mathematics taught in grade 4 should be geometry ...
(supported by 11.82, opposed by 56.32)

331.. The geometric topics presently taught in:elementary schools'
fprsi an pdequate minimum knowledge ... for high school gradua-
tiOn. (supported by 15.1%opposed by 75.42)

2 4
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328. No geometric topics should be taught before seventh giado.
(supported hy 5.62, opPosed by 91.34

The lay samples wers.given item 329 (As item 772); their reactions were

. very similar (supported by 21.8%, opposed by 62.02)..

'Thus, the samples appeared.to support the 'teaching of geometry-in

04 elementary school, but did not agree'with a, "pause in the foeus on.

arithmetic in)order to emphasize geometry in grade 4. Essentially, sae-

pits supported the eurrent status of geometry in both elementary:and see-.

ondary schools.



Mho/Tina .

ON334

GN330

GN335

756

01332

GN326

01329

Total AT MT JC MA. SP

0.802 '1..107 0.860 0.763 0.303 0.754 0.643

71.4% 78.62 74.7% 76.32 51.52 64.924. 704%
14.92 8.32 11.2% 13.1% 36.3% 19.32 15.72

14671 0.333 0.579 0.895 1.030 0.579 1.000

65.8% 53.6% 61.62 73.7% 7202 64.9% 80.02

21.6% 33.3% 25.22 7.92 9.12 26.32 11.4%

0.144 0.470 -0.206 0.342 -0.121 0.175 0.286

46.4% 57.9% 35.5% 50.0% 39.4% 47.42 .50.0%

30.6% 20.52 44.02 18.42 36.42 31.6% 25.72

0.129 -0.214 -0.168 0.579 0.394 0.123 0.629

43.22 27.4% 30.8% 65.8% 45.52 43.9% 67,12

28.1%. 38.1% 40.2% 10.5% 9.1% 31.6% 12.92

.4.250 -0.201 -0.376

23.0% 24.32 20.42 . 23:82

43.82 42.0% 51.72' 33.3:

-0.018 0.536 -0.084 -0,211 -0.061 -0.193 -0.314

38.0% 57.22 34.6% 29.02 45.4 . 29.8% 28.62

40.3% 19.12 41.1% 47.42 42.52 54.4% 48.62

-0.320 -0.181 -0.168 -0.184 -0.606 -0.544 -0.471

28.6% 30.12 32.72 31.6k 18.2%. .28.1% 24.3%

52.92 45.72 50.4% 47.32 60.62 59.6% 58.52

-0.614 -0.655 -0.776 -0.447 -0.970 -.0.474 -0.357;

23.62 19.02 19.72 26.3% 21.32 29.9% .30.02

62.72 67a8Z64.5Z 52.62 69.7% 61.4%, 57.22
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Cs culators (M)

. t

237

Two uses of the calculator fpr geometric instruction were strongly

-supporpd by all the samples:

, 343. USing trigonpmetry to 'find the length.of a side,of a triangle

(d5.42)

338. 'Finding the Leflgth of the third side of a right triangle using,

the Pythagoreai, theorem (83.42)

Pour usee'received moderately utong support:
.

',-. 0\

J

341. Finding the circu,!erence of a circle, given the distance'(72.22)

342. Calculating the vo ume of a cone, when the diameter of the base

is 6 cm and the hei ht is 10 cm (68.02).

344 Calculating the coor4inates of the new vertices of a triangle

after a.given transfdrmation (63.92) i

\
i

.

337. Computing the area of A trapezoid,(65.2%)11,
!

.

TWD itIms 4ere given minimal support:

340., Doing geometry homework (54.72)

345. -Taking a geometry test (51.92)

The final two items were opposed by all samples:

339. Finding the measure of the complement or supplement of a 576.

angle (supported by 32.12,.opposed by 60.72)

336. Finding,the midpoint of a line, if the coordinaLes of the .

endpoints are (2,3) and (7,1) (supported by 27,92, opposed.

by 60.82)

^

The high degree of agreement across Samples on almoSt all of these items

is noteworthy.

2'16

.ta



_

Calculators.

Total AT' JC MA SP' TE PR SE

V.`

.421343 1.354 1.148 1.333 1.600

85.4% 8E62% 85.22 92.5%

7.9% 7,4% 11.2% 0.0%

mins 1.233 1.213 1.167 1.385

83.42 81.32 83.3% 87.1Z

10.5% 41 7.5% 12.92 7.72

GM341 -0.891 0.900 0.815 1.060

72.2% 70.1% 72.2% 79.5%
1

19.5% 18.8% 21.3% 15.4%

GM342 0.780 0.840 0.676 0.950

68.0% 66.6% 67.6% 75.0%

24.22 19.7% 27.7% 20.0%

GM344 0.692 0,734 0.546 0.825

63.9%. 60.72 62.1% 65.0%

18.82 13.92- 24.12 15.0%

GM337 0.648 0.800 0.500. 0.775

65.2% 67.6% 62.0% 70.0%

27.42 . 22.62 33.3% 20.0%

01340 0.371 0.346 0.213 0.590

54.7% 34.3% 51.9% 56.4%

.29.6% 27.1% 37.0% 23.1%

01345 0.213 0.073 0.037 0.675

-519% 46.3% 46.7% 67.5%

'35.% 37.8%- 42.0% 22.5%

1.590

89.8%
7.7% .

1.308

84.6% ;

12.8%

0.974.

69.2%
20.52

, 0.769

64.1%
28.22

0.872

74.4%
18.0%

0.615

.64.1%
28.2%

0.641

61.5%
20.6%

0.513

61.5%
28.2%

2



Calculators Icontinued)

Total

CM339 -0.449
32.12
60.7%

CM336- -0.475

27.92
60.82

AT MT

-t

JC MA SP TE PR SS

-0.125 -0.636 -0.410 -0.641

38.8% 30.82 30.7% 23.12
47.62 68.2% '64.1% 64.1%

-0.190 -4).593 -0.462 -0.744

30.4% 27.7% 28.2% 23.12
45.6% 66.72 64.1% 71.8%
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Sutanarzi_ometry

Four goals for geometry received strong supiort (over 802): to develop

logical thinking abilities, to develop spatial intuitions, to acquire

the knowledge for further study, and to learn to read and interpzet

matilematical arguments.

0 Job and consumer skills were not ranked as high for geometry as for

same other strands.

Four geometric topics were strongly supported for inclusion in the el-

ementary school curriculum: properties of triangles and rectangles,

parallel'and perpendicular lines geometry of symmetry, and similar

figures.

Opposition was strong to the use of "logical reasoning principles in-

cluding axioms and proofs" in the elementary school curriculgm.

Strong support was given to including three geometric topics in the sec-

. ondaFy school curriculum for all students: properties of triantles and

rectangles, properties of .circles, and similar figures.

For college-bound students not majoring in mathetatics or science, only

two geometric topics were given Moderately strong support (772 for each):

coordinate geometry and straightedge and compass-constructions.

Support was above 692 for all except o e resource for teaciing geometry.

Strongly accepted (by above 80%) vrere res urce books of applications,

masters of worksheets and activities, and sh it films or videotapes

showing basic geometric concepts.

Only one teaching strategy for-geometry received str support (by

832): student worksheets for drill and practice be us at the con-

clusion of each lesson.

219



The avallabiliiy as an elective of a full-year course in applied

geoiletry and that intuitive geometric concepts are at least as impor-

-tent in grade 1 as number concepti. were each accepted at a moderately

strong level (712 and 65%, respectively).

e There was strong opposition (aver 60% did not'support the item) to

three items: (1) abolishing.separate courses in geometry in favor of

integrating geometric content in other courses; (2) considering die

geometric topics presently taught in elementary schools to,.providli.

adequate minimum knowledge for high school graduation; and (3) not

teaching geometric topics until grade 7.

* Use of the calculator for two problems with triangles were the only

items giVen strong support.

4.
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Probability and Statistics

Goals (P52)

Ten items provided evidence on the importance of goals for probe-

,
bility and statistics. Five goals were strongly:aupported:

372. To enable students to read and:think critically about graphs

and other data 41 other subjects such as science or,:social

science (94.82)-

371. To help consumers deal with statistical, information (91.62)

376. To demonstrate 'hOw to organize, summa#te, and present data

. 0
in easily interpretable forms (85.62),

1

4

373. To give experience.in dealing with estimation and approximation

(82.72)

374. To apply mathematics to other disciplines (83.72)

With moderately strong support was one item:

379. To teach ski:lls necessary for further study (72.0%)

Four other items,had only minimal supiort:

377. To provide practice in such basic mathematical topics as sets,

.
ratio, and graphing (57.7%)

378.. To teach skills necessary for employment (57,2%).

375. TO understand the use and power,of computers.(54.52)

380. To provide practice in basic computational skills (50.32)

The AT sample gave this last item far more support (71.22), while the S

And T2 samples each gave it very weak support (slightly over 30%).
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GOals (continued

Total AT MT SC MA SP TE PR

'P8375

PS380,

0.531

54.52
14.72

0.440

50.3%
19.3%

0.476

56.1%
.15.9%

1.012

73.22
10.92

0.707

62.62
11.12

0.531

54.1%
17.3%

0.500

52.9%
14.7%

0.324

50.02
23.52

0.455

51.5%
21.32

0.333

51.5%
21.32

0.567

51.72
15.02

0.033

30.0%
23.32

0.344

44.32
14.7%

0449

32.82
26.32

2 5 :3
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Content for'Elementary Sctiool Students cPSl )

Ton items were in the cluste; of topics,in probtbility and statistics

which night be included An theelementary schpol curriculum. s TWo items

were strongly'supported:

346. Collection and organization of d a (e.g., graphs.tables)

(94.32)

348.. Reading and interpreting statistical infuriation (85.82)-

Four items were given moderately strong supPort:

347. lotedicting outcomes (76.12) .

\'

t" 355. Decision-taking (e.g., for voting or cassumer situations)
,

(68.42)
,

349. Measures of central tendency (e.g., meai, median:mode) (66.82).

.351. Calculating the probability-of an event occurring,(63.62)

There was essentially very little support for cour /tents, with,opposi-
-,.,

tion particularly Strong for the final item:
\,

353. Testing of conjectures:and hypotheses (suPported by-43.5Z, cp-

posed by-.174 v

,350. Measures of spread (e.g., range,'cidartiles etc.) (supported by.

35.42, opposed by '33.72)

352.. Cotbinations, and permutations (supported by\31.62 opposed by

43.52)
\

354. Calculating probabilities of compound and cOnditional events

(supported by 15.6%, opposed by 60.92)

\

\

\

\

1

\

.. \

.

, ..

,
\

254



Content for elementary school stndents

Total

PS346 1.686.

94.3%
2.2%-

,PS348. 1.Z79:

. 85.8%
7.1%

P5347 1.009

76.1%
11.12

P5355 0.813
,

14.22

PS349 0.748

66-.8%

14.62,

P5351 0.573

63.6%

18.22

PS350 0.053
.,

34.42
. 33.7%

P8353 0.040

43.5%
39.1%

AT JC MA SP 7S PR

1.596 1.772 1.743

93.9% 96.5% 92.8%

4.0; 1.8% 4. 0.02

1.061 1.386 1.500

76.8% 91.2% 94.32

11.1% 5.3% 2.9%

1.020 0.860 1.114

75.7% , 72.0% 10.02

16.1% 10.5% 4.3%

1.061 0.929 0.371

75.7% 78.52 50.0%

7.02 12.5% 25.7%,

0.525 0.754 1.057

53.5% . 70.2% 82.9%

17.2% , 19.3% /.2%.-

0.444 0.411 0.886-

59.6% 55.3% 75.8%

24.32. 19.72 8.5%
,

-0.121 -0.140 0.457

27.3% 35.1% 47.1%

39.42 42.12 18.6%

0.232 -0.141 -0.086

52 6% 33.9% 38.6Z
35.4% , 41.1% 42.9%

SE



Content-for elemantiry school students (continued)

P$352

i1354

:Total AT IC SP TE Pa

-0.196 % )-0.101 -0.554 -0.043

31.6% 34.4% 16.1% 40.0%

43.5% 39.4% 57.2% 38.52

70.707 -0.586 -1.000 -0.643

15.6% 17.1% 8.9% 18.6%

60.9% 55.5% 71.4%, 60.0%

25'



,Cantent for Secondary School Students TS19

Thecompont cluster'of topic* in probability and statistics which

could be included in the secondary school mathematics curriculum was

constructed around a unique stem. Instead of asking for agreement.or

-disagreement with the inclusion of t possible topit respondents were

isked to identify themost inclusive group for who6 they felt instruction

on the topic was appropriate. Choices ware:

a. Noncollege-bound secon dary school students
b. College-boUnd secondary school sp.:dents,
c. All secondary school students
d. Not appropriate for secondary school students
e.. Undecided

Of the fifteen topics suggested, the M11,;.1C, MA, SP and TE samples strongly

endorsed one (item 369) and gave moderately strong support to three others
. .

.

,

as suitable for all seccindary students:

'369. Collection and organization of data
(85.0%)

Measures of central tendency (e.g.,359.

364.

365.

(e..g., graphs tables)
'1

mean, median, mode) 8.62)

Reading and interpreting statistical information (73.72)

Decision-making (e.g. , for voting or consumer,situations (71.4%)

Four other topics were given moderate support as most appropriate

for college-bound students:

358. Curve fitting and prediction (71.02)
4.

356. Probability distributions (e.g., normal; binomil) (70.82)

367. Combinations and permutations (69.62)

370. Calculating probabilities of compound and conditional events
(65.5%)

The reactions of the:samples were more divided'between choices on

the remaining seven topics. For one topic (item 263), there was minimal

support for inclusion oil* for college-bound students, with no other choice

e

25 y
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c1early selected. Tbiti4ppitiliriateness of four topics (items 357, 360,

364 366) for all students or only for college-bound was no; clear. ior

the remaining two items (363, 368), opinions were divided between tibe ap-

propriateness for the-college-bound or for no students.
I,-

362. Correlation (56.42 for college-bound.students)

357.-- Fredictini outcomes (58.42 for all students, 29.52 for college-,
'bound stuents)

360. Ranking procedures (49.22 for all students, 15.62 for college-
boumd st,nts)

361. Calculating the probability of an event occurring (56.62 for
all students, 36.52 for college-bound students)

366. Measures of spread (e.g., range,-quartiles) (36.8% for all
PA"

students, 43.1.2 for college-bound students)

363. Statistical testing of hypotheses (54.7% for college-bound
students, 28.92 for no students)

368. _Experimental design (39.2% for college-bound students, 35.7%
for no,students)

2 5 S



Content for secondary ichool dtudents

.IC

t,

SPTotal

PS356
college-bound 70.8% 68.5% 81.1% 62.5%- 74.0% 69.42

'*all students 16.8% .18.0% 8.1% 18.8% 17.82 17.72

no students 6.3% 7.2% 542- 12.5% 2.7% 6.5;

PS357
college-bound 29.5% 29.7% 51.4% 29.0% 26.0% 20.6%
all 'students 58.4% 59.5% 35.1% 51.6% 67.1% 63.5%
no students

a
2.2% 2.7% 2.7% 3.2% 1.4% 1.6%

PS358
college-bound 71.0% 73.9% 59.5% 46.9% 80.8%- 73.4%
all students 7.9% 7.2% 10.8% 2.5.0% 5.5% 1.6%
no students 11.4% 8.1% 21.6% 12.5% 5.5% 17.2%

IPS359
college-bound 16.4% 25.9% 5.4%, 6.3% 15.1% 12.5%

. all students 78.6% 68.8% 83.8% 90.6% 82.2% 82.-8%

no students 0.9% 0.9% 5.4% 0.0% . . 0.0% 0.0%

-RS360
college-bound 25.6% 35.1% 32.4% 15.6% 20.5% 15.6%
all students 49.2% 47.7% 45.9% 46.9% 53.4%
no students 6.3% 3.6% 10.8% 9.4% 2.7% 10.9%

PS361
college-bound 36.5% 41.1% 54.1% 26.0% 31.3%
all students A6.62 35.1%

34.4%
56.3% 68.52 67.2%

no students 0.9%
.50.0%

LS% 2.7% 0.0% 0.0% 002.

PS362
college-bound 56.4% 60.2% 56.82 50.0% 65.8% 42.22
all students 11.9% 9.7% 8.1% ' 12.5% 6.8% r 23.4%-
no students 17.92 11.5% 16.2% 25.02 19.22 '25.0%

259
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Content for secondary sch'ool students (continued)

pt161.

Total

college-bound
all students
-no students

PS364

-54.7%
6.3%

28.9%

college-bound 18.8%

all students 73.7%

no students 1.9%

PS365
college -bound 11.6%

all students 71.4%

no students . 3.8%

PS366
college-bound 43.1%

all students 36.8%

no students 10.4%

PS367
college-bound 69.6%
all students 21.3%

no Students 4.5%

PS368
college-bound 39.2%

all student4 9.1%

no 'Students 35.7%

PS36r
,FO11ege -bound 10.6%

students 85.0%

no students ,00%

5.3%
19.5%

27.42
62.8%.,

3.52

13.4%
73.2%
2.7%

49.6%
26.5%
12.4%

66.4%
17.7%
3.52

40.7%
10.6%
23.9%

16.8%
79.6%

Sc SP

61.12
0.0%
30.6%

34.4%
15.6%
43.8%

63.0%
5.5%
23.32

'39.1%
7.82
43.82

16.7% 6.32 21.6% 7.8%

77.82 84.42 73.02 85.9%

0.0% 3.1% 0.0% 1.6%

Ok

16.7% .12.5% 6.82 10.9%

66.72 642.52 77.02 68.8%

5.6% 3.1% 1.42 7.821
P

38.92 31.32 52.12 29.72

41.71. 46.9% 27.42 57.8%

, 5.6% 9.4% 9.62 10.9%.
. _

70.3% 59.4% 79.5% 68.8%

21.62 37.5% 12.32 29.7%

2.7% 3.1% 1.4% 1.6%.

48.6% 25.0% 46.6% 29.7X

0.02 4.3% 12.3% 9.42

37.8% 53.12 30.1% 53. 12.
4 e

n

10.8% 0.0%, 5.4% 10.92

86.5%. 0.82 89.22 84.4%

2k3f)



Content for secondary school students (continued)

Total MT IC SP TE

PS370
college-bound 65.5% 67.32. ,54.1% 68.8% . 71.2% 60.9%
all students 7.5% 7.11 2.7% 6.3% 5.52 14.12
no students 16.3% 14:22 35.12 15.6% 11.0% '. 15.6%

a.



Resources (P53)

Eleven 'of the fifteen suggested resources/for teaching probability

and statistics were supported by otTr 752 of the combined Samplf:s;

388. Resource books with applications and problems ....(?0.8%),

381. A syllabus that suggests ...- topics and methods for each

grade level togeiher wtth specific times when they should

be introduced (67.82)

382. A series of short films or videotapes that can be used to
Totivate and introduce specific ..._ccmcepts (87.0.2)

387. Masters of worksheets iand activities ...(86.3i)

-

253

A
383. Ta-service materials to teach teachers the Content ..., (84.82)

394. ;..klets of experimes and related laboratory equipment (20.0%)

384. ... textbooks that emphasize projects and activities (79.3%)

389. /ndividual study materials for students (79.3%)

392. !Coordinated curriculum materials ... (77.4%)

390. Desriptions of teaching methods ... (76.6%)

386. Probability and s atistics materials foruse with small

computers (76.0%

Two iems were given o y minimal support, an4 a third even'less support:

393. A test item bank pith test items coordinated to behavioral

Objectives ... (5 .2%)

395. putlines of outstading presentations ... (56.02)

391. Standardized tests n probability and statistics which allow
ear comparison with students from other schools (48.2%)

The final resource was opp sed by all samples:

385. Andiotapes of lecture by eminent statisticians (supported by
26.0Z, opposed by 49.7

\

As one Studies the data for t ese items, differences in the .reactions

of the vario s samples become apparsnt; for instance:,

(1) Tbe MA sample perceived sort films or videotapes (item 382),

;



in-service materials (item 384), descriptions of suitable

methods for teaching (gem 390),, and coordinated curriculum

materials (item 392), as less valuable resources than

other samples..

(2) The JC sample pezceived the role of experiments supported

by appropriate equipment (item 394) and test item banks

(item 393) as more important than other samples, and were

lass accepting of masters of worksheets and activities (item 387).

(3) The AM sample seemed less enthralled by the prospect of using

a small computer (item 386) than the other samples.



Resources

Total AT

PS381 1.274 1.361,

87.8% 87.62\
5.22 6.2%

P8388 1.285 1.134

90.82 86.62
2.9% 6.22

PS34; 1.185 1.186

87.0% 87.6%
6.32 6.22

PS387 1.181 1.258

86.32 91.8%
4.8% 5.2%

P$383 1.167 1.206

84.82 88.7%
9.22 8.3%

P8384 1.052 0.907

79.32 73.2%
7.4% 11.3%

P8389 1.044 0.990

79.3% 76.32
5.9% 9.3%

PS390 0.981 1.010

76.6% 76.3%
7.0% 5.22

MT MA

1.319 1.059 1.038

90.22 82.4% 84.62
2.7% 8.82 7.72

1.389 1.294 1.385'

93.8% 91.2% 92.4%
0.92 2.92 0.0%

1:248 1.235 0.846

90.3% 85.3% 73.1%
5.4% 0.0% 19.2%

1.257 0.853 1.000

86.7% 73.52 80.8%
4.5% 5.9% 3.82

1.150 1.176 1.077

84.0% 85.3% 73.1%
9.7% 8.82 11.5%

1.195 1.118 0.885

82.3% 88.3% 76.9%

4.42 2.9% 11.5%

1.106 0.912 1.154

83.2% 79.42 73.1%
3.5% 2.92 7.72

180 0.765 0.731

83.2% 70.6% 57.72
4.52 11.72 19.2%

SP
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Asources (continued)
A

a

Total AT MT JC Mik SP TE PR

1392 0.922 0.959 1.009 0.765 0.615

77.4% 80.42 81.42 70.62 57.7%
9.2% 8.32 9.7% 8.82 11.52

1394 0.904 0.804 0.920 1.088 0.962

80;0% 75.3% 79.6% 91.1% 84.6%
8.5% 11.4% 9.72 0.0% 3.82

P8386 6.844 0.526 0.973 1.176 1.038

76.0% 62.9% 80.5% 91.2% 84.6%
10.72 18.62 8.02 2.9% 3.8%

P8393 0.398 0.196 0.545 0.765 .0.038

54.22 46.4% 58.9% 73.5% 38.52
23.4% 28.9% 20.6% 8.8% 34.6%

PS39.5 0.404 0.175 0.513 0.529 0.615

56.0% 48.5% 61.1% 58.82 57.7%
23.32 3,4.0% 17.7% 17.6% 15.4%

P8391 0.222 -0..258 0.504 0.382 0.577

48.2% 28.9% 59.3% 58.8% 57.7%
31.52 47.42 23.92 23.5% 15.4%

/'
P8385 -0.359 -.0.670 -0.159 -0.206 -0.269

26.0% 16.5% 33.6% 26.4% 26.9%
49.7% 67.0% 39.8% 38.32 42.3%

SB
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This* suggested strategies for teaching probability and statistics

were strongly supported. They were:

398. Materials include many examples of real-world data .... (94.32)

397. 'Students perform experiments with dice and cards and study
games of chance. (86.2%)

403. Problems that arise'in the social or'natural sciences are used
to extract and develop ... concepts. (84.32)

Three other items were given almost as much support, and one was given
-

even more moderate support:

401. Cases where statistics were misinterpreted or misused are
studied. (78.1%)

404. Projects are suggested that are designed to be assigned to
individuals or to teams of students.' (78.02)

396. Students are required to analyze data that they have gathered
- outside the classroom. (75.82)

402. Detailed notes are provided to guide the teacher.in oral
presentations ... (62.5%)

_---
Minimal support was given to two items:

405. Specific objectives, criterion-referenced testing, and other
materials are included to encourage use of a mastery learning
or imdividually paced model. (51.32)

399. Students are provided with readytmade data bases from previously
completed experiments. (53.1%)'

And all samples opposed the final statement:

400. Students are expected to read formal presentations of basic ...
ideas before classroom activities are devoted to these ideas.
(supported by 17.2%, opposed by 58.4%)



Mathocla

Total AT la JO

PS398 1.506

94.32
2.3%

PS397 1.210

86.2%
4.6%

P5403 1.115

84.3%
3.8%

P5401 1.008

78.1%
10.7%

P5404 0.965

78.0%
8.5%

pS396 0.954

75.8%
12.6%

P5402, 0.680

62.5%
12.3%

P5405 0.414

51.32
18.0%

1.566

97.0%
2.07

1.190

87.0%
6.0%

0.960

78.7%
7.1%

0.657

63.6%
18.2%

1.030

82.82
10.1%

1.061

79.8%
11.12

0.724

66.3%
11.2%

0.616

59.6%
16.1%

SP TE PR SB PT

1.482

93.7%
1.82

1.209

86.4:

1.429

89.2%
3.6%

1.250

89.3%

1.458

91.7%
4.22

1.250

79.2%
4.5% 0.0% 4.2%

r.

1.209 1.000 1.458

89.1% 78.6% 11.7%
0.9% 7.1% 0.0%

1.136 .1.4t 1.333

86.4% 92.9% 83.4%
8.12 0.0% 4.2%

0.991 0.929 0.625

78.9% 78.5% 54.2%

6.5% 7.1% 12.5%

0.855 1.036 0.875 0

72.72 75.0% 75.0%

16.3% 3.6% 12.5%

0.809 0.179 0.478

69.1% 32.1% 52.1%

9.1% 17.8% 26.1%

0.409 0.143 -0.083

53.6% 39.3% 20.92

17.3% 21.4% 25.0%



Monads (continued)

Total MT .1C

1%399', 0.363 .4.120

33.12 45.02
, 21,7% '33.0%

PS400 -0.576 -0.990

17.22 7.0%

58.4% 76.02

SP PR SB

0.464. 0.357 0.917

55.52 50.02 79.22
14.52 17.92 12.5%

-0.373 -0.321 -0.083

23.62 17e82 29.12

50J2 42;9% , 37.5%



WhoPrime (PS5)

Three items about when and to whom to .teach probability and statistics

were given moderately strong support:

408. A course in probability and statistics lasting at least one

semester should be offered as a high school elective for

students who have successfully compleAted one year. of algebra.

(76.92)
N.

407. Ideas fram probability and statistics should be included_in

every mathematics textbook from grades 1-8. (69.82)

410. Probability and statistics should be offered as part of the
general mathematics or consumer.mathematics course. (65.32)

Two other items were given minimal support:

412. Probability and statistics should be offered as a senior-level
advanced course for high ability mathematics and science stu-
dents. (57.2%)

413. Probability and statistics should be offered
interdisciplinary course. (52.2%)

The remaining items were not supported by far mare tban supported

them:

406. probability and statistics should be a required course for

all ninth graders. (supported by 17.12, opposed by'66.5%)

as part of an

409. Probability and statistics should only be considered as en-
richment topics for mathematics. (supported by 21.02, opposed

by 69.12)

411. Probability and statistics should replace most of the tradi-
tional work with fractions in grades 6, 7, and S. (supported-

4 by 10.12, opposed by 77.7%)

The lay samples were given a version of item. 409 focusing only on statis-

tics (aa4item 753); their responss were most like those of the AT sample.

Ths SB and PT samples, in particular were more accepting of this item

than, most.other samples, althougll at a very weak level-

Finally the possibility that the professional samples might support

probability or statistics but not both was assessed by two items:

2T4



414. Statistics belongs in the curriculum but probability does

um. (supported by 4.72, opposed b 86.02)

415. Probability belongs in the curriculum but statistics does

mot. (supported by 3.4, oppos0 by 88.92)

Note that both items were very strongly opposed at the 'same level. .

I.

4
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WO Tim
( ..._... ... .

.

Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PR S

8408 .1.013 1.021

76.9% 76.92
11.7% 7:4%,

P5407 0.740 0.621

69.8% 67.4%
20.0% 21.02

P5410 0.601 0.351

65..3% .51.5%
18.2% 24.8%

P5412 0.492 0.406

57.22 54.22
25.6% 26.1%

PS413 0.411 0.361

52.2% 49.4%
17:52 22.72

P8406 -0.686 -0.354

17.1% 25.0%

66.52 55.22

P5409 -0.696 -0.156

21.0% 37.5%
69.1%, 52.0%

753 0.141

35.3%
46.6%

0.955 0.974 0.630 0.885 1.410

.73.22 76.3% 59.2% 76.92 91.82

.16.1% 10.5% 22.22 17.3% 1.62

0.500 0.500 0.519 1.288 1.148

62.5% 63.2% 62.9% 88.4% 78.7%

26.8% 23.7% 18.5% 7.6% 14.72

0.459 0.658 0.370 0.962 1.016

62.2% 71.1% 48.1% 78.9% 85.32

8.O% 18.4% 25.9% 13.42 8.22

0.634 0.605 0.778 0.538 0.131

61.62 65.82 '66.6% 55.8% 46.0%

21.5% 15.82 22.0% 23.0% 42.62

0.384 0.474 0.259 0.462 0.525

49.12 55.32 37.0% 59.6% 60.62

17.92 15.8% 14.8% 15 4% 13.12

-0.973 -0.974 -0.963 -0.538 '-10.500

8.02 7.9% 7.4% 27.0% 23.42

. 73.22 81.6% 77.7% 65.4% 58.42

-0.523 -1.026 -0.630 -1.135 -1.311

24.3% 5.2%' 18.5% 13.5% 6.52

61.2% 86.92 74.1% 78.92 88.52

-0.247 , -0.065 0.111

31.62 38.02 44.5%"

52.9% 39.12 37.8%



iso/Tiaa (continued)

441,1

414

PS4 5

Total AT Mt JC mit 'SP TE PR

-1.073
10.1%
77.71

-1.290

-1.010
13.62
76.02

-1.3.56

-1.184 -1.342 -1.407 -0.596
23.0%
63.52

-1.577

-0.689
16.4%
63.92

.-1.541

1.8%
86.62

-1.196

-0.-0%
88.9%

-1.184

7.4Z
89.22

7.1.185

4.7% 6.3% 6.3% 0.02 14.82 0.0% 1.6%
86.02 83.32 81.22 86.92 81.52 96.1% 91.8%

-1.346 -1.175 -1.277 1.368 -1.370 -1.538 -1.557

3.1% 4.1% 3.6% 0.0% 7.42 1.9% 1.62
---88.92- -84.52 84.82 94.72 88.9% 96.12 93.42

SE



Gay five usei of calculators for teaching probability snd statistics

were listed. Of these, three wsre strongly supported:
IP'

420.' Doing bomework in probability and statistics (84.=
¶ 0

419. CalcUlating the probability that several events will occur'

in a certain sequence (84:82)

418. Tiking,a probability and,statistics test (80.02)

The two other items Imre also supported,- but at a lower, level:

416. Calculating the averagetof the numbers 5, 7, 12, 19, and
23 (61.92)

417. Makling agraph from a number sentence or .equation (55.52

It is interesting to conjecture why doing homework and taking a test with

a calculator are considered far more appropriate with probability and

statistics content than with other content.

4.
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Summary: Probability and Statistics .

Five goals for probability and.statistics ware strongly supported (by

aver 802): using data in other subjects, dealing with statistical.in-

formation as consumers, organizing data in easily interpretable forms,

dealing With estimation and approximation, and applying mathematics in
aSt

other disciplines. ,

41Two statistic
,

stopics were strongly supported\for inclusion in the el-
,

ementary school curriculum: the collection and organization of data,

and reading and interpretilg statistical information.

Rejected for inclusion in the elementary school curriculum was calcu-
,--

lating probabillties of compound and conditional events,

Four probability and statistics topics considered appropriate (by

. over NM for all,secondary students were: the collection and organi-

zation of data, measures of central teadency,,readiag and interpreting

statistical information, and decision maiciug,
A

Four probability and statistics topics considered appropriate (by 662-

712) only for college-bound Students were: curve fitting and prediction,

probability distributions, combinations and permutations, and calcu-
V

lating probabilities of compound and conditional events.

* Eleven of 15 resources for probability and statistics,were supported

by over 75%..

Three strategics fow teaching probability and statistics were Strongly

rsupported: materials with real-world,data, experiments, and problems

from the saiences.

e.Reading formal iresentations before doing classroam activities was not

accepted (by 58.4%).

2'75
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°

Offering prability and statistics elective course was supported

,by 772.

Rejected (by over 652) were making probabil ty and statistics a required

course for ninth graders, considering them oly as enrichment.topics,

or using them,to replace work with fractions. n grades 641. There was.

rejection (by over 85%) that either prlbabilit and statistics belongs

in the curriculum but not the .other.

Three uses of calculators for teaching probabilit and statistics were

strongly supported (by over 802\): doing homework, calculating the prob-

Ability that several events will occur in a certain sequence, and taking

a test.

t-+
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Computer Literacy

Goals (CL2)

There was substantial agreement and support across samples on the

rank ordering of goals for computer literacy. Although strongest stipport

was given to the first two goals, support for the remaining three was

moderately strong.

635. To devoelop logcal thgrarIng apilities (80.0%)

632. To prepare for the (future) (81.1%)

634. To understand the capability of the computer to provide access
to large bodies of informa4on (78.9%)

633. To introduce alternative techniques,for solving problems,
proving theorems, etc. (70.4%)

631. To acquire fundamental computer techniques,necessary for vo-
cational training (63.9%)



Goals

Total AT MT JC

CL635 1.084 1.160 1.036 1.000

-80.0% 81.12 77.3% 77.1%
7.4% 7.62 10.02 11.52

CL632 1.082 0.905 1.200 1.25,0

81.1% 75.3% 82.7% 80
4.4% 7.6% 1.8% 5 6%

CL634 0.988 0.972 1.018 1..029

78.9% 77.3% 81.9% 77.1%
5.3% 5.6% 4.5% 5.7%

CL6,33 0.817

70.4%
8.1%

0.733 1.000 0.657

64.8% 78.2% 71.4%
9.52 3.6% 17.1%

CL631 0.672 0.858 0.909

63.9% 71.7% 76.4%
11.5% 8.5% 3.6%

0.667

58.3%
11.1%

MA SP TE PR

0.895 1.123 1.157

76.42 84.2% 82.8%
5.22 7.12 2.9%

1.231 1.123 0.957

89.7% 84.2% 80.02
2.6% 3.5% 4.32

1.026 0.982 0.929

84.6% 79.0% 74.3%
7.7% 8.8% 1.4%

0.487 0.893 0.857

51.3% 75.0% 72.82
7.7% 10.7% 7.1%

0.462 0.404 0.357

61.6... 45.6% 51.4%
20.5% 19.3% 17.2%

SB



Content (CL1)

The total sample and each individual sample supported most strongly

the inclusion of.the following computer literacy topics in the mathematics

curriculum: '
628. The types of mathematical and non-mathematical problems that

can be solved by a computer (91.3%)

619. The roles of computers in society (88.52)
to

618. Writing programs in a simple computer langune such as BASIC

(87.5%)

623. Flow charting (82.0%)

627. Operation of a programmable calculator (82.72)

Moderately strong support was given to the following items:

616. Procedures for accessing or operating a computer system (73.4%)

621. Issues of privacy and security raised by computers (66.3Z)

630. Data processing for business applications (67.22)

620. Methods for debugging or correcting computer programs (60.4%)

On three goals, support was minimal:

629. Computational.programming languages (e.g., FORTRAN, COBOL)

(57.2%)

617. Memory storage and access'systems (58.6%)

625. History of computing devices (56.0%)

No moire than weak support was given to the-final three items:

624. The use of machine language (50.8%)

622. The functioning of microprocessor units (34.2%)

626. Languages for non-computational programs (e.g., Coursewriter,

PLATO) (31.0%)

However, there are indivicitual instgnaes in which at least one sample

ranked each item slight/7 higher than did other samples (e.g.', item 624

;
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is ranked higher by .the AT sample than .by others)..

It iseinteresttag to note that the AT sample diverged most frequently

from the remaining samples (in 5 of the 15 cases), followed by the SP and

then the TE samples. The NT, X, and MA samples, tended to agree in.their

rankings mast closely.

.Some items may'not have been clearly understood by the respondees;

e.g., data processing for business appiicat-ions (item 630) or the use of

machine language (item 624), ranked, sixth and eighth respectively by the

AT sample.

2b0
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-content

Total AT MT JC MA SP TB PR SD

C1.619 1.371 1.7.25 1.319 1.250 1.293 \ 1.596 1.667

88.5% 81.0% 89.12 90.6% 85.3% \96.22 95.02
4.8% 7.2% . 5.82 6.3% 4.8% 0\0% 1.7%

CL628 1.353 1.241 1.398 1.469 1.244 1.464\ 1.443

91.3% 89.3% 91.5% 96.9% 85.3% 96.1% \ 91.8%
1.5% 2.7% 1.7% 0.0% 0.02

,
0.0% , 1.6%

CL618 1.298 1.116 1.294 1.344 . 1.415 1.500 1.367

87.5% 80.4% 84.9% 93.8% 95.1% 92.3% 93.3%
4.8% 9.8% 4.2% 3.12 0.0% 0.0%

CL623 1.132 1.018 1.235 1.062 0.927 1.269 1.200 Ns

82.0% 75.0% 88.2% 81.2% 80.5% 86.5% 80.01
3.8% 3.6% 3.4% 3.1% 9.7% 1.9% 3.3%

CL627 1.113 0.991 1.161 1.062 1.195 1.212 1.131

82.72 75.9% 83.9% 90.6% 85.3% 88.4% 82.0%
5.5% 8.0% 4.2% 9.42 4-.9% 1.9% 4.9%

CL616 0.964 -0.919 1.085 0.812 0.780 1.173 0.833

73.4% 68.4% 79.7% 68.8% 70.8% 84.6% 65.0%
11.6% 9.9% 10.2% 12.5% 19.5% 5.72 16t7%

CL621 0.779. 0.554 0.798 0.656 0.683 1.077 1.033

66.3% 59.8% 64.7% 65.7%._ 65.9% 76.9% 73.3%
13.9% 21.52 11.8% 12.5% 17.1% 5.8% 104%

CL630 0.955 0.731 0.531 0.341 0.635 0,500

67.2% 78.3% 67.3% .62.5% 53.6% 67.3% 58.3%
15.2% 10.8% 12.6% 12.6% 19.5% 17.32 25.0%

2S1



Content (continued

C1.620

C1.629

CL617.

C1.625

C1,624

C1.622

C1.626

0.622 0.500 0.695 0.656

60.4% 54.4% 63.6% 62.5%

18.1% 23.2% 17.0% 6.2%

0.565 0.604 0.630 0.531

57.2% 54.9% 59.7% 62.62

16.8% 15.32 14.3% 12.52

0.561. 0.679 0.559 0.437

58.6% 55.8% 57.72 59.4%

16.1% 13.4% 13.6% 18.82

0.493 0.437 0.487 0.500

56.0% 50.0% 56.3% 56.3%

15.9% 17.0% 17.62 12.5%

0.240 0.911 0.277 -0.063

50.8% 75.02 53.82 43.8%

31.5% 9.8% 30.3% 46.92

0.127 0.161 0.101 -0.156

34.2% 32.1% 32.8% 34.4%

27.0% 23.32 27.7% 43.8%

0.038 0.232 0.034 -0.219

31.0% 35.7% 27.5% 25.0%

27.92 19.7% 26.2% 34.4%

0.610

65.9%
19.5:

0.561

56.1%
19.5%

0.293

48.8%
24.4%

0.827

65.4%
9.62;

0.538

59.6%
17.3%

0.769

69.3%
11.5%

0.517

56.7%
23.3%

0.410

52.5%
24.6%

0.417

.55.0%
23.3%

0.317 0.596 0.633

56.1% 59.6% 6.4%
19.6% 11.5% 13.3%

-0.341 0.038 -0.350

31.7% 32.7% . 31.7%

51.2% 34.6%

-0.268 0.673 0.067

24.4% b52.0% 31.6%

41.5% 5.82 31.72

-0.024 ;0.019 , -0.115

*34.1% 26.92 32.8%

36.6,% 25.0% 39.3%'

/
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Resources (pi..3)

There .was substantial.agreement across samples on the rank ordexing

- of desired resources ior computer literacy:

638. Several smalli personal mini-computers for eanh class (83.0)

637. A terminal connected to a large computer (80.0Z)

.636. Wall-sized demonstration screenacconnected
video output (77.9%)

640. Workbooks with paper-and-pencil algorithms
processes (63.0%)

to computers for

simulating computer

639. 10ipment for batch processing (56.1%)

Support for the first three was obviously greater than for the last two.

Slight differences in the rankings are of some,interest;'note, for

/
example, the preference of-the MT sample:for computei terminals rather

than pexsonal computers, or the low ;.evel Of enthUaiasm by the MA sample

for batch processing equipment.

"'" N'T

29,3



"mources.

Toti1 AT HT JC MA SP

Z1.638_ 1.199 1.113 1.211 1.061 1.576

83.6% 79.2%O 83.5% 81.8% 100.0%
6.0% 10.4% 3.72 6.0% 0.0%

L637 1,146 0.868 1.426 1.091 1.182

80.0% 68.9% 89.82 78.8% 84.92
8.62 14.1% 2.82 6.1% 12.1%

1.636 1.060 0.755 1.294 1.000 1.333

*77.9% 66.0% 85.42 78.7% 91.0%
8.2% 15.1% 4.62 3.0% 3.02

ZL640 0.630 0,698 0.633 0.576 0.455

63.0% 67.0% .61.4% 60.7% 57.5%
.16.7% 15.1% 15.62 154% 27.3%

L639 0.464 0.362 0.743 0.424 -0.091

56.1% 51.4% 66.1% 51.5% 42.52
20.72 21.92 12.92 21.22 42.4%,

TE PR SN
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Methods (CIA)

When the items on strategies for. teaching computer literacy are can-

sidikid, lower means on this cluster than on the first three computer .

literacy cluiters are apparent. There was woderatelt strong suppoit, for

five. items:

.647'.. Field trips are taken in which students can observe the use
of computers in business ,and industry. 04.11)

645. Students are assigned individual projects to study different
computer applications and the impact of these applications.

(68.12)

649. At least 50% of the instructional-time is devoted to students
writing computer programs. (63.1%)

648. Detailed notes are pravided to.guide the teacher in oral pre-
sentations of computer topics. (63.1%)

644. Programming techniques are taught bY computer -0eisted instruc-
tion in a tutorial made. (63.52) ,

For one item, support was minimal:

646. Computer ideap are taught by simulations using large-scale
devices to demonstrate how a computer works. (54.12)

Very little support was given to'the final fourltems:

650. More than 502 of the instructiohal time is devoted to student
use of individual study materials to develop and extend com-
puter ideas.. (42.82)

641. Cases where the comrater was misused are studied. (42.5%)

643. Program writing is taughi-by-atrial-and-error approach that
emphasizes discovery of fundamental programming'principles.
(44.1%)

642. Students are expected to read formal presentations of computer
'ideas before classroom activities are devoted to these ideas.
(31.32)

29,5
.14

9



Methods

Total AT MT TO MA SP Tt PR SB

C1.647 :0,935

74.1%
7.6%

1.137

83.42
4.92

0.963

74.82
7.42

p811

64.8%
5.4%

0.364

54.6%
18.2%-

L645 0.738 0.618 0.785 0.892 0.788;
68.1% 54.8% 71.9% '75.7% 72.7%

11.1% 11.8% 12.1% ;8.1% 9.1%

CL649 0.693 0.420 0.832 0.865 0:879

63,1% 49.0% 68.2% 10.2% 81,8%

.13:72 17.0% 14.0% 5.4% 12.1%

CL648 0.688 0.843 0.776 0.514 0.121

63.1% 71.62 66.4% 56..7% 33.3%

14.3% 10.7% 13.1%, 18.9% 24.3%

CL644 0.661 N0.760 0.6* 0.514 0.667

63.5% 64.0% 65.42 . 62.1% 57.5%

13.32 A0.02 15.0% 18.9% 18.22

CL646 0.520 0.578 0.551 04459 0.303

54.1% '58.8% 56.1% 45.9% 42.4%

13.6% .13.72 14.0% 84% 18:2%

CL650 0.263 0.343 0.264 0.135 0.152.

42.8% 46.1% 43..4% . 35.1% 39.4%,

23.4% 18.6% 23.6% 27.0% 33.3%

CL641 0.236 0.087 0.243' 0.324 0.576

425% 34.0% 44.8% 45.9% 60.6%

.24.3% " 27.2% 24.3% 21.6% 18.22

2St.'



tethods (continued)

Total AT MT sIC MA` SP'

C1.643 0.161 0.235 0.150 0.216 -0.091

44.12 45.12 44.82 45.92 '36.32
34.4% 31.42 35.52 29.72 45.42

C1.642 -0.146 -0.162 -0.236 -0.081 0.121

31.3% 26.6% 33.0% 27.0% 45.52
40.2; 40.0% 44.4% 35.1% 33.42

.2 S

f9,

t1

tE PR SB

4 -

4
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Who/Time (C1.5)

Forthis cluster of items an when,and to whom computer literacy top-

les thould.be taught, lower levels of support than oti irevious clusters

can be noted. Only,moderate support was given to one item*:
I.

-656. Computer literacy topics should be iptegrated within ne pres-

ent mathematics curriculum from,grades K-12. (67.7%)

Thereils Minimal support for two itemst%

653. Student-Si-should interact with a computer or computer terminal

ak early as the primary grades. (57.7%)
4. 4

652. At least-one ceurse whose major theme is computer 14eracy
and which lastO for at least one semester should be requiied

,

of all high sch?ol graduates. (53.)2)

Weak support was given to one additional'item:

657. Recause the computer techniques needed for vocational training

are different from those needed by college-bound students, at'

least two different types of computer courses should be offered -

in every high school. (46.5%)

The remaining six items were essentially rejected; support was mini-

,
mal, and more opposed each item than supported it.

659. Courses about computers should be strictly elective. (supported

by 35.5%, opposed by .40.3%)

655. All high school graduates should be able to write simple com-

puter programs. -(supported by 32.3%, opposed by 49.6%)

0. Computer couNes should use a wide variety of hardware with
instructions in thepuse of each type forming a major part of

the course. (supported by-28.3%, opposed by 47.0%)

654., Separate compute; science departments should be established

_in_high schools to parallel mathemati"es departments and sa-

t *Pie departments. (supported by 27.4%, opposed by 51.6%)

651. Computer literacy courses should be taught primarily within

the social studies curriculum since it is the effect of com-

putersvpon society_that is impogzant. (supported by 6.3%,

opposed by 81.2%)
/

658. Knowledge of qemuters is only needed by specialists; they

should receive ourses and training in this area only after

--tbayleavhigh school. (supported by 6.3%, opposed. by 8fi.9Z)

f.

4

2 S

e

4. ,



*ft

2

There was subotantial agreement across samplu =east items. In

a few instances (e.g., items 03,, 655, 657, 659), there is same variance;

thug, the AT and MT populations drejmuch more in favor of separate courses

for vocational and college-bound students (itee 07) than are othergroups.

------ ------

2S9



Total AT MT tic MA

4:656 0.700 0.340

Ihdt'-- 67.7% 53.4%
17.12 23.3%

CL653 0.454 0.194

57.7% 494%
24.4% 34.02

C1652 .0.323 0.272

53.0% 50.5%

31.72 36.0%

CL657 0.225 0.520

46.5% 57.8%

30.3% 22.5%

CL659 -0%035 0.146

35.5% 37.8%.

40.32 31.1%

CL655 -0.194 -0.505

32.3% 19.4%

49.6% 56.3%

CL660 -0.283 -0.049

28.3% 33.1%
47 0% 35.92

C1654 -0.371 0.087

27.4% 44.72

51.6% .33.0%

Sp TE PR Et3. .L.....21

13.588 0.533 0 970 1.103 1.000

64.7% 63.32 81.82 84.52 74.62

23.32 6.02 10.32 1.82

0.471 0.467 0.606 . 0.654 0.607

57.92 53.3% 69.72 61.52 63.9%

24.5% 20.0% 15.2% 21.12 '18.0%

0.108 0.733 0.273 0.519 0.426

44.1%. .63.3% 51.5% 61.52 60.6%

37.3% 13.32 36.32 25.02 27.92

0.412 0.000 70.182 - 0.224 -0.183

52.9% 30.0% 30.32 48.32 33.8%

21.6% 36.7% 36.42 31.02 . 47.92

0.255

49.0%

-0.500

10.0%

-0.152

30.3%

-0.293

31.1%

44254

29.6%
a.

33.42 46.62 39.4% 51.72 .52.12

-0.373 0.033 -0.394 0.308 0.197

25.52 36.7% 27.2% 52.0% 49.22

59.8% 40.0% 54.6% 36.62 34.52

-0.029 -0.767 -1.000 -0.259 -0:471

38.2% 10.0% 15.1% 29.3% 20.0%

35.3% 70.02 72.8% 48.3% 57.1%

-0.176 -0.567 -1.000 -0.784 -0.6E4

32.3% 13.42 12.2% 9.8% 19.72

45.1% 56.72 72.8% 66.72 67.22



Who/Time (continued

Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PR SS

CL651 -1.094 -0.816 -1.311 -1.067. -1.515 -0.942 -1.115

6.32 10.72 1.9% 10.02 0.02 9.62 4.92
81.22 69.9% 88.42 76.72 96.92 80.72 81.92

CL658 -1.287 -1.068 -1.157 -1.267 -1.515 -1.534 -1.493

6.3% 7.82 9.82 6.7% 0.02 3.42 4.22
88.9% . 85.4% 83.32 93.32, .96.92 93.12 93.02
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Summary: Computer Literacy

Timo goals for computer literacy wait& given strong support.(over SOP:.

to develop logical thinking abiliti:es and to prepare for the future.

However, moderately strong support (above 602.) was given to the ter.
_

maining three goals.

\e Five computer literacy content topics ware strougiF supported (by orsr(

802) for inausion in the curriculum: types of problems that can be

solved by a computer, societal roles of computers, writing programs"

in a simple canputer language, flolg charting, and the operation:of a

programmable calculator.

The resources for computer literacy supported most strongly (above

802) were mini-computers'and terminals comected to4 large computer.

baField trips/to observe computers iu use was supported by 74.12. Four

other resources were given moderate support (63% to 68%).

Support for items about to whom and when computer literacy topics

should be taught were legs'strongly supported than items in other

. clusters. Highest support (67.72) was given to integration of topics

within the curriculum.from grades K-12.

.4)

.4G



Goals (P32)

Problem Solvin4

All professional samples were asked to respond to ten goals for,

a a

4

problem solving. Of these tens five were strongly supported:

,$02. To develop methods of thinking and,logical reasoning (95.42)

.506. To acquire eills.necessary for living_ in today's world'(86.32)

509. To acqUire problem-solving techniques that are vital to.baving
el .7 a well-rounded education (85.82)

a°

- 508. To develop creative i4pught processes (84.22)

505. To apply recently taught mathematical ideas (84.075
'

Four other itema were giVen moderately strong support:

510. To enhance the ability to apply mathematics in science (78.62)

507. To develop the skills to approach new topics in mathematics

independently (76.22)

504. To learn how to read mathematics (73.62)

501. To provide a setting for practicing computational skills (68.92)

The tenth°statement was ohly weakly supported:
S_

4 503. To identify students who possess mathematical talent (46.52)

2 .9.3
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.:PB501 0.798 1.000

68.92 75.8%
16.1% 13.7%

,11503 0.416 0.448

46.52 46.92
15.5% 16.7%

f
0.971 0.929 0.839 0.544 0.400

75.2% 75.02 77.52 54.42 55.72
12.4% 14.32 9.72 17.52. V.,12

0.476 0.393 0.419 0.281 0.400

52.32 46.4% 48.4% 43.8% . 38.62
15.3% 21.42 13.02 17.62 11.52



Content for Elementary School Sttdents (PS1E)

ATI. SP. sad TE samples were asked to respond to tee statements

regarding problestsolving techniques...that might be taught to elementary
,

students. Three of 'these techniques were strongly sufforted

489. Construt a t;ble aad seara for patterns (92.42).

48.5. Translate the problem inio number sentences or equations (88.62)

483. Wit* and solve a simpler problem; then extend the solution
. to the orizsinal problem (87.22)

0
Three others received moderately strong support:

488. Draw a picture, diagram, or graph to'represent the problem
situation (76.32)

486. Guess and test possible solutions (74.32)

490. 'Teach primarily giobal problem-solvintideas (e.g. , read,
plan, work. Ov.Ick) (71.02)

Two items received only minimal, aupport:

484. Explore the problem by using flow.charts (56.42)

487. Start with an approximate answer and work backwards- (54:32)

There was equivocal support for the,remailing two items:

481. Categorize problems into specific types ..., then ihamh a
method of solution for each type (supported by 44.22, opposed
by 41.02)

482. Generate many possible answers using a calculator or computer,
than check to see which one meets the condition* of the problem
(supported by 36.5%, opposed by 42.62) ,

iihile some differences between samples can be nor-4, in only two

instances does it appear remarkable. The TE sample is decidedly less

supportive of teachineklobal problem-solvingj ideas (item 490) than the .

other two samples. And on item 481, the AT sample expresses far more

approval for categorizing problems.

.296
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Content for elements

P8489

P3485

P3483

P3486

P3488.

P3490.

P3484

P5487

al

Totel AT MT %IC

1.417 1253
92.42 89.9%

6.1%

1.24 1.020

8862 83.8%
6.2% .10.12

1.147 1.020

87.22 84.92
4.7% 6.0%

0.924 0.845
74.3%- 72.72
13.4% 17.12

0.905 0.838

76.32 73.7%
11.4% 13.12

0.895 0.969

71.02 73.52
14.7% 9.2%

0.483 0.394

56.42 52.62
17.12 21.22

0.429 0.398

54.32 53.1%
21.52 22.5%

me

SP_ II "*'' PR

1.451 1.656*

92:22 96.82
2.13. 0.0X

1.3713 1.433
92.12 93.42 ,

. .9Z 1.7%

1.235

94. 22

.7 5.92

1.27g
85.22
*1.62.

1.059 ,0.933
80.4% 71.J2

9.8% 10.0%

0.804 1.098

72.5% 83.62
13.8% 6.5%

1.078 0.623

78.5% 60.62
9.82. 27.92

0.529 0.590
62.8% 57.32
13.72 13.12

0.412 0.492
51.0% 59.0%
21.5% 19.72

29
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Total AT

nal 0.076 0.500

44.22 58.2%
41.0;.; 27.5%

,

PB482 -0.152
36..5% 39.4%
42.6% 40.52

,

.0

BP

-0.392
27.5%
54.92

, 33.3%
45.1%

SR

-(4213
36.1Z .

50.8%

-0.213
34.5%

.44.22 "
ler

4v.



The wrs 'iLic HA SF, and TE samples were given approximately the mats

ten statemAnts.about prOblem-solving techniques that the AT, SP# sand TE

tsamples were given, bUt were askeVto ritaCttio their appropriatenestfor

secondary student*. atom 495 differed by cis xord;item 494 included

"writing a computer program" as well as using flow charts.) The three

Um* most strongly suipported (by over 84Z) were exactly the acme items

most strongly supported at the elementary level.

Similarly, two of the three ptatements given modsKately strong

support;st the elementary level wore-given moderAtely strong support at

the secondary level--although at a lower level. Support was ccusiderab4

c,

weaker for teaching,primarily global problem-solvidg ideas (item 500) than

for the corresponding item (490) at the elementary leve1.4

For the remaining items, support at th ! secondary loyal was weak,

and (except-for item 491) at a lower level than for the elementary school

focus. There.was even more opposition to using the calculator or computer

to generate and check answers (item 492, supported by 30.0Z, opposeddby

(494%).
.)



;patent 'for secondary school students

-

Total °AT

p3499 1.328

89.72
v 5.12

PB495v 1401

88.02
8.62

PB493 1.167

$4.32 v\

404

P5498 0,6213--

62.82'
19-.12

P5496 0.560

63.1274,
23:52`

P5500 0.555

55.42
17.82'

138494 0.212

49.4%
, 27.62

P3491 0.099

47.82
39.62

a

1.144

86.42
0.3%

0.

81.92
13.5%

1.036

.82.22'
7.12

1.027 .

80.1%
8.1%

0.324

50.4%
27.0%

0.279

54.0%
34.2%

0.600

56.32
16.3%

0

143

78.52
10.72

1.036

0.0%

0.571

57.22
14.32,

0.857

71.52
3.62

0.071°

35.72
32.1%

-0.099 0.071

40.5% 46.42
39.62 32.22

0,541 -0.214

60.32
27.02 t.'46.5%

1.333 1.475 1.6064

91.72,. 11.52 95.82.

0.02 6.8Z. 2.8Z

1.292 . '1339 1.4d8

87.52 89.82 91,52
0.02 , 15.52 2.82

1.375 1.186 1.352

83.3% .41.62

4.2% .2.82
,

0.708 i:780' 0.972

749\12 66,42 76.12
1642 16.92 11.31

0.6,27 0.817

66.62. 66.1% 70.4%
25.02,* 20.42 16.92

A

0.125 0.729 0.678

41.72 66.12 57.8%

25.02 13.62 1,5.52.. 1

0.125 0.576 0.479

37.5% 62.72 57.82
20.82, 17.02 18.3ZI

0042 0.034 -0.394

50.0%, 45.8% 33.9%
41.7% 40.7% 55#0%

3 09-
t
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Contant far secondary school students (continuod)

Total AT *jam JC MA SP TE PR al"%fel\

P8497 0.082 -0.198 0.071 0.375 0.102 0.408

42.02 34.22' 28.5A 50.02 40.72 57.72
37.62 49.52 rhAz 29.12 35.6% 29.52

P8492 -0.273 -4.270 -.0.036 -0.792 70.220 -0.239

30.0Z 27.9% 39.3% 20.9% 32.2% 31.02
49.5% 47.72 39.22 .70.82 45.82 52.12

ft
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Resources (PB3)

'This cluster contained fifteen types of resources that might be use-

ful in teaching problem solving. Four of these fifteen statements ware

straggly supported by over 80%:

525. A:resour63 guidif to real-life problems (87.72)

513. an-service training on problem-solving methods for ali teachers
0 who teach mathematics (83.4%)

517. Materials in every class for modeling probles.and4roblem
solutions (83.02)

514. Supplementary materials which contain many more problems like
those in textbooks (80.7%)

C.

Six other resources were also well supported:

511. Computers for problem exploration (79.0%)

520. Hand-held calculators for use in problew-solving situations (76.22)

512. Textbook modules for teaching appropriate problem-solving.strategies
(heuristics) at every grade level (76.22)

,!-.

516. Card files of problems (72.7Z)

524. Practice tests similar to standardized problem solving tes (74.5Z).

518. Materials for problem-solving contests and competitions 67.2Z)

Ona'item was.giyen only minimal support:

519. Laboratory resources outside the school for problem investigation
. (59.9r

.16

Support was weak and rather equivocal for three items:

523. More time for mathematics (e.g., longer class periods) (supported
by 44.6%, opposed by 27.8%)

515. Resource books with problems that appeal to girls (supported by
by 47.2%, opposed by 34.6%)

521. Resource books of problems written especially for ethnic minority
students (supported by 35.9%, opposed by 40.22)

There was strong disagreement with the final statement:

522. Textbooks with all ,verbal problems in a single chapter (supported
by 8.0%, opposed by 80.1%)



Differences yang samples arenotable on some items. Por.instances

the/Lk sample ig far less supportive of resource guides to real-life prob-
0

lems (item525) and card files of problems (item 516) than other samples.

The MT sample approves""of in-service training on problem-saying methods

(itam 513) less than do other samples. Both flip MT and AT samples want

computers (item 511)'and calculators (item 520) less than do the other two

samples. The AT sample would like modules (item 512) more than other sam-

plea. And' other examples are apparent in other items.

0



Ructurces

Total AT MT SC KA SP TB PR SB PT

P8525 1.282 1.372 1.212 .1.406 1.133

87.7% 91.9% 84.6% 96.92 76.6%
4.8% 4.1% 5.82 . 0.0% 6.7%

P8513 1.265 1.372 1.076 1.469 1.400

83.4% 88.4% 75.32 90.7% 90.0%
7.1% 7.0% 8.6% 3.12 6.7%

28517 1.206 1.419 .41/4057 1.094 1.233

83.0% 89.6% 77.1% 86.6%
5.5% 4.7% 5.8% 6.32 6.7%

P8514 1.075 1.138 1.105 1.031 0.833

80.7% 81.6% 82.9% 81.3% 70.02
10.2% 11.4% 7.7% 9.4% 16.7%.

P8511 1.016 0.871 0.024 1.375 1.367

79.0% 71.8% 77.1% 93.8% 90.0%
11.5% 11.8% 15.3% 0.0% 10.0%

P5520 0.976 0.859 0.838 1.469 1.267

76.2% 70.6% 74.3% 90.7% 83:3%
13.1% 16.52 16.22 0.02 6.7%

25512 0.972 1.128 0.848 1.900 0:933

76.2% 71.5% 78.2% 66.6%
8.3% 4.7% 10.5% 12.52 6.72

28516 0.810 0.953 0.857 0.656 0.400

72.7% 79.0% 75.2% 65.72 53.3%
12.3% 12.8% 10.5% 9.4% 20.0%

f 304
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Resources (cak tutted)

Total AT MT JC MA - SP PR SB

P3524 0.714 0,682 0.837 0.781 0.533

74.52 ; 68.2% 80.8% 78.12 66.62
14.82 16.5% 11.52 12.5% 23.3%

P3518 0.715 , 0.616 0.771 0.562. 0.967

67.22 I 61.7% 69.5% 65.7% '76.7%
13.12 16.3% 9.6% 18.82 10.02

P3519 0,544 0.647 0.438 0.625 0.533

59.9% 67.0% 55.2% 56.22 60.02
17.1% 14.2% 22.92 9.42 13.3%

P3523 0.161 0.096 -0.019 0.719 0.367

44.6% 45.7% 36.6% 62.5% 50.02
27.8% 32.6% 33.7% 3.1% 20.02

P3515 0.122 0.126 0.076 0.375 0.000

47.2% 47.1% 46.62 56.3%43 40.0%
34.6% 35..6% 36.2% 21.9% 40.0%

P3521 -0.167 0.047 -0.250 -0.219 -0.433

35.,9% 42.3% 35.62 34.4% 20.02
40.22 34.2% 45.2% 37.5% 43.32

P3522 -1.270 -1.326 -1.125 -1.313 -1.567

8.0% 7.0% 10.5% 9.4% 0.0%
80.1% Al. 4% 75.0% 84..4% 90.02
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Fifteen star,ments about teaching strategiesvere presented to tht _

AT, HT, .7C, and KA samples. Three of these were strongly supported:

527. Problem assignments are designed to challenge students tq
think. (97.42)

535. Projects that involve real-life problem situations should be

assigned to individuals or teams of students. (83.92)

532. Problemiare used to introduce mathematical topics (83.23)

A statement similar to item 532 was given to the lay samples;17they gave
,

it slightly less support:

787. Each new mathematical topic is introduced with a problem to
be solved. (75.6%)

Four other items were given moderately strong support by the profes-

sional samples:

526. Students work in small grolips to solve problems. (73 6%)

538. Problems are given in whiCh the use of physical materials will
sid in the solution. (74.0%)''

536. Students are shown how to solve 4 problem, then similar p ac

tice problems are assigned. (71.9%)

539. Problems axe given that do not have exactly.one correct answer.
(61.7%)

There was minimal support for twozitems and weak support for a third:

533. Students are taught to solve problems according.to types.
(55.7%)

540. 4ecific objectives, criterion-reference testing, and other
materials are Included to encourage use of a mastery lea:tang
or individually paced model. (54.9%)

528. Students are required to create prOblems:and exchange them, with
one another for solution. (47.6%)

For two items, -support was minimal'and the percentage not favoring the

items was rather close to the percentage supporting them:

531. More than 502 of the instructional time is devoted to drill and
practice on problem solving. (supported by 41.5%,,opposed by 34.6%)

3%



4b4.4.,10

530. Problems are included that require more then &single class
porta to solve. (supported by 33.52, opposed by 4242)

For the remaiqmg.items oppositiMalmws far stronger than support,:

537. Students are expected to read formal presentations about prob-
lem-solving Methods before classroom activities are devoted to .
these ideas. (supported bY 25.1Z, opposed by 52.22)

529. Reading is de-emphasized by presenting problems okally or with
pictures, charts, et cetera. (supported by 28.12, opposed by

534. Only problems which. students can answer quickly are assigned
(supported by 6.32_opposed by 84.82)

This last item was also given to the lay samples (as item 761); reaction

was even mare negative, with 91.02 disagreeing.

n
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Ilettuilds (continued)

Vocal AT %lc SP PR SB

761 -1.269 -1.207 -1.322 -1.400

, 5.22 5.22 5.52 4.42
91.!A 89.62 92.22 93.31
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In the cluster on when amd tp wham problem solving should be taught

two items received moderately strong support from professimmal samples:

550. Students should be taught to find iroblems within situations.
(79.62)

543. abort problem-solving unite ahould be included after each
mathematical topic is taught. (78.7Z)

When the lay samples were Aiyen item 543 (as item 766) their response

was very,4trongly supportiv* (96.82).

.J.Misimal support was given one item:

548. AM interdisciplinary problem-solving course should ba.offered.

(58.72)

For the remaining'itensi more disagreel than agreed; over 902, in'

fact, failed to accept_the last four items listed:
4

541. A separate problem-solving course, lasting at least one semester,
should be required of all students before high school graduation.
(supported by 40.52, opposed by 45.32)'

547. AU problem solving should-be,done within existing mathematics
courses. (supported by 37.1%, opposed by 48.22)

544. Nest students should study practical applications of mathe-
matics; only a few should study puzzles or esoteriemathemati-
cal problems. (supported by 31.82, opposed by 57.42)

542. Problem solving is a function of intelligence and cannot really
be taught except to gifted students. (supported by 5.1Z, op-i

posed by 90.62)

549. Problem solving should not be taught in the elementary grades.
(supported by-5 OZ, opposed:by 91.12)

546. Different problem-solving courses should'bs offeredlor girls.
(supported by 3.1%, opposed by 94.22).

545. Problem solving is important only for collage-bound students.
(supported by 2.22, opposed by 96.82)

TWo tf these items werikaláq:siven t9 the lay samples: item 541

(as item 774) and item 545 (at item 748). While the combined response was not
0

;
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widely dissimilar for items $41 and 774, there was divergence across seem

pies. The 88 ani PT apples were, however, close to the id sample in giving

support at &minimal level to requiring a problem-solving COUVAge for high

school graduation.

Lay temples disagreed with item 748 (that problem-solvini is more

important for college-bound students). However, the strength of the op-. 4

position is deCidedly less for ,the lay samples.(68.02) than for the profes7-

sional samples (96.82).
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Wbonima (continum4)

- Tote1 AT MT

P8542 -1.345

5.1%
90.62

P8549 -1.552

5.02
91.1%

-1.475 -1.084

134.02 " 8.4%
.02 87.42

-1.471 .-1.328'

5.9% 7.6%
88.3% 85.7%

P3545 -1.647 -1.775 -1.525

2.22 1.0% 1.7%

96.8% 99.0% 95.8%

748 -0.642

23.9%
68.02

P3546 -1.701 -1.706 -1.538

3.1% 3.02 5.92
94.22 93.22 89.9%

JC MA SP 'TR PR

-1.147

5.411.-6.'

82.4%

-1.300.

3.32
90.02

4.644

.5.12

94.92

-1.465

4.2%
92.92
,

44.559 -11.600 -1.915 "1.718

5.8% 3.32 0.02 4.22

91.12 96.72 100.02. 94.42

-1.500 -1433 -4.831 71.718

5.92 6.6% 1.72 1.42

94.22 90.02 98.32 98.52

..-0.566 -O. -0.667.

_26.82 . 17.22 26.7%
64.02. 73.12 73.32

-1.765 -1.800 -1%797 61.817

2.92 0.02 1.72 1.4%

94.12 100.02 98.32 97.2%
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*smeary: Problem Solving

olive of 10 goals for problem solving were strongly supported:0y. over

SM. These pertained to developing 'methods of thinking and reasoning,

acquiring skills 'needed "ior today!sworid", acquiring teiumiques-vital

to a wellrounded educstion:, developing ,creative thought processes, and
A

applying recently taught ideAs. Pour other goals "'fere given moderately

strong support.

Teaching of"three problem-solving techniques received strong support:
1,

constructing a tableiand-Searching for patterns,- writing an equation

for a problem, and st4ving a simpler problem first. Receiving almost

_

- as much support (over 742) were drawing a picture and guessing-and-

testing.'

The same three problem-solving techniques sost strongly supported at

the elementary level were also rated highest for teaching told%

secondary students.

Four of 15 resources for teaching problem solving wire strgagly sup-

ported: resource guides to real-life problems, in-service training

ior.teachers, materials,Aarmodeling problems and solutions, and sup-

plememtary materials.with many additional problems. .Sim other resources

were suyported by over 672.

Thrastrategies for teaching problem solving were Strongly supported:

problem assignments designed to challenge students to think, projects

' involving real-life situations for individuals or teams, and using

pratems to introduce mathematical topics.

Both professional.and lay samples strongly disagreed with the statement

that "only problems which,students can answer quickly" should,be assigned.

315
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To:vitas= on when and to whom problem solving should be taught received

support by 792: teaching students to find problems within situations

pd including short problem-solving units after ,each mathematical top-

ic is taught. Seven items from this cluster were not accepted by. large

pereentages (452'to 972).

0

c
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Preference Survey: Across Strands

Items within each cluster ware written to have integrity :to,

the original strand. For example,' the methods.cluster for whole

numbers contains several item* about the use of calculators to teadh

concepts, since the potential impadi of calculators is greater for

whole numbers than for, say, geometry. For this reason the methods

cluster (and all other clusters) is different for eadh strand. Even

items that are similar in intent may have a slightly different wording

in different strands due to the emphaes of a particular strand. Never-
, .

theless, several aommon ideas or themes can' be identified across different

strands. In this section, several of these across-strand themes

are identified, and data are, presented and discussed for each of them.

Major themes involve: applications; drill and practice; individualization;

differedtiated programs for special groups; use of calculators; use of

computers; estimation and approximation;_laboratory/activity-based

approaches; use of out-of!-class activities and projects; reading and

textbooks; use of audio/visual aids; and logic, deductive.methods, and

structure. Summaries for each major theme are presented at.the end of

the chapter.

For additional information on interpreting tables, refer to the

introduction to chapter II.

Many'of the items and clusters of.iteme on the survey forms pertainea
at least indirectly to basic skills, and are discussed throughout'these
pages. However, no systematic attempt was made to focus on basic skills
since the Instructional Affairs Committee of the National Cnuncil of Teachers
of Mathematics recenfly conducted such a survey. Raft= to the March 1980
issue of the Journal for Research in Mathematics Education for a,report on
this xarvey.



Drill sad Practice 7'

A number of questions across content:strands pertain to drill and

practice or to materials that would be used for drill and practice. Not

unexpectedly, there is relatiirely strong support for most of these items,

with average percentages ranging from 70Z up. .

The, topics covered in this section are:

(1) Percentage of instructional tilts for drill and practice

(2) Practice (varying types)

(3) Worksheets at conclusion .of each lesson,

(4) Mester copies of workSheets

(5) ftgic response paper

(6) Standardized practice tests

(7) Watery and review



1/4

-Percent's* of instructional time for drill end practice
,

Should more than.50*.of instrUctianal time be spent on drill end "

iirectice? Over 602 of the AT, 'MT, JC, and MA sgpples supported spending

, this amount of time on drill and practice when the content was fractions

[PD521. The AT, MT, aid JC samples gave a siqilar level of support'

when the content was whine nuMbers [WN2231, while the Ilk saeple,gave far.

less support (38.53). For problem solving 1P35311, far less support (41.52)

was given by the AT, Mry'and,MA. samples; for this content areas. the JC

sample gave the same level of support (62.53) they bad given for the other

two content areas.

The SP and TE samples 'disagreed with this percentage.of time being

devoted to 4rill and p;actice [673, 689]; for both elementary and secondary

levels, dhly. 23% of thtse sampleei expressed support for the item in which

no content area was stated. On another_generiC (general) item [784], the

lay samples were as supportive as the AT, MT, JC, and MA, samples were

toward one or more ipf the items. While only 61.1% of the SE sample

supported the item, 49.4% of the PT sampli and 74.2% of the PR sample

agreed.

Apparently many of these samples (with the exception of the SE and

TE samples) are unaware of the evidence from a cluster of research studies

(e.g., Shipp and Deer, 1960; Shuster and Pigge, 1965; Zahn, 1966; Dubriel,

1978) that achievement is promoted when more than 50% of instructional

time is spent on developmental activities. Moreover, there is strong

evidence (e.g., ime Waaver and Suydam, 1972) that drill program* do not

result in better attainment of mathematical goals. Thus, spending 502

or more time on drill and practice could have serious consequences for the

future achievement of children.



Perhaps the response sf the' en4 310110,1141 /willd have iiieen

different if they bad been responding within a particular content anti..

Oa the other hand, they may know, or have greater belief in, the research

eVidence.

3 7'0
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Percenta e of instructional time for drill and raetice

Total AT MT Ic MA SP PR SR

FD52 0.648 0.806 0..578 *0.634 -0.457

65.5% 71.8% 61.72 65.8% 60.02

18.3% 15.5%. 18.02 14.6% 31.4%

10223 0.688 0.765 0.833 0.683 0.128

65.8% 66.7% 75.9% 63:4% 38.5%

16.8% 17.2% 11.12 22.0% 25.7%

PB531 0.098 0.069 0.043 0.594 -0.167

41.5% 40,2% 37.6% 62.5% 37.5%

34.6% 38.2% 33.32 15.6% 50.0%

673 -0.541 -0.428 -0.643

23.4% 27.02 20.2%

61.3% 57.22 64.9%

689 -0.608 -0.443 -0.763

23.3% 28.92 18.22 414

64.1% 59.8% 68.12

784 0.841 0.893 0.612

74a2-'' 61.12

14.8% 14.22 20.02

48.5% 59.6% 58.42. 63.9% 45.32 28.0; 19.22 74.22 61.12

321.
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.1Practics _(vtryingtypes)

There is strong support across-samples for the provision of drill

and prautice materials [11747, 715, 727].. It iA ilteresting to not, that

the degree of support is stranger for ,these.materials at tbe elemedtary

level [715] than at the secondary level [727]i except for the PT sample,

whidh st;ongly.supports them it both levels. However, the4use of audiot*pes

for drill and practice IWN214] received lass suppbrt (65.12) -with the

VA sample giving these little credenQe (38.22).

Tmo items on using problems for practice resulted in differing-levels

of acceptance; interestingly, only 71.92 of the professional samples

supported them for prdblem solving IP353612 while 86.92 of the lay samples

supported them on the generic (general) item [793].

The percentages of agreement on seven goal statements related to

.spractice differ. Least support (less than 60%) IA given to the idea that

probability and.statistics should be taught for the purpose of providing

practicQ with basic mathematical ideas [PS377] or with basic computational

skills (PS380]. There is slightly"nore support (60.62) that geonetry

should be taught.ta.practice basic'aritbmetic and algebraic skills [GM302].

A total of 68.12 agree that ratio and.proportion should be used to 'provide

a setting for basic computational skills [RP437]. An even larger percentage

(68.92) feel that this is also an appropriate goal for problem solving

P13501].

Wham the phrasing regarding drill and practice is expressed in terns

of applying recently learned mathematical ideas.within probleM solving

[P3595], 84.02 support the,goal. Similarly, when measurement is viewed as

a vehicle for practicing estimation skills [MS580), support is very-high

.(88.1%).

322
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Thus. the support of drill and practice as a curricular-

. not only upon the specific CM:Matt iswolved but also upon the spec

type of skill being practiced.

In response to an item which no other sample received, the P14 911,

andA samples gaVe little suOport to using calculators.for doing practice

cises in class [768], reflecting their generally adverse reaction to

the use of calculators.

323



11)47 1.304 1.410

87.3% 40.02
4.02 - 5.02

115 1.238

88.12
5.8%

727 1.072

81.8%
6.92

0214 0.659

65.12
18.42

PE 36 0.799

71.92
12.5%

793 1.260

86.9%
4.12

P8377 0.543

57.7%
15.52

P8380 0.440

50.32
19.32-:

1.308 1.283 1.000

,86.72 93.52 75.82

2.52 2.22 9.12

(1.659)

96.52
0.62

(1.55i)

96.02
2.02

0

1.338 1.144

90.0Z 86.032

3.3% 6.3Z

1.172 0.982

85.42 78.62
6.62cg 7.22

1.659

96.52

1.551.

96.02
2 02

0.732 0.699 0.769 13.176

66.02 69.92 71.82 38.22

17.52 '17.12 18.0% 26.42

0.861 0.812 0.656 0.667

72,3% 74.32 45.6% 66.72

11.12, . 14.52 16.72

1.225 1.345 1461

86.12 MAX 88.0%

3.2% 6.9%. 6.

0.840 0.657 0.412 0$45 ALM 0.279

70.4% 64.72 55.92 60.62 43.42 42.62

8.62 14.12 20.52 15.11 1642; -22.92

1.012 0.531 0.324 0.333 0.033 '';";C.049

73.22 54.12 50.02: 51.5% 30.02 32.82

10.92 17.32 23.52 21.32 23.32 26.3%



Practics (varying types) (continued)

GM302 0.610 0.932 0.590 0.417 0.439 0.560 0.484

60.6% 72.7% 60.72 , 52.8% 51.2% 61.42 53.1%

11.62 9.1% 11.22 19.52 12.2% 9.42 14.02

RP437,, 0.710 0.761 1.000 1.000 0445 0.458 0.352

68.1% 68.5% 83.02 83.3% 67.8% 57.72 49.32
r

12.8% 15.2% 6.02 6.7% 12.9% 17.02 18.32

PB501 0.798 1.000 0.971 0.929 0.839 0.544 0.400

68.9% 75.8% 75.22 75.0% 77.5% 54.4% 55.72

16.12 13.7% 12.42 14.3% '9.7% 17.5% 27.12

P1505 1.132 1.250 1.181 1.071 1.065 0.982 1.071

84.0% 88.5% 83.8% 78.5% 83.9% 80.7% 82.92

3.3% 3.1% 2.9% 3.6% 3.2% 3.6% 4.3%

M.S58D 1.269 1.147 ,1.176 1.314, 1.111 1.507 1.437

88.1% 82.4% 87.02 91.42 83.3% 92.02 95.3%

1.4% 1.0% 2.3% 0.02 5.62 0.02 0.02

768 -0.172 -0.058 --0.298 -0:5i(

38.7%
45.9%

42.22
42.42

34.3%
50.0%

.26.9*
-58.01

a
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.Workeheets at coneluilion of iesch lesson

'Workeheets r pzovi practice at the conclusion of each lesson

[ID*, 14.157, M318, RP457, )4S597, .675, 691, 7510 tore supportea -by

between 822 and 872 of the AT, XL JC, and PR_ salosorkile the PT

sample was oven spore supportive (93.22). The )1A, SP, TE, end B. sasples

vve support ,at levels rs1444 from 70.42 to 77.62, with. the ZS sample

least supportive. It 4-.8-67es/hat surprising that tho. Li isq little

`. difference in percentages moss content areas and across se' poles. It
is also surprising that the feeling that worksheets should $e available

after each lesson is so strong.

1.7
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Worksheets at conclusion of each losson a'

Total AT MT JC MA SP 'TS PR SB

PDS4 1.241 1.330 1:266 1.146 1.000

87.0% 91.3% 85.12 87.8% 80.0%
3.2% 3.9% 3.12 0.0% 54Z

11 1

Ai157 1.221 1.225 1.342 1.000 1.029

81.5% 81.4% 85.6% 72.7% 77.1%

3..6% 4.9; 1.82 3.0% 5.72

GM318 1.100 1.145 1.170 1.088 0.788

83.2% 85.6% 87.02 82.4% 66.7%

5.2% 7.2% 5.0% 0.0% 6.0%

RP457 1.213 1.133 1.355 1.152 1.029'

85.3% 82.2% 92.7% 81.82 73.5%

4.1% ,45.5% 182 6.1% 5.9%

148597 1.167 1.152 1.231 1.333 0.794

85.2% 86.72 86.2% 91.7% 70.5%

3.7% 4.0% 242 0.02 8.82

675 0.806 0.776, . P.633

71.6% 70.42 72.62

9.7 9.82 9.5%

691 0.82 0.927 0.725
4

72.9 78.02 68.12

1.1.3 8.6% 13.82
44%

758 04
82.1%
11. z

81.12

0.954 0.843 1.455

82:22 77.6% 93.2%
13.22 12.4% 4.5%

85 42 87.3% 83.3% 73.6% 74.2% 70.4% -82.2% 7.62 93.2%
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MIELn..$1221AULitultiAlitel

Mat materals mouid help teachers Wit Worksheets? One idea mlight

be to provide &alter copies of;worksheeps that could be sopied in indi-

vidual classroOms. The percentages at agreement .on *ving master copies .

of worksheets were remarkably consistent across all content areas examined.

*41)%

The professional samples agreed, Nidthgtotal,percentages reining fromill%

to 862, except forone 4em L7191 where they.were propoied for the secondary

lei's'. Despite thi',fact thit members of tha SP and TS groupa have bean

vocal, in decrying the extensive use of workshsets in the elementariaschoole
0

"A they gave support at the 82.2.level [7071. The NA $ampleOlcamvar, rated

'suet materials lower than other samples did. ihe PR sample expressq

strong agreement.at the 90Z level for both elemqnzary and secondery levels.

The total percentages across itemi.indicate strónpit support by PR, AT, and

MT samples, followed by SP, JC, and TE samples, with the MA sample least A

supportive.

aloe
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PD43 1.211

85.9%
7.72

AL149 1.219

85.1%
6.3%

a216 1.256

85.6%
5.8%

GM309 1.113

81.4%
8.5%

PS387 1.181

86.3%
4.8%

RP452 1.161

82.82,

7.1%

16583 1..126

1\ 82.0%
6.5%

7o7 1.052

85.8%
8.4%

4.

a

1.340 1.325 1.000 0.687

90.0% 88.4% 82.6% 68.8%

8.0% 5.0% 8.7% 15.7%

1.358 1.339 0.879 0.630

89.5% 89.6% 72.7% 66.6%
4.3% 5.2% 3.02 22.2%

1.330 1.415 1.205 0.529

87.6% 91.8% 84.62 58.8%
8.3% 2.4% 0.0% 17.6%

1.443 1.095 0.941 0.641

88.6% , 82.1% 85.3% 61.5%
*6.4% 6.4% 8.8% 17.9%,,

1.258 1.257 0.853 1.00Q

91-.8% 86.7% 73.5% 80.8%
5.2% 4.5% 5.9% 3.8%

1.333 1.268. 0.862 0.667

87.3% 88.7% 72.4% 64.1%
6.9% 5.2% 13.8% 7.77;

1.231 1.219 1.000 0.531

88.5% 82.8% 83.3% - 56.3%

4.8% 6.32 6.72, 12.5%

(1.512) 1.113 0.494 1.512

91.8% 82.72 82.5% 91.82

1.8%. '13.3% 10.7% 1.8%



&later copies of work ts (cOntinued)

719 0.853 (1479) 0.974 0.744 1.379,

71..4% 90.3% 77.62 66.72 90.32

12.2% 4.0% 11.82 12.5%

A 84.1% 89.0% 87.2% 79.22.4 65.3% 80.2% 74.6% 91.12
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Matte response pavir

Another material to use for drill and practice is & kind of paper

that reveals the correct answer after the student has written hiS or her

Fesponse. On two items EFD50, WS.433, approximately 752 of the four
/

samples (AT, MT, JCio. and MA) responded that they %mad like magic'response

paper. Interestingly,.tbe AT sample ranked it lower than did other

samples, and the HA sample much higher for fractions And decimals

than for %tole numbers.

, 0
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Magic response iager

Total -AT MT --JC

FD50 0.957 0.990 0.958 1.000 0.788

78.92 79.0% 80.0% 80.4% 72.72

10.72 13.0% 10.02 6.5% 12.12

WN213 0.812 0.794 .0.821 1.103 0.500

73.0% 71.2% 74.0% 84.7% 61.72

15.0% 16.5% 13.0% 12.8% 20.6%

SP SB
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/Standardized practice tests

iskft--:+- 0,1' ,

The results of drill and practice programs are often. seasuredby

standardized tests. Mum, drill and practice materials might be provided

in stantiardized test formats. An itext on such .st1124a.04e4 p;Actice

\

testiT-

appeared four times. The AT, MT, JC, and MA samples indicated they would

like such-tests at the 81.92 level for whole numbers 1W82201. while 74.52

supported their availability for preiblen salvias 11135241.. Only 52..12

of the SP and TE samples thought they Imre needed.a.the elewentary level .

17131 and 57.72 of the same samples supported their availability at the

secondary level 17251. On the other hand, the PT sample swported then

at both levels (79.3% and 74.32). Why the SP and TE samples were less

supportive is open to question; perhaps different definitions of bow the

practice tests would be designed or used were being applied. ,

On two related items, support was tenUous from the AT, MT, JC, and

mti samples. Only 48.2% supported the need for standardized tests in

probability and statistics [PS391], while a slightly higher percentage

(54.2%) favored test item banks, also for probability and statistics [PS393].

Perhaps if the items had been asked for other content areas, the response

would have been different.

Teaching whole-number computation "to be able to do well on stan-

dardized tests" [WN202] was given little support (42.0%) by the professional

samples, While the iay samples gave slightly more support (51.2%) to this

goal for teaching mathematics [736]. The PT sample was notably more sup-
.

portive (69.5%) than other samples.

r
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StandardiztLeractice tests

WN220 1.147

81.9%
9.22

1.021

75.0%
15:6%

P8524 0.741 0.682

74.5% 68.2%
14.8% 16.5%

713 0.357 (1.018)

52.12 .79.3%
24.4% 9.5%

725 0.369 (0.949)

53.8% 76.4%
244% 10.0%

PS391 0.222 -0.258
r.

48.2% 28.9%

31.5% 47.4%

PS393 0.398 0.196

54.2% .46.4%

23.4% 28.9%

1N202 '0.093 0.193

42.0% 46.7%
29.6% 28.4%

73b 0.313

51.2%

25.8%

PR \ SB

1.252

87.02
7.32

0.837

80.8%
11.5%

1.179

84.7%
5.1%

0.781

78.1%
12.5%

1.088

,79.52

2.9%

.0.533

66.6%
23.3%

0.516 0.188 1.018

57.6% 46.92 79.32
19.22 29.4% 9.5%

0.507 0.244 .0.949

57.92 50.02 76.42

21.72 26.2% 10.0%

0.504 0.382 0.577

59.32 58.8% . 57.1%

23.9% 23.5% 15.4%

0.545 *0.765 0.038

58:9% 73.5% 38.5%

20.6% 8.8% 34.6%

0.153 0.027 -0.026 0.135 -0.115

43.2% 48.6% 35.9% 40.3% 32.82

28.8% 29.7% 38.4% 21.1% 34.4%

0-.265 --0.225 0.73:

46.12 50.62 69.5.

26.02 31:12 14.8:I
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Mastery and review -

\

The goal of drill and practice is mastery.. There is strong Support

(ranging from 852 to 1002) for mastery of mbole-tumber computational

Skills NS231. 7451 by all groups before graduation from high school..

If students have not mastered..computational skills by the end of grade 8..

howver, only 49.4% of the total samples are willing to require them to

take a special ninth-grade course on the use of calculators l2331.

Misstety of other content areas received,varying levels of.support.

.ly 31.4% of the professional samples thought that all students should

master operations with decimals but not fractious 1FD661. The SP group

supported this most strongly (54.22)f while the JC an4 M& samples were
.

particularly negative toward tbe idea. Response to an item indicating.that

"by 1990 the Skills and concepts of the traditional beginning algebra

course 'of the 1970s should be acquired before'students.enter nin.th grade"

[AL173] was supported at a similar level (32.3%). That the mastery of

percentage problems should be a condition for high school graduation

[RP468, 747] was supported by 63.7Z-Of the.professional.samples and 81.1%

of the lay samples. The JC sample responded at a higher level _than the

Other profPgsional _samplesi-the---level--0-f-agreement of this group was more

similar to that of the Lay samples.

The items pertaining to review received liitle support fr.qm most

groups. When asked about having college-bound students review whole-number

computation for at least three weeks of every School year [10232, 755],

Lhe PT sample gave it decidedly stronger support [75.62] than any Other group,

compared to an average of only 29.1% for,the professional samples. The

MA and TE samples were particularly non-supportive. Perhaps the idea of

college-bound students needing review is.abhorrent to these samples, or

perhaps the term "at least" gave them visions of am extended review process,
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a

Adch would lisit the time for am midvacced tiathesszical topics.

No support frost any sample vas found for waiting tp do remedial work until

after high school graduation M2341. Competency mitb utple-number coypu-
.

tation is obviously expectcdbefoie bigh scbool graduation.

4.



Mastery and review

Total

W11231 1.571 1.602

90.9% 93.22
6.62 3.92

745 1.787

97.1%
0.6%

WN233 0.111 0.304

45.42 50.02
34.62 30.4%

P1)66 -0.498 -0.160

31.4% 39.6%
60.1% '148412

A1.173 -0.223 0.069

.-32.3% 46.6%
50.52 43.6%

P.V.#68 0.642 0.570

63.6% 62.02
21.4% 24.12

747 1.189

81.1%
9.3%

0232 -0.359 0:0t,8

29.72 44.7%
'55.12 43.Z%

MT 30 MA SP TE

1.622 1.800 1.633 1.356 .1.475

91.62 97.2% 90.02 86.42 86.92
8.42 0.0% 6.72 10.22 8.22

-0.050 -0.265 -0.400 0.288 0.393

37.82 35.3% 23.3% 54.32 60.72
38.62 44.1% 46.72 32.22 24.62

-0.936 -1.231 -1.147 0.271 -0.213

21:12 5.1% 14.72, 54.22 39.32
72.4% 87.2% 82.42 35.62 _52.52

-0.121 -0.143 -0.083 :-0.716

32.6% .34.3% 36.1% 14.92 26.22
43.22 51.4% 47.32 66.2% 60.0%

0.674 1.059 0.949 0.474 0.443

.66.32 82.3% 71.82 50.9% 58.62
18.9% 11.7% 18.02 ,26.32 ,24.32

-0.437 -0.371. -0.800 1-0.390 -0.672

26.92 25.7% 13.3% 32.2% 18.12
56.32 48.6% 70.0% 62.7% 60.72



lkatary and ruview (continued)

755 0.395 0.407. .0418 0..976

49.42 48.32 39.82 75.6X
2,5.5% 22.12 17.72 12.21

W4234 -1.111 -1.097, -1.168 4.029 -1.300 -1.034 -1.049

10.6% 11.6% 49.22 14.7% 10.0% 15.32 . 4.92
77.9% 77.62 79.82 79.42 43.42 74.62 73.82

.4
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Wit

SumnarY: Drill and Practice' .

Devoting more than $OZ of instructional time to 4r11 and practice wee

Oven moderately strong support (over 602) by the ate Irrs AM, and

samples for whole numbers and fractions. Littite.support (41,52)

given to drill and practice in problem-solving by these samples,. bowever.

Lay samples gave moderately strong4upport (71.42) to devoting more

than 502of instructional time to 4=11 and practice. But SP and,

samples disagreed with tiiis practice (61.32 oppose);

Worksheets for providing practice at the conclusion of each lesson were

given strong supiortjabove 802) across many content amis. Providing

teachers with master copies of worksheets also .received strong support.

Providing drill and practice items in standardized test formats was .

strongly supported (81.9%) for whole nuMbers, and moderately supported

4.5%) for problem solving by the AT, MT, JC, and MA samples. But

. . .

the P and TS samples gave the-idea only minimal supiort at the elementary

.and se ondary levels.

0 Mastery of\whole number computational skills before graduation-from high

school receisxr:ed very strong support (from 852 to 1002) from all samples.

Mastery of percentage problems before graduation received a similar

level of support'01.1%), from lay samples, but more moderate support

(63.72) from profddional samples.

)te
V

-
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Applications,

Three of the Introductory items relate to projections of Increased or

decreased emphasis on the applications of mathematics in the curilculum of

the 1980s. These items were:
<4%

UPS Applications of mathometics

11128 Mathematics and careers

Immi- Mathematics for consumers

In a muss, support for emphasis on tbe eOplications Of mathematics Is evem

stronger than the strong indices of agreement would suggest. Very inaall

percentages of the samples would support decreased apphasis on any of-the

I.Itimns. For example, for UPS lass than 2% of the AT MT, JC, PR, or PT

samples (and only 2.3% of.the 88 sapple) support any degree of decreased'

eppbasis, while over 83% of each sample support some degree of increased

emphasis. While the indices of agreement are slightly lower for 11P28 and

U144, still only 5.6% and 6.1% of the professional samples would deirease

the current emphasis, and these percentages are lowmred particularly by the

response of the TE sam?le. Only 1.3% of the lay samples would decrease

emphasis on mathematics for consumers'. Clearly the majority of these

samples support emphasis on applications in general, and applica-

tions for careers and for consumers in particular, at or above current levels.

The ley samples were asked on other items to indicate how important they

felt applicationsjwere in school mathematics [729, 732, 737, 7381. Their

extremely strong siipport (above the 95% level in all bUt one.case) indicates

clearly that the lay samples see practical Applications to solve problems in

everydarlife [729], to gain skills necessary for employment 1737h to make

consumer decisions [7381, and, to a slightly lesser extent (83.8%)1, to

preserve student options on\career and vocational choices [732] as-being

.s;

*
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very *portant in sabom1 patbemsticao

Bowyer, the professional samples would not limit 'the mathematics

curriculum to practical .concerns. . iihen eakad if most students-should .

study practical applications of mathanaticss With only a few studying puzzles

-or esotaric mathematical problems L1125441, only 31.82 agreed.

341 .
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Eaphiiisonapp1iat

Total AT MT JO SP TE T tal PR.

U18 1.094 1.329 1.229 1.323 0.792 0.910 0.662 1.194 1.219

80:9% 86.9% 89.32 ' 95.2% 62.5% # 72.22 72.42 82.9% 83.32

3.8% 1.42 0.62 1.6% 0.0% 7.52 . 9.02 0.82 0.62 '

UF28 Q0.796 1.117 0.895 0.883 0.855 0.642. . 0.550
\

64 8% 75.6% 73.-I2 , 76.6% 65.4% \54.12 53.5%

5.6% 2.2% 4..8% 5.02 3.6% ,4.62 10.7%

\

UF44 0.688
. 0857 0.534 1.322 1.349

60.6% 69.9% 52.0% ,87.12 88.52

6.1% , 3. .8.92 1.3% 1.12

SB

1:125 1.110

'79.52^ 86.0Z
2.32 -nu

1.204. 1.465

84.92 86.12
2.2% J).041

/ 342
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-AppliCations: j..ay samples' estimates Of.importance

732

737

738

191544

AT MT JC , MA

1:816

98.3%
0.52

1.176

83.8%

.17802

98.1%
0.62

1.157

83.9%

1.846

98.3%
0.5%

1.187-

83.6%

1.042

99.0%
0701

1.263

84 2Z:

2.52 \ 2.3% 3.3% 2

1.576 1\.531 .1.621 1;737,

95.2% 941% 96.7% 98.1%

1.12 1.1% 1.6% 0.0%,

1.552 e. 1.550 1.516 1.624-

95.6% 95.0%, 96.1% 96.8%

1;4% 1.5% . 1.6% 0.0%

-0.361 -0.461 -0.176 -0.206 -0.500 -0:288 -0.606

31.8% 29.4% 38.7% 35.37. 23.3% 32.2% 25.3%

57.4% 62.8% 49.6% 53.0% 63.3% 56.0%, 63.0'

0
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/vacations: General goals

Goals related to the application of mathematics ware also strongly

'supported by tba.professional samples. Goal items may be clustered into

those relating to applicationslimmerally, to consumer applicatiansi. and
4.1 -

to vocational or career preparation. .The two items with the lawest

perceotages of support (78.62 and 83.72) pertain to applying mathematics

t,

in science (PB5101 and in otper disciplines (PS37412 although an item on

interpreting graphs and other da9a for use in science and social studies

(PS3721 receives far higher support (94.82). It is interesting that

applying recently taught mathematical idea, is not perceived more strongly

as a goal of problem solving, when so many textbook problems are designed

to do just that: 'on, item PB505, only §4% supported this goal. Neverthe

, less, this ie quibbling: ,there is obviously strong support across all
_.

samPle's for-these,general goals related to.applications.
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Total AT JC SP TE -PR

AL145 1.375 1.463 1.415 1.207 1.441 1.437,1.412

91.9% 87.5% 92.6% 97.6% 86.2% 91.52 95.82

3.22 5.22 3.32 0.0% 10.32 1.7% 0.0%

01300 1.315 1.270 1.20 1.083 1.146 1.573 1.516

89.8% "88.7% 87.2% 77.8% 82.9% 100.0% 95.42
2.32 4.5% .3.42 8.32 2.4% 0.0% 0.02

PS372. 1.462 1.407 1.384 1.441 1.515 1.533 1.525

94.8% 91.3% 94.0% 94.1% 100.0% 98.3% 95.1%
1.67. 4.9% 2.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

P8374 1.133 1.321 1.232 1.000 0.970., 0.967 1.049,

83.7% 37.6% 87.9% 73.5% 81.8% 76.7% 35.2%

3.52 3.7% 4.0% 2.92 6.0% 3.4% 1.62

P3505 1.132 .1.250 1.181 1.071 1.065 .0.982 1.071

84.0% 88.5% 83.82 78.5% 83.9% 80.7% c. 32.9%

3.32 3.1%" 2.9% 3.6% 3.2% 3.62 4.3%

P3510 0.959 0.969 1.010 1.179 1.129. 0,702. 0.914

78.6% 79.2% 80.0% 89.3% 90.3% 64.9% 77.1%.
3.9% 5.2% 4.82 0.0%, 0.0% 7.0% 1.4%

SE
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Applications: Consumer goals

Several items aik if consumer needs shpuldheagoal of tealehing

particUlar aspects of mathematics. 'There was generally strong support

fa-r goals related to consumer concerns: at,the.802 and 90Z levels except

far geametry [GM3041, which is apparently not so strongly seen (58,8%) as

related to consumerism. Strongdst support comes for item WM207,on whole

numbers (94.7%) items MS578 and MS579 an measurement (both 94.6%), Item

RP438 on ratio and proportion (94.02), and item 7S371 on.probihility and
C7

statistics (91.62). Support is slightly weaker for item P3506 on problem

solving (86.32), item FD30 on decimals (85.2%), and itemknI40 on-fractions

(80.3%). The lay samples are vary supportive (97.12) of consumer goals

on the generic item [781].

It is somewhat puzzling that support should be higher for ratio and

proportion and less for fractions and decimals, since all are used in

comparison of prices and quantities. When the exact questions are examined,' .

it is apparent that the ratio and propotion item-(which relates to percent)

.is quite specific about "analyzing the financing of a purchase such as a

'new car or a house". On the other hand, the decimal and fractiaa items

only refer very generally to determining 'best buys". It seems possible

that the differences in perceatage levels relate not to the different

mathematics content strandse but to the ievel of specificity in the wording,

of each item. The.reader should be aware that differences in wording of

similar items can account for differences in the_way the items were per-

ceived and answered.



Applications: Consumer pals

=.1 Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PR

FD30 1.163 1.276 1.371 1.163 0.815 1.018 0.914

85.2% 91.8% 88.0% 86.0% 77.8% 80.7% 77.2%

5.1% 5.2%. 7.01 14.8% 12.3% 5.72

FD40 .0.968 1.020 0.992 0.905 0.769

80.3% 82.7% 80.5% 81.0% 69.2%

13.7% 15.3% 11.9% 16.7% 11.5%

WN207 ,1.458 1.546 4 1.568 1.432 1.179 1.462 1.295

94.7% 96.3% 97.3% 91.9% 87.1% 98.1% 90.1%'

1.273 1.9% 0.9% 2.7% 2.6% 0.0% 0.0%

0304 0.623 0.966 0.427 ,0.611 0.463 0.733 0.484

58.8% 73.1% 48:7% 61.1% 56.1% 65.4% 50.0%

12.6% 9.0% 18.0% 16.7% 12.2% 9.32 9.42

PS371 1.379 . 1.317 1.333 1.441 1.333 1.417 1.492

91.6% 89.0% 89.9% 91.17. 87.9% 93.4% 98.3%

2,2% 4.9% 2.0% 0.0% 0.0% 3.3% OtOZ

RP438 1.371 1.467 1.460 1.331 1.129 1.407 _1.211

94.0% 95.7% 94.0% 90.07. 90.3% 98.3% 91.6%

2.1% 1.1% 3.0% 6.7% 3.2% 1.7% 0.0%

PB5P6 1.284 1.604 1.410, 1.500 0.871 ,1.105 0.900

86.3% 94.8% ' 91.4% 89.3% 74.2% 84.2% 72.8%

3.62 1.0% 4.8% 0.0% 9.7% 3.6% 4.32

MS577 1.381 1.451 1.485 1.429 1.111. 1:400 1.156

92.6% 91.2% 97.8% 91.4% 80.6% 94.6% 89.12
01.7% 2.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.02



ApplIcations: Ctmaunar ioals (continued)

MS578 1.473

94.6%
1.2%

781 1.587

97.1%
1.8%

1.520 1.591 1.400 1.417 1.480 1.219

.92.1% 96.2% 94.3% 94.4% 97.4% 92.2%.
3.0% 0.02 2.9% 0.0% 0.0% 1.6%.

1.577 1.539 ., 1.740.

97.4% 96.72 , 96.0%
1.72. 2.2% 1.0%

348
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Applications:, Vocational/career pals _

Althaugh the data-moy be interpretedgentre4y'assupportin&

vocational/career goals, it is interesting to note that more "advanced"

content areas have noticeably lower levels of support. Support is-very

high for item- 11326 on decimals (92.52)2 item 17)36 on fractions (94.32)9

item 3P444 on ratio and proportion (86.5;), item I4201 on 'whola numbers

(85.32), item MS579 on measurement (84.2;), and item =40 on algebra .

(81.32). Another algebra item suggesting ,,that algebra should be taught

"to preserve optionli with respect to Career and vocatpnal choice" 1A1118

teceives less support, however (61.72). Whenasked if formai work with

algebra should be dropp44silkeca4.3se it bas.little relation to real-World,
-

problems [AL175, 751], 94.6% of the professional samples and 76.4% of the

lay samples disagreed.

For probability 4nd statis4cs IPS3781 and computer literacy iCL6311,
,

\
57.2% and 63.9% agreed with the goals, respectively. The respondents may,

feel that a smaller percentage of students will enter vocations or careers

employing these skills. In geometry [GM2971, 58.I2 agreed with the goal;

the classical nature of these4programs may be seem as less related ta

vocational or career goals than are the other areas:, It is possible to

gain some insl.gh t. ino the.question,by examining responses to the following

items:

AL168 A special algebra course for vocational students should be

'770
offered.

GM327 A full-year course in applied geometry should be available

746
as a high school elective course.

1

With the exception of the MA and SB samples, there is at least moderate

support (above the 60% level) for such applied courses in algebra and

geometry.
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342

Should content be altered to match !ocatiopit

111D701 .asked if students should be taught, fractions wit

tors useful in various vocations. In. general 76.0% of

samples aggeed,with strong agreement (.93.32) coFing f

and miaimal agreement (55.9%)' comini fromthe M& sample.

Cue item

deisaFaina-

he professional

the SP sample

e
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iApplications: Vocational/career goals

41)26

111)36

RP444

14141201

MS579

41.1.40

,IfiL138

AL175

Tot 1 AT MT Se SP

1.432 1.571 1.530 1.488 0.963 1.316 1.314:

92.5% 42.8% 94.9% 93.0% 774.7% 93.0% 92.9%.
4.1% 2.02 3..5% 2.32; 14.82 5.3% 4.3%

1.467 1.490 S.563. 1.405 1.038

94.3% -96.9% 95.0% 95.2% 80.8%
3.2% 2.0% 3e42' 0.0% 11.52

1.099 1.239 1.170 1.067 0.903 1.186 0.845

86.52 90.2% 88.0% 93.4% 80.6% 93.2% 73.3%.
2.6% 1.1% 5.0% 3.3% 6.5% 0.0% 1.4:

1.192 1.194 1.333 1.139 1.128 1469 0.934

85.3% 83.2% 89.1% 80.5% 82.1% _ 88.5% 80.3%
4.92 7.4% 3.6% 8.42 -5.2% 0.0% 4.92

1.156 1.287 1.326 ,:1.200 0.944 1.133 0.719

-84.2% 88.1% 90.2% 88.5% 80.5% 85.3% 64.1%
6.0%. 0.8% 0.0% 5.6% 1.32 6:32

1.050. 1.156 1.099 :1.220 1.034 0.949. Q.817

81.3% 85.5% 83.42 $0.22 75.9% 81.3% 69.0%
4.8% 6.3% 4.2% 2.4% 0.0% 5.12 7.0% 110.

0.705 .13.625 0.785 - 04.585 0.759' 0.644 0.775
f

61.7% 58.4%, 65.3% ,5122 .62.0% 61.1% 6642%

9.9; 11.4% 9.1: 7.3% 13.7% 8.4%

-1.685 1.275 .-1.855, -1.714 -1.972 71.773 -1.773

3.2% 9.8% 0.82 2.92 0.0% 2.6%

.;

0.0%.

-94.6% 83.3% 98.4%. 97.1% 100.0% 97.3% 96.9%
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Applications: Vccational/caroor ,icals .(continuad)

751 -0.974 .`

10.72
76.4%

PS378 0.631 0.927' 0.657 0.618 0.606

57.2% 65.8% 61 6% .55.8% 57.6%

13.0% 8.52 15.12 11.82 . 6.1%

CL631 0.672 0.858 6.909 0.667 0.462

63.9% 71.7% 76.4% 58.3% 61.6%

11.5% '8.5% 3.6% 11.1%, 20.5%

Gt297 0.583 0.955 0.496 0.417 ' 0.390

58,.1t 76..4% 54.7% 47.3% 48.8%

12.3% 5.6% 17.1% 22,2% 14.7%

,

-0.917 -1.054 -0.800

8.2% . 14.02 13.42
76.02 80.62 6E44

0.467 0.377

48.3% 47.5%
134% 19.72

0.404 0.357

-\'45.6%

19.32 '17.2%

-0.680 0.328

65.3% 42.2%
6.7% 12.5%

_

4.

fo

3. 2



'applications: Applied algebra/geometry course

SP TE PR SBTotal AT MT MA
, .

U$168 ,0.727 1.000 0.712 0.429 +3.139 0.667 0.892

70.2% 74732- 71.2% 62.9% '50.0% 70.62 76.92
17.8% 7.92 19.02 35.3% 27.8% 14.72 15.4%

770 0.598 .0.620 0.398

63.7% 65.12 54.6%
19.9% 20.02 26.12

.79

24327 .0.402. 1:107 0.860 0.763 0.303 0.754 0.643

.71.47. 78.6% 74.7% 76.3% 51.5% 64.9% 70.0%
14.9% 8.3% 11.2% 13.1% 36.3% 19.3% 15.72

746 0.779 0.813 , 0.674

65.9% 69.0% 59.7%
13.0% 11.2% 19.6%

PD70 0.907 1.056 0.679 0.553 0.382 1.356 1.131

76.0% .76.72 697% 63.2% 55.9% 93.3% 88.5%
15.9%, 12.3 21.12 26.42 35.32 -3.4% 8.22

PT

0.800
70.02.,
8.0%

0.867
66.72
6.71

3 3 a
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Applications: ,Resouree booklets r

Zn addition to ,items relating_to the goals of school isathsaatics,

'a set of Ileitis in the resources, section of theAuestionnaires also per-

tained to the tole of applicatians. Respondents were &elf/Ad tonreact.to
. f

-\the.desirability of resiource bokleticontaining applications. There was,

fa high level of support (8n or;above) for such materials in all simples.
.

only,eaceptions,to this cwerii: in problem solving; support was weak

(4.2Z),.for: resource books with problems that appeal- to girls 1108515),

and even weaker (40:22) fdr resdurce:hooks of problems written especiall
,

for 'ethnic minority studentsjP0211. In both csses, the percentages of

those who 'would "rather not be *ithered with this" or qdefinitely.would

not want this" were'approximately equivalent to the/percentaies of-these

wbo "would definitely want this", or thought they "night be nice to.have".
H

It:may be that the difficulty in writing such materials was foreseen; it

may be that bias was operating; or it simply.may be that no need for such,

materials was perceived.

t

7

1 ,
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:Apelications: Resource booklets

Total AT JO. MA SP

P11)49

!AL148

1.202

86.9%
6.1%

1.369

89.3%

1.242

84.9%
,7.1%

1.179

85.3%

1.143

86.6%
6.7%*

1.1.05.

91.32

1,413

91.32"
.2.2%

1.606,

96.9%

2.2% 4.3% 1.7% 0.0%

41.152 0.923 0.979 0.896 0.939

81.2% 84.2% 78.3% 84.8%

-- 9.6% 9.5% 11.3% .3.0%.

:4;217 1.498 1.485 1.480 1.744

95.9% 93.8% 97.52 100.0%

1.7% 2.1% 1.62 '0.0%

.0311 1.427 1.494 1.389 1.500

91.1% 88.6% 90.52 97.0%

3,2% ,5.1% 3.2% 0.02

PS3 8 1.285 1.134 1.389 1.294

90.8% 86.6% 93.8% 91.2%

.2.9% 6.2% 0.9Z- 2.9%-"'

ii449 1.112 1.010 1.173 1.207

85.1% 82.4% 84.72 93.1%

7.1% 9.8% 7.1% 6.9%

AP454 1.493 1.461 1.582 1.517

93.3% 92.22 94.92 96.6%

3.0% 4.9% 3.0% :0.0% "

1.000'

87.9%
6.0%

PR

1.464

85.7%
0.0%

0.821

78.5%,
10.7%

1.324

91.2%

2.9%

1.325

92.5%
2.5%

1385"

92.4%
0.0%

1.154

87.2%
0.0%

1.333..

'89.82

0.0%



2
Applications: Resource booklets continued)

1,13514 .1.075 1.138 1.105 1.031, ,:0.833

80.7% 81.62 82.92 81.3% 70.02
10.2%- 11.4% 7.72 9.4% 16:72

1211515 0.122, 0,126 0.076 .0.375 .0.000

47.22 47.1% 46.6% 56.3% 40.02
34.62 35.6Z 36.22 .21.9% 40.02

.118521 -0.167 0.047: -0.250 -0.219 -0.433

351.9% 42.3% 35.6% 34.4% 20.0%
40.22 34.2% 45.22 37.52 43.3%

P6525 1.282 1.372 1.212 1.406 1.133

87.7% 91.9% 84.62 96.9% 76.6:
4.8% 5.8% 0.0% 6.7%

Iti588 '1.095 1.198 1.07A 1.100 0.812

83.1% 86.8% 82.1% 86.6% 7f.9%
5.8% 3.7% 8.6% 0.0% 6.3%

MS590 1.166 1.217 1.125 1.300 1.031-

17.5% 90.5% 16.0% 96.7% 75.1%
5.1% 4.7% 6.2% 3.3% 3.1%

711 1.553 (1;380) 1.550 1.556

96.5% 94.8% 96-.1% 96.92
0.6% 0.6% 1.3% 0.0%

723 1.591 (1.405) 1.579 1.601

98.82' 95.1% iP
98.0% 99.4%

, 0.9% 0.9% 2.0% 0.02

f

, 0

1.380

94,81.

0.62

1405 ,

95.4
.0.92'
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Applications as context for instruction
e,

Several sets of items pertaining to applications were inCluded in

the methods portion# of the questionnaires. One queried the desirably

of developing concepts or procedures witilin the. context of real-woad

or applications problems (although the wording.differed 9a. items). Amm-

sistently strong support (almrine'the SO% level) for using applications

as a context for instruction in mathematics was given, with support even

°stronger from the lay samplea than from the professional samples..
a'

Realism, seems to be the key tesoport. Approximately 72% of the

lay samples agreed that "Prdblems should be realistic even though they

might involve sensitive social issues" [7141.

FS,
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Applications as conteit for instruction
k

Total

w

AT MT JC MA SP TE. PR

PD53 1.137 . 1.233 1.094 H1.317 0.800

85.0% 88.3% 82.8% 92.7% 74.2%

3.9% '3.9% 3.9% 1 0.0% 8.6%

AL156 11.256 1.059 1.351 ;1.485 1.314

87.6% 81.4% '90.0% 190.9% 94.3%
2.2% 2.9% 1.8% 0.0% 2.9%

PS403 1..115 0.960 1.209 11.000 1.458

84.3% 78.7% 89.1% 78.6% 91.7%

3.8% 7.1% 0.9% 7.1%. 0.0%

683 1.481 1.454 1.506

95.0% 94.8% 95.3%
0.3% 0.0% 0.6%

699 1.477 1.513 1.444

96.5% 97.3% 95.7%

0.9% /1.4% 0.6%

764 1.383 1.443

92.3% 94.32
2.5% ,

2.3%

782 0.822 0.06

71.9%
73.52

12.2%" 10 3%
/

SR

1.267 1.386-

90.02 08.6Z
2.2% 4.52'

0.028 0.720

69.02 ,,66.02

18.42 14.02,



Applications: Simulations

Another set 4 Methods items dealt with the use of simulations,

in which eac student woulkplay the role of a consumer orworker, using

mathematics in reai-world situation. Apparently, this method is .

an accepted teaching strategy for measurement DiS5963, with suPport at

the 70.8% level, and for the generic (general) items answered for the

elementary [686] and secondary [702] levels by the SP and TE samples,

where support averages 70%. However, even on these itams,.the JC and Mk

samples are not particularly supportive, and they, along with the MT

sample, are not particularly supportive of the use of simulations in

geometry =3231, where the Xevel drops to 60.0%.



Applications: Simulations

Total AT .M SP TE PR SB

GM323 0.508 0.759 0.410 0.324 0.364

60.0% 72.3% 57.0% ,44.2% 54.5%
19.6% 14.4% 24.0% 17.7% 21.2%

MS596 0.856 0.952 0.877 0.806 0.529

70.8% 76.2% 72.3% 63.9% 55.9%
9.5% 11.5% 6.1% 11.1% 14.7%

686 0.844 0.862 0.827

71.5% 70.4% .72.6%

11.3% .1 11.2% 11.3%

702 0.816 0.973 0.667

70.9% 79.3% 62.9%
10.7% 7.3% 13.8%
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Applications: Consumer content
sa,

As a final bit ibf evidence as to the respondents' reactiana.to the

area of applications, their levels of agreement with content decisions

that inyolve incorporation of elements of_consumer mathamatics,phrased in

different ways were assessei by a number of items. Support was Very high

(above the 88% level) for materials including real7world data [11398],

introducing percentage in,a real-life context [P2422], and teaching abgut

computers In society [CL6191.

Introducing percentage in terms of merchandizing DIP424, 7731 was

also given high support (84.32) by the prOfessional saMples, but was

given weaker support (66.8%) by the lay samples. Introducing ratio as

a method for determining the "best buy" DIF4273 received only 69.1%

support, with specific sonsumer skills such as balancing a checkbook

NN200, 7811 only slightly higher at 71.6% for the professional samples,

but with the lay samples at the 97% level.

On one,item on general or consumer mathematics courses, responses from

both profesrional and lay samples indicated that approximately 70% favored

having measurement as a strong focus of such a course [MS605, 7751 (although

support was low for the MA sample). On a second item, less support from the

professional samples(65.10 and decidedly weak support (40.9%) from the lay

samples was found for having probability and statistics as palt of the

course [P5410, 7791. Support was low for both MA4and AT samples, as well as

the lay samples.

Data processing for busins applications [01,630] received a similar

level of-support (67.2%); interestingly, support:on this item was highest

from the AT sample (78.37.) and lowest for the MA sample (53.6%).
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A licaiions: Consum'er content

Total AT MT

a

Jc MA SP TE

WN200 0.835 0.842 0.667 1.081 0.974 0.750 0.984

71.6% 69.5% 68.5% 75.6% 74.4% 73.72 73.52

15.7% 17.9% 21.32 16.2% 10.3% 11.8z, 10.92

PS398 1406 1.566 1.482 1.429 1.458

94.2,1% 97.0% 93.7% 89.2% 91.7%

2.3% 2.0% 1.8% 3.6% 4.2%

PS410 0.601 0.351 0.459 0.658 0.370 0.962 1.016

65.3% 51.5% 62:2% 71.1% 48.1% 78.9% 85.3%

18.2% 24.8% 18.02 18.4% 25.9% 13.42 8.2%

RF422 1.576

95.8%
2.4%

1.729 1.443 1.464 1.516 1.650 1.574

97.9% 91.5% 9248% 100.0% -96.7% 98.3%

1.0% 4,7% 7.1% 0.0% 1.7% 0.0%

RF424 1.183 1.490 1.236 1.071 0.871 1.117 0.885

84.3% 93.7% '88.7% 82.1% 74.2% 81.7% 70.5%

6.8% 3.1% 5,6% 7.1% 6.4% 6.7% 14.8%

RF427 0.751

-69.1%

16.2%

MS605 0.768

70.8%
13.4%

01.619 1.371

88.5%
4.8%

1.031 0.708 ,0.429 0.581 0.683 0.689

83.4% 65.1% 60..7% 61.3% 66.6% 63.9%

7.3% 16.0% 23.6% 19.4% 20.0% 19.6%

0.636

66.6%
19.2%

0.873

72.1%
8.4%

0.719 0.512 0.987 0.708

68.8% '53.7% 81.5% 73.9%

15.674 17.0% 9.2% 15.4%

1425 1.319 1.250 1.293 1.596 1.667

81.0% 89.1% 90.6% 85.3% 96.2% 95.0%

7.2% 5.8% 6.3% 4.8% 0.0% 1.72
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pplications: Consumer content (continu d

1630 0.692 0.955 0.731 0.531 0.341 .0.635 0.500

67.2% 78.3% 67.3% 62.5% 53.6% 67.32 58.3%

15.2% 10.8% 12.6% 12.6% 19.5% 17.3% 25.02

773 0.662
0.700 0.591

66.8%
68.0% 65.9%

15.8% 14.0%. 20.5%

775 0.741 0.722 0.809

70.0% 69.3%' -78.7%

11.5% 11.8% 11.2%

\779 0.064
ea.

0400, ..0.08C

40.9% 38.7%- 42.0%

32.5% 34.9% 30.7%

781 1.587 1.577 1.539

$17.1% 97.4% 96.7%

1.8% 1.7% 2.22

0.520

60.0%
20=

0.755

59.2%
10.22

0.500

56.3%
18.8%.

1.740

96.0%'

2.02.
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Sumary: Applipations

Projections of increased future emphasis are seen for

mathematics (80.9%),'mathematics and careers

for consumers (60.6%).

(64.82),

applications of

and mathematics

Lay samples gave very strong support (above 952) to the importance

.
of applications for solving problems ingeveryday life, gaining.skills

necessary for employment, and xaking consumer decisions.

Lay samples.gave strong support (83.8%) to the importance of mathe-

matics in preserving student options on career and vocational choiceS.

There was strong support across all samples for mathematics course goals

related to applications.

Consumer needs as a goal of teaching particular aspects of mathematics

were strongly supported for.all areas except geometry, which is apparently

not so strongly seen as related to consumerism.

Support for vocational/career goals was very strong (over 802) for deci-

mals fractions, ratio and proportion, whole numbers, measurement, and

algebra. Support was minimal for probability and statlstics co puter

literacy,.and geometry, however.

Resource booklets containing applications were strongly supported by all

iamples. However, resource books containing problems written to appeal

to special audiences (e.g,., girls, ethnic minorities) 'were given very

little support.

The use of applications as a context for instruction was given consist-

ently'strong support.

4tulations as a teaching method were given moderately strong support

by the AT, SP, and TE samples, but were only minimally supported by

the MT. JC, and MA samples.
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Support for4ncorpoizating elements of consumer mathematics ranged

from strong (882) to moderately strong (672) depending upon the specific

content involved.



-Individualization

.The professional,and lay samples were asked whether individualization

should receive increased emphasis Auring the 1980s DIF71. Most samples

gave moderately strong,support for increasing emphasis an indtvidualizatina

(602 to 652). The JC sample (51.02) and the ItiT sample (44.62) were somewhat

less supportive, and the Mk sample gave little support (2842). Iu all

instances, a larger percentage of each samplenchecked "somewhat more

emphasis" than checked "much more emphasis", and a substantial percentage ,..

of each sample (192 to 502) checked "same emphasis". Relatively small

percentages would decrease the emphasis on individualization.
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41,

Smphis on individual zation

Total AT MT Jc SP TE Total PR

UF7 0.551 -0.603 0.436 0.510 0.089 0.789 0.853

53.2% 61.6% 44.4% 51A% 28.52 64.52 65.32
13.42 19.12 12.3% 12.2% 21.5% 9.2% 4.02

0.746 0.766

59.92 59.9V
7.22 6.82

SB PT

0.636 0.796

56.82 65.32 .

9.12 6.12
9

a
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Individual study materials

Other questions were plcluded in the body of the survey forms to

determine the level of support responding grioups would giVe to'particular

aspects of the individualization of instruction. The extent to whicp,

they Wuld want classroom teachers to have`individual, study materials

was asked for the areas of fractions EPD441, whoie numbers IWN2191,

geometry Eamnol; probability and statistics (PS3841, ratio aud proportion

[RP4501, and measurement mism, while the SP, TE, and PR samples responded

to a generic (general) item.

In each sample and across samples, there was strong support for the

use of such materials, ranging from 77.8% for geometry to 83.6% for fractions.

The SP, TE, and PR samples gave particularly strong support (88.8%) at the

secondary level [7201 and even more support (92.3%) at the elementary level

[708] .



U.

6

Individual atucly materials

Total_ . AT MT

FD44. 1.151 1.220 1.050

83.6% 84.0% 81.7%
7.1% 6.0% 10.8%

WN219. 1.038 1.113 0.902

80.2% .82.4% 74.8%.

7.9% 9.3% -9.7%

GM31L 0.956 , 1.114 0.842

77.8% 78.5% 74.7%
7.22 6.3% 9.5%

PS389 1.044 0.990' 1.106

79.3% 76.32 83.2%
5.9% 9.3% 3.5%

RP450 0.925 0.941 0.949

78.4% 17.5% 82.7%
10.8%0 11.7% 10.2%

-Mi585 0.980. 1.105 0.844

77.9% 84.8% 72.6%

9.5% 8.6% 13.3%

708 1:373 (1.700)

92.3% 97.0%
3.9% 0.6%

.c 720 1.259 (1.407)

88.8% 90.8%
5.3% 2.0%

JC MA SP TE PR SB PT

1.370 1.000

89.1% 81.8%
p.02 6.0%

1.205 1.118

84.7% 22

i2.6% 2.9%

1.000 0.875

88.2% -75.0%

8.8% 2.5%

0.912 1.154

79.4% 73.1%

2.9% 7.7%

0.759 0.949

69.0% 76.9%
13.8% 7.7%

1.067 1.031

80.0% 75.1%.

3.3% 3.1%

S)

1.371 1.315 1.700

92.0% 92.5% 97.02
5.92 1.9% 0.62

1.289 1.232 1.407

89.5% 88.1i. 90.8%,

5.9% 4.8% 2.02
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Individual study tine

Respondents were also queried concerning their willingness to devote

major instructional time to individusal4 7Pd instruction. Respondents were

asked the extent to which they wOuld be positively or Legativaly influenced

with respect-to selecting instructidnal materialas if "more than 50% of the

Instructional time is devoted td student use of individual study materials

to develop and extend ideas." For the AT, HT, JC, and MA samples, this

question was asked for fractions [1007],\algebra DAL1643, whole numbers

DIN2301, geometry, [GM321], measurement IMS5951, and computer literacy

[C1.650]. For the other samples, it was asked as a generic (general)

item 1677, 693, 7881.

The generally low levels of support (26.6% to 49..5%) for this item

Ark. may be occasioned by the fact that such's large portion (more than 502)

of instructioaal ti'Me was specified. It is intersting to note that even

with such a major commitment required, the AT sample still would be

moderately strong in their support for-qeveral content areas, particularly

whole numbers and measurement, and, apparently, such a position would be

supported by the lay samples as well.



'Individual study time

Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PR

PD57 0,121 0.243 -0.070 0.195 0.371

40.3% 46.6% 32.8% 43.9% 45.7%

34.6% 36.9% 39.9% 26.8% .. 17.1%

AL164 0.018 -0.010 0.009 0.212 -0.057

36.67 36.2% 36.9% 36.4% 37.1%
37,7% 40.2% 40.5% 18.2% 40.0%

WN230 0.196 0.600 0.084 0.000 -0.179

43.3% 61.2% 36.4% 38.5% 28.2%

27.8% 18.8% 28.0% 35.9% 38.5%

3M121 0.185 0.415 0.160 0.029 -0.152

42.1% 51.3% 43,0% 29.4Z 30.3%

31.3% 29.2% 30.0% 29.4% 42.5%

MS595 0.397 0.571 0.231 0.722 0.147

49.5% 60.9% 40.7% 55.5% 41.2%
22.7% 20.0% 27.6% 5.6% 29.4%

CL650 .0.263 0.343 0.264 0.135 0.152

42.8% 46.1% 43.4% 35.17. 39.4%

23.4% 18.6% 23.6% 27.0% 33.3%

677 0.159 0.289 0.042

43.8% 46.72 41.0%-

32.2% 25.6% 38.1%

693 0.235 0.220 0.250.

46.1% 45.4% 46.9%

31.0% 32.6% 29.4%
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Pdividua1 study time (continued)

,
788 0.360. 0.273 0477 0.778

50.1% 46.8% 54.7Z 65.3%

25.7% .28.2% 22.1.% 1443.

9
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in other generic items 1674,,6901'which included an aspect of indi

vidualization, respondents were asked the eictent to which they mould be

yositively or negatively influenced by instructional materials in which

" specific objectives criterion referenced testing, and other materials

are included to encourage use of .a mastery learning or an individually

paced model". The AT, MT, JC, and MA samples responded to this item

for the content areas fiactionssand decimals in601,,whole numbers

NN227], geometry IM13201, probabilif4 and Statistics [PS405], ratio

and proportion [RP459], problem solving En5401, and measurement (MS6001.

The MA sample was noticeably weak in its support 'of this item.

In each of the remaining samples, the support ranged from moderate to

strong, with a clear tendency for higher levels of support to be.given

to "basic" areas such as whole numbers (66.8%), fractions and decimals

(66.3%), and'measurement (63.9%). The SP sample waseticeably stronger

in their support than either the TE or other.prpfessional samples. The

.
PR, SB, and PT samples were higilly supportive (92.4%) of a related itei

17603. This may be primarily an indication of their positive response

to the phrase-"specified competency level" in theii form of the item.

The topic,of mastery learning, which appears along with individual-

ization in the introductory item's, was also one of those for which some

groups were asked to indicate the degree of change in emphasis which

should occur In the 1980s.

Total . AT MT .JC MA SP TE

UP11 0.707 1.025 0.970 0.658 0.446

61.4% 70.9% ,69.7% 60.8% 52.4%

11.6% 3.87. 3.0% 12.0% 19.9% .

41,c
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Vary small percentages (3.82-and-4.02) of iba.AT and Pi; samples

mouId decrease emphasis on mastery learning, but larger percentages of
"

the SP and TE samples mould (12.02 and 19.92, respectively). While the'

inferred ranking of the item for the AT and HT samples virtuall, the

same, there is a decided difference in the ranking by the and TE"

samples with the TE.sample giving less relative importance tastery

learning.



Individualization: Mastery learnins model

UN227

,Ca320

PS405

RP459

P8540

14S600

,

T tal AT SP TE

0.768 0.990 0.709 0.951 0.114

66.3% 76.7% 63.8% 75.6% 34.3%

11.4: 8.7% 14.1% 4.92 17.1%

0.793 0.976 0.796 0.950 0.211

66.8% 75.3% 66.7% 75.0% .39.5%

9.3% 10.6% 6.5% 5.0% .18.4%

0.506 0.765 0.440 0.412 0.156

54.2% 64.22 52.0% 50.0% 40.7%

17.8% 16.1% 19.0% 11.7% 25.1%

0.414 0.616 0.409 0.143 -0.083

51.3% 59.6% 53.6% 39.3% 20.9%

18.0% 16.1% 17.3% 21.4% 25.0%

0.551 0.622 0.560 0.727 0.152

56.6% 57.8% 57.7% 69.7% 36.4%

,13.6% 7.7% 14.7% -15.2% 24.3%

0.451 0.620 0.385 0.344 0.208

54.9% 61.0% 53.8% 46.9% ,45.9%

181,32 15.0% 18.8% 18.7% 29.2%

0.722 0.942 0.602 0.972 0.235

63.9% 76,.9% 58.6% 69.5% 38.2%

12.6% 8.7% 14.8% 2.8% 26.5%

0.742
4 , 1.000 0.512

67.9% 75.4% 61.3%

5.1% 9.42 20.3%

PR



'ndlividualization: Mastery learning model (continued)

690 0.761 1.047 0.494

71.3% 80.72 62.52

17.7% - 8.72 26.32

760 1.357 1.339 1.341

92:4% 92.52 92.0%

3.9% 4.02 4.5%

..1.40;/

-93.02
2.1Z

^



Individualization: Specific aspects

Two items were included that pertained to individual study in a

computer-assisted instruction mode [A1.147, CL6441. Although the

iodividualization aspect is confounded with other points, the response

patterns provide some additional evidence of support for individualization,

at a moderatelvhigh level (71.6% and 63.5%).

Reactions to individualizing.through project work were considered by

smother set of items. Moderate to strong support was given, as discussed

in the section on "Out-of-Class Activities and Projects".

One final set of items of possible iaterest under the ind-Widualization

category iovolved permitting slower students to use a calculator "to

keep up with the rest of the class". As is noted in the seciion on "Use

of Calculators", there was very little support for this idea.

a



ndividualization: CAI

MT .1C MA SP TE PR SBTotal AT

L147

L644

0.786

71.62
15.5%

0.661

63.5%
13.32

0.705

67.4%
19.0%

0.760

64.0%
8.0%

0.791

72.22
15.7%

0.617

65.4%
15.0%

1.900

81.8%
9.1%

0.514

62.1%
18.9%

0.786

71.4%
10.7%

0.667

57.5%
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SuMmary: Individualization
X

Increasing the emphasis .on individualization during the 1980's was given

maderat,ely;strong sUpport by the AT, SP, TE, pk SB,'and PT samples.

Support'was much weaker from the MT,:JC, and ?tA samples, howavarsL ran-
,

ing from 44.6% to 28.5t:

grOups gave moderately strong to strong support for giling class-

room teachers individual study materialsofor classroom use.

very little support was given.to devoting more them 42 of instructional

time to Student use of individual study'materials; however', the AT saw,.

ple did give minimal support for the idea when used with-whole numbers

and measurement.
0

Increasing emphasisn'on mastery learning received moderately strong sup -

port from /a and. MT samples, btit slightly less support from SP and TE
.

.

samples.

Specifying competency levels in instructional materials received Very
. _

strong support (above 92%) from 5.ay 'samples.
6

Instructional materials with specific objectives, criterion-:referenced

testing and other aspects of a mastery learning or.individually paced
I.

-

podel were given moderately strong suppOrt (above 637.) by all professional

samples except tte MA semple which gave very little support (20% to,40%).

Individual study by computer-assisted instruction was given moderately

strong suppo;t (71.6% to'63.5%). -/

3s:t
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Differentiated Programs for Special Groups

Feint introauctory items queried respo:Oents as to the amount of

emphasis that should be given in maihamatics,to four groups: women

M221, minorities [US23], gifted students MIF243, and low achiewecs

OF401. Fifty percent of theirespondents thought that min7fities should

receive about the same empbalis'as no*, While 402 indicated this response

for wo!menin i*thematics. The need for inerealled emphasis on\women,was

perceivedj)y 52.52, while 38.52 indicated that there slruld be increased

emphasis on mdnorities.

01;er 752 of most 'samples believe that mare emphasis should be given

to gifted students. The JC and MA samples gave the lesst support of all
,

.
,

i

samples to these students (60.02 and 69.62, resiectively). Olily a small.

i

I

percentage of any sample'believes that less emphasis shoild be given to

the.gifte4, however. Support for increasing emphasis on low achievers is

lower, with au average of 58.6%.for tie professional samples and 66.02 for.

the lay samples. The MA;sample id least.supportive

AZ and PT samples are mTst supPortive,(72.2% apd 77.

(40.52), while the

3%, respectively).

Less 0144 8.3% iadicated that'these students Should begivea less support,

with the exception of the-4 sample (16.42).

In the remainder 01 this section, items that

pf students with special needs Are considered: t

college-bound studeati. Other special groups, including slower students
. , *

ertaineto three grouis

gifted, girls, and

and students from ethnic groupi are considered elsewpere ia this report.

the needs of the non-co

-liariety of questioas

_
f

1ege400und student are also cousidered in d wide

t

a



UF22

UF23

UF24

UF40 -

oi students

Total AT 30 SP TE Total

0.574 0.664. 0.481 0.6,17 0.065 0.88 0.767

52.5% 52.1% 44.3% 65.0% 47.8% 63.42 56.6%
6.8% 4.32 2.6% 15.02 28.32 1.92 3.3%

0.338 0.340 0.304 0.317 0.196 0.404 0.517

38.5% 38.3% 36.7% 40.0% 35.72 40.4% 43.3%
11.2% 11.4% 9.52 18.4% 17.9% .5.72 6.7%

1.069 1.143 1.133 0.750 1.143 1.037 1.053

75.1% 75.7% 81.7% 60.0% 69.6% 75.32 75.62
2.62 2.1% 1.92 .1.7% 4'0.0% 4.62 3.8:

0.681 9.935 0.807 0.810 0.297 0.78.3 0.525

58.6% .72.22 63.9% 67.8% 40.5% 55.02 49.2%

8.9% 4.7% 7.62 6.0% 16.4% 0.32 8.2%

3S3

*

1.326
134.3%
2.6%

0.987

, 16.0%
2.2%

S13

1.509
69.22

1.108
79.62

1.067
75.62

1.122 4.32 4.42 7

0.966 0.935 1.182 (is
444

64,6% 63.42 77.3% 14

1.72 4.32 0.02

3S1



Gifted stIdents

Support for a senior-Isval probability and statistics course
t IV

for high-abiliii students EPS4121 la moderate,froamost prifessianal

samples (62% to 67%), except for the AT sample (54.22) and the TE

sample (46.02). Whyr-the latter sample in particular gives so little

support to the idea is unclear. The PR and SB samples both support

tbis course [783] above the 702 level, utile the PT sample gives only,

minimal support (56.2%).

That.only bright students shouldlbe tpaught all three types of percent

problems [BP4671 is rejected by every sample (86.62 disagree), as is

the suggestion (1)8542] that "problem,Aolving is &Imo:ion of,intelligence

and cannot really'be taught except to gifted students" (where 90.62

disagree). Similarly, the idea that "division of #actions should be

omitted from the curriculum except for very bright students" [FD63] is

rejected by 80.02.

The use of course units in ratio and proportion [1114221 or in problem

solving.[PB503] to identify students who possess mathematical talent

gathers almost twice the expected response:for the "undecided" choice

(42.8% and 38.0%, respectively). The remaining respondees tend to tip

negatively toward the liea in ratio and proektion (33.1% disagree) and

positively toward the idea in problem solving (46.5% agree).

3S5
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Gifted students

P8412

783

RP467

PB542

no

Total AT

0.492 0.406

57.2% 54.2%
25.6% 26.12

0.877

12.Th

-1.263 70.987

7.5% 18.0%

,86.6% 76.921

-1.345 -1.475

5.1% 2.0%
90.6% 93.0%

-1.081 -0.738

14.2%
80.041.0b

24.32
70.0Z

RP422 .1.576 '.1.729

.95.8% 97.9%
2.4% 1.0%

PB503 .0.416 0.448

46.5% 46.9%
15.5% 16,7%

MT JC MA

iy.634 0.605 0.778

61.62 65.8% 66.62
21:52 15.8% 22.2%

9

4.189 -1.265 -1.513

6.3% 5.8% 0.02
87.42 82.3% 94.92

-1:084 -,1.147 -1.300

8.4% 5.8% 3.32.

87.42 82.4Z 90.0%

-1.578 -1.590 -1.647

3.72 2.6% 2.9%

91.72 97.4% 97 12

1.443 1.464 1.516

91.5% 928% 100.0%

4.72 7.1% 0.02

0.476 0.393 0.419

52.3% 46.4% 48.4%

15.32 21.4% 13.0%

SP TE , PR SB

0.538, 0.131

55.82 46.02
23.0% 42.6%

0.905 0.899 0.625

75.32 .73.1Z, 56.22.
12.92 12.3%' 12.52

-1.316 -1.486

7.02 2.9%
85.92 94.22

-1.644 -1.465

5.1% 4.22
94.92 92.92

-0.322 10.885

30.52 13.12
55.92 -78.72

1.650 1.574

96.72 98.32

1.72 0.02

0.281 0.400

43.8% 38.6%
17.62 11.52

3S6
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Stecial tiaterialsicouraes for girls

laittle support (47 22) vas given to providing resource book* with

problems that appeal to girls [PB51514: .ifttile -the idea tbat different

problesrsolvin dourses should be offered to gixis [P15461 vas cieerir

rejected by all samples.

ee
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Syecia-1 ziaterialoicourifsrfiit.

P3515

P13546

Total AT .1C MA SP TE

0.122 6.126 0.076 0.3t 0.000

47.22 47.1% 46.62 56.3% 40.0%
34.6% 35.6Z 36.22 21.92 40.0%

-1.701 -1.706 -1.538 4.765 -1.800 -1.797- . -1.817

3.1% 3.0% 5.9% 2.9Z 0.0% 1.7% 1.42

94.2% 93.22 , 89.9% 94.1% 100.0% 98.3% 97.22

3S8



Collikee..bousid -students

Row--aany .YeiresiTuf.-.1tigh-scbooltsatItepaticilaxadas:p..-sbOuld

college-bound students study 1703? a Almost ban (41.4%) of, the lap sampl.e

responded "four years"; 3542 respoudad:"three years";and,o41y 1642

responded "tem years" or lese. .(tn contrast, 04y.15..3%.indicated that

four years of high schooi matheasties should be *squired for high school .

graduation for all students 1741];25.3$ responded "three-yearei40.6%,,

"two years"; and 12.= one'year or Use.)

4.% sizable portion (63.8%) of the lay samples felt that at leak ,one

course t mathematics for the college-bound stUdent..Shouid make extensive

use of the computer [780]. ,When askgd whether.or not.college-bound students

needed different Computer techniques than vocational students IC1.6573,

46.5% of the professional 'Samples disagreed.

How important is.whole-sumber computation as a basic skill for college-

bound students? When kt was suggested that.these students should spend

at least three weeks of every school year reviewing whole-number computation

IWN432, 755], 35.12 of the professional samples disagreed. The strongest

disagreement came from the MA sample (70.0P; the weaksst disagreement

came from the AT sample (43.7%). The lay samples tended to agree, although.

very weakly; their agreement of 49.42 is only slightly over the expected

40% level.

Finally, content strands for.algebra, geometry, and probability and

statistics contained questions aboat the desliability of teaching specgic

topids for coLlege -bound students. Details may be found in those sections.

s4
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stone e-boustudents

Total AT .7c

_

742 . -1.266

3,4%
83.2%

780 0.646

63.8%
17.4

4657 0.225

46.5%'
30.32

WN232 -0.359

29.7%
55.11

755 0.395

49.4%
25.5%

MA _SP

+a.

.0.520 0.412 0.000 -0.182 0.224 '-0.183

57.8% 52.91 30.0% 30.3% 48.32 33.8%

22.5% -21.6% 36.7% 36.4% 31.02 47.92

0.068 -0.437. -0.371 -0.800 -0.390 -0.672

26.9% 25.7% 13.3% 32.2% 18.1%.44.7%

43.7% 56.3% 48.6% 70.02 62.2% 60.72

741 -0.420

12.9%
40.6%

91.

4.223 4.228 -11574

--313%-

82.72 80.62 91.52

0.641 0.618 0.73i

62.7% 65.32
17.72 20.22 10.22

0.407 0.118 0.176

48.32 39.62 75.62
22.12 37.72 12.22

-0409 -0.453 -0.979

14.821" 12.22 # 3.22
35.22 42.02 67.02

,

a
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Aimmsryt Differentiated Piograms for Special Groups
A

GlegieSalld emphasis for gified ptudents was supported by'over 752 of'
tr!

Mat samples.

Support for'a senior-levUl prokabiiity and;statistiesco4rse forghigh-
0

ability students was moderate from most OrofessiOnal sanbloss (622 to 672).

.e*cept from theAT sample (54.22) and the TR samile (46.02)1.

.Incriasad emphasis for women was supported by 52.5Z of most samples but

402 indicated that women should receive about the same emphasis as now.

Different probiam-aolving course's ior girls were strOngly rejetted, and

very little,support was shown for providing resource bodits with prnblems

that appeal to girls.

a Increased emphasia for ndnorities was supported bf only 38.52, while

502 felt minorities should receive ,about the same emphasis as now.

Increased emphasis fqr low achievers received moderately strong support

\a

. (63.42 to 77.3%) from all professional and lay samples except IV', SP,

and TE. In these three cases support was minimal (40.52 to 55.0%).

, Almost half (47.4%).of the lay samples believed that college-bound stu-
..

. a 0

dents should study four years of mathematics in grades 9-12.

Extensime use of the computer in at least one mathematics course for

college-bound Students was given moderately strong support (6.3.8%) by

the lay samples:

4.4
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1

Use of elq.cuistors
I

62 The intxeductory item am thmuie'of calculator* indicates tiat 54.32: .

of the Trofessionallopulations sampled indicated thay shoat': riceilossiore

4 a

emphasis, 14; Ot indicated less-esphisis, 'and the. realiihdee. (31.72) Are

cided. The lay 'samples were less stapizfot of.incressing emphasis on cal-
P

culators, with only 162 oi the PT samplia itrgpror 01 this; Tbe SP,rand TE
. \

.

samples armdecidedly more favorable toward isimmise4 wig a c14441ators
.

than are the otiler sampaes. No percentage inieithar sample indiated they
.

should receive less'emphasis. It should benolebd, luxAmer,.that far less

than the expected percenuge (402) in an group except the PT simple indi-
I P.

cated that less emphasis should be placed oi calculaais. This appears

to be a sign of their "slow but sure" acceptance notad aby Suydam (1979).

It must be notfd that, for the calculator items, there is a difference

in the responses- from.that used on.other clusters of items. The "a" re-
.

sponse is "very appropriate", as elsewhere; the "b" response is "only in

special circumstances". 'This is referred td as supportive, but obviously

.

it is not precisei the same as that given by the uSual "b",respohse of

11 somewhat or probably appropriate".

414

392
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Use of calculators
a

UF5 0.492 0.340 0.464 0.426' 0.319 1.088 .1.000

543% 51.3% 31.22 43.52. 44.72 85.32' 73.72 35.(1% '40.2% 29.52 16.0%

14.0% 20.72 13.12 13.1% 17.12 0.02 0.0% 24.0% 19.3; 33.02 42.0%
-

393.
4.

14.

I.

Mr'

ca.

-
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Divelopini'ideas and concepts

Yor algebta, littletAupport (45.92) is given for developing basic'

ideas with calculators EAL159h but ireI WANT! VP' gArtn. for

exploring the values of. (a + 02.1AL1811 And a -111141lay IdirAer percentage

(74 3:0 approve the use of calculators fpr wrking vithaimits -of

sequences EAL1851.

Supiort_at the 66.5% Laval is lily= for devdoping ideas about

decimals LEM741, but nat for developing ideas about fractions t10731 the

coefficient oi agreement for the latter item is -0 036

.the use la calculators for 'developing ideas about parcen

c'

Over 60Z-2,support

greater than

100% (RP478], but 63.12 disagreewith the idea that ,"percen should be

imtroduced as e Opeciil key on a calculator" (RP4341..

Finally, the SP, TE, PR, SB, and PZ samples were asked im general 1662)

about the appropriateness of using calculators to develop ideis and concepts.

The SP and TE samples supported this idea at-the $5.5% and 82.32 levels,

respectively. Acceptance by the lay,samples was lower, ranging from 42.54

to 55.4%.

e
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Developing ideas and conceal:

Total AT MT .7c MA SP TE PR SB

71)73 -0.016 0.020 -0.060 '0.216 -0420

40.7% 41.4% 41.0% 43.2% 32.02
42.52 37.4% 4402 17.8% 60.02

FD74 0.626 0.646 0.590 0.865 0.360

66.570 64.7% 68.4% 67.52 64.0%
23.7% 22.3% 25.6% 16.2% 32.0%

-AL159 0.270 0.461 0.243 0.121 -0.057

45.9% 54.9% 44.1% 45.4% 25.8%
22.4% 15.7% 22.52 33.3% 31.5%

AL181 0.907 1.144 13.791 1.000 0.571

70.1% 75.6% 68.2% 75.7% 57.1%

21.2% 12.2% 23.7% 24.3% 34.32

AL185 1.011 1.033 0.927 1.061 1.171

74.32 66.6% 74.5% 81.8% 85.7%
11.9% 4.4% 17.3% 15.2% 11.5%

RP434 -0.770 -0.604 -0.783 -0.750 -1.129 -0.700. -0.902

17.3% 18.8% 16.1% 21.4% 6.4% 23.3% 14.72

63.1%
C.

56.3% 64.2% 67.9% 74.22 60.02 _67.2%

RP478 0.644 0.859 0.678 0.437 0.175

62.7% 70.7% 62.7% 56.3% 47.5%
23.2% 17.1% 22.1% 25.1% - 40.0%

662 1.263 (0.299) 1.315 1.216 0.362 0.251 0:043

83.8% 53.1% 85.52' 82.3% 55.4% 51.92 42.52
11.3% 28.9% 10.3% 12.2% 26.62 32.4% 35.1%

57.2% 56.1; 53.62 55.9% 45.5% 54.42 48.52 '55.4% 51.9% 42.52

39P
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Lear numge_rfacts

The use -of calculators to fielp children learn basic faFts Dit42361 was

supported by only .47.3% of the professional 'populations sampled.

Apparently, this reflects a belief that the basic facts must be 'learned

first, before calculators are used; that calculators could facilitate the

learning.of the 'facts (as indicated by research, e.g.. ShummuLy, 1978) is

apparently not accepted by many. Even the $P and TR samples are less in

favor of this use of calculators [6681 than they are of other uses (584%).

The ET sample is decidedly less supportive than other samples; this may

reflect the belief that students come to high school without knowing

TbaSic facts (as a few students do), and that.these students must learn

.
without calculators what they have already.failed to learn without calculators.

3 9 7
44
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basic staab,,F fatrs

41236

AT MT JC MA SP TE PR

-0.454 -0.280 -0.711 -0.350 -0.156

36.1% 40.0% 27.3% 47.52 43.8%
57.4% 55.0% 64.42 50.0% 46.9%

cOoir

66t. 0.434 0.414 . 0 453

58.4% 56.6% 60.0%

- 31.1% 31.1% 31.2:

47.3%

39s
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Laar_siorics
There la moderate support *for using calculators for learning why

an algorithm works: with only 6542 of the eamples favoring the 'three

item; ISIN239, VI248 6671- 'Ms!? ig strong OuPPortiv* (80.82),-

even Imre so than the TE sample (49.8%). whicl; "is at about the same level

as the AT samPle. The JC and ti& samples responded differently to W1L239

(which more than 65% supported) and 1S1248 (which less then 482 SupPorted).

This apparently is a function of the items: WN239 refers to "learning

properties of different operetiOns", while WN248 refers explicitly, to

"learning why the long division algorithm works". These two samples saw

a difference in intent between the two items :or perhaps they have qualms

'about using calculators in connection with division (this will also be

noted ii the section on "usilig calculators for calculating").
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TO1239

Wi248

667

0.589 0.848 0.298 0.850

62.7% 67.6% 55.42 .70.0%
24.32 16.22 32.32 20.0%

0.531 9.840 0.533 0.250

57.5% 65.0% BOA% 47.5%
25.7% 15.0% 25.0% 25.0%

1.079

75.1% 0. ,

17.1%

65.1% 66.3% 57.7% 58.8%

0.562

65.6%
25.02

-0.094

37.52

. ,
--:
;

'

50.0%

1.265 -0.909

80.8% 69.8%
11.9% 22.0%

4

51.62 80.82 69.8%

040
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'Checking' antiwar*

. . ... . , . ., ., , ,
- v -

glen the specific way lit which calculators are used is considered,
'

discrepancies across types of uie as well_as across populations are noted.

,As was reported previously, checking answirsiis. a use of calculttoralitlidi

is nace-controversiiiI. It is agreed upon by **oat ovary -group, with --

92.72 of all samplts expressing 'support; on.only out item 11612451 did only

ons group- (XL) fail to rank it first amig tbe possible ussi_of_cielculatora.._

Professional samples'-vere_.asked about- the appropriateness of wrina -

calculsitors to check answers within. -the,cific nress of algebra, whole

nuilibersi vatic and proportion, and measureavat.--Shen_the data from these

samples for items #1.183, 101245, RP474, and NS613 are compared with results,

from item 664, reiponded to by the SP, TE, and lay samples, the status

does not change-. It is interesting to note that, across items, the AT.

SP, and TE samples are most supportive, and the MA sample is least sup-

portive of this use Of calculators.

,

4 01

I
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Checking answers

Total

A1.183 1.619 1.778 .1.582 1.545 1.400

92.5% 56.7% ,92.72 90.9% 82.92
2.62 0.02 2.72 6.1% 5.72

Si4245 1.449 1.650 1.339 1.512 1.156

89.1% 95.02 85.12 90.3% 84.42

6.8% 2.02 10.72 4.8% 9.42

1117474 1.668 1.707 1.712 1.562 1.525

92.7% 93.9% 94.1% '90.72 87.5%
7 0 3.8% 3.0% 4.22 3.1% 5.0%

MS613 .1.594 ..1.i..6f17 1.667 1.406 1.325

92.42 96.4% 94.1% 87.5% 80.0%

5.0% ,2.7% 4.27; 9.4% 10.0%

664 1.817

96.3%

(1.238)

'89.2%

1.818

96.7%

1.817.

96.1%

1.261

89.52

143,
89.4%

----Li% 5.3% 1.62 0.62 5.2Z 6.72

92.0% 95.52 91.51 89.9% 133.7% 96.7% 96.1%. 89.52 69.42

402
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tfrobleas
,

Support ,for the use of calculators:0 solve 'word prohleato roved

from 50.9% to 73.126 for the Us Ws Xs and lik isomples. This a tont=

diction of tbo bolisfs of the .64.2cators cited br Suydam' -(1976) wbo.exprossod

a strong argument that calculators could bit, wow to facilitate the foothisg ,

of problem solving becauie the b.urden -of computation could be remov,e4,0
1

allowing a focus on the, process of problem' solving. It should be 110ted

'that the SP and TE saiTles supported this use ,of _calculators _(94%:and

respectively),° in contrast to other somplea;_the seep4 was Also supporr

tive (80.5%) within the area of whole numbers 11,1N2421. The lay samples,e
and in particular the PT sample, ward suit supportive; perhaps the PT'sample

did not understand the implications of the item.
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ALM 0.169 0.422 0.000 0.424 -0.200
50.9% 54.5% 47.7% 66.7% 37.12
38.9% 31.12 42.22 33.3% 54.32

WN242 0.752 0.820 0.711 0.951 0.437

73.12 74.0% 71.9% '80.5% 65.7%
19.7% 18.02 21.52 12.22 28.12

RP475 0.574 0.566 0.424 0.719 0.925

64.4% 65.7% 57.6% 71.9% 75.0%
28.3% 26.3% 33.9% 18.8% 25.0%

665 1.455 (0.171) 1.483 1.428 0.323 0.039

91.32 49.0% 94.02 88.72 55.12 44.42
5.4% 30.8% 3.32 7.32 26.02 36.52

65.7% 64.7% 59.12 73.0% 59.32 94.02 88.72 15.12 44.42

-0.426
24.52
46.82

.

:24.52



' sA1=4*4101,,k4.".Li-V,'T's

393

point homework

,

e

For the sight items on using calculators for doing homework, the

percentage of support acrOss samples ranges from 242 to BOAZ. The= is

variance of two tisimok, Pirst, some samples fir" decidedly more supportive

than others the Srand TEsamples (who are In general supportive of

' calculator use) give support at *the 861,7Z and 139,92 levels. respectively;

ow sample, PT, is decidadly'not In favor of this usa of calculators

(7C:SAT 'disagree idth the sta ) and the PR and SB.samples give it low

levels of support (50.32 and 45.82, respectively). Secoad, the level of

support varies by content area. Thus, there is mach stronger'support for

using calculators to do homework in (l) probability and statistics 584.52)

and (2) ratio ancrproportion (70.92) than for himework with fractions'(36.52)
-7

or geometri (54.72). Interestingly, doing homework with decimals 111,721,

whole numbers, and measurement all receive moderate support across samples

(60% to 66%), although there is variance betweeeeamples.

it
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TotAl AT MT JO

FD71 -0.300

36.52
55.6%

PD72 0.480

64.92
28.72

101237 0.341

60.1%
31.8%

G440. -7-0.311.

54.7%
.29.6%

,

p5420 1.337

84.5%
8.1%

RP472 .0.733

70.9%
19.7%

M8610 0.660

66.0%
22.1%

-0.253

36.32
58.62

-0.293

39.62.
52.62

-0.162

35.12
45.92

0.390 0.564 0.649

60.0% 713.12 67.52--

34.0% 24.82 21.6%.
0

0.158 0.281 0.80e

53.52 59.5% 75.02

36.62 34.7% 17.5%

0.346 0.213 0.590

54.3% 51.9% .56.4%

27.1% 37.0% 23.1%

0.894 1.452 1.758

71.32 87.82 97.0%

14.9% 6.9% 0.02

0.449 0.873 0.781

63.2% 75.52 * 68.82

24.52 ^ 16.12, 28.2%

0.405 0.733 1.094

60.32 67.5,2 78.2%.

28,82 21.7% 9.4%

661 1.181 (6.070)

88.4% 45.5%
.6.5% 35.52

63.5% 57.0% 64.6%

-0.720

24.02
72.02

0.200

56.02
36.02

0.581

64.52
22.6%

0.641

61.52
20.6%

1.857

I00.02
0.02

PR

0.975

77.52
12.5%

0400

67.52

1.030 1.311 0.238 0.034

86.72 89.92 50.32 45,62.

-8.62 4.62 28.42' 37.42

64.4% 86.72 89.92 50.32 45.82

-0.779

19.02
70.62

19.02
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Taktme a test*

Thera 'is very little gut:putt (19.12 to 57.42) for Awing calcUlators"
-

on tests in; specific' areas, except for tests co probability and statistics,

!hers there:is strong support On); °the AL and JC samples vitro paxti.cuiarly
3 -

%

supportive (90.92 and 1002, respectively).**1444h* $2 and TZ samples lore
\

morraupportive in general than*others, &most of tha items, the support

comae more from the "b" response, "only in special circumstances", than

from the "an responu, "very ',appropriate". There la aore support for using

calculators for geometry, ratio and prbportion, measuremeni, and especially

probability .and statistics, than for fractions sad decimals, algehra, and

whole numbers. In other words, there is less concern about using calculators

when it makis little difference Whether or not they are used. ( the

other hand, the PT sample expressed strong disappro;aiece73.72 disagreed).

The fact that many tests would need to be redesigned, to mate them plausible,

in assessing particular goals if calculators ore used, may be a factor in

the responses.to this set of items.

a

a
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FD77

FD78

AL176

144238,,

Ri345

PS41.8

111)471

HS607

-0.756 -0.830 -0.735 0 -0.459 -1.000
22.9% 21.02 23.92 27.0% 20.0%
67.7% 70.02 66.7% 59.4% 76.0%

-0.351 .600 -0.248 0.162 -0.600

38.0% - 29.0% 42.7% 51;3% 32-.0%
53.42 61.0% 49.62 40.52k 60.0%

-0.131 0.056 -0.345 0.273 -0.314

46.2% 51.1% 40.0% 60.6% 40.02
48.9% 40.0% 57.3% 36.4% 57.12

-1.140 -1.240 -1.124 -1.025 -1.031

18.1% ^16.0% 19.02 2040% 18.82,
78.2% 81.02 #77.7% 72,.5% 78.1%

0.213 0.073 0.037 0.675 0.513

51.9% 46.3% 46.7% 67.5% 61.52
35.8% 37.8% 42.02 22.52 28.2%

1.174 0.819 1.200 1.606 1.750

80.92; 67.0% 82.6% 90.92 100.02
11.5% 21.2% 9.5% 0.0% 0.02

0.213 '0.186 0.068 0.344 0.600

57.4% 55.6% 54.72 62.5% 65.0%
37.4% 38.1% 41.92 34.4% 25.0%

0:135 -0.080 0.192 0.469 0.300

-51.42 41.1% 55.0% 65.-7% 57.5%
36.8% 42.0% 33.42 34.42 11,. 0%

408.
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0.838. (-0.360)
79.22 30.8%
12.42 48.72

4.

.0.652 1.009 -0.186 .4.453 4437
74.8% 83.1% 35.72 26.8% 11.62
17.22, 8.0Z 42.82 .32.6% 73.62

47.6%' 40.9%4 45.62 55.7% 49.42 74.82 83 12 35 26.82 -11.
I '^

gl

a
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14.

SolvilmitImatiwns

It is interesting that the deeree of support for tains calculators

to solve algebraic equations is consistent for all three items across
4.1.0

samples at the 542, level. However, the MT sample, responsibly. for .teitchinit

this content in algebrA, gives divergent support to the three iteans.

Highest support (67 3pris given to solving systems of linear equations

M1821. Less supiart;(5p.42):is given to evaluatinga formula fAL1791,

and the ET sample is divided regarding the use of calculators for "finding

'the solution of an equation" (4114178].

The three geometry items [GM338, CM341, GM342] all deal with the

evaluation of geometric formulas. The level ofAupport is highest (83.4%)

regarding use of the Pythagorean theorem [GE338] and lowest (6n) for a

problem involving the volume of a cone [0342]. These leVels are higher

than the levels for corresponding algebra items.

The SP and TE samples again give strong suppprt (85.2%) on the generic

(general) item 16703.

410



Solving equations

Total Ar MT JC MA SP TE PR SB

AL178 0.220 0.278
54;8% 54.42
36.22 32,2%

A1479 0.418 0.50p

54.9% 53.4%
34.7% 27.72

AL182 0.276 0.456

54.1% 55.6%
35.8% 30.0%

GM338 1.233 1.211

83.42 81.3%
10.5% 7.5%

GM341 0.891 0.900

72.22 70.1%
19.52 18.8%

GM342 0.780 0.840
68.0% 66.62
24.2% 19.7%

670 1.166
85.2%

7.5%

6 7 . 5% -63 .§2

-0.091 0.606 0.686

44.52 69.7% 74.32
48 22 24.3% 20;0%

0.373 0.515 0.257

56.4% 60.7% 48.6%
37.2% 36 4% 42.9%

0.009 0.303 0.629

47..3% 57.6% 68.6%
41.8% 39.4% 28,6%

1.167 1.385 1.308

83.3% 87.1% 84.62
12.92 7.7% 12.82

9.815 1.000 0.974

72.2% 79.5% 69..2%
21.32 15.4% 20.5%

0.676 0.950 0.769

67.6% 75.0% 64.1%
27.7% 20.0% 28.2%

4.9% 71.62 ,68.2%

4

1.140
86.0% 44.42

8.0% 7.0%

86.0% 84.4%



a chain of calculations ,involvie

Using a calculator to do a chain of calculations involving different

operations is perceived favorably by al; samples, lirith support at 79.12

whan a whole number context is specified 1112471 and at 95.42 for a generic

(genaral) item 16661, given only to the SP an4 TE samples. For a specific

exasple of a chaining operationt1PS419, calculating the probability that

siveral avant* will occur in a certfin sequancel, the support level is

84.82. As noted in "using calculators for calculating" when sore than

one operation is involved, support tends to be higher.

412
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-Wins a chain of calculations involvint several different,verationa

Total AT SP

a

1N247 0.952 1.071 0.851 0.976 0.937

79.1% 81.8% 76.9% 78.1% 81.3%
15.0% 11.2% 17.4% 14.6% 18..72

666 1.642 1.619 1.664

.95.4% 95.3% 95.42

1.6% 1.62 1.52

1'S419 1.311 .1.191 1.400 1.394 1.250

84.8% 80.9% 87.92. 87.9% 82.1%

.7.8% g.5% 6.9% 6.1% 10.7%

.0 N
PR SB

c.

413



7

. _Therm is 'lore support for using salculatOrs. to calcite .arei than 47.e

there 'is for many other purposes. The $2.an4 TE samples are mst posi

time (93.52) on the general item 167.13. Tiiit each of Ow other samples gives

it support ranging from 662 to 762. As might :be eapected," support is

stronger where the calculation becomes afore involved. Thus. item M612
,

(finding the nungier of rolls of wallpaper necessary to,cover

room whose &minions are given) receives fairly good.supportOi.22.:;'

while on B1S614 (finding the arca of the opening of a fire lace 124 cm tall

and 205 cm wide) support is weakei (59,6Z). Computing the area lid a

'trapezoid (GM3371 is given moderate support (6542).

Where decimals are involyed fFD801, lain& calculators receives much

stronger support (8.1.02) across saiples. It should also ba.noted that use

of calculators for multiplication generally receives support (see "using

talculators for calculating").

414
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!' )'..1!,-ne..`k:;;I.C.

--C.ofzut,3.!If area

FD80.

04037

Mt612

MS614

671

1.115 0.950 1.145 1.324 1.320

81.0% p.ox 82.92 91.9% 88.0%
13.6% 21.0% 10.2% 8.12 8.0%

0.648 0.800 0.500 0.775 0.615

65.2% 67.6% 62.0% 70.0% 64.12
27.4% 22.62 330% 20.02 28.2%

0.848 0.927
--

0.717 1.187 0.750

71.2% 76.4% 65.0% 81.32 .67.5%
20.9% 14-.6% 27.5% 9.4% 27.5%

0.398 0.420 0.333 0.406 0.525

59.62 61.6% 56.7% 59.42 62.5%
32.2% 28.62 35.8% 31.3% 32.5%

1.486

93.5%
2.7%

74.1% 69.72 66.72 75.72 70.52

1.472 , 1.500

94.4% 92.62
2.7% 2.7%

94.4% 92.6%

415
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tut

Support for using calculators *making vapbs vas at a hishAevel

(above 762) for TB* 244*4.nd SP samples* at-

ample (approximately 702), but at 101111r level for the AZ snit xr

(48.72 to 62.22).- Whiiit. would be aPpropria.ta for the NT sample to,

UM calculators for This purpose.-appareutly sissy do not accept it.

416



. Making graphs-

Total

4177 -0.567 0.578 0.291

63.1% 62.2% 55.52
29.52 23.3% 40.92

P5417 0.381 0.319 0.191

48.72
34.5% 32":9Z-----40,42

669 1.230

80.8%
7.8%

6.939 1.057

72.8% 80.0%
21.2% 17.1%

r.,414.

0.667 1.036

66.7% 78.6%
21.4%

66.5% 57.7% 52.12 69.8%

a

a

1.136 1.316

76.72 84.62
13.62 7.02

79.3% 76,t7Z .84.62

4 '7

1
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*

Ulm* trigonometry,.

Thar* is strong support (802 to 962) across'all groUps forusing

calculators for trigonometry. Possibly they sae the use of calculators

as an alternative .to th& use of tablas, Ana ear. therefore willing to

accept the aubatitute.

at

4



Total

GM343 1.354

85.42
7.92

J672 1.630

96.02
0.52

AT . MT JC MA SP

1.148 1433 1.600 1.590

80.2% 8542 . 92.52 89.8%

7.42 11.22 0.02, 7.72

1.636 1.525

95.62 16.42
1.42 0.0%

44.

90.72

419
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Wins cateulators? General aveilabili;v

7

The operation of' .programmable calculator fCI.6271 is strongly suP"

ported (82.72) within the compr literacy coitest ins; haviog small

prograussable calculators or cceputers available is also well-supported

(72.72) in one whole-number item iwN2183. savips a calculator available

for every student NN2111 also receives support. at the 72.5% level.. How:

avers giving instruction for using ; four-function calculator 1101941 is

given only minimal support (57.52).

Pe,

120
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Usinfi.calculators: General availábfility
S.

Total AT MT

isIN194 0.511
57.5%7

. 19.8%

CL627 1.113
82.72

5.5%

WN218 0.785
72.72
14.6%

.211 '0.790.
72.5%
17.52

0.295 0.284

45.2% 51.3%
25.32 24.82

0.991 1.161

75.92 83.9%
8.0% 4.22

011804 0.715

72.1% 71.6%
11.4% 17.12

0.792 0.699

69.8% 72.3%
13.52 21.12

.TC MA SP TE PR SB

0.222
47.2%
27.72

1.062

90.6%
9.4%

0.359
51.2%.
23.12

1.195`/..-

85.3%
4.9%

0.816,

69.82
13.2%

1.212

88.42
1.92

1.109
81.3%
4.72

1.131
82.0%
4.9Z

eV,

0.823 0.941
74.4% 76.52
18.0% 11.8%

65.8% 69.8%

1.000-_Q.882
76.3% 76.5%
13.22 20.62

"Milam

72.1% 72.4% 79.1%.

421
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tieing calculators: When, ..1.

Vary few..(19.52) in the four samples AT, NT, SC, and 244 talisVe that

.410
-

%we

'

calculators should be used instIsd of paper-and -pencil algorithms £2222.
.5

!c,*

lather, that pair use should be postpcited until after panou.i.ii?.44-PsPist alga- zit

vithas are learned IIWN224 7621 was approved by.over 802 of the AT, la, SC, 114,

.and SB.samples w4h the PT sample concurring at ths 94.42 level. re
and TeSsapieti express far lase support (54.22 and 50.9%),Wenashed this

item specific to the elemensrilevel 16881 ana socondary level 17042. ilm7

deed, when faked If mental calculations (1Without the aid of paper-and-pencil

1*or calculator) should be taught DIN192. 7521,.91.0% of the professional

samples and 87.6% of the lay'samples agreeai

Requiring-students who haVe not learned piper-andiencil computation

by the end of grade 6 to take a calculator coursarip grade 9 110233, 7781

is acceptable to only 45.4% of the.professional samples, with SP,. and
.

.

TE samples most in favor, and only 29.6% of the.lay samp1s. Using'calcu-

lators for problem solving is supported by 76.1% of the professional samples

(P3528),while only 38.7% of-the lay samples woula allow their uselor prac-
.

tics [7681.

422
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U ing,calculators: When

WN222 -0.669

19.5%
62.5%

-.0.845 70.574 -0.732 43.487

17.9% 22.22 17.1Z 18.0%

69.0% 60.1% 63.42 53.9%

WN224 1.224 1.286 1.296 1.171 0.949

82.0% 83.4% 87.02 75.72 71.82

8.8% 7.22 7.4% 9.7% 15.4%

762 1.091

80.3%
13.62

SP TE

0.844 1,286. 1.644

74.0% 85.72 93.42
19.1% 7.72 4.42

688 0.376. 0.371 0.381

54.2% 53.72 54.8%

29.2% 29.2% 29.2%

704

WN192

752

WN233

0.329

50.9%
34.8%

1.388 1.389 1.294 1.568 1.487

91.0% -91.52 90.8% 91.9% 89.8%

2.6% 3.2% , 2.82 5.4% 0.02

1.217

87.6:
6.4%

0.111 . 0.304 -0.050 -0.265 -0.400,

45.4% 50.0% 37.8% 35..3% .23.3%

34.6% 30.4% 38.6% 44.1% , 46.7%

0.227 0.425

46.6% 55.12

.38.0% 31.9%

1.461 1.297

-93.4% 87.5%
0.02 4.7%

.0.288 0.393

54.3% 60.7%
32.22 24.6%

423
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89.12 85.0% 86.72

15.2% 7.6% 4.42



778 -0.337
-0.386

29.6%.
Re 27.22

47:52- 48.9%
*

C

0.976 0.859 0..838 1.469 1.267

76,2 70.62 74:32 90.7% 83.3%

13.12 16.5% 16.2% ,0.0%. 6.7%

4.102 '70.400

37.5% 32.02
39.7% sPeoz

768 -0.172 4-0.058 ,4.40.298 -0.570

340./%.
42.22 34.3%. .26.9%

. 45.9% 42.4% 50.0% 58.0t
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Ilsincaalcuistors with glower students

1,,
.` ,

The AT. ICC. .7C, and Nk samples were asked ,if caleulaiors should be
. .

W..,
,

used to allow aloier students Itto keep up with the rest of the class"
. ,

within the areas of whole nuae-rs NH220%1124 fractions and decimais
. .

[FD551. Negative coefficients of agreement fo;41X samples-indicate

-that they da 'not approve of this idea.- The SP and TE samples

were divided an.the idea'at both the elementary 16781 and secondary [694]

levels. The PR sample tended to be divided au tfie general idea L7851.

but the SB and PT samples disapproved (54.1Z and 62.0%, respentiVely).

Perhaps the quote phrase was interpreted in a say which would make theZ.
-

use of calculators harmful tO these students. Or.perhaps the belief that

same researchers have reported, that even slower dtudents must learn

algorithmic procedures sfithout calculators, was operating.



Using eslculators icitb alowei students

Total AT SP

,101226 -0.614
20.62
58.4%

FD55 -0.518
20.02
55.42

678 0.163

43.1%
31.5%

694, 0.094
44.3%
32.4%

785 -0.349
-27.7%
48.3Z

3111%

ENO

-0.452 -0.546 -0.878 4.872
28.5% 18.5% 14.6% 15.4%
51.2% 55.6Z 68.32 71.82

.216 -0.606 -0.780 -0..771

31.4% 16.6% 9 7% 11.5%_
47.0% 56.72 65.9% 62.9%

0.692 0.226

38.22 '47.62
34.2% 29.12 ,`

0.173 0.019
48.0% 40.8%
31.3% 33.32

-0.250 -0.494 -0.600
31.32 20.02 ,16.02
44 9% -34.12 62.02

30.0% 17.62 12.2% 13.5% 43.1% 44.2% 31.3% 20 0% 16.0%

426



.424-usa1culas..lativai

Isections, to the_use of calculators appear to 4iffo,deptuans.,

the opeFation and pn the magnitude of the'nuMhers-involved.'

For additions. using .calculators,ia strongly 'favored .(80.12).stn find

._the sun of several. items U42491; finding amines receivedluoderste Support

(61.92), as did finding tbe snnt'a several measures (67.0%) IPS416, MS6151.

In the latter two cases, a secandoperation is alsoneeded, and thisrnmy

account for these being accepted, or it nay just be that any time.three

or more numbers are involved, calculators are acceptable.e

For subtraction however, the use of calculators is not favored

(492 to 742 disagree) [WN243, WN246, GM339]; 011.1I for.finding coordinates.

IGN3441 did it seem reasonable to a sizeible =Ober. (63.92).

The iteMs in which calculators are useA for mmltiplication generally

received approval from at least 502 of..the samples [FD79, WN24l, BT473,

RP476, RP477, RP479, 10480, 14S608, MS6093. However, calculators are not

acceptable. for "easy" multiplication (742 disagreed with item WN244), or

for an "easy" volume.problem [MS6111, on which 71.3% disagkee. However,

on what was perceived to be a more difficult volume problem [MS6061,

83.5% would allow the use of calculators.

Using calculators for division is weakly accepted (54.1%) for doing

a division like 641 divided by 17 [WN240] and mpre-strongly accepted (69.32)

for finding.the divisors of a given number [WN2.50]. Reaction is divided

on finding equivalent forms of a given fraction with a calculator [FE75],

but calculators are rejected for reducing fractions [FD76].

Reactions are also'divided on writing fractions ai; decimals in_order
.1

to operate with th4m on calculators at the elementary level (F1011, and tend

to be slightly negative at the secondary level 111)111, with 54% disagreeing

4 7
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with /teat, 'Zs ley iajfi, and_
the .iteas via .692 to 902 dinnigsnill$ L/691 GadiratIng aim? linswerar Co,

problems and then clacking for correctness with the -calculat,* is 'also

acceptable .to ,tvo-thirds of the assoles at both the- elementary and.sacondary,
1

levels IPB462,:PB4923.. The .calculator is acceptable *at the 62.22 level

for sImplifyins expressions with irrational' 141,1841 bnt is not acceptable
4 7

(60.82 disagree) for .fingLing the midpoint .ot a line saymint siven t

coordinates of the endpoints [C20363.

r".
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10249 ,1.153 1.297 1.066 0.875 1.375

80.3% .85.12 76.91, 72.5% .87.52
13.6% 9.9% 16.52 22.52 3.12

'116416 0.548 0.457 0.565 0.515 .0.821

61.92 58.5% 03.52 57.6% 71.5%
31.5% 32.92 32.2% 30.3% 25.0%

MS615 0.726 0.884 0.613 0.812' 0.550

67.02 70.6% 65.5% 08.8% 00.02
24.4% 17.8% 27.72 2540% _.32.5%

0243 -0.167 -0.040 -0.215 -0.195 -0.344

44.6% 49.0% 45.52 39.1% 34.4%

49.01 40.0% 49.6% 53.6% 50.02

UW246 -0.721 4.480 -0.843 -0.561 .-1.219

, 27.2% 31.0% 23.4% 34.1% 9.42
65.3% 58.02 68.6% 61.0% 81.32

GM339 -0.449 .0.125 -0.636 -0.410 -0.641

32.1% . 38.8% 30.8% 30.7% 23.1%

60.7% 47.62 68.2% 64.1% 64.12

014344 0.692 0.734 0.546 0.82$ 0.872

63.9% 60.7% 62.1% 05.0% 74.4%

18.82 13.9% 24.1% 15.0% 18.0%

---11179------0:2-8G---0,--350 0,171 0_486 0_201.

51.3% 53.0% 48;7% 56.7% 48.0%

37.3% 36.0% 40.2% 32.42 30.0%

429



.WN241 0411 0.150, 0.231 0.317 0.187

57.1% 54.0% 60.3% . 58.52 53.12

36.0% 39.02 15.62 34.2% 31.3%

-1104.73 0.558 0.459 0.237 0.187 0.600

56.1% 59.2% 51.72 53.2% 65.0%

36.12 33.6% 39.8% 37.52 30.0%

RP476 0.322 0.333 0.229 0.406 0:500

55.72 55.5% 51.7% 59.4% 65.0%

35.7% 33.3% 38.1% 34.4% 35.0%

R2477 0.660 0.768 0.534 0.645 0.775

68.4% 71.7% .65.3% 67.7% 70.0%

25.4%- 18.2% 30.52 25.9% 27.5%

R2479 0.401 0.424 0.331 0.437 0.525

61.3% 63.7% 58.5% 62.5% 62.5%

34.6% 31.4% 37.3; 24.42 35.0%

R2480 0.699 0.717 0.602 .0.719 0.925

68.5% 69.7% 67.0% '65.7% -72.5%

24.62 21.22 27.1% 25.0% 25.0%

MS608 1.023 1.098 1.000 1.031 0.875

77.6% 77.7% 78.4%. - 78.2% 75.0%

14.8% 12.5% 16.62 12.5% 17.5%

ES609 .0,914. 0.723 0.942 1.250 1.100

73.4% 66.9% 73.3% 84.4% 82.5%

19.8% 21.4% 20.82 12.52 p 17.5%

$
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Usiag calculators for ca1culatios (coutismaca

W14244_ -0.993 -0.899 -0.975 . -1.073

20.2% 22.32 21.52 '19.52

74.0% 72.72. 73.62 . 73.2%

MS611.' -0.815 -0.748 -0.917 -0.875

2451% 25.2% 21.7% 18.8%

71.3% 69.3% 73.4% 75.1%

14$606 1,208 . 1.171 1.167 1.437

83.5% 82.0% 82.5% 90.6%

11.5% 10.82 13.3% 6.22

WN240 0.154 0.090 0.167 0.300

54.1% 50.0% 58.4% 57.5%

37.02 39.0% , 38.32 35.02

tUN250 0.683 0.871 3.425 0.925

69.3% 74.3% 61.6% 77.5%

22.5% 17.8X, 29.12 15.0%

FD175 -0.082 0.070 -0.137 -0.108

46.0% 38.14 37:82
44.8% 44.02 43.6% 48.62

/1076 -0.321 -0.200 -0.333 -0.243

31.3% 37.0% 33.3% 32.42
55.2% 51.0% 53.8% 56.7%

FD1 0.012 0.224 -0.056 -0081

46.8% 55.1% 46.3% 38.1%

42.8% 40.82 44.5% 52.3%

-0.650

32.52
.,\

67.5%

1.250

85.02
12.5%

0.125

46.9%
28.22 t

7

0.750

71.9%
.21.92

-0.400

-32.02
48.0%

-0.880

20.02
76.0%

-0.571 .0.176 . 0.033 ,

28.6% 51.0% 40.3%
57.2% 37.32 41.02;

4.31

r



Using, calculators fc!r calculating (continued)

FB11

169

PS482

n492

AL184

a
0.1336

Total AT MT JO MA SP TE PR SW

-0.407 0.064 -0.657 -0.429 -1.667 0.068 ..,r0.606

33.3% 42.6% 23.9% 33.3% 0.0% 47.4% 30.9%

54.02 36.2% 64.2% .52.32 93.1% 39.02 60.5%

-0.a44
14.4%
72.4%

-0.152
.

-0.071
.

-0.235 -0.213

36.5% 39.4% 333%
42.6% 40.5% 45.1%. 44.2%

-0.273 -0.270 a-0.036 -0.792 -0.220 e-0.239

30.0% 27.92 39.3% 20.9% .32.2% 31.0%

49.5% 47.7% 39.2% 70.82 45.8% 52.1%
Ic

0.509 1.000 0.327 0.242 0.086

62.22 73.0% 60.0% .54.5% 48.62
31.9% 18.0% 37.32 39-.4; 42.9%

-0.475 -0.190 -0.593 -0.462 -0.744

27.92 30.4% 27.7% 28.22 23.1%

60.82 45.6% 66.7% 64.1% 71.8%

-4.794 44770 -1.320
16.0% 18.32 6.02
70.7% 69.02 90.0%

o
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,.4141141,40 or fititurei

'Alit support would ba ,$vs.n.by:tucbsrs aS Others i.Otbe :classroom

.use of,calculatoretbatlunwspecialdligplay*.or nii40.44;414..(afg.,

designed to handle fractions: equationi,of litmix.:etc.)?: TA .genprel,

.this idea ii supported by the SPO'Es.and 74,r.41.1014. (71.0;) et t.401

elementary level. (705), and at tbe secondary leve3. (by46,44) E7171.

ever, res*ltsarmgenerally divilledithen specific' opecid fe4tigailLart

mentioned. Some support ,(0741) ia'accordedthe.4esire for.a.calculator

on whiCh fractions are.the mode of input andoutput 17))11.. But, there.is

'no strong agreement or disagreement on the desirability of,'4 variety,

of other special features for algebra Lal46.111331. ratio Sndproportion.

DP4479 RP44819 Or measurement EMS586].... These features are ideas that

did not exist on calculators at the time of the survey; perhips the divided

r sponse reflects a "wail-and-see" attitude.

433
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pecia1 keys' or features

705 0.774

71.02
20.32

717 1.163

85.9%
7.8%

PD41 0.589,

67.5%
23.0%

AL146 0.181

51.1%
31.1%

AL153 0.044

41.2%
33.0%

(0.728) 0.707 0.838 0.728

70.4% 67.3% 74:42 70.4%
18.42 .22.62 1842 18.4%

(0.954) .1.283 1.054 6.954(

78.9% 90.1% 824% 78.9%
10.6% 3.92 11.3% 10.6%

.RP447 -0 .071

43.22
38.8%

RP448 -0.235

35.4%
42.5%

Mi586' -0.092

39.62
39.7%

0.680

71.02
22.0%

0.625

67.52
20.9%

0.696

73.9%
17.3%

0.030

48.5%
42.5%

0.319 0.357 -0.636 -0.036

54 '.3% 58.3% 24.2% '42.8%
22.3% 26.9% 63. 7% 39.3%

0.064 0.278 -0.333 -0.536

39.3% 53.02 27.3% 14.22
31.9% 25.2% 45.5% 53.52

"Nt

0.127 -0.051 -0.414 "-0.385

49.0Z 42.9% 37.9% 33.32
32.32 38.8% 51.7; 46.4

0.669 -0.357 -0.690 -0.385 s

46..!% 27.6% 24.1% 35.92
35.3% 44.92 58.6% 43.62 3

-0.248 -0.070 0.267 0.0

34.3% 37.52 56.7% 50.0%
/

4672 36.0% 30.0% 40.6%
1.

4 4



Summary: Use of Calculators

Professional samples in general wars anch moor

emphasis on calculators than are' lay samples. For exanple, 412. of the

AT and MT saiples you'd inciese emphasis on calculators, while opiy

162 of the PT sample would do so.

41. The use of calcaatoirs to develop ideas and concepts vas supported by

more than 802 of tha,SP and TE samples; acceptance by the PR SBt and

I.

PT samples was lover, ranging from 42.52 to 55.42

Moderately strong support was given for using the calculator to develop

ideas and to explore values of algebraic expressions and limits of.

sequences.

The use of calculators to help children learn basic.facts was given very

little support, apparently reflect4ig the belief that basic facts should

be learnei_before calculators are used.

Using cjiculators to learn why an algorithm works received moderate

support (65.1%).
ea

It

Checking answers is a non-controversial use qf calculators:wranking

first among possible uses of calculators in almost every area.

Use of calc4lators for solving word problems swas strongly supported by

the SP and TE groups andigiven moderate support by the AT, MT, JC, and

MA samples. However, the lay samples were 'not supportive of the idea;

in particular, the PT dample tended .to opposed it.

,Using calculators for doing homework was supported by more than 852 of

the SP and TE samples,

* Support for the use Of
4

and opposed by more than 702 of the PT sample.

caleulators to.do homework depends upon the.,

content area involved. It was strongest for the areas of probability

JAV
and statistics, and ratio and proportion:

435
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=coin fe;,the am of frObability amdstapistics In gen'sral

sample impressed strong disapproval (73.7: diaair e4).

Solving acliatielPg with the usti\ef calculate; wax Sim

for.geomeric formulas, tka.lai4aal support For algebra.

The XI sample gave 'moderately atr support (67.32) to use of a cal-
,

culator in solving systems of eqUiticees and afsiti4 suPPert (56.42)

for calculator use in *valuating araula. Thaw lams iikvido4 raWdle411

tha use of calcialstors for "finding ae solution of an equation".

a Using a calculator to do,a chain of eaculatiøzii iniblving different

operations was perceived favorably bY al?. samples.

Using a calculator to compute area.receiliad.general supprealtbough

this support was much stronger when the problem is more.omplex or_when

decimals are involved.

Using calculators in making graphs was given moderately-strong support

by the.JC, NA, SP, and TE samples.' rBowever, there was a lower level of

support for this idea by.the AT and SiT samples.

1

Use of calculators La tyigonometry was given vim? strong s upport by all,

groups.

Classroom availability of, four-function calculators and programmable

calculators was supported by/more than 70% et the samples.

e'The use of calculators,tolillow slower students 'fko keep up with the

rest of the class" was generally opposed.

When several items ane involved In addition, the use of calculators

was strongly supported (80.33):. But the use of calculators for subtrac-

tion was not favored (497. to 74Z disagreed).

Use of calculatofs for multiplication generally received minimal support

436
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4.11

(above 50%) unless the problems were perceived

.sisilar supOort,for using caOxylators for divisf04.

.The,general,idea of calculators thap have- specil displays or capabili-
.

ties was given moderate to strong support by phe SP TE, aud'PR sAmplis.

However, results ware diVided when specific feat4res were suggested.

-)
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Use of Comzuters

introductory items requested reactions:to the amount:, of emphssis,

that should be gi4en to the use of computers in the 1980s. Ct*,

pertained to the "use of computers and other 'technology"; 74.42 -of .the

professional samples and 80.22 of the lay samples queried indicated that

increased emphasis should be given to this topic, with 3.5% and. 5.229

respectively, indicating less emphasis, and 224Z and.I4.62 undecided or

neutral. :The MT and PR samples were rxme supportive,tban, other samples.

The second item, UF39, pertained to "computer literacy"; 77.62 of the

professional samples indicated that this topic should he given increased,

emphasis, 4.1% thought it should receive less emphasis. and 22.3% were

undecided or neutral. The go and TE samples, followed by the MT sample,

favored increased etphasis more strongly than did other. .samples.

°Spec-ific items pertaining to computers were 'clustered in the computer

literacy portion- of the survfly, but some items appeared on other .strands,

Items from across strands and clusters have been considered in the following

sections:

(1) Inatructional materials for

(2) Writing iliograms

Computer langu,ages

Power and uses of

Computer coses:,-

Computer to Ses:

computers

Literacy

,Other

(7) Coiputer comprents,

(8) Equipment: Cmputers or

use with computrs

computer access
4.4

(9) Equipment: Computers with specific characteristics

438
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Emphasis on computers or coMputer 1iteract

Total AT JC P. TE

UF6 0.960 0.897 1.101 0.829 0.882

774.4% 7169% 80.4% 67.1% 72.3%

3.62 .1.4% .3.92 2.6%

UF39 '0.988 j. 0.832 1.076 0.510 0.719 1.256 1.092

77.62'. .07.3% 81.62 59.1% 66.7%. 87.2% 85.52

.4.12 7.5% 4.2% "6.12 3.52 2.6%. 2.32

\ .
,

\ 439
, .
\

Total PR SB PT

1.068 1.149 0.957 0.976

80.2% 85.6% 71.02 78.02

5.2% -4.0% 4.3%. 12.22

440
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Instructional materials for use with computers

Providing probability and 'statistics materials for Use with computers,

EPS3861.is supported by 76.02, with the AT sample favoring such materials

by a lower percentage (62.9Z) and the JC sample giving them strong support
-

(91.22). Instruction to the history of computing devices 1C1.6251 is only

favored by 56.02, but having workbooks with algorithms simulating computer

processes [CL640] received morcsupport (63.02). Studying cases utere

the computer is misdeed [C16411 and,reading formal presenatioas of computer

"ideas (C.I.642] receives little.support (42.52 and 31.3% zespectively),

'while givIpg the teacher detailed notes DZL6481 received more support

(63.12). Individual'projects [CI.645] were also given some support at the

68.12 level, but having students spend more than 502,of their time with

Individual study materials wa's approved by only 42.8%. It is unfortunate

that, because so few items pertaining to materials for specific content

areas were Included, there is really little indication of what materials

would be used: we,know more about what the sampleswould not use than

what they wvuld use.
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PS386 0444

76.0%
.10.7%

CL625 0.493

56.0%
15.9%

CL640 .0.630

63.0%
16.7%

'CL641 0.236

42.5%
24.3%

CL642

,31.3%
40.2%

CL645 -=0.738

68.1%
11.1%

CL648 0.688,

63.1%
14.3%

CL650 0.263

42.8%
23.4%

0.526 0.973 1.176 1°.038

62.9% 80.52 91.2% 84.6%

18.6% .8.02 2.9% 3.8%

0.437 0.487 0.500 0.317

50.0% 56,3% 56.3% 56.1%.

17.0% 17.6% 12.5% 19.62

0.698 0.633 0.576 0.455

67.0% 61.4% 60.7% 57.5%

15.1% 15.6% 15.12 27.3%

0.0137 0.243 0.324 0:576

33.0% 44.8% ,45.9% 60.6%

27.2% 24.3% 21.6% .18.2%

"-0.162 -0.236 -0.081 0.121

26.6% 33.02 27.0% '45.5%

40.0% 44.4% 35.1% 33:4%

0.618 0.785 0.892 0.788

59.8% 71.9% 75.7% 72.7%,

11.8% 12.1% .8.1% 9.1%`

0.843 - 0.776 0.514 0.121

71.6% .66.4% 56.7% 33.3%

10.7% 13.12 18.9.% 24.3%

0.343 0.264 0.135, 0.152

46.1% .43.4%. 35.1% 39.4%

18.6% 23.6% 27.0% 33.3%

0.596 0.633

59.6% 63.42
11.52 13.32 .



Strong agreermene (4bove 802) 'd.; lotPressaa. &dross samPles for 'tatting .

programs using BASIC 1CL8181 and tor 'flow charting ICL623]. Some kitupport

(63.52) is given to the use of computer-assikted tutorAal instruct4an

to teach programing (01,6441, lfith the need to., teach 1111110ods for debugging
:

PrnrazE[CL620].at approximately the same leve60.42)._ Saving students

spend at least 50.% of their time in computer courses writing progransieL6491

is also giveu support at the 6144 level; however,. the AT sample:Is far

less positive about this ite0 thaU sre other group*.

Little eupport (44.11) is'giVin to the use of a trialpand7error

'dIscovery-oriented approach to writing programs [CL643]. Few (32.2%)

believe that writing "programs should be a requirement for high school gradu-
. 4

ation [CL655], and almost no one (22.82) believes that'programming'should be

introduced the elementary school [Ain]. 'However, 64.7% of the lay

samples support the idea-that aeleast one course in.msthematics for

college-bound students should make extensi.ye use of the computer [7801.

413
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Wr it ini projarams

Total AT MT .1C MA SP

.CL618 11298 1.116 1.294 1.344 1.415 1.500

87.52 . 80.4% 84.9% 93.82 95.1% 92.3%

4.82 9.82 4.22 3.1Z 0.0% 0.02

CL623 1.132 1.018 1.235 1.062 0.927 1.269

82.0% 75.0% 88.2% 81.2% .80.5% 86.5%

a
3.8% 3.6% 3.4% 3.1% 9.7% 1.9%

C1.644 0.661 0.760 0.617 0.514 0.667

63.52 64.0% 65.4% 62.12 57.5%

13.3% 8.0% 15.0% 18.9% 18.2%

CL62D 6.622 0.500 0.695 0.656 0.610 0.827

60.4% 54.4% '63.6% 62.5% 65.9% 65.4%

18.1% 23.2% 17.0% 6.2% 19.5% 9.6%

CL649 0.693 0.420 0.832 0.865 0.879

-63.1% 49.0% 68.2% 70.2% 81.8%

13.7% 17.0% 14.0% 5.4% 12.1%

CL643 0.161 0.235 0.150 0.216 -0.091

44.1% 45.1% 44.8% 45.9% 36.3%

34.4% 31.4% 35.5% 29.7% 45.4%

CL655 41.194 -0.505 -0.373 0.033 -0.394 0.308

32.3% 19.4% 25.5% 36.7% 27.2% 52.0%

49.6% 56.3% 59.8% 40.0% 54.6% 36.6%

AL86 -0-.437 -0.526 -0.271

22.8% 18.9% 28.8%

52.1% 54.8% 49.1%

, PR SB PT

93.32

1.20:0\

5.

80.0% \

3.3%

0.197

49.2%.

34.5%

23.0%
50.8%



Writing programs; (continued)

780 0.646

17.42

0.641
62.72
17.72

.0.618 - 0.735

67.42 65.32
2O.2Z. 10.22

e
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gmeter linguages

Across samples, the use of ,RASIC Waal illiapprowd,ft

The use of,languages W. FORTRAN or COBOL ICL6291 is given minima

suppart (57.22), vbile,non-eomputational languages like PLATO 1CL8Z61 are

considered worthWhile by only a Small percentage (31.02). Sur.prisingly,

the use of machine language 1CL6241 is, aiproved.by a slightly higher

percentage (40.82) of almost all samples, and by A particularly high

percentage of the. AT sample. It may be that, "machine language" is an

unfamiliar term to many persons, for it,seems strange.that the usa of a

language internal to computer operation would seem essential for =the-
,

matics studies especially in elementary schc;.ol.

It is interesting"to note the relatively large percentage of.the

samples that express neither support nor non-support for different

languages. This is especially true of item CL626, where undecided or

neutral response range from 48.12 to 27.9%. Across samples, 41.12 of the,

respondents fall in this category.

f
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'Coinputer lanuales

t1.624 0.240 0.911

50.82 75.0%

31.52 9.8%

CL626 0.038 0.232

31.02 35.7%
27.92 19.7%

CL629 0.565 0.604

57.2% :54.9%

16.8% 15.3%

CL618 1.298 1.116

87.5% 80.4%
4.82 9.8%

0.277 0.063 0.341 0.038 41.350

53.82 43.8% 31.7% 32.7% 31.7%

30.32 46.9% 51.2% 34.62

0.034 0.219 0.024 0.019 .40.115

27.9% 25.0% 34.1%- 26.9% 32.8%

26.22 34.4% 36.6% 25.0; 39.32

0.630 0.531 0.561 0.538 0.410

59.7% 62.6% 56.1% 39.6% 52.5%

14.3% 12.5% 19.5% 17.3% 24.6%
4

1.294 1.344 1.'415 1.500 1.367

84.9% 93.8% 95.1% 92.3% 93.32

4.2% 3.1% 0.0% 0.0% 5.0%

47
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Power And uses of computers
,

ItiLgoal ocunderstandins tba use and power of computing is min

se being more appropriate (60 1Z) for algebra [A1.1441 than for probability

and'ststiatics EiS375. 54,52]. Stronglycsupported (86.52) was teaching

about tbe roles of computers kg society ECL6191. altbough (somewhat au:-
.

'.\
prisingly), leis concein.(66.3) 1was noted for privacy, and security issues

\fCL6211. Studying abOut the t pyes of problems computers can solve 101.6281

. i

acelved very strong support (91.32), while tbe.goal of introducing alter-.

t'iative iechniques for solving problems was approved by only 70.42 [MOM /

...,

At this same lower level of support was concern about teaching about

computers to prepare for the twenty-first century [0.6321, understanding-

the information-accessing capability of the computer [CL634], and the uie

'of field trips to observe computers being used in/business and industry

(c1:647,1.

t1
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Power and uses of computers

A1144

PS375

CL619

C1.621

C1.628

C1.632

CL633

C1.634

Total AT MT .1C MA SP TE PR SB

0.649 0.562

60.1% 55:2%
9.92...1---.14.52

0.661

60.3%
9.92

0.531 0.476 0.707

54.5% 56.1% 62.6%

14.72 15.92 41.1%

1.371 1.225 1.319

88.5% 81:0% 89,1%

4.82 7.2% 5.8%

0.779 0.554 0.798

66.1% 59.8% . 64.7%

13.9% 21.5% 11.8%

1.353 1.241 1.398

91.3% 89.3% 91.5%

1.5% 2.7% 1.7%

1.082 ' 0.905 1.200

81.1% . 75.3% 82.7%

4.4% .7.6% ;.,s%

_0.811 0.733 1:000

70.4% 64.8% 78-..2%

8.1% . 9.5% 3.6%

0.988 0.972 '1.018

78.9% 77.3% 81.9%

5.1% 5.6% 4.5%

0.683 0.276

63.4% 51.7%
7.32 . 27.52

0.500 0.455

52.9% 31.5%
14.7% 21.3%

1.250 1.293

90.6% 85.32
6.3% 4.8%

0.656 U.683

65.72 65.92-

12.52 17.1%

1.469 1.244.

96.9% 85.32
0.0% 0.0%

1.250 1.231.

10.6% 89.7%
5.62 2.6%

0.657 0.487

71.42 51.3%
17.12 7.72,

1.029 1.026

77.1% '0 84.6%
5.1% 1.7%

:119

0.845

.68.92
1.72

0.718

.60.6%

4.22

0.567 0.344

51.72 44.3%
15.0% 14.7%

1.596 1.667

96.22 95.02
.0.0%_ 1.7%

1,.077 '1.033

76.9% 73:3%
5.8% , 10.0%

1.404 1.443

96.1% 91.8%

0.0% 1.6%

1.123 0.957

84.2% 80.0%

3.5% 4.3%

0.893 0.857

75.02 72.8%

10.7% 7.1%

0.982 0-.929

79.0% 74.3%-
8.8; 1.14



Flowers silid uses of computers (continued)
1a.

-CL647 0.935 1.137 0:963 .,9.811 0.364

74.41% 83.4% 74.82 64.8% 54.6%
7.6% 4.9% 7.42 5.4% 18.22

a
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1

Covuter courses: Literacy

There 14 virtually no support (642) for teaching computer literacY

courses primarily within the social studies 'curriculum ICL6511.

support (53.92) is giVen by the professional samples tc; requiring a cam-.

puter literacy courseACL6521, but the even less support (342) was given

by the PR, SS, and PT samples E7571. On the other band, a larger Oropor-

tion of the lay.samples (792) support integration K12..of.compnter literacy

a
topics 17541 than do professional samples (CL6563; however, it should be

1

'noted that the AT sample, plui the MT and JC samples; account for the

loweredpercentage (67.72).

451
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Computer courses: Literacy

Total AT MA SP

°' '

PR SB

CL651 -1.094 -0.816 -1.311 -1.067-- -1.515. -0.942 -1.115

6.3% ' 10.7% 1.9% 10.0% 0.0% 9.62 4.9%

81.2% 69.9% 88.4% 76.7% 96.9% 80.7% 81.92

CL652 0.323 0.272 0.108 0.733 0.273 0.519' 0.426

53.0% 50.5% 44.12 63.32 51.5% 61.5% 60.6%

41.7% 36.0% 37.3% 13.3% 36.3% 25.0% 27.92

757 -0.087 -0.035 70.269 0.091

34.2% 34.1% i32.3% 38.62.

41.9% 51.6% 34.12

1

CL656 0.700 0.340 0.588 0.533 0.970 1.103 1.000

67.7% 53.4% 64.7% 63.3% 81.8% 84.5% 74.6%

17.1% 23.3% 21.5% 23.3% 6.0% 10.32 9.8%

754 0.939 1.029 .0.839 0.800

78.9% 82.3%. 75.3% 73.42

10.2% 7.4% 14.0% 13.42



.Computer courdes: Other

support'(67.22) is given for teachIng data processing for

business plications [e1430] and the goal of acquiring computer skills

4,

necessary for vocational training [CL631] was given similar support (63.92).

Less than half (46.52) of the populations sampled supported having separate

computer courses for vocational:and college-bound students ICL6571.

reasons for this are umclear; perhaps the, need for differing data-processing

applications for students preparing for different careers is not considered

important. Having all students receive some computer training before

graduation is, however, given Strong support: 88.9% disagreed that training

should be given to specialists only after graduation (CL6581, although it

has been noted elsewhere (under "writing programs") that there is very little

support for requiring students to write programs ECL6551. Respondents are

divided about whether computer courses should be strictly elective (CLe591.

Some support (57.7%) was given to requiring interaction with computers as

early as the primary grades [CL653].

Having a separate computer science department (CL654] -was accepted by

only 27.4%. And having instruction with a wide variety of hardware as a

major element of the course [C1,660] was also accepted by only a small per-

centage (28.3%).



computer courses: Other

Total AT JC MA SF TE

CL630 0.692

67.22
15.2%

CL631 0.672

63.9%
11.5%

CL657 0.225

46.5%
30.3%

0455 0.731 0.531 0.341 0.635 0.500

78.3% 67.32 62.5% 53.6% 67.3% 58.32

10.8% 12.6%\ 12.6% 19.5% 17.32 25.02

0.858 0.909 0.667 0.462 0.404 0.357

71.7% 76.4% 58.3% 61.6% 45.6% 51.42

8.52 3.6% 11.1% 20.5% 19.3% 17.22

0.520 0.412 0.000 -0.182 0.224 -0.183

57.8% 52.9% 30.0% 30.3% 48.32 . 33.8%

22.5% 21.6% 36.7% 36.4% 31.0% 47.92

CL658 -1.287 -1.068 -1.157 -1.267 -1.515 -1.534 -1.493

6.3% 7.82 9.8% 6.7% 0.0% 3.4% 442%

88.9% 85.4% 83.3% 93.3% 96.9% 93.1% 93.0%

0L659 -0.035 0.146 0.255 -0.500 -0.152 -0.293 -0.254

35.5% 37.8% 49.02 10.0% -30.3% 31.1% 29.6%

40.3% 31.1% 33.4% 46.6% 39.4% 51.7% 52.1%

C4.653 0.454

57.7%
24.4%

CL654 -0.371

27.4%
51.6%

0.194 0.471 0.467 0.606 0.654 0.607

49.6% 57.9% 53.3% 69.7% 61.5% 63.92

34.0% 24.52 20.0% .15.2% 21.1% 18.0%

'*\1:60 -0.283 -0.049 -0.029 -0.767 -1.000 -0.259 -0.471

28.3% 33.1% 38.2% 10.0% 15.1% 29.3% 20.0%

47.0% 35.9% 35.3% 70.0% 72.8% 48.3% 57.1%

0.087 -0.176 -0.567 -1.000 -0.784 -0.689

44.7% 32.3% 13.4% 12.2% 9.8% 19.7%

33.0% 45.1% 56.7% 72.8% 66.7% 67.2%



Computer components

three questions regardiAg teaching about specific computer cow-

ponents were given to the professional samples. Approval at the:n.4%

level was given for teaching procedures for accessing oi"operatingA

computer system 1CL616], but."memory storage oF'access systens" IC1.6171

was,given only tinimal s4pport (58.6%), possibly .because 'the_item was mot

sufficiently specific. .Learning about the functianing of microprocessor

units (C1.622] was approved by only a small percentage (34.2%).- In each

case, the SP sample was more supportive than were other samples.



Computer components

Total AT MT JC MA SP TE PR 811 PT

CL616 0.964 0.919

73.42 68.4%
11.6% 9.92

CL617 0.561 0.679

59.82
16,1% 13.4%

C1.622 0.127 0.161

34:2% 32.1%
27.0% 23.3%

1.085 0.812 0.780 1.173 0.833

79.7% 68.8% 70.8% 84.6% 65.0%

10.22 12.5% 19.5% 5,7; 16.7%

0.559 0.437 0.293 0.769 0.417

57.7% 59.4% 48.8% 69.32 55.0%

13.6% 18.8% 24.4% 11.5% 23.3%

0.101 -0.156 -0.268 0.673 0.067

32.82 34.4% 24.4% 52.0% 31.62

27.72 43.8% 41.5% 5.8% 31.72
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Equitment: Computers or computer.access

There is strong support (94 7Z) by the SP and Ta,sapples, 'and a high .

level of support (86.0%) by the PR sample,'for having computers or conputer

access at the secondary school level (724]. In elementary schools; the

support is less but nevertheless substantial (at the 75Z level) across the,,

the.same three samPles [712].

The other itemA are characterized by divergence ia.percentages of

agreement. .Whena4ked about having computers,availdble for every two

students (A1,15-11, minimal support (64.2%) is given, with relatively close

agreement across samples. Using coplUters for exploration of problems

[1,35111 was supported by 79.0%, with increasiag support froi AT to MT to

JC to MA samples. When the term "computing devices" is used [AI.159], only

45.9% expressed support; however, this may be because the item referred to

the development of basic ideas. Consistently across &apples, over 70% favored

the inclusion of computers (or programmable calculators) for whole-number

computation [1414218]. .An even larger percentage (83.6%) supported havins

minidomputers in each class [CLOS]; it might be notea that 100% of the MA

sample agreed.

The use of terminals connected to a large computer [C1.6371.was approved

by 80.0%; the MT sample was particularly positive about this resource. In

contrast, only 56.12 supported the use of batch processing [CL639], with the

MT sample giving it slightly higher support (66.1%). These two modes of

computer processing have been widely used, which may account for the

response of the 4E sample.

Having CAI, plus videotape cartridge players, in individual study

carrels was supported by 7I.6Z LAL147]. It is difficult, however, to deter-

mine to what aspect of the item the samples are responding. In item C1,660,



445

.the use of a wide variety of hardware is proposed as the major enphasis

of a computer course; the ladk of support (28.3%) may indicate disagree-

ment with instruction in the use of hardware, but it may or may noi

reflect on the availability of a wide variety of hardware.



Equipment: Computers or computer access

. Total AT

. 724 1.522

94.1%
1.3%

712 0.955

76.5%
- 12.5%

AL151 0.t61

64.2%
17.4%

(1.219)

86.02
4.6%

(0.899)

73.8%
10.7%

0.611

61.1%
16.8%

P8511 1.016 0.871

79.0% 71.8%
11.5% 11.8%

'AL159 0.270

45.9%
22.4%

WN218 0.785

72.7%

14.6%

0.461

54.9%
15.7%

0.804

72.1%
11.4%

CL638 1.199 1.113

83.6% 79.2%

6.0% 10.42

CL637 1.146

80.0%
8.6%

0.868

68.9%
14.1%

.1c

0.652 0.758 0.750

65.2% 69.7% 64.3%
18..3% 9.17; 25.0%

0.924 1.375 1.367

77.1% 93.8% 90.0%
15.3% 0.0% 10.0z

0.243 0.121 -0.057

44.1% 45.4% 25.8%
22.5% 33.3% 31.5%

0.715 0.821 0.941

71.6% 74.4% 76.5%

17.1% 18.0% '11.8%

1.211 1.061 1.576

83.5% 81.8% 100.0%

3.7% 6.0% 0.0%

1.426 1.09) 1.182.

89.8% 78.8% 84.9%
2.8% .6.1% 12.1%

459

SP TE PR SB

1.618 1.435 1.219

94.8% 94.6% 86.0%
2.0% 0.6% '4.62

1.040 0.875 0.899

79.42 73.8% 73.8%
8.6% 16.3% 10.7%



4

EqUipment: Computers or computer access (canal:n:0),

C1.639 0.464 0.362 0.743 0.424 -0.091

56.1% 51.4% 66.1% 51,5% 42.5%

20.72 21.9% 12.9% 21.22 42.4%

A1.147 0.786 .0.705 0.791 1.000 0.786

71.6% . 67.4% 72.2% 81.82 71.4%

15.5% 19.0% 15.7% 9.1% 10.7%

CL66O -0.283 -0.049 -0:629 -0.767 -1.000 -0.259 -0.471

28.3% 33.1% 38.2% 10.0% 15.1% 29.3% 20.0%
47.0% 35.9% 35.3% 70.0% 72.8% 48.3% 57.1%

460
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Ecripment: Compnters withtlecific characteristics

COmputer.4riven graphing and plotting.equipment EAL1551 recelited

.slightly more support (53.92 vs. 4542) than the acre general ilmachines

for plotting graphs".[RP4511. while having computer-generated graphics

for geometry EGM3061 was given much stronger support (69.32)1 especially

by the. MT, .1C, and X& samples.

Having .computers (or calculators) programmed to handle the three

types of percentage problems ERP4481 was only accepted by 35.42...

Wall-sized demonstr4tion screens for video output of computer data

(C1.6361 were favored by 77.92 while simulations of bow a computer works

by using large-scale devices ECL6461 were given only minimal support (54.12).

In general, there is little strong feeling about the need for the

specific equipment described.

as

,



ut: Computers with specific'eharacteristies

4 46

7

Total AT MT -.IC MA SF TE PR

AL155" .343 0.021 0.400 0.667 0.821

37.9% 57.4%
A .6% 30.5% 22.6% 14.3%

5

RP451. 0:090 -0.088 0.112 0.345 0.108

45;.9% .39.2% 48.0% 51.7% 53.8%

35.1% 43.1% 33.6% 24.1% 25.7;

GM306 0.468 0.916 0.853, ,\ 1.075

69.1%\ 54.4% 75.8% 73.J6i 80.0%

5 12.9%\ 20.2.% 11.7% 10.0%

1 R2448 -0.235 0.069 -0.157 -0.69Q-0.385

35.4% 1 46.1% 27.6% 24.1% 35.9%

42.5% 35.3-.. 44.9% 58.6% '43.6%

C1.636 1.060 0.755 1.294 1.000 1.313
4

77.9% \66.0% 85:4% 78.7% 91.0%

8.2% 4.6% 3.0% 3.0%

CL646 0.52az 0.578 0.551 0.459 0.303

54.1% 58.8% 56.12 45.9% 42.4%

13.0% 11.7% 14.0% 8.1% 18.2%

SE PT

. -
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Aumslry: Use of Computers

Nearly 752 of the professional:samples and 802 of 010.14 samples ba-
.

lieved that the use of compdters and other technology slitould' be increased

during the 1980's.
a,

The emphasis upon computer literacy should be increased according to

77.6% of the samples.

Instructional materials for computers which received moderately strong

support include materials for individual projects, workbooks with algo-

rithms simulating computer processes, detailed notes for teacher pres-
.

. /

- entatiOns, and probability and statistiop materials for use with computers'.
..? .

Flow charting and writing computer programs using BASIC were strongly sup-

4

ported (above the 80% level).

Almost no one (22.8%) believed that programming should be introduced in

the elementary school, and very few (32.2%) believed that the ability o

write programs should be a requirement for high school graduation. )

Although the use of BASIC was strongly supported (by 87.5%), the use of

other languages such as FORTRAN, COBOL, PLATO; or machine language re-
,

ceived very little support.

4/
Teaching about the roles of compdters in society was strongly supported.

(88.5%): Although less concern was noted for teaching about privacy and

security issues, these still received moderately strong support (66.3%)

Understanding the use and power of Computers_ was seen as being more ap- -

\

propriate for algebra (60.1%) than for probability and statistics (54.5%).

Studying about the types of problems computers can solve recel.ved very

strong support (91.3%).

Requiring a computer literacy course of all students was given minimal

support (53.0%) by the-professional samples and essentially no soport

4 63
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by the lay samples. However, lay sampan did give moderately nropg

support (79U to the idtapatipn of computer literaty.topics within

the existing Km12 mathematics curriculum.

.11 !The idea that knowledge of computers is only needed by specialists

was strongly opposed (by 88.9%).

Having computers or computer access for students was very strongly sup-

ported (94 7%) at
,

the secondary school level and giveq moderately strong,.

support (76.5%) at the elementary school level. Strong support (83.67)

was.shown for having several small, personal mini-computers for eac#

class.

P Wall size demonstration screens for video-Sutput of computer data re-
.

ceived more support (77.9%) than.other devices (e.g., graphing and plot-
,.

6

ting'equipment).

OA.
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Estimation-and Approximation

Respondents were asked to react to two goal statements pertaining

to estimation and approximation. ,For One In probabiiity anctstatistics

(PS373], the influence of giving 'experience in dealing -with estimation

and approximation" was givel strongsupport(82,7%), with the _TB sample

more positive (90.1%) than other samples. Another Um IMS580] concerned

the teaching of measurement "to develop and practice estimation,skills":

it received very strong support (88.IZ), with the TE4 S124and JC samples

all suppcirtnag it above the 90% level.

406
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\

Estimation an4-122ERLIAEW2EAM.1...i
1

Total 'AT MT JC

PS373, 1.136 1.136 1.162 0.971

82.7% 80.2% 83.8% 82.3%

3.5% 8.6% 1.0% 2.9%
\

MS5,80 1.269 1.127, 1.176 1.371

88.1% 82.4% , 87.0% 91.4%

1.4% 1.0% 2.3% 04%

MA SP 'TE

1.091 1.100 1.246

78.8% 78.3% 90.12

3.0% 5.0% p.m

1.111 1.507 1.437

83.3% 92.0% 95.3%

5.6% 0.0% !0.0%

PR SB PT

it
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Estimation and approximation: Specific,content

A. =giber of other items concerned inclusion of particular aspects

of estimation or approximation in the curriculum. Support for including

estimation was strangest with measurement and whole number content. In

measurement, it was slightly stronger (934%) at the elementary level

DMS5591 than at the secondary level [MS569], where the percentage was 88.9%.

The SF and TE samples were especially\positive. On whole numbers [10187]

support averaged 91.7% for teaching techniques of estimation with the

MA sample least positiye (79.52).

For fractions [FM] and decimals [FD16], teaching division by first

estimating the magnitude of the answer received support ae the 742 and 79%

levels, respe.Ctively.

On the remaining four items, however, support wa# minimal. Starting

with an apprcwimation and working backwards to Solve a problem received

slightly more support (54.3%) at the elementary level p11487] than at

the secondary level [P3497], where it was supported by only 42% of the

respondents. One algebra item on approximating graphed data with best-fit

polynomials IAL129] was accorded moderate support 07%) fram the SP,samPle,

but was only swported by 40% to 45% of the other samples. Another

algebra item [AL134] on approximating the roots to higher degree poly-

nomial equations, was not given particular support by any sample.

4 517
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!Estimation_and approximation: Specific content

Total AT SP TE PR

FD6 1.032 0.857 0.870 1.000 0.786 1.333 1.133

73.9% 67.4% 62.9% 76.22 57.2% 90.2% 78.4%

8.8% 12.32 7.5% 4.8% 21.4% 3.9% .10.0%

FD16 1.096 1.106 0.806 1.048 0.733 1.136 1.423

79.3% 80.9% 71.7% 81.0% 73.3% 74.5% 90.2%
;ft

9.3% 10.6% 13.5% 4.8% 6.7% 10.2% 5.6%

A1.129 0.234 0.231 0.054 0.143 0.592 0.100

46.4% 42.1% 45.9% 42.8% 67.3% 40.0%

30.2% 28.9% 32.4% 35.7% 24.5% 33.4%

AL134 -0.068 0.041 _70.459 0.071 0.020 -0.183

37.2% 42.6% 21.6% 39.3% 36.7% 35.0%

40.8% 37.7% 54.0% 35.7% 38.8% 43.3%

WN187 1.474 1.484 1.193 1.541 1.103 1.763 1.781

91.7% 92.7% 87.2% 94.6% 79.5% 97.3% 96.9%

3.4% 4.3% 5.6% 2.7% 5.2% 0.02 1.62

PB487 0.429 0.398 0.412 0.492

54.3% 53.1% 51.0% 59.0%

21.5% 22.5% 21.5% 19.7%

PB497 0.082 -0.198 0.071 0.375 0.102 0.408

42.0% 34.2% 28.5% 50.0% 40.7% 57.7%

37.6% 49.5% 21.4% 29.1% 35.62 29.5%

MS559 1.576 1.262 1.833 1.852

93.3% 85.4% 100.0% 100.02

4.5% 9.7% 0.0% 0.0%

LISS.
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stimation and approximation: Specific content (continued)

MS569 1.376

88.9%
6.6%

1.194 1;073 1.08.6 1.763 1.704

84.5% 78.0% 85.7% 98.3% 97.1%
11.7% 9.8% 8.6% 0.0% 0.0%

1
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Smmmary: Estimation andrApproximation.

Development ofestimation skills apd experience In dealing with esti-
,

'

mation and approximation were strongly supported (above 822) as goals

for measurement al41 for probability and statistics.

Support for including estimation was strongest with measurement and

whole number content.

Approximation techniques in algebra were given minimal support.

'



Laboratory Activitxbased APproaches

la the introductory .iteml which asked haw 244h emphasis 'should be

given to mathematics laboratories in the 1980s [UF1; 48.22 indicaied

that they should be given increased.emphasis, utile a sUbstantial Vroportion"

(34.2%) opted for the same amount of emphasis as,az presie. Very few (1.32)

would give laboratories "mudh less emphasis", but 16.32 wo 4 give them

"somewhat less emphasis".

Total AT MT JC MA SF

UF14 0.427 0.512 0463 0.426

48.2% 53.6% 37.5% 45.52

17.62 19.1% 27.02 12.92

\TE

57.7% "
11.3%

Introducing ideas through laboratory investigations was minimally

supported (55%) for fractions and decimals EFD58] and algebra LAL160],

while more support (73%) was given for geometry [GM319] and measurement

[MS5941. About 20% to 25% responded "undecided" to most items.

On the generic (general) items, SP and TE samples supported the

introduction of basic ideas through "laboratory investigations or experiments

with materials". Their strong level of support (87%) at the elementary

level [6811 was slightly less than their level of support (89%) at the

secondary level [697]. There was less support for this method by,the

lay samples, (63.5%), although their question [789] did not differentiate

between elementary and secondary levels. Only 59.9% supported the use

Oi7 laboratory investigations outside the school for problem solving

[PS5191.
e.

On the other hand, strong support (96.27,) by professional samples

was found for experiments with dice, cards, and games of chance [PS397].

Support was less (81.7%) for experiments to illustrate ratio, proportion,

471



and percent in.a laboratory sattintERP4561. Introducing proportions

with science experiments (324251 received far less support (46.6%); 282

checked "undecided".The use of ready-made data bases UPS399] was only

supported by 53.12, while again one-quarter of the respondees:were.unde-

cided.

.
Finally, the professional Samples were asked if laboratory experiences

might themselves be a goal of the teaching of measuiement [116573]. About
r,

65% expressed agreement, although this goal was ranked below most others.



Laboratory experiences and experiments

Total AT MT .1C MA SP TE

MS573 0.752 0.891 0.629 0.514 0.361 1.000 0.844

65.2% 71.2% 59.0% 54.3% 50.0% .74.72 71.9%

6.8% 6.9% 4.5% 14.3% 19.4X 1.3% 6.2%

TF1058 0.479 0.680 .0.352 0.512 0.314

57.9% 66.1% 52.3% 53.6% 51.4%

20.2% 14.6% 24.22 12.2% 31.5%

0.456 0.725 0.342 0.152 0.314'

55.2% 66.7% 49.5: 45.5% 48.6%

20.6% 13.8% 23.4% 36.4% 17.1%

0.944 1495 0.870 0.706 0.788

75.1% 82.9% 73.0% 64.7% 72.8%
9.6% 7.3% 12.0% 8.8% 9.1%

SB

GM319

MS594 0.944 0.943 0.962 1.000 0.824

73.1% 71.4% 77.0% 69.4% 67.7%

9.5% 10.5% 6.9% 2.8%, 5.9%

681 .1.241

86.9%
4.72

697 1.274

89.1%
3.5%

789 0.617

63.5%
14.3%

473

1.276 1.208

80.9% 86.9%
4.6% 4.8%

1.253 1.294

89.3% 88.8%
3.3% 3.7%

0.603 0.558 0,816

62.3% 63.9% 71.4%

14.7% 16.3% 8.22



Laboratory experiences and eiperiments (continued)

P13519 0.544 0.647 0.438 0.625 0.533

59.92 67.0% 55.2% 56.2% 60.0%

.17.12 14.2% 22.9% 9.4% 13:3%

PS397, 1.210 1.190 1.209 1.250 1.250

86.27 87.02 86.4% 89.3% 79.2%

4.22 6.0% 'b 4.5% 0.0% 4.2%

RP456 1.109 1.178 1.027 1.091 1.206

81.7% 83.3% 80.9%. 75.7% 85.32

5.6% 4.4% 6.3% 9.1% 2.9%

RP425 0.259 0.177 0.255 0.464 0.355 0.283 0.230

46.6% 40.7% 45.3% 57.2% 51,.6% 51.6% 45.9%

25.4% 26.0% 22.7% 21.5% 22.6% 30.0% 27.9%

! PS399 0.363 0.120 0.464 0.357 0.917

53.1% 45.0% 55.5% 50.0% 79.2%

21.7% 33.0% 14.5% 17.9% 12.5%

"a
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Physical materials and models

general-,.--the degree of support for tlya use of _laboratory experiments,

manipulative materials, and physical models for use in a laboratory setting

was strong (62% to 9E4). Analysis of the data ditdicates that, frequently,

about the same percentages were supporting an item with a "wou14 be nice co

'have" response astwere responding "wou14 definitely want". Fluctuations

in the level of support shown in the professional samples may be attributab e

to mdnor changes in emphasis in the wording of the items. FOr example

A

US221, speaking of using "geometric pictures".as models for computation,

elicits stronger response from the JC"and MA samples than from the AT and

MT saMples, while the pattern is almost reversed for WN215, which talks of

using physical-materials such as rods and blocks to mo4e1 whole-number

algorithms. This response pattern also holds for the caie of fract

[FD46, FD511.

The highest level gf supporit was for item PB517, in which materials

were to be used for modeling problems; it was supported by 83.0% of the

combined AT, MT JC, and MA samples. A slightly lower Percentage (74.0%)
c:

agreed that problems should be,given fc.r which physical materials,aid in the

solution [PB538]. The research evidence indicates that the use of materials

aids students in attaining problem so1utions,. or at lea t that problems

with which aJ.ds are used are easier (Suydatiand Higgins, 1977).
N

What is of partiCularinterest is how much more strongly the SP, TE,

and PR samples agreed with thetgeneric (general) items on the use ofphysica1
NN

materials and models [682, 698, 709, 721, 7671. Their support,ranged from

93% to 98% and was especially straag (98%) at the elementary level [682,

709j. The professional samples responded to similar 'questions within content

areas, and their support ranged from a low of 62% for, whole numb4rs [WN225]



,
to a high Pf 8341: fq;.`prOleTilsolving 12$5171 Thus,, lay groupa tendae,

tb suppott'the use of laboratory experiments and physical matialalse

than those who are more directly'involved t4 classroom instruction. (One

might also ionclude that the idea of laboratory:Matetials is much 'bre

/attractive in general than when considered for specific mathematics topics.)
4

/ However, the AT sample supported ",use of materials more strongly than

did the remaining three samples. AT support was weakes, in the areas of

utole numbers and fractions; possible interpretatpas udll occur.to most

readers. It is of interest to note that the research evidence supports

the use of manipulative'matewials, but indicates"that Aost teac do not

use them, particularly aboVe the thiyd-gradel.evel (Suydam and U4gins,

19.77;,Suydam and Osborne, l9i7; Weiss, 1978).'

With respect,to fractious, the.use of slide rees, graphs, and charts .

.to solve problems was not well-perceived; 41.6% and 42.1% indicated dis-

4r

p.

agreement with their use at elementary EFD41 and secondary [FD14]

4 /

respectively. Over one-fourth were Uniafiin, while the-remainder-were

distributed on the positive side. Certain words ("slide rules", "to solve

problems") possibly cued this comparatively negative respon

4 76



Physical materials

1

PI346

1

A1.150

a

WN215

WN225

WN228

GM315

I RP453
1

PB517

Total AT MT _ .10 MA

0.759 1.150 0.667 0.500 0.273

66.9% 79.02 64.2% 54.4% 57:6%

15.7% 11.0% 14.1% 17.32 33.3%

0.948 .1.160 0.896 0.606 0.857

76.3% 84.1% ' 76.6% 63%7% 64.2%.

10.4% 8.52 10.52 18.22 7.2%

0.850 1.082 0..691 0.974 0.618

70.6% v.77.4% 65.8% 74.3% :64.7%
10.9% 10.3% 9.7% 10.3% 17.7%

0.678 0.928 0.589 0.634 0.436

61.8% 72.2% 57.9% 61.0% 51.2%

15.5% 13.2% 14.9% 17.1% 720.52

'0.959 1.345 0.778! ,1.051 526

74.0% / 85.72 70.4%! 74.4% 57.9%

8.1% 3.6% 8.3%' 7.7% 16.4%

0.968 1;291 0.863 0.624 0.700.

74.2% 82.3% 71.6% 76.5% 62.5%

8.9% 6.3% 7:4% 17.7% 10.0%

1.075 1.196 0.969 0.931 1.128

4 80.2% 82.4% 76.3% 79:3% 84.6%

6.8% 6.9% 6.22 13.82,. 2.6%

;1.206 1%419 1.057 1.094 1.233

83.02 89.6% 77.1% 81.37. 86.6%

5.5%. 4.7% 5.9 6.3%

SP TE PR 'SS

\

477
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Physical paterials -(dontinued)

f

P8538 0.836

744%
&ft

7ca,2 1-.797

98.1%
, .1.32

721 1.556

95.02_
2.5%

767 1.419

93.2%
3.2%

1:050

83.1%
4.0%

0.,399 0.781

70.02 68.8%
n.92 . 9.42

62.5%
8.32

(1.680) 1.834 1.761 1.680 C

S7.6% 97.3% 98.8% 97.6%
0.6% 2.6% 0.0% 0.67;

(1.234) 1.492 1.524 1.234
86.6% 95.4% 94.6% 86.6%
-5.2%` 2.0% 3.0% 5...2%

1.546 1.176, 1;422

96.5% 86.82 93.32
1.7% 5.5% 4.4%

47S
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1,PhysiCa1 models'

447;ata1 AT MT JC MA SP 7E PR
.

F1)51 0.918 0.980 0.875 0.902 0.914

73.2% 72.5% 71.9% 78.1% 74.3%

6.9% 5.9% 7.12 4.9% 11.14

AL162 0.719 0.843 0.613 0.545 0.857

67.6X 73.6% 63.1% 57.6% 74.3%

;p.m 9.8% 10.8% 9.1% 8.6%

1p1221 0.774 0.500 0.796 0.927 1.128

453.7% 48.8% 65.7% 68.3% 84.6%

7.8% 8.5% 7.42 7.3%. 7.7%

682 1.450 1.526 1.381

95.6% 98.1% 93.4%

1.6% 0.7% 2.4%

698 '1.461 1.467 1.456

,94.9% 96.7% 93.2%

0:9% 0.7% 1.2%

47(1



Slide rules and giaphs

Total AT MT JC MA

FD4 -0.220 -0.327 -0.222 -0-.190 -0.571

31.6% 24.5% 35.2% 38.1% 115.7%

41.62 38.7% 37.12 47.6: 57.1%

FD14 .10..257 0.021_ -43.493 -0.429 -0,533

32.2% 38.3% 25.4% 23.8% 40.0%

42.12 29.8% 50.82 47.6% 53.3%

SP TE

.-0.176 -0.098

29.4% 32.8%
39.2% 44.2%

-0.203
_

.-0.155
. .

28.8% 38.1%

38.9% . .40.8%

da



si stimples responded to the goal statement, "Ta learn to use

specific tools for measurement" LMS5753. About 802 supiorted the goal,

_with the A44 VIC, and SP samples expressing; the .strongest eupport. .

The samples also gave moderately strong support (M to 80.52) to
mk.

the need for providing measuring devices/ISA resource for fractions and

'decimals (P)451, geometry 10307], and measurement 1165811, the may con-

tent areas in which the item was included. AAI width the goal, the suPPort

was about evenly divided between "might be nice to have" and "definitely

isauld want".

ilowever, when the AT, MT, JO, and MA sawkled were asked about pro-

viding ,electronic measuring tools ai a resource DIS584], support was far

less: only 7.12 responded "definitely would wfAt" and. 38.02 indicated

they "might be nice to have". Over 252 were uncertain. It nay be that

the inclusion of "on a digital display similar to that of a calculator"

influenced the response, o: it may be that many respondees had not .seen

such devices, or it may be that their estimate of tbe cost (probably higher

than for non-electronic devices) may have influenced the decision.

An item on drafting tables [GM312] had very limited appeal to any

group; only 5.7%,indicated they "definttitly wuuld want" these and 27.52

thought they "might be nice to have".

4 SI 114-



Tools for measuring

Total AT MT SC SP TE . FR

MS575 1.016 1.098 1.136 0.829 0.556 1.120 .0.675

80.2% '80.4% 74.2% 61.1% 84.0% 76.6%

4.3% 5.9%
.116.3%

- 1.6% 8.6% 13.9% 1.3% 3.12

rD45 N1/4030 1.360 0.924 0.935 0.545

76.52 87.0% 71.4% 76.0% :63.6%
8.7% 6.0%0 10.1% 4.32 18.2%

0M307 0.903 1.114 0.642 1.059 0.975

73.0% 77!2% 63.2% 79.4% 82.5%

16.9% 12.7% 24.2% 11.7% 12..5%

MS581 1.075 1.343 1.023 0.867 .0.625

80.5% 89.2% 77.4% 83.3% 62.5%
10.3% 6.51 10.9% 10.0% 18.8%

MS584 0.142 0.124 .0.156. 10.233 0.062

45.12 1,0'46:7% 44.5% 46.6% 40.7%

29.8% 33.4% 28.9% 20.0% 31.3%

GM112 -0.178 -0.076 -0.179 -0.294 -0.282

33.2% 34.2% 36.9% 23.5% 30.8%

42.9% 39.3% 44.2% 44:2% 46.1%

aIiIye

I
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Booklets of everiments a

_

There is support above the 802 level fcir providiu booklets of
4

experiments for the three content areas considered probability and,

itatistics, EPS3941, ratio and proportion W44911 and neasuriment

LM$5881. In each cage, the support was greater:for "might be nice to

have" than for "defiatelyinuld mane: Essentially, the four.samplea

ware in agreement, although the JC sampleltended to be stightly sore

positive than the AT, MT, and MA samples. 'Booklets, for probaiility and

statistics were rated lower than booklets for measurement or ratio and

proportion.

Slightly lower percentages of respondents average of 77.42) sup-

ported resccurces for teachers in the form of curriculum materials for-
, 4.

probability and statistics which would in7lude use of laboratory equipment
s

and other print and non-print materials IP53921.

3
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Booklets of experiments

a

Total° AT .IC SP

-PS394
k -

0.904 0.804 0.920 .1.088 0.962

80.0% 75.3% 79.52 91.1% 84.62
8.5% 11.4% 9.7% 0.0% 3.8%

RP449 1.112 1.010 1.173 1.207 1.15,4

85.1% 82.4% 84.7% 93.1% 87.2%
7.1% 9.8% 7.12 a 6.9% 0.02

MS588 1.095 1.198 1.078 1.100 0.812

83.12 86.8% 82.12 86.6% 71.9%
5.8% 3.7% 8.6% 0.0% 6.32

,

k'S392 0.922 0.959 1.009 0.765 0.615.

77.4% 80.4% 81.4% 70.6% 57.72
9.2% .8.3% 9.7% 8.8% 11.5%

PR

4S4
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Provision for activities forvisich the class would be divl.ded -into

sual d.iicummian groups 01322, RP4611 is givin minimal support by the

AT uncle (lass than 582). and lea's support by .the la and samplts (58Z to

382). Respiinse by the ZIA ample to these items is evenly. dividad. The SC

sample supports tbe idea more stiongly for ratio and proportion than for

geometry. The SP and TE samples_give imoderat-ealupport OM to the

. .

item st both elementary [685] and secondary.17011 levels. The SB sample

is similarly supportive168.22), while the PT sample (75.02) sue/1=U-

cUlarli the PR sample (85.12) are very supportive 17593.

Having studeutp work in small,groups to.solve prdhlems (P115261 is

given a high degree of-support (702 to 802) by tht AT, HT, and JC samples,

while,thc Mft sample gives it little support (43.52).

A
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0322 0.264 0.506 0\230 0.147 -0421.

48.0% 57.92 49.02 38 s.3% 30.2
24:4% . 18.12 28.02 23.5% 30.3% .

RP461 0,300 0.478 0.191 0.485 0.000

46.1% 54.4% 41.8% 57.6% 26.5%
21.8% 16.6% 24.5% 24.2% 23.5%

685 0.759 0.821 0.702

65.52 67.6%

11.3% -12.0% 10.7%

701 0.741 0.70D 0.780

66.1% 64.02 68.02
13.6% 11.32 15.7%

7590 1:033 1.194 0.693

78.9% 85.12 68.22
7.8%. 5.12 14.82

P8526 0.883 1.050 .0.814 1.031 0.304

73.6% 80.0% 72.12 81.3% 43.5%
12.1% 7.0% 16.12 3.1% 26.02 .

1.058

. 73.02
4.52

s.
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Summary: Liborattrx Activity-based Approaches, "N

. ,

Vittle support. (48.22) was given'tt!, increasing theemphasis given to

mathematics laboratories in the 1980's. However,, a substantial proper-
,4

tion.(34.22) opted for the same amount of emphasis as *at present..

There was strong support (above 872) for intToducing basic ideas

/
through laboratory investigations or experiments with materials at both

the elementary and secondary levels. 15

Lay samples gaye stronger support (above 932) to the use of physical.

mateiials and models than did professional samples.

The need for'Oroviding measuring devices as resources for fractions

and decimals, geometry, and measurement was given moderately strong
4 .

support (732.to 80i52). However, support waS far less for electronic
s.

measuring devices.

Booklets'of experiments for the three content areas considered (prob-
,

.

ability and statistics, ratio and proportion, and measurement) received

/
strong support (above 80%).

Having Students work 'in small groups to 'solve problems was,..given a

higher degree of support (70% to 80%) thin dividing the class into

small discussion groups (38% to 58%).

r.
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tee ot Out-of-Class Aetivitias-snd Prolaete,

*topic presented in timit uthois clusters invited 'whether materitis

that InFluded activities requiring students tu go outside the glitsaroom

(perhaps on'field trips) would influence tat respondent to buy or use the.,

materials. First, taa reeponse patterns of the SP sad TE samples to the

generic.(general) items for thet.elementary.e6S0] and seconderY (606) lev4s

mere examined. Both, Gamplatiere positively Influenced by this characterise,

tic of materials, wits support at approximately the 652.1evel. :1Vbe noteik

4 ."'""

is the fact that roughly the same level of inflpenee obtains fpi boathe

elementary (66..9%) andvicondary (67.0P levels: ybe lay samples gave a

lar responst,(64.62) on the general item. 726.,

On the analOpus itemsiforethe AT, MT, JC, andM& samples, there

appears to 'have been a distinction made in terms of the,matbematical

content. Probability and ptatistic[PS396],.measurement NS591.1, and

computer literaay [CL647] are perceived as more suitable for outTof-class-

a
room activities, with support from 70% co 75% for thesokcontat areas,

but ranO.ng from only 52% to 60% for whole niimbers EWN2291, geometry [GM311I,

ratio and proportion [RP460], and problem solving (113519).

The MA sample was more negative about using out -of -classaciivities

than were other samples, while the AT samp;e was,mg#t positive. ,The

greatest degree of agreement across samples was found on the probability and

statistics item 1)S3961.

4 Ss
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Activities oUtside the elaiaroost

Total_ AT XT JO MA
-

0229 0.576 1.024 . 0.491 . 0.487 077

58.72 76.5% 56.52 56.42 28

20.0% 11.7%. 21.32 23.12 .30.82

(2316 , 0.566 0.915 - 0.46A 0.471 A:121

58.62 70.8% 57.0% 50.0% / 42.5%

21.71 18.32 22.0: 14.72, 36.4%

PS396 0.954 1.061 0.855 1:036 0.875

75.8% 79.8% 72.7% 75.02 75.0%,

12.62 11.1% 16.3% 3.6% 12.5%

R2460 0.397 .0.689, ,0.400 0.091 '70.088

52.12 65.5% . 494% /42.4% 35:3%

2441% 17.8% 23.6% 30.4v .35.3%

PE519 0.544 0.647

59.9% 67.0%
17.1% 14.2%

MS591 0.780 0.838

70:5% 74.3%;'
16.12 17.1%

CL647 0.935, 1.137

74.1% 83.4%
4.9%

0.781

66.9%

141625 0.533 °

$5.2% 2% 60.0%

22.92' 9,4% 13.32

0.746 0.70 0-765

70.02 63.9% 67.72

16.1% 16.7% 11.82,

0.963 0.811 0.364

74.8% 64.8% 54.6%

'7.4% 5.4% 18.2%

4.

0.783 0.780

66.42 , 67.2%
9.92 8.3%

4S9
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Attivities outside tbe c1issro..4 (continued).

-0.718

67.0%
10.1%

786 0/473

/64.6Z
7. 12.6%

0.687 0.746

64.0% 69.82
11.32 t 8.82

4 0454

63.5%
12.82

0.674

67.5%
13.92

04100

684
840k

64.8% 73.92 62 2Z 58.4% 51.9% 65:22 68.52 63.52 §7.52 5E0:
-101L

--

ty
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Student projects

Arnmebei of i;emsconcernet the de pment'of ideas through long.-

tarm..real-life projects designed either for individuals or teams of

students. The results must be interpreted uni.th &re, because reactions

could havi been keyed primarily by either the words "ionarterm" or. "real-

life", rather thaa by.both in relation to the actual focus, projects.

e,

The SP and TE samples responded to generic,(general) items at the

elementary 16841 and secondary [7001 levels. The degree of support at

both levels by both samples-was similar (59.8% And 5817%).

The items involving projects for the AT, MT, SC, d MA samples yere

embedded within .content areas. Moderate to strong support,(averaging

65.9%) for project work was shown by each sample, except for their use

with fractions and decimals [FD561 and. algebra [AL1631, utere the support

is only 27.3; and 39.1%, respectively.

Surprisingly, the TE sample is least appreciative of methods employing

a project apOroach, followed closely by .the MA sample and:then the SP

sample. The remaining samples were 'in closer agreement at approximately

the 68% level.
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Student projects

Total AT .1C

684

700

0.583

59.8%
16.6%

0494,

58.7%
16:2%

f1)56 -0.221 -0.126 -0.344 -0.122

27.3% 30.1% 24.2% 31.7%

45.3% 44.7% 492 43.9%

AL163 0.114 0.333 -0.009 0.152

39.1% 45.1% 36.0% 51.5%

31.3% 25.5% .36.0% 33.3%

0N325 0.624 0.747 0.750 0.176

65.6% 67.5% 75.0% 41.2%

14.8% 14.4% 12.0% 23.5%

PS384 1.052 0.907 1.195 1.118

79.3% 73.2% 82.3% 88.3%

7.4% 11.3% 4.4% 2.9%

.PS404 0.965 1.030 0.991 0.929

78.0% 82.8% 78.9% 78.5%

8.5% 10.1% 6.5% 7.1%

112458 1.015 1.267 0.964 0.848

78.6% 90.0% 77.3% 69.7%

6.3% 2.2% 8.2% 9.1%

-0.171

25.8%
34.31:---

-0.171

20.0%
31.4%

0.394

57.5%
15.2%

0.885

76.9%
11.5%

0.625

54.2%
12.5%

0.676

61.8%
8.8%

SP, TE PR SB

0.715

64.9%
11.2%

0.607

59.3%
14.0%

492
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55.4%
21.5%

.581

58.1%
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St:udent projects (continusdi

0

$535 1.175 1.,347 1.120 1.062 0.875

83.9% 89.1% 80.4% 90.7%. 70.8%
3.3% 1.0% 3.4% 3.1% 12.5%

MS592 1.187 ,1.210 1.192 1:13.9 1.147

86.92 86.62 87.0% 86.2% 88.2%
4.3% 3.9% 5.4% 2.8% 2.9%

CL645 0.738 0.618 0.785 0.892 0.788

68.1% 59.8% 71.9% 75.7% 72.7%
11.1% 11.8% 12.1% 8.1% 9AZ

65*.9% 69.4% 68.1% 68.2% 58.7% 62.1% 56.8%
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jiomsvork

Vhen leaked in an introductory question whether, or not Mathematics

homework should be increased [UP363, 822 of the .10 mitaimmples

a favored an Increase. The other samples.gave-umaker.support to4nczemming

c'T
homework, ranging from 50.02 (for the S8 sample) to08.1% (for the MT

sample).

very the lay samples strongly indicated the.desiraility of

text mat= which included daily homework, problemi [792]. Their .

support ranged fr. 67.4% for the PT sample to 90.62 for the SB sample.

494.
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11 basis on homework

rr JC MA . SP TE Total PR SB PTTool AT

UP36 0.978' 0.593 0.966 1.229 1.273 0.600 0.574 0.7.41 .0.790 0.591 '0.653

,11.3% 55.5% 68.12 82.42 82.6% 5542 60.6% 55.7% 57.72 50.02 51.1%

4.3% 7.4% 2.52 0.6% 1.9% 10.02 --- 13.12 2.02; 1.72 3.42 2.0%

792 1.149 1-.209 1.163 0.694

84.1% 84.3% 90.72 67.4
5.6% 4.3% 4.72 16.3%

e.z3

4 5
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SuLu.L._ti....Ou-of-ClassAct'ivitiesand'lstcitiet,s,
_

Imstructionalmaterials that include.activities which'seqUire s

to go outside.the classroom were given.moderately,strong snpport by.

the SP, TE, and lay samples.

robability and:statistics, measurement, and.Computer 4teracy stare

perceived as more suitable for out-of-classroom actIvities them were

whole numbers,_geemetry, ratio and proportion, or problem-solving.'

The TE and MA samples were least appreciative of the process of.devel--

coping ideas through longrAerm real-life projects. Remsintng samples

were ia -closer agreement at approvimately the 682 level.

,s

There was moderately strong support for project work in;the areas of

ratio and proportion, geometry, and probability and statistics. Pro-

ject work for fractiens and decimals, apd for algebra was not supported.

The JC and MA samples strongly favored (822) increasing homework.

Other-samples give weaker support, ranging from'502 (for the SB sample)

to 68.1% (for the MT sample)..N,

0 e



.4c

Iteadint and,

Three goals specifically a4dreassed,tha point '44 teaching particular,

content in order to "learn-to read atth*ics" Support ranged from

77.72 for algebra 1411.1.371 to 73.6% for problem ,solving (11$041 to ..70.4Z

for whole, nuarbers LIM2I0].. In each case a lar.ger percentage checked
,

the response indicatint.they would be "somewhae influenced" by this goal

than checked "strongly" influenced.t ,:ch a related,goel in geometry

about learning to "read and interpret mathematical argumentsiiiSM301

strong support (82.22) was found. Even atronger suvort (94.82) was given

to,,,,the goal of enabling seudents to read and think critically about graphs

and data in other imbject trees EP8372].

4 9 s
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Coals: 'Reading mathematics

Total 'AT .1C

0

AL137 1.034 1.115 0:909 1.024 1.103 1.051 1.099

77.7% 76.0% 73.62 70.7% 82.8% 83.0% 84.5%
4.82 0.0% 11.62 4.8% 6.9% 1.72 1.4%

PB504 0.922 0.844 1.143 1.036 Q.903 0.684 0.857

0.62 70.9% 83.8% 75.0% 77.5% 63.2% 68.62
6.0% 9.4% 4.8% 3.6% 3.2%, 7. 0; 4.3%

10/210 C.837 0.869 0.836 0.730 0.658 0.865 0.934

70.4% 70.1% 70.9% 64.8% 55.2% 75.0% ,78.7%
8.1% 6.6% 5.4% 16.2% 15.8% 11.5% 3.2%

GM341 0.921 1.222 0.972 1..244 1.040 1.219

.82.2% 69.6% 88.1% 83.3% 82.9%- '78.7% 92.2%
5.2% .6.7% 2.6% 8.3% 2.4% 10.7% 1.6%

PS372 1.462 1.407 1.384 1.441. 1.515 1.583 1.525

94.8% 91.3% 94.0% 94.12 100.0% 98.32 95.1%
mem 1.6% 4.9% 2.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

z
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Reedine formal oresentations
r

A int of items on methods gloried the'importsace of.haxing students

read formal presentations of 'basic ideal in *algebra: -geometrys--probshiliq

and st4tistics: ratio and proportion: vroblexLsolving: and 'computer.
4

literacy before classroom aptivities were devoted to dame ideas. Is all

instances: suPport was.low LiL163: GM317; 11400, BP4632 P3537: CL64;2 6792

6951: indipating that this is not preferred by, 70% to 110; of tha respondees.

The X& and Mt sales were most in favor of:. the idea: and even they

supported the idea at anly the 302 level.

However, when the,lay samples were asked in general aboutrthe

appropriateness of students reading about mathematical ideas before working

on related classroom aCtivities [790], they gave weak support at the 49.62

level.

0 I
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Total AT MT JC MA SP

1,165 -0.321 -0.495., -0.216 41.333 -0.143

27.1% 16.8% 33.3% 27.3% 37.1%

49.2% 53.5% 45.9% 42.4% 54.2%

4111M317 -0.349 -0.614 -0.220 -0.091 L.0.333

25.3% 20.5% 27.0%

52.7% 63.9% 46.0%

f5400 -0.576 -0.990 -01373

17.22 7.0% 23.6%

58.4% 76.0% 50.9%

RF463 -0.397 -0.567 -0.182

25.1% 16.7% 33.6%

49.42 55.5% 41.8%

P8537 -0.387 ) -0.743 -0.179

25.1% 11.9% 34.1%

52.2% 63.3% 44.4%

C1.642 -4.146 -0.162 -0.236

31.3% 26.6%, -.33%0%
40.2% 40.0% 44.4%

679 -.43.497

20.0%
54.12

695 -0.410

23.32
52.3%

30.3% 27.3%
36.4% 60.6%

-0.321 -0.083

17.8% 29.1%

42.9% 37.5% ---

-0.606 -0.441
"*.,

18.2Z 26.5%

54.6% 52.9%
IV

4

70.250 . -0.083

31.3% 29.2%
56.3%. 37.5%

-0.081 0.121

27.0% 45.5%

35.1% 33.4%

591
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-0.533 40.464,

20.42 19.7%
57.22 51.2%

-0.387 -0.431

22.7% 23.8%

.49.4%, 55.0%
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Reading fianal presentation& (continued)

790 W.339

47.6%
21.02

G

Ars

0.320

46.42
'21.1Z

0.384

5232
23.22

0496

47.92
16.72

A

0

4.
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.ifinisal reading:requirements.

On_ the items indicating support. for havin& materialsiwith
8

reading requirements'availahle 1EL154, 716. 7281i responses across samplei

dittfored widsly. The AT a, gave it moderate support (67.42), as-did

the TE sang* (68.72). with tha IP and PR samples slightly higher (above

702). The IC sample gave weak-thipport (472), while the Se sample was

lower (392) and thelik sample virtually rejeitee.:the idea.. Such disperszion

has not happened frequently in this questionnaire; however, it is po Iy

apparent to most readers that the MA sample, in particular, is nding

in terms of a belief that all students (especially at the at which

they teach) should be able to read (anything). Teachers know

that the problem of teaching mathematics to children With low reading
/4.

levels nevertheless exists, and there is aoMe desir"4do something tp

'cope with the problem.
,

The idea 'of deemphasizing reading by preienting probl orally or

.with pi'ctures.and charts EP85291 is norsuPpOrted (54.012 disagree). The

responaees may be not be responding to the idea of presenting problems in

thiO tathion as much as they are to the words "to deemphasize reading".

Charts for reading percentages visually P.F4461, a skill that is needed

I

reprdless of word-reading skills, is supported by a moderate percentage

(62.42). As in other-instances, however, the EA sample, aq.ong,with, the

JC sample, gives less support to this item. Finally, the lay samples.

disagree (69.12) with the general idea.that reading should be deemphasized

4.n textbooks and other materials 1.763].

a
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Mlnitia1 reading riAuireniant6a

Total AT MT

AL154 0.273 8.789

49.1% 67.4%
28.12 44.82

,

716 0..785 (0.848)

70.7% 70.9%
15.4% 14.62

128 0.793 40.913)

69.6% 73.6%

12:5% 13.0%

P8529 -0.416

28.1%
.54.1%

BP446 0.545

62.4%
22.0%

763 -0.,784

22.3%
69.1%

0.114.

48.6%*
36.7%

0.755

69.62.
-15.6%

C.

SC MA SP

11

Pa

, 0.235

47.02
27.0%

-0.5150

30.31
54.5%.

.343.
17.8%

'46.4%

4,

0.887 . 0.688 0.848

a 72.8% 68.72 70.92

11.9% 18.82 14.62 c.

0.841 ° .0.750 0.913

69.52 694% 73.6%

11.92 13.1% -' 13.0%

-0.692 -0.500 0.167 401

18.8% 15.7% 4.2%

63.2% 56.3% 79.1%

0.592-6 .0.138 0.179
a

64.3% 48.22 48.8%

21.4% 41.32 25.7%

-0.702 -.0.912

'17.6%

66.62 74.82

-0.837

20.9%
67.42

d

ff
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Textbooks

The desire for probability.and statistics textbooks emphasizing

.projects and activities (PS3841 was ioderately supported (79.310.. A

similar percentage (76.22) supported having textbook nodules for teaching

appropriate problemm.solving strategies at every grade level (1115121.

e

slop

a
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1 Textbooks

at

Total AT MA SP

4.

PR

PS384 1.052 0.907 1.195 1418 0.885

79.3% 73.2% .82.3% 88.3% 76.9%

7.4% 11.3%. 4.4% 2.9% 11.5%

PB512 0.972 1-.128 0.848 1.000 0.933

76.2% 84.9% 71.5% 78.2% 66.6%

8.3% 4.7% 10.5% 12.5% =6.7%

4.

z
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Detailed notes for teacher

A sat of =sawn* items concerned the meed to provide detailed notes

"to guide the teacher in oral presentations of lessons". The SP sample

give good support (77.7Z) for time idea for the elementary level 167.63,

their support at the secondary level [6921 is only Slight lower (72.7p.

The,TE sample give less support.(59.5% and 64.4%. respectively). The'SB

sample is at a comparable level (64.4%) on the general (generic), item 17651.
- g

The response of the PR sample (78.7%), bowever, is more like that of the SP

sample,'while the PT sample is even higher (81.8%).

Professional samples, asked to react to detailed teaching notes for'

the areas of fractions and decimals [FD59], geometry [03241, probability

- and statistics (P84021, ratio and proportion [RP4651, measurement [MS5991,

and computer literacy [CL6481, give lower.levels of support. The need is

seen as greater in coMputer literacy (63.1%) and probability and statistics

(62.5%) than in other content areas, where,the level of support is 50% to

60%. In general levels of support are highest for-the AT sample (ranging

from 57% to 72%) and lowest for the MA sample, where support is less than

40% (with the exception of 52.1% for teaching notes for probability and

statistics). When asked if they would want to have descriptions of teaching

methods appropriate for probability and statistics [PS390], 76.6% of the

professional samples supported the idea. Again, the MA sample give weak

support (57.7%).

On two items related in intent but worded differently, differing levels

of support are also found. "Outlines of outstanding presentations in

probability and statistics" [3951 are given minimal support (56.0%), with

the AT sample least positive about this item. The need to have "presents-

tioas an" liscussion of measurement techniques" before students actively

597



measu!* [MS5931 is given stronger support (18.7P, with the MA sample

lest supportive.

The SP and TE samples mere asked about providing teachers with

"a syllabus that suggests topics and, methods for eadh grade level 4th

specific times they should be introduced". At.tha elementary level [714],

the support was 70.9%; at the secondary level [726],the support was 156.6%.

s,

In both cases, the.SP sample was mare supportive than the TE sample.

Other professioual samples were asked the same question, but with;Apecific

reference to probability and statistics [PS381]. The support (87.8%),yat

even stronger than that of the SP and TE samples. In a similar vein, in-

service materials to teach teachers the content of probability and

statistics [PS383] were supported by 84.82 of the professional groups

.sampled. In-service training on problem-solving methods for all mathematics

teachers [PB513] was supported by 83.4%.

5



betalled notes for teacher

'Total AT MT JC S . TB PR

676

692

0.759

68.1%
10.3%

0.735-

68.3%
13.52

%

1.020 0.524

77.7% 59.5%
4.62 15.52

0.860 0.619

72.7% 64.4%-
10.0% 16.9%

765. 0.877 0.966 0.578

75.0% 78.72 64.42

13.9% 10.92 23.32

FD59 0.466 0.631 0.397 0.415 '0.286

49.9% 61.1% 45.3% 46.3% 37.12

17.4% 17.5% 19.9% 14.6% 11.52

0M324 0.514 0.768 0.540, 0.353 -0.030

55.4% 72.0% 52.0% 41.2% c 39.4%

16.8% 14.7; 15.0% 11.8: 33.4%

PS402 0.680 0.724 9.809 0.179 0.478

62.5% 66.3% 69.1% 32.1% 52.1%

12.3% 11.2% 9.1% 17.8% 26.1%

RP465. 0,449 0.411 0.573 0.485 0.118

54.7% 57.8% 57.3% 54.6% 38.3%

18.0% 20.0% 12.7% 21.2-r----26-.5%

MS599 0.675 0.838 0.623 0.778 0.265

59.3% 69.6% 56.1% 61.1% 38.3%

9.2% 6.7% 10.8% 5.6% 14.7%

509

1.136

81.82
6.82



Detailed notes for teadger (continnsd)

.C1.648 0.688 0.843 0.776 0.514 0.121

63.1% 71.6% 66.42 56.72 P33.3%

14,3% 10.7% 13.12 18.9% 24.3%

-ps390 0.981 1.010 .1.080 0.765 0.731

76.6% 76.3% 83.2% 70.6% 57.7%

7,0% 5.2% 4,5% 11.7% 19.2%

PS3951 0.404 0.175 0.513 0.529 0.615

56.0% 48.5% 61.1% 58.8% 57.7%

23.3% 34.0% 17.7% 17.6% 15.4%

MS593 1.089 1.038 1.132 1.222 0.941

78.7% 76.2% 81.5% 86.1% 67.7%

5.3% 6.7% 4.6% 2.8% 5.9%

714 040682 (1 135) 0.901 0.475 1,135

65.6% 80.6% 70.92 60.6% 80.62

19.62 10.0% 14.52 24.42 10.0%

726 0.484 (1.072) 0.658 0.327 1.072

56.6%; 78.8% 63.12 50.6% 78.8%

20.9% 8.0% 174% 24.4% 8.02

PS381 1.274 1.361 1.319 1.059 1.038

87.8% 87.6% 90.2% 82.4% 84.62

5.2% 6.2% 2.7% 8.8% 7.7%
'4

PS383 1.167 1.206 1.150 1.176 1.077

84.8% 88.7% 84.0% 85.3% 73.1%

9.2% 8.3% 9.7% 8.8% 11.5%

PB513 1.265 1.372 1.076 1.469 .1.400

83.4% 88.4% 75.3% 90.7% 90.0%

7.1% 7.0% 8.6% 3.1% 6.7%



Reading..and Textbooks

"Lcurning to read mathematics' as a goal for *told numbers, algebra,

and problem solving received 'modiratily strong support (70.42 to 77.72).

Reading a formal presentation, of basic ideas before trying classtoom

activities was generally opposed by all samples.

The availability of special materials with minimal reading requiraments

was given moderately strong support by the AT, SP, TR,.And_PR samples.

Swayer, the ET sample gave weaker support, and the .1C and MA samples

tended to oppose the idea.

De-emphasizing reading by presenting problems orglly or with 'pictures

and charts was not supported (54.12 disagree).

The idea that reading should be de-emphasized in textbooks and other

materials was opposed by the lay samples (69 1% disagree).

Textbook modules for teaching appropriate problem-solving strategies

at every grade level received stroag support.

Probability and statistics textbooks that emphasize projects and

activities were moderately supported.

The need for detailed notes to guide the teacher.in oral presentations

.of lessons was seen as greater for computer literacy and for probability

and statistics (over 62%) than in other content areas, where the level

of support was 50% to 60%.

Providing teachers with a'syllabus that suggests topics and methods

for each grade level with specific times they should be introduced

received moderately strong support (70.9%) at the elementary level

from the SP and TE samples. -However, support for the same idea at

the secondary level was Minimal (56.6%).



Use of Audioeirisual Aids

,Que*tions related to the 'choice and use.of audio/visual aids can be

grouped into two clusters, an films and videOtapes sukd on large-scale

demonstration devices. The generic (generai) Items related to each.of

these clusters 'were:

706. 718: Films or videotapes on concepts or processes (resources)

710, 722: Large-scale demonstration models and deviPe

Items an manipulative materials or laboratory equipment clearly intended'

for student use are analyzed in another category, LaboratorylActivity-

based Approaches.

Films and videotapes

Response patterns on the use of films or videotapes indicated strong

to moderately strong support, ranging from,71% to 882, for all samples and all

content areas. The PR samplewas most supportive (88.32), while the MA samplc

was least supportive (71.2%). The lowest level of sbpport (71.6%) was-on

A1.147, but this item differed from others in the set, for.it pertained to

individual study carrels equipped with CAI terminals and videotape cartridge

players. There is no way of knowing which cOmponent had the least support.

Audiotapes [WN214, PS385] and 35 tam slides [0)1314] were also explored

as potential resources. The interesting contrast between responses to the

two,items concerning audiotapes resulted from the implied nature of the

tapes and their use. In WN214, the tapes were to be for verbal drill and

practice, and this received support at the 65% level from all but the MA

sample. In FS385, the tapes were to be of lectures on probability and'

statistics by eminent statiStIcians, and this was negatively received by

all samples (the :oefficient of agreement was -0.359). It might be noted

-that-federal-funds have been allotted to-develop-such materials-for other-- .



areas: apparently, however, no group Would, consider them' pari oular4

useful.. Tbe use of 35 iss slides in geometry IGM3141 WS supporta

the 692 level, with the AT sample most strongly accepting (81.02).



-Films and videotims

PD42

. AL147

WN212

0308

.PS382.

RP455

MS582

148589

Total AT MT .IC MA Si=

0.909 1.060 0.840 1.087 0.455
.-

76.9% 80.0% 73.9% 89.2% 60.62'

14.1% 13.0% .16.82 6.52 18.22

0..786 0.705 0.791 f 1.000 0.786

71.6% 67.4% 72.2% 81.8% 71.4%

15.5% 19.0% 15.7% 9.1% 10.1/

6.826 0.938 0.724 1.026 0.647

75.5% 78.3% 74.0% 79.5% 67.7%

13.3% 12.42 14.7% 10.31 14.72-
,

1.032 1.241 0.874 0.971 1.050

82.3% 88.61 75.82 .82.32 85.0%

8.8% 7.6; 11.6% 8.8% 5.02

1.185 1.146 1.248 1.235 0.846

87.0% 87.6% 90.3% 85.3% 73.1%

6.3% 6.2% 5.4% 0.02 19.2%

0.989 1.127 1.020 0.621 '0.821

80.22 83.3% 81.6% 69.0% ,76.9%

11.2%. 7.82 8.22 24.1% 17.92.

0.911 1.087 0.836 0.867 4.687

78.5% 87.4% 74.2% 76.7% 68:8%

9.6% 4.9% 12.52 3.3% 18.8%

0.939 1.000 0.976 0.833 0.687

77,2% 80.0% 79.52 70.02 65,.7%

10.9% 8.6% 9.52 16.6% 18.8%
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706 1.003 (1.353) 1.026 0.981 1.353

80.7% 88,3% 78.82 82.62 88.32
10.3% 4.72 9.32 11.32 4.72

718 1.006 (1.237) 1.053 .0.964.\ 1.237

83.1% 88.32 83.52 82.7% 88.32
.6.6% 4.62 5.92 7.22 4.62

S.

80.8% 81.6% 77.7% 79.2% 71.22 E1..2% 82.7% 88.32



Audiotapes and alidda

Total AT ;IC MA SP TE PR SB

vati214

M1 .4-4

73385

.04314

0.459
.65/.1% ri
18.42

-0.359
26.0%
49.7%

Q.685

69.4%
18.52

0.732
66.0Z
17.52

-0.670
16.5%
67.02

0.949
81.0%
11.42

0.64
69.9k
17.12.

-0.159
33.62
39.82-

0.579
63.22
23.22

0..769'N.N.6.176

71.8% 33.2%
18.02 26.42

4.206 ;0.269 .

26.4% 26.92
38.32 42.3%

0.588 0.500
70.6% 60.02

.17.6% 22.5%
0'

r,

Pr'
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Laity-scale demonstration .4eviglit
, ,

..-

a

Mid1 ,r44Peet it: ihe use 4 large-scale demonstiation devicess:the

responsli patterns indicated, in. general. rether, strong support1 for their use
,

*.

A

(usually over 752), with the _SP, TE, and PI!' samples most supportive. A

lower level of support, particuiarly from the JC and ,MA; !wimples,. vas fasnd

on 2P446. "charts for reading percents visually".-uhigh differed from

other items in this category, at least in its specificity. Support was

for CLE46, pertaining' to the use of simAations to deionstrate

how a computer works. Perhaps -the word "simulations" was the cense of

this lower level of support: the samples may prefer the real trans.

A markedly higher lerl of support was given by.the 141L sample On ,

CL636, for the availability of wail-sized...demonstration screens connected

to computerefor videoamput; they were more supportive of this item than

of any others in the set.

One item ,somewhat related to the category of large-scalellemonstra-

tion devices, °machines for plotting graphs" [BP4511, received Very little

support, although the MA and JC samples were mare in favor of this resource

than were other saMples;

1,7

'0 7!.

. 4 4
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Large-scale demonttration devices (continued)

.RP451 -0.090

45.92
35.12

-0.088 0.112 0,.345 0.308

39.2% 48.02 51.7% 53.82

43.12 33.62 24.3 25.7%
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SuMMary4 USO of Audio/Visudl Aids

Response patterns oh the use of films or videotapes indicated strong

. to moderately strong support from all samples, ranging from 712 to 882.

of itudiotapes for drill and praitice received suppprt at the.052

level fromrall.but ihe MA sample. However, tapes of lectures were

negatively perceived by all samples.

Large-scale demonstration devices were rather strongly supported

(usually over 752), with the SP,_TE, and PR samples most supportive.

5 .2



ic Deducti'Oe 1tbods, an4 Struc_tures,

-Several intro4uctori items .related to aspects of loilic..diductive

methods, and structure. On UF19. reactions to the amount of emphasis in.

the 1980s that should be placed on "curricula.based on. the ltigia

mathematics" were obtained. Ee1ative1Ilitt1 e support (44.92). was given

to increasing emphasis -on this item, 1.1.th the TE sample giving particularly

law support (27.12). Support was.decidedly weak for 17159 "forma

axiomatic structures". All samples imdieated that this was not a topic

to receive Increased emphasis; only 14.42 favored increased emphasis, while

31.7% favored decreased emphasis. Support was also low for UP13, "proof",

with 34.22 of the samples supporting the item. The JC level of support was

only 18.1%.

Total AT MT JC SP TE

UF19 0.421 0.424 0.494 0.610: 0.034

44.9% 47.2% 46.2% 54.3% 27.1%

10.3% 104% 7.7% 6.8% 20.4%

UF15 -0.192 -0.275 -0.250f -0.080 -0.175

14.4% 12.5% 9.6% 17.0% 18.5%

31.7% 32.5% 29.8% 31.0% 34.0%

uF13 0.281 0.0 0.125 -0.033 0.617 .0.396 0.592'

\\\34.2% 22.5% 26.02 18.1% ,46.8% 44.5% 46.9%

15.6% 26.3% 15.4% 19.7% 4.3% 17.9% 6.1%



Logical reasoning
/b.

lrom four statements on developing logical thinking ability as a

Course gOal EWN204. GX303, PES02. 730]. a very high level oallppor.t.-

(902 or above) was accorded acrOss.sexples. Sithen aakedif Computax,

literacy should be taught to develop logical tIVETtiting abilities ECLOS],

the level of support was only og, still high but nevertheless lower than:.:.

for the goal when it was in tbe context of %tole numbers, geometry. or

problem solving, or'when it was a general (generic) item, responded to

,b,y the lay samp.les (730].



Logical Reasoning

Toval ,AT MT SP TE PR St

WN204 1.364 1.509 1.189 .1.189 1.263 1.558 .

89.72 94.4% 82.8% 86.5% 92.1% 92.3% 91.8%

` 3.0% 0.9% 6.32 0.0Z 2.62 1.9% 3.22

G141303 1.517 1.584 1.556 1.444 1.634 1.493 1.344

94.0% 94.4% 97.5% 91.7% 97.6% 92.0% 89.0%

0.7% 1.1% 0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.02 1.6%

.P8502 .1.588 1.642 .1,524 1.714 1.710 .1.561 1.529

95.4% 94.8% 94.32 100.0% 93.5% 94.72L '97.1%

1.6% 0.0% 3.9% 0.0% 0.0% 3.5% 0.0%

CL635 1.084 . 1.160 .1.036 1.000 0.895 1.123 1.157

80.0% 81.1% 77.3% 77.1% 76.4% 84.2% .8248%

7.4% 7.6% 10.0% 11.5% 5.2% 7.12 2.9%

730 1.655
. .

1.616 1.742 :1.705

94.8% 93.6% 97.8%

2.1% 2.9% 1.1% 0.02

. 90.8% 91.2% 88.0% 88.8% 89.9% 90.8% 90.22 93.6% 97.82 95.82
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.psesonink

'Several Items pertain to reasoning., ,112439 is a goal staternt which

proposes that ratio be taught to provide "the foundation for * Owerful

res,*ocing Process": while .P21. and P31. 40444 r4;140.144,g fraction
/.

or decimals Should illustrate "rogi:sarting, techniques". M257 indicates

that the content of "logical.reasoning principi:esincluding, axioms and

proofs" should be included in the elementary,school curriculum, 4141e_G$271

proposes the same content for all secondary school students. There iS

moderate agreement on the first three items (with percentages ranging from

70%, to SU). Support at the 612 level is given to including logicsi

reasoning,priuciples in the seeondary echo9l.W271], but very little

support for including this content in the, elementary school [04257]. Per-

haps the inclusion of the phrase "including axioms and proofs" served as

a deterrent to support.

524
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- AT JO MA.

_1104118on_ing

Total

RP439 0.859 0.793 0.890 40.967 0.968

70.0% 68.4% 71.0% 73.3% 74.2%

9.1% 10.9% 10.0% 10.0% 3.2%

ED21. 1.046 61.082 1.205 1.349 1.444

80.1% 79.6% 85.5% 88.4% 88.92

15.6% 16.3% 11.1% 7.02 7.4%

FD31 . .1.127 1.184 1.085 0.929, 1.423

82.4% 85.7% 78.9% 80.9% 88.52

12.4% 11.2% 14.4% 11.9% 7.6%

Gm257 -0.577 -0.141

..
. 23.0% 37:0%
58.6% 44.6%

GM271 0.541. 0.345 0.785 0.553 , 0.939

61.12 54.7% 71.0% 60.5% 75.8%

28.1% 32.1% 4.9.6% 31.6% 15.2%

SP TB PR PT

0.915 0.761

71.2% 40.22
- 6.8% 9.8%

0.579 0.771

68.4% 72.8%

26.3% 21.4%

n,

-0.797 -0.958

17.0%. 9.8% --'
.

62.7% 73.2% .

0.186 0.517

45.7% -60.0%
42.42 28.3%
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a

Two item dealt with symbolic logic *Ad truth tables. Thera was

infial muPpo;t (51.42) for inclwilmg,much content for college-bound

students who will not-be science or mathematics majors 0112841,, but very

little-support (31.02) for,including auch cont.eilt for all students tori142191.

Weak. support (25,5Z) was also given for having all secondary students prove

algebraic generalizations [AL.113]. Support wet higher (58 12) for having

college-boun# students (who will not be 13eitalce or mathematics majors) learn

a variety of proof formats (0287]. Moderate support,(65.7Pa'1owever. -was

given to the goal of learning to make proofs EGM2991, while*the goal of

learning to read and interpret mathematical arguments 0M3O11 was well

supported (82.22). The TE sample expressed the highest level of wupport

for proofs and mathematical arguments.
A-



, ;Alec and proofs

Total AT MA SP TE SB

--A1.113 -0.477

25.5%

58.6i
,

-0.299 -0.741 -0.750 -0.516 4.375 -0.300.

29.92
47.72

0279 -969' --0.214

-31.0% 33.3%

54.4% 46.5%

0284 0.286

51.4%
28.6%

0287 0.432

58.1%

24.9%

GM299 0.674 0.506

65.7% 55.1%

15.7% 20.3%

man. 1.107 0.921

82.2% 69.6%
5.2% )5.7%

20 42 17.9% 25.9% 30,4% 25.72

70 4% 78.6% 61.3% 55.4% 50.0%

-0 1 -0.100 -0.103 '-0.586

26.82 42.52 43.6% 24.22 26.2%

57.4%, 47.5% 43.6% 63.82 . 62.3%

0.351 0.059 0.450 0.125 0.343

52.1% 44.1% 60.0% 42.92 55.7%

24.5% 41.2% 22.52 32.22 28.5%

0.309 0.471 0.175 0.571 0.614'

55.3% 55.8% 45.0% 66.02 64.2%

28.72 23.5% 30.0% 25.02 17.22

0.819 0.528 0.516 .0.676 0.797

69.9% 63.9% 61.0% 66.22 7616%

11.2% 19.5% 29.3% 14.92 7.92

1.222 0.972 1.244 1.040 1.219

88.1% 83.3% 82.8% 78.7%. 92.2%

2.6% 1.3% 2.4% 10.72 1.62



4 1

Structure add,properties

The study of structural properties 'of Azuelser systems received higher

suPPort (68.52 versus 52.8) 'at. the" elementary level 1414921 than at 'the
4 P

mitondery leyel LALLI.11., And when the study of properties of, cleeess of .

numbers (e.g. , integers, ratizaali, reels) sae *specified:W.151v. suPPort

dropped to the 492 level.

The pal of- teaching. mathematics in order-to undustand the 4truuge

of methematics'was given a high level of'support (82 42) for whole numbers

(MN203] and considerable support (74.9%) on a generic (general) item (713].

Teaching whole number concepts and skills to develop fundamental under-

standings on wlach other mathimatical learning can be built (07208] also

received'stron4 support (91.62)g

:.'"-Developing multiplication and division NINl931 or addition and subtrac-

otion [Wl99] simultaneously in order to emphasize the relationship between
c.

4'.them each received moderate support at the 722 level.

770.

laferring algebraic relationships from the general patterns of arith-
,

meFic [AL1581 was supported at a slightly higher level (78.7%). The Method

of using deductive sequencee to develop new ideas and structural characteris-

tics LALI61, 687, 7031 was supported at a moderate level (582 to 682) across

groups, with the SP sample most supportive on the gen7eric (general) items.

Less support (35.72) was given to justification of each step of an algorithm

by relating it to basic number properties [0191.1.

The study of axiomatic structures as an advanced geometry topic for

college-bound non-mathematics majors [GM2951 was not supported; only 29.72

of the samples were positiye toward this item, although the SP sample was

more positive at 42.0Z. Study of algebraic sLructures by all high school

graduates [A1.1231 received even less support (20.3%), with both the SP and

TE samples giving it ; ightly higher support than other samples.

.oh*
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aritame and ara......0a r t

A1.92 o:667
,68.5%
18.0%

AUL 0.245
52.8%
33.5%

0.208
49.1%
34.0%

3 1.144
82.4%

4.9%

AL115

733 v.923

74 9%
7

.0208 1.466

91.6%
2.5%

0.883
71.7%
11.5%

0.607 0.028 -0.143 0.161

67.3% 49.12 35.7% 45.2%
22.4% 43.5% g1.0% 35.52

0.290 0.250 0.036 0.129

54.2% 50.9% 39.2% 48.4%.
39.9% 38.0% 39.3% 45.2%

1.165 1.027 1.243 1.077

81.7% 78.3% 83.7% 79.5%
4.6% 9.0% 2.7% 5.1%

WN193

WN199.., 0.938

"7242
12.4ZA

1.509 1.333 1.432 1.538

93.6% 87.42 91.9% 97.4%
1.9% 6.32 0.0% 0,0%

1 \OD\ 0.633 1.083 0.795

77.7% 64.22 77.7% 64.1%
9.6%\ 13.8% 11.1% 12.8%

1.095 \ 0.743 1.135 0.949

77.9% 68.8% 78.4% 66.7%
8.5% 16% 13.5% 7.7%

0.288
57.72
27.12

0.339
57.22
30.32

0.143
44.7%
32.12

1.231

86..5%
0.0%

0.984
80.32
8.22

0.143
42.9%
30.0%

0.171
45.7%
28.6%

1.230
88.5%

3.32

,A

0.870 0.983
73.42 78.42
8.1.2 8.32

1.654 1.443

98.1% 86.9%
0.0% 1.62

.0.987 0.875

76.3% 71.92
7.9% 14.0%

0.974 0.875
72.4% 68.8%
13.2% 15.6%

2 9

1405..
76.82.
5.32



41.161

1.053

78.4%
2.2%

0.594

58.4%
12.4%

687 0.552

. 16.9%

0.980 1.180

77.5% 42.8%

..

0.676 0.559

58.8% 56.72
6.9% 13.5%

0.829

68.5%
2.92

0.486

54.2%
17.1%

a

0.632 0.423

67.72 54.1:
14.4%

L

702 04661 .0.773 0.556

68.4% 74.02 63.12

13:22 10.02 16.3%

141191

G4295

AL123

-0.150 -0.032 -.0.413 -0.270

35.7% 42.1% 23.9% 35.1%

44.7% 4242 '53.1%

-0.201 -0.274, -0.235,

29.7%. 27.42 23.5%

.41.3% 40.0% 444%

-0.598. -0.689 rn0.811

20.3% 16.42 18.9%

63.22 63.92 78.42

0.538 -0.342 0:000

53.92 26.4% 46.9%

20.5% 48.7% MO%

-0.100 0.036 -0.338

30.0% 41.0% 26.5%

37.52 35.7% 48f52

-0.786 -0.286 =4.450

10.7% 28.6% 26.7%

71.4% 51.0% 58.32



Summarl: Logic1 DedncticrelRethods4.ELltrnetnress

Increasing the aphasia on curricula based on -the logic of natjmatics

was given relatively little support (44.92) .

* Thera was essentially no support for "increaaiwthe emphasis on proof

or formal axiotatic structures. For the latter, a higher percentage

. favored decreasing emphasis (31.7Z) thanincreasing emphasis (14.4%).

s Developing logidal think,14g "ability as a goo/ for whole nutbers, geometry,

and probability andstatistics received 'yeti, strong support (over ,90%)

from Twit professional samples. As a goal for computer literacy, support
0

was only,/ightly less (80%) .

Developing logical thinking ability as a general pal for mathenatics
3

received very strong support (over 93%) from all lay samples:

411 Emphasizing reasoning Ttechniques4for ratio, fractions, decimals, and

secondary geometry received moderately strong support (612,to 822).

However, emphasizing logical reasoning principles in elementary geometry

was not supported for elementary school (44.6% oppose).

Symbolic logic as a topic for all students(Feceived very`little support

(31%), but did receive minimal support-01.4%) for college-bound stu-

dents (who will not.be scienee or mathematics majors).

'The goal of learning to read and interpret.mathematical arguments was

strongly supported.

The goal of teaching mathematics in order to understand the structure

of mathemitics was,strongly supported (82.4%) for whole numbers and

moderately supported (74.9%) as a generic (general) item.

e The stUdy of structural properties of number systems received higher

support at ihe elementary level (6S.57.) than at the secondary level '(32.8%).
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24 ails sectibn data, are present4d and discussed far the Priority.
\

(second) suryey: Tha organizaton of this section,follows close:Was

organization oeihe priority quetionnaire (which was not itom-samplef).

For the u4ny questions on the pFiority questionnaire. respondents were

asked to rank choices.according to theii own priprities. 'Atypical.

table entry is displayed,as fallos
\

0.120' -- coefficient of ag eement

'(2) -- rank of.thia respo se for this sample

32.02 percent giving the, temlighest rank

26.02 percent giving the i em lowest rank' i

The coefficient of agreement is calculated in the same 14nnet described

in, the previous two sections. Note that thevercentagesifor the highest

and lowest rank.are'Ilven -- these percentages are not sUmmed for the

two highest and two lowest as in previous sections. jollow1/4-up questions,

asked participants to choose a reason best explaining'their,highest .

rankand lowest rank. .Therefore, percentages for the highest and low7

,-est ranks have added meaning in,interpreting data for.subsequent items.

Populations used in.the prior4y survey were the same as those used

in the preference survey (as noted in chapter I,\ the JC and MA samples.

Were not included). However, in the second survey, data from the school

board member sample and the PTA president sample weire'combined, as a

single population, SB/Pi.

The primary interpretation for items in this section s baved on.

coefficients of agreementjsince -responsei-are kiEced choices in most

cases. As before, the piercentages give indications ofAe "depth of

response", which may vary from the implied rat* given b)r ,the coefficients

of' agreement.
Items on the priority quettionnaire were grouped according to focus.

The discussion in this section is organized according to these groups,

and a summary ii found at the end of each group.



'

De

If there is only a limited Amount of t can be spent,# 411

1980s for the development of nau materials in specified content* areas,

how should it be spent? The results from the mbined.samples indicated
1.

that the order of priorities was:

(1) Problem solving [VP02]
\

'(2) Decimals (concepts and computatio)

,.(3) WholenuMber computation [VT01]

(4) NeasUrement IVP03]

(5) Fractions (concepts and computation) mix]

All samples strongly agreed that the number one priority is problem
\

solving. Second iU priority, but with a decidedly lower level of support

across samples, is decimals. Based on coefficienta of agreement* the AT,

MT, SP, add TE samples gave positive support to the development of materials

on,decimals, while the PR an SUPT samples gave less support.'

For the third-ranking area, whole-number computation, the pattern is

nearly reversed. -The MT, SP, and TE samples gave it:lower priority than

did the lay samples and the AT sample. Little support was given to spending

money for the development of materials for measurement or,fractions. The

SP and TE samples place measurement relatively higher in priority, and

,fraction relatively- lower in priority, than do other samples. In fact,

it is interesting to note that the SP and TE samples have high agreement

on their rankings of priorities, as do the lay samples.

112:do people feel that problem solving should have highest priority?

When we look at the 66z.8% of the combined samples that ranked it highest,

we find that over half of them (56.0%) did so because they consider it an

absolutely.crucial skill. A secondary reason, cited by 22.0%, is that it is

a major area of difficulty far teachers. The PR sample differed from other
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simples in that a larger perceittage favor tbe first rea,son and a lower

percentage favor the second :fleece, coneared with other sanoles.

H

At this point, lite could note the reasons cited.by those giving lowest.

priority to this area. However, readers should note that the percentages

in this and the following four tables are pergentages of respondents Who

ranked the desinated content .!ixea as highest and lowest. Thus, wbile

51.92 indicated, that problem solving is not as important a skill,as,other

-Allis, this figure actually ,represents 51.92 of the 1.82 wbo ranked

problem solving lowest -- that ia, only 142 of the totalsamples. Because

of this factor, only data "ich appear to be meaningfel will be discuAsed.

Not many people would give decimals the.highest or the lowest priority.

(5.82 and 8.32, respectively). In contrast, 20.1rwouL4 giVe whole-nuMber

computation the highest priority, while 29.62 would give whole-number

computation the lowest priority. Of those giving this content areathe

'highest priority, an overwhelming 90.2% say that it is because whole number

computation is an absolutely crucial skill., Of those giving it the lowest

priority, 61.421believe that adequate instructional naterials on whole num

bers already exist, although the PR sample and, to a lesser extent, the MT

sample tend to 'teillur oa this point. An additional 27.52 believethat this

area presents littletproblem for most teachers; the PR sample identified

this reason most Often, with the MM sample tending to agree. Almost no one

(less than 1%) fel that this area was less important.

Approximately Ile-fourth of the samples (23.5%) gave the lowest

priority to measuremOat; about one-third (31.9%) of these persons believeN

that adequate materi4s already exist, while one-third (34.32) believe it
I'

is not as Important for students to develop skills in this area as in other

areas. Lowest priority was given to fractions by 34.2%, and almost two-thiras

of these persons (64.72) said that it is because the importance of fractions
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is diminiehing, While an 4d4itiOnal 21.2Z iiidicated,they

not as4mpoitant as other skillC.

It should be'noted thst the4aseispme4t of'highest and lowest priorities

was from reasonably consistent rationales.

40.



Total AT rr SP TE' PR SE/PT

VP01 . Whole numbers -0.140 0.120 -0.344 -0.348 -0.452 0.165 0.606

(3) (2) (4) (4) (2) (2)

Highest .20.1% 32.02 21.02 9.6% 12.4% 27.1% 31.3%

Lowest 29.6% 26.02 34.92 28.8% .35.5% 27.12 16.22

WM Problem solVing 1.368 1.126 0.935 1.733 1.602 1.245 1.273-

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)

Highest 66.82 54.32 52.22 82.5% 76\.3% 61.2% 61.6%

Lowest 2.8% 3.02 4.8% 0.4% 0.7% 4.8% 7.12

. VP03 Measurement' -0.436 -0.518 -0.924 -49.112 -0.234 41.468 -0.727

(4) (4) (5) (3) (3) (5) (5)

Highest 3.1% 2.52 3.32 3.2% 3.32 3.22 3.0%

Lowest 23.5% 24.1% 40.22 10.8% 17.4% 26.62 36.42

VP04 Fractions. -0.675 -0.625 0.016 -1.253 -0.870 -0.356 -0.643,

(5) (5) (3) (5) (5) (3) (4)

Highest 5.32 5.02 15.62 1.2% 3.3% 6.41 1.02

Lowest 34.22 38.02 16.1% 53.4% 38.8% 22.3% 20.4%

VP05 Decimals -0.039 0.045 0.333 0.020 0.020 ,-0.436 -0.490

(2) (3) (2)- '(2) (2) (4). (3),

Highest 5.8% 13.52 8.6% 3.6% 5.0% 5.92 1.12

Lowest 8.32 6.0% 3.8% 5.2% 5.7% 17.62 19.4%



Reasons f" 1ocst and higheat priorities for rob1 lmin 02

VI085 Lowest (2.8Z)

a. Adequate materials

b. Little problem

c. Not aii,important

d. Materials inefficient

e. Importance diminishing

V1486, Highest (66.8%).

a. Fewer good materials

b. Major problem

c. Crucial skill

d. New ideas

e. Importance increasing

25.9% 50.0% 33.32 0.0% 0.02 11.12

0.02 0.0% 0.02 0.0% 0.02 0.02

51.9% 33.3% 55.6% 0.02 0.02 . 77.8%

14.8% 0 0% 11.1% 0.0% 100.02 11.12

7.4% 16.7% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.02

10.9% 13.9% 10.3% 12.1% 10.12 7.8%

22.0% 2312 23.7% 21.7% 23.3% 17.4%

56.0% 54.6% 54.6% 55.1% 52.02 . 67.82

2.0% 2.8% 3.12 1.9% 2.22 0.02
-

9.2% 5.6% 8.2% 9.2% 12.3% 7.,0%

Entries are percentages of samples that ranked the item the lowest or highest. Thus. 2542

of 2.8% selected option (a); this represents only 0.7% of the total sample. All entries in,

the tables indicating reasons should be interpreted accordingly.
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- Reasons for IcnititaBfiliato VRO5

.VP85

VP84

Total AT SP TE PR

Lowest (8.3%),

a. Adequate materials 29.5X 33.3% 28.62 33.32 41.22

b. Little.problem 17.9% 25,0% 14.3% 25.02 5.92

c-. Not as important 29.5% 16.7% 144% 8.32 29.42

d. Materials inefficient '9.0% 8.3% 28.62 8.3% 11.8%,

,e. Importance dimlnishing 14.1% 16.7% 14:32 25.02 ,11.82

Highest (5.8%)
.

a. Fewer.good Materials 4..4%

b. Major problem 7:4%

c. Crucial skill , 38.2%

11.8%

17.6%,

35.3%

6.32

0.02,'.

43.8%

0.02

11,1%

55.62

0.0%
,

0.0% ,

:26.72

-d. New:ideas 0.0%. '0,0% 0.0% .0.0% 0.0%.

e. Importance increasing 50.0% 353% 50.0%. ,33.3% 73.32

of

20.02

20.02 .

46 72

3.32.

10.0%

,

0 02

9.1%

16.0
i,

0421

54:5,

538
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Reasons for lowest and highest priorities for whole-number comesstagon

.VP85 Lowest (29.62)

Total AT

a.'Adequate materials 61.42 73.1%.

19.2%

0.0%

,O. Little problem 27.5%

t: Not as important 0.9%

d. Materials :inefficient 6.1%

: e. Importance diminishing 4.1%

VF86 .Highest (20.1%)

(t

5.8%

a. Fewer goodoaterials 1.4% 1.62

b. Major problem 6.5% .9.42
..

c. Crucial skill 90.2% 87.5%

d. New ideas 0.0% -0.0%

e. Importance increasing ,1.9% 1 .,62

53.1% 65.3% 67 0%

42.2% 20.8%' 16.0%

1.6% 0.0% 0.92

1.6% 7.5%

1 6% 2.8% 8.5%

2..6% 4.2% ; 0.0%

0.0% 4.2% 8.32

97.4% 83.32 .91.7%

0.0% 0.0% .0.0%

OA% - 8.32 .02,01

.43.1%

%.51..0%

2. pz

2.0%

2.0%

0.02 .

'7.7%

90.42

0.02

1.9%

0



*

asons for lowest and highest priorities for measurement (VP03)

Total AT

W85

W86

1.0

Lowest (23.574

lv. Adequate materials
,.

. ,

b. Little problem

c.'Ntit as.important

'cl. MateriaIs inefficient

e. Importance diminishin
,

Highest (5.3%)

A.,Fewer good materials

b.-Major problem

c; Crucial skill'

d. New ideas

a. Importance increasing

31.9%

23.1%

34.3%

.
8.0%

2.8%

11.1%'

13.9%

50.02

-2.82

22;2%

41.7%

2042:

22.9%

12.5%

2.1%

20.0%

20.02

40.0%.

0.0%

20.0%

.SP

,2 .02 .7.02 36.12

23.02 2.92 21.22

-41.92 1042 30.8%

5.42 1842 5.8;
\

2.7%. 0 2 5.82

4

16.7%

0.0%

50!02

0.02

i3 32

0.02,

12.52\

62.5i\

12.52A 0.02

12.5%

10.0%

30.02

40.0%

12.02

26.02

46.02

4.02

?

2.02

14.32

57.12

0.02

28.62
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Reasons for lowest and bieestgriorities Lor fractions (VP04)

Toial AT MT 'SP

VP85 1:4mmat.(34.2%)

a. Adequate materials -7.6%

b.. Little preblem 1.3%

'c. Not as important 21.2%

d. Materials inefficient 5.32

e. Importance diminishing 64.72

VP86 ,Highest (5.3%)

a4 Fewer, good materials, 1.6%

b. Majox problem 44.42

c. Crucial skill 54.02

4. New ideas( 0.0%

-a. Importance increasing 0.0%

5.3%

6.ox

25.0%

2.6%

67.12

10.0%

0.0%

30.0%

3.3%

3.82 13 6%

1.5% 0.9%; 4.52

16.52 14.92 38.62

5.3% 5.3% 11.42 ,

72.9Z 68.42_ 31.8%

I3.0% 0.0% 31.32 0.0% 0.0%

40.0% '46.42 66.7% 50:0% 33.3%

,60.02 53.6% 0.02 50.02 66.72

0.0% 0.0%, 0.0% 0.0%

0.0% 0.0% 0.Q% ' 0.0Z '0.02

7
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trse of addletioa4 fifteen minutes each day-

SUppomi''that an additiosi4,15 leinutsts colld be spqnt on
Pt

t

4

mathematics in element#ry schools:. -ruclir would the respondents 'use this

time? "hey gave -the highest paority o sofving word problems [VP061,
4..

andcthe next highest .priority to studying applications of mathemitics

,.11711091. Third in order of priority was drill and practice on bagic number

skills 1VP07], while exploring eurichmet tipies. papal ,and building an
,

intuitive base for
0 4.

respectively.

bre and geometry IiP101 yanked fourth and fifth.
-

Not all samples agreed on these. rankings. Differences .are relAtively

small, "however, except for drill-and.practice on basic mmmber-skills. 'The
r'

NT, PR, and SWPT samples gave higheit Priority to this topic, while other

.samples.ranked it lower. Note that 39.5Z, of,the TE sample and 34.0

the SP sample gave drill on basic number skills the lowest priprity.



Use of additional fifteen minutes edch day

VP06 Solving problems
.

Highest'
,.Lowest

.VP07 Drill on basics

Highest
Lowest

..VP08 Enrichment

Highest
Lowest

*VP.09, Applications

Highest
Lowest

VP10 Intuitive base

Highest
Lowest

Total AT

0.810 0.843: 0.661 0.952 0.807 0.873

.(1) . (1) (2) , (1) ,(1) (2)

31.6% 33.3% 26.7% 37.2% 36.32 26.52

3.62 4.5% 3.3% 2.4% 4.3% 1.12

0.251 0.581 -0.356 1.039

(3) (2) (1) (4) (5) (1)

33.2% 38.4% 46.7% 17.6% 14.7% 53.0%.

,. 14.1% 47.8% 34.0% 39.5% 8.32

-0.477 -0.434 -0.724 -0.160 -0.277 -0440
'-(4) (4) (4) (3) (3) '(4)

10.4% 9.62 7.8% 14.8% 13.0% 5.5%
26.0.% 23.2% 35.2% 15.2% 22.3% 36.5%

0

0:343 0.183 0.206 0.641 0.438 0.182
(2) (3) (3) (2) (2) (3)

19.3% 13.7% 14.4% 27.5% 24.1% 11.8%

5.92 7.1% ' 3.6% .7.4% 1.1%

-0.871 -1.106 -0.756 -1.024

(5) (5) (5) (5)

5.9% 4.5% 6.1% 3.2%

40.1% 50.(11 34,.4% 43.4%

-0.421
(4)

11.7%
25.4%

..0.556
(2)

18.2%
7.1%

1.192

(1)

57.6%
.5.12

.0.867
- (4)

6.1%
33.72

_0.163

(3)

14.3%
9.2%

-1.182 -1.010

(5) \(5)

2.2% 4.12
51.92 44.92
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'Development of new materials trades 7-12

lespOndants were asked to ass* priorities to the developeaneof

'
jiew materials at tlie secondary school level in'the areas of algebra 1VP111

probabilitY IVP12j, geometrylV131Mco4pUter literscy1.1VP141, and *statist cs

Nr151. Except for the SUPT saMple reopen:dents agreed that computer
,

literacy should have the hi4est priority. Interestingly, the ,S/PT

\\

,

sample gave their strongest Support to algebra, which, the total 0%2p0r/inked
,

. i

second. GeOpetry, statistic16 and probability ,.mere rankeikthird,..fOurthi:
.

,

and fifth, respectively. Ebever, the'SP.sampledisagreed, ranking statcs

and probability higher,than 4eometryand'algebra. The TE,ssmple'also gives--,
. ..,

1

a higher ranking to statistics (but not to probability).

Of the-total sample, 41.0% gave the highest priority to computer
1 , ,

literacy, aid more than half 'cif these persons (58.2Z) indicated it was

.because they believe the importance of the area will increase during the

1980s. Over 35% of the respondents gave algebra the highest priority, with

75.1% of these indicating tha; it is absolutely cruCial that More students

develop skills in this area. 'Approxitately 26% gave'algebra the lowest

priority; 79.42 of,these persons believe that adequate materials already

exist in this area.

Of the 17.7% who gave lowest priority to geometry, nearly one-half

(47.2%) believe that ws_already-have adquate materials. Approximately 23%

of the.respondents gave lowest priority.to Statistics; 79.3% of these

persons consider that-it is not as important to develop skills im\514s area

as in other areas on the list. The same reason is given by approxiitately

80% of the 23.7% oi the respondents who assigned probability the lowest

priority.
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I 1eve1opaent a new , rials,,grades 7-12'

7 e

:

Total

VP11 Algebra 0.200
(2)

, Highest 35,16%

Lowest. 26.12

PrObability.VP12 -0.490

//(5)

Highest
Lowest' / 23.7%$

VP13 Geometry

Highest
'Lowest

-0.125
(3)

8.3%
17.7%

VP14 Cowputer literacy 0.692
(1)

Highest 41.02

Lowest 9.0%

Stazistics -0.267
(4)

Highest 9.12

Lowest 23.2%

AT

0.459
(2)

41.32
21.9%

-0.619

(5)

5.12
27.4%

-0.066
(3)

10.7%
19.3%

-0.354
4 (4)

8.2%
25.1%

MT SP

0.508 -0.421

(2) (5)

43.3% 19.42
,21.42 38.92

-0.798

(5)

1.6%

30.3%,

-0.043
(3)

-5.3%

12;2%,

TB

-0.168
(4)

29.0%-

34.0%

-4.280 -0.366

(3) - (5)

6.1% 6.4%

17.5% 20.8%

-0.372 -0.105

(4) , (3)

11.5%
18.6%.

0.743 1.004 0.689

(I) (1) (1)

42.6% 54.1% 39.23

10.12 7.3% 9.82

-0.419 0.085 -0.030

(4) (2) (2)

6.5% 13.8% 12.8%

25.8% ' 15.92 16.1%

",

PR SB/PT

0.653 1.041
.(2)

45.5% 52.0%

15.3% 6.12

41.506 ,-0.510
(4) (4)

6.8% 10.2%

2442 26.52

-0.05k 0.031

(3) - (3)

6.8% 4.12"^-

15.9% 17.3%

0.691 .0.121
(1) (2)

41,7t 25.32

8.6% 15.22

-0.669 -0.684

(5) (5)

1.1% 8.2%

33.7% 35.7%

515
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_Reasons for lowest and hi Witt

VP87 Lowest (9.0%)

a. Adequate materials 10.82. 1'6 7%

b.'Little problem 5.42 25.02

C. Not af important 66.7% 58.32
..

.

d. Materials inefficient, 16.1% 0.0%

a. Importance 'diminishing 1.12 0.02

W88 Highest (41.0%)

a, Fewer good materials 10.72 . 15.62

b. Major problem 4;72 6.32

.c. Crucial skill 19.12 12.52

7.32 3.1%

i62.5%

d. New ideAs
4

e. Importance,igcreasing 58.22

5.32

5;32 %

10.82

5.42 :

28.92 66.72

10.5%. 16.12

0, 0; Li.:

SP

8.82

5.02

18.82

7.5%

60.02

9.02

6.02

21.1%

6.02

V.92

13.8it 0.02

(102 0.02

i65.52 73.32

17.22 26.7;

3.42 042

10.32/

4.42

21.62

4:22

53.42

12.32

2.72 ,

6.82

fi0.A

Entries are percentemes 0 samples that ranked the item the lowest or highest. Thus, 66.7%,

of 9,0% selected optiinvIc); this represents only 6.0% of the total gamp1e. AlLedtries

the tables indicating reasoni should be 1terpretedccording1y.t



VP87 ,Lowest (26.11)

088

0

Reasona for lowest and highest prioitie for alAebra VP11)
;

a. Adequate materials 79.4% 81.0% 77.5% 80.2% 81.2% 70.42

b. Little problem "12.1% 7.1% 20.0% 13.5% 9.9% 11.12

c..Not as important 3.3% 4.8% 0.0% 1.0% 4.0% 11.1%-

4. Materials inefficient . 3.9% 4.8% 2.5% 4.2% 4.0% 3.7%

e. Importarice diminishing

vtlighest (35.6%)

a. Fewer good materials

1.32

7.5%

2.4%

16=

0.0%

3.7%

1.0%

10.4%

1.0%

3.5%

3.7%

5.1%

b. Major problem 7.2%' 8.6%' 2.5% 6.32 9.4%

c. Crucial skill 75.1% 59.3% 82.7% 70.8% 82.4% 78.52

'd. Nes,/ ideas 4.8% 9.9% 3.7% 6.3% 2.4% 2.5%

ii. importance increaSing 5.3%

,

6.2% 7.4% 6.3% 2.42 5.12



..Reasons for lowest and bighest Rrl.orities for geometry (V1214t

VP87 Lowet?t (17.7%)

a. Adequate taaterials

b. Little problem

c. Not as important

d. Materials inefficient 9.2%

e. Importance diminishing 3.6%

Total

47.2%

5.6%

34.4%

VP88 Highest (8.3%)

Fewer good materials 18.1%

b. Major problem

0.40Crucia1

d. New ideas

e% Importance increas4.ng

36.2%

-24.5%

19.1%

2.1%

AT MT

'i;

42.1% 47.8% 55.8% 48.12. 35.72

0.02 3.82 11.1% , 3.6%

39.5% 34.8% 34.62 46.42

7.9% 8.7% 5.82 1341 10.72

5.3% 8.7% .0.02 . 3,4%. 3.6%
\

19.02 /\ 20.0% 18.8% 18.9% 410.0%

333% 50.0% 43.8% 35.1% 20.02

38.1% 20.0% 12.52 21.62 30.02

9.5% 10.0% 25.0% 21.62 30.02

o r. 0.0% 0.0% 2.7% 10.02

A
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Reasons for lowest and bi4best priorities for statistics (VP15)

" .

VP87 ,Lowest (23.2%)

a. Adequate-materials

b. Little problem

c. Not as important

d. Materials inefficient

e. Importance diminishing

VPgS Highest (9,2%)

a. Fewer good materials

b. Major proble

.c. Crucial skill

d. New ideas

e. Importance increasing

Total AT NT SP TR PR

8.7% 10.2% 12.5% 5.1% 6.32 8.6%

4.1% 4.12, 2.12 7.72 4..22 3..42

79.3% 79.6% 81.3% 69.2% .81.3% $2.82

6.2% 2.0% 2.%
.

1 '5.14% 8.3% 5:2%

1.7% 4.1% 2.1% *. 2.6% 0 OZ 0.02

20.8% 18.82 16.7% 23.5% 21.1%

4.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.9% 7.9% 0.02

,36.6% 43.8% 41.7% 29.4% 36.82: 100.02

2.0% 0.0% 0.0% 5.9% 0.0% 0.02

36.6% 37.5% 41.7% 38.2% 34.2% ,0.0%
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Reasons for luwest and 1ighest priorities for probability (VPI2)

VP87 Lowest (23.7%)

a. Adequate.materials\

b. Little problem .\

c. Not as important

d. Materials inefficient

e. Importance diminidhing

VP88 Highest (5.7%)

a. Fewer good materials

b. Major problem

c. Crucial skill

d. New ideas
es

e. Importance increasing

Total AT MT SP TE PR

12.5% 13.2% 10.5% 16.3% 14.8% 7.0k

1.9g 0.0% 3.5% 2.3% 3.32 0.02

80.2% 83.0% 82.5% 74.4% 72.1% 90.72

3.5% 1.9% 3.5% 4.7% 6.6% 0.0%

1.9% 1.9% 0.0% 2.3% 3.3% 2.3%

29.3% 20.0% 33.3% ,; 26.7% 31.6% 36.4%

8.62 20.0% . 33.3% 0 02 10.5% 0.0% -

31.0% 40.0% 33.3% 26.7% 15.8% 54.5%

3.4% 0.0% 0.0% 13.3% 0.0% 0.0%

27.62 20.0% 0.0% 33.3% 42.1% 9.1%
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One added course, secondary_level

If one new or extensively revised course could be added:to the high

school curriculum, which should it be? Respondents indicated thit their

order of priority would be:

(I) A course that helps students make decisions about buying

and selling VirP183 (consumer decisions)

(2) A course that helps students understand how calculators

and ampilters handle mathematics [Vag]

(3) A course that helps studentS-understand the mathematics

used in specific vocation? and.careers [VP2OI

(4)_A course that helps students handle statistical data and

make predictions [VPl7]

(5) A course that helps students develop a feeling for ideas

from calculus IVPl63

The groups agreed that calculus should have the lowest priority, but

their responses tended to vary for other choices across samples. The

TE sample gave less support than other groups to consumer decisions. On

calculators/computers, the SB/PT group gave far less support than other

groups, although the PR sample was also less supportive than the professional

groups. On the other hand, the SP and TE samples gave strong support to

this topic. The same two samples (SP and TE) gave lower support to the

vocations/careers course than did other samples. Statistics received

more support from the TE le than any other, with particularly low

support from the lay samples and the AT sample,.
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One added course, seconci_itmATEI

Total AT SP TE PR SB/PT

VP16 )Calculus

Highest
Lowest

VPI7 _Statistics

Highest
.Lowest

VP18 Consumer
decisions

Highesv.

Lowest

VP10 Calculators/
computers

Highest
Lowest

VP20 Vocations

Highest
Lowest

-1.240 -1.363 -1.065 -.1.467 -1.178 -1.192 -1 040

(5) .(5) (5) (5) (5) (5)

5.5% 4.7% 6.5% v , 45% 4;8% 5.1% 10.1%

61.4% 65.82 54.3% 71.5% 57.9% 59.3% 55.6%

0.058 -0.223 -0.027 .0.275 0.620 -0.494 -0.556

(4) (4) (4) (3). (2) (4) (4)

17.4% 8.8% 17.2%, .20.2% .31.9% 7.32 3.0%.

9.02 9.3% 10.8% 6.5% 4.7% 13.5% 16.2%

0.607 0.928 0.398 0.684 0.137 0.966 0.020

(1) (1) ('1) (1) (3) (1) (2)

30.2% 39.72 25.8% 30.8% 16.7% 41.8%' 37.0%

7.22 4.6% 12.4% 4.5% 11.3% 4.0% 3.0%

0.387 0.264 0.371 0.679 0.662 0.073 -0.323

(2)
,

(3) (2) (2) (1) (3) (3)

25.4% 21.82 24.7%, 32.9% '33.1% 16.3% 8.1%

8.9% 7.8% 8.1% 4.9% 6.1% 15.7% 18.2%

0.216 0.428 0.278 -0.113 -0.259 0.730 0.990

(3) (2)
,

(3) (4) (4) b (2) (1)

22.3% 26.3% 26.7% 13.3% 12.9% 30.3% 42.0%

13.7% 12.4% -15.5% 12.5% 20.4% 6.7% 8.0%
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Attention to five areas

How much attention.should be given to A unified Approach to mathe-

matical topics [VP211, computer literacy 'for everyone V/P221, applications

of mathematics INT231, strudture in'mathematicivEVP24], and interdisciplinary

approaches [VP25]Auring the.19800 Respondente clearly indicated,that

the highest priority should he given to applications,land the neif highest.

in priority should be computer literacy. They also agreed that structure

in Mathematic's should have the lowest priority.' Third and,fourfh priorities

were given to unified and interdisciplinary approaches, respectively. A.

unified approach was given a highe level of support from the SB/FT sample

;ban it was given by other Samples.

It.might besnoted that the discrepancy in rankings of interdisciplinary

approach and applications could indicate that respondents do not see a

relationships between the two.



.
Attention'to five areas

Total AT ff SP TE PR SB PT

VP21 Unified approach -0.046 70.015 -0.080 -0.244 -0.017 -0.050 0.370

(3) (3) (4) (3). (3) (3) (2)

Highest. 20.6% 18.0% 23.0% 16.8% 21.7% 17.7% :32.0%

Lowest 19.6% 18.0% 21.9% 23.6% 17.4% 20.42 12.0%

VP22 'Computer literacy 0.350 0.128 0.409 0.659 0.495 0.133 -0.140

(2) () . (2) (2) (2) (2) (3)

Highest 26.1% 20.0% 28.5% 32.5% 30.2% 21.7% 13.0%

'Lowest 12.1% 16.4% 11.8% 5.6% 9.3Z 15.62 23.02

VP23 App1ications 0.869 0.825 0.674 0.920 0.773 1.089 1:080

(1) (1) . (1) (1) (1) (1) - (1)

Highest 36.3% 37.1% 27.8% 35.2% 31.32 48.3% 47.0%

Lowest 2.9% 2.1% 3.2% 2.8% '3.0% 3.3% 3.0%

VP24 Structure -0.760 -0.492 -0.914 -0.904 -0%910 -0.483 -0.677

(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) (4) (5)

Highest 7.7% 14.0% 6.4% 5.6% 7.7% 8.32 2.0%

Lowest 38.8% 33.2% 42.8% 42.6% 46.2% 28,3% _29.32

VP25 Interdisciplinary-0.393 -0,405 -0.075 -0.452 -0.316 -0.644 -0.596

(4) (4) (3) (4) (4) (5) (4)-
0

Highest 9.2% 11.3% 13.9% 9.2% 9.02 4.4% 6.1%

.Lowest 25.9% 28.2% 19.8% 25.6% 23.3% 31.7% 31.3%
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Attention to five additional areas

Ve5:

\ 5,

, ,

When an additional give areas were consilleyeds the order of piorities

(1) Career or vocation orientation NP261

(2) Consuger orientation [VP271

0) Computer orientation [V12301

(4) College preparatory orientation [MC

(5) Recreation or leisure-time orientation [VP291

\

Every sample ranked the recreational oriantation'fifth, but there was

discrepancy in the rankings across samples for the other areas. In particu-

lar, the SP and TE samples did not give vocations as high a degree of

support_as did the other samples. Interestingly, the SP sample ranked

the consumer orientation number one, while, the TE sample ranked college

prepratory orientation first. Both the SP and TE samples gave higher

priority to a computer oriantation than did the other samples.

t.
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Attention to five.additional areas

Total AT MT

VP26 Vocations 0.602 0.869 0.508
(1) (1) (1)

Highest 26.4% 32.8% 22.2%

Lowest 5.0% 2.0% 4.3%

VP27 Consumer 0.570 0.822 0.403

(2) (2) (3)

Highest 28.9% 36.0% 25.3%

Lowest 3.8% 2.0% 1.8%

VP28. College 0.154 -0.056 0.438

preparatory (4). (3)
.

(2)

Highest 19-2%,....-14.6% 28.1%

Lowest 10.9% 13.1%
l

7.0%

VP29 Recreational -1.477 -11459 -1.591
, Q(5) (5) (5)

Highest 1.7% 0.5% 1.6%

Lowest 68.2% 64.3% 75.3%

VP30 Computer 0.172 -0.126 0.237

(3) .(4)
,

(4)

Highest 23.7% 16.6% 22.6%

Lowest 11.7% 17.1% 10.2%

SP

0.284 .

(3)

17.6X
9.2%

0.699
(1)

32.1%
3.22;

41.193
(4)

10.0%
16.9%

TE PR SB/PT

0.315

(3)

18.1%

,0.984
(1)

38.22

1.190
(1)

46.0X,

7.02 .2.22 1.02

0.232 0.758 0.720
(4) (2) (2)

20.5% 34.92 27.02

7.4% 1.62 2.02

0.477 0 0418 0.140-
(1) (3) (3)

29.2% 11.82 19.0%

8.4% 9.7% 8.0%

-1.373 -1.466 -1.516 -1:515

.
(5) (5) (5) (5)

4.0% 1.0% 0.5% 3.0%

66.3% 67.4% 67.72 70.1%

0.594 0.468 -0.253 -0.505

(2) (2) , (4) (4)

35.3% 31.4% 14.5% 5.12

4.8% 9.0% 17.7% 18.22

556
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.Typas of students
1

What is the priority for addressing the needs of aifferent types of

students? All. respondents agreed -that students with mathematics learning

problems and other handicaps UP34] Should have first priority: and that

inner-city or urban-area students 111P32] sbouloi have second priority.

_
The overall ranking for the remiinder of the items students of ethnic

minority background NP1331, third; students whose first Ifnguage is not

English [VP311, fourth; and female students [VP35], fifth. Eowever, tbe

SP and TE samples would rank females third: and students whose first

language is not English, fifth.

Fully 63% of the respondents gave students with learning problems

the highest priority. Approximately oneAkalf of these people (45.4%)

felt that such students have special needs which should be addressed through

curriculum.

Approximately 20% of the respondents gave the highest priority to

urban students, with 61.3% of these feeling that this type of student makes

up such a Large fraction of the school population that we should devote

.

significant,resources to meeting his or ber specialized needs.

It is interesting that the prioriri for-ethnic mdnority students was

not higher. Of the 13.4% who gave these students the Lowest priority9,

about one half (46.9%) felt that this type of student bad no special needs

in mathematics. The reasons for the priority assigaed secpond-language

students are well-distributed over the five choices. For female students,

however', lowest priority was assigned because the respondents (71.0%) felt that

these students bad no. special nee ia mathimatiCS.

0
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s of students

VP31 Second language

Highest
\ Lowest

VP32-110an

Highest
;owest

VP33 Etbnc minority_

Hi hest
Lowest

w,
\

VP34 --Learning
problems

Highe4
Lowes

VP35 Female

Highest,
Lowest

CISC.w

Total AT MT SP TR PR SS PT

-0.602

(4)

-0.446 -0.408 -0:848
(5)

-0.891

(5)

-0.413
(4)

-0.097
(3)_:-(4) ------(3)--

,

4.4% 5.2% 6.7% .2.9% 2.7% 6.4% 4.3%

28.9% 26.4% 24.0% 37.4% 35.8% 22.7% 10.8%

0.524 0.578 0.475- 0:641 0.525 0.462 0.309

(2)-. (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2).

20.2% 20.82 16.2% 24.5% 23.4% 15.8% 12.8%

4.2% 4.2% 4:5% 3.3% 4.7% 2.3Z 7.4%

4

L-(1.406 -0.368 -0.480 -0.559 -0.389 -0.170 -0.430

(3) (3) (4) (4) (4) (3) (4)

3.6% 4.1% 2.3% 0.8% 6.1% 5.3% 1.1%

13.4% 10.4% 13.0% 16.7% 15.4%' 9.4% 12.9%
..

1.260. 1.273 1.236 1.312 1.047 1.383 1.571

(1)
.

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)

63,0% 64.92 63.7% 60.3% '-52.5% 70.3% 82.7%

4.1% D3.6% 4.9% 3.2% 6.4% 2.3% 2..02

-0.750 -1.041 -0.844 -0.498 -0.260 -1.208 -1.312

.(5) (5) (5) t3) . (3) (5) (5)

9.4% 4.1% 11.7% 11.8% 16.17. *2.32 1.12'

49.2% 54.9% 55.0% 38.4% 38.0% 61.8% 66.7%
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Reasons for lowest and highest prfGaties for students with learning problems SVP34)

a. Curriculum

b. No'spdcial needs

'c. Small group

d. Not in my classroom

e. Other approaches

VP90 Highest (p'.()%)

a. Very special needs

b. Fewer materials

c. Large group

d. Many in my classroom

a. Pressure on schools

4.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.02 5.62 25.02
.

,

6.5% 0.0% 0.0% 14.5% ,11.1% 0.0%k

8.7% 0.02 11 1% 0.0% 16.72, 0.02

2.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.02 . 0.0% 25.0%

78.3% 100.0% 88.9% 87.5%* 66.7% 50.0% /

45.4% 49.22 40.0% 45.3% 46 II 45.92

16.5% 8.72 19.1% 23.6% 15.6% 14.82

18.5% 15.1% 19.1% 12.82 26.6% 18.0%

6.5% 11.9% 8.72 3.4% 2.6% 7.4%

13.1% 15.1% 13.0% 14.9% '9.1% 13.9%

Entries-are-per-coat-ages of samples that- -ranks& the_ltem.the lowest or highest. Thus, 78.32

of 4.1% selected option (e); this represents only 3.2% of the tptal sample. All entries in

the tables indicating reasons should be interpreted accordingly...
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Rdasons for lowest and .highett priorities for urban students'(VP32)

VP89 Lowest (4.2%)

a. Curriculum

tu No special needs

c: Small group

.

d. Not 4n my.classroom

e. Other approaches
-

VP90 Highest (20.2%)_

a. Very special needs

b. Fewtir materials
. -

c. Large group

d. Many in my classroom

41: Pressure on schools

Total AT SP TE PR

18.6% 25.02 12.52 12.5% 21.42 20.02
.

27.9% 25.0Z 37.52 25.0% 28.62 20.02

44% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.02 40.02

20.9% 50.0% 25.0% 0.0% 21.42 0.0%

27.9% 0.0% 25.02 42.5% 28.6% 20.02

19.1% 22.5% :11.8% 23.3% 17.42 14.8%

6.7% 7.5% 6.92 3.3% 5.82: 14.8%

61.3% 55.0% 51.7% 61.7% 68.12 83.02
I

'3.62 ' 7.5% 10.3% 1.7% 1.42 0.0%

9.3% .7.5% 17.2% 10.0% 7.22 7.4%

4.
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lessons 'for lowTs1,1E4_141111/21_2112sities for ethnic minority ,tudents (033),

VP89 Lowest (13.4%)

a. Curriculum

No special needs

c. %tall group

d. Not in my classroom

e. Other approaches

VP90 Highest (3.6%)

4. Very special needs

b. Fewer materials

c. Large greup

4. Many ia my classroom

A. Pressure on schools

19.3% 10.0% 17.4%

46.9% 35.0% 56.52 .

12.4% 20.0% 4.3%

4!1% 10.Q% 13.0%

17.2% 25.0%, 8.72

/

32.5% 62.5% 50.02

35.0% 25.0% 25.0%

v,
17.5% 0.0%

,

0.0%

7.5%\ 0.0% 0.0%

7.5% 12.5% 25.0%

24.4% 24.4% 6.32

41.5% 44.42 68.82

14.62 15.62 0.0Z

0.0% 0.02 6.3%

.19 5% 15.6% 18.82 .

0.02 -23.5% 22.2%

50.0% 35.3% 44.42

6.0% 29.4% 22.2%
.

50.0% 5.9% 11.12

0.0% 5.9% 0.0%



Reasons for lowest and h hest rior ties for second-lan e tudents 31

Total AT P TE PR

VP89 Lowest (28.9%),

a. Curriculum clequate

b.. No special,needs

c.,Small group

d. Not in my classroom

e. Other approaches

VP90 Highest (4.4%)

a. Very special needs

b. Fewer materials

c. Large group

d. Many in my c1assr9om

e. Pressure on schools

.=111

6.12 3.9% 2.3%
-1

18.7% 23.5% 20.9%

27.9% 25.5% 25.6%

1123% 13.72 18.6%

35.9% 33.3% 32.62

26.5% 30.0% 8.3%

49.0% 50.0% 58.3%

8.2% 0.0% 8.3%

4.1% 10.0% 0.,0%

1242% 10.0% 25.02

12.12

35.2;

5.5g

.36.3%

14.32

57.1%

14.3%

14.32

0.02

-4 9% 5.3%

23.3% 13.2% ,

23.3% 28.9%

9.72, 18.4%

38.8% 34.22

2\5.02 50.02

0.5% 25.0%

12'r5% 8.32

041% 0.0%

0.9% 16.7%

\
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Heasons 'for lowest and highest priorities for female students (VP35)

VP89 1.owest (49.2%)

- a. Curriculum

b. No special needs

c. Small group

d. Not in My classroom

e. Other approaches

VP90 Highest (9.4%)

a. Very special needs

b. Fewer materials

c. Large group

d. Many in my classroom

e. Pressure on schools

Total AT MT SP TE PR

22.0% 13.5% 21.2% 33.3% 27.3% .15.7%

71.0% 80.8% 74.7% 56.1% 63.6% 76.9%

0.4% 1.0% 0.0% 1.1% 0.0% 0.0%

0.6% 1.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.9%

1.0% 2.9% 4.0% 7.5% 9.1% 6.5%

18.5% 37.5% 19.0% l3.8%' 17.4% 25.0%

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% -0.0%

75.0% 50.0% 66.7% 82.8% 78.3% 75.0%

2.8% 0.0% 4.8% 0.0% 4.3% 0.0%

3.7% 12.5% 9.5% 3.4% 0.0% 0.0%
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Teacher education
. .

.What priorities should be given to addressing areas .within-teadher

education? Metbods.[VP371 was the'nuMber one cheice,°given'first priority

by all groups except,the SWPT samplec.by whom it was ranked second.'

Second choice across samples was senktivy to.student needs EVP391, with

less support fcr this by the MT,sample than by other samples. .C.ontent

was ranked third,..being supported more strongly by.the MT and-TE samples

than by the AT and SP samples. Interestingly, the percentages ranking

methods and.-content highest differ comparatively little, but the percentages

ranking the two areas lowest differ markedly.

Diagnosticand remediation strategies [VP40] was ranked fourth: with

same variance across.samplest about the same percentages ranked the topic

highest and lowest. The development of materials [VP38] was given fifth

priority by all samples.

Thus, methods is the only clear positive priority and materials.the

only clear negative priority. Perhaps if level (elementary or secondary)

had been specified, the pattern might have been different. It .6s possible

that in some cases the distributions could be the result of some persons

responding for one level and some for the other level.
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Teacher education

Total AT MT' SP TE PR SS/PT

VP36 Content 0.012 -0.090 0.280 -,0.121 '0.318 -0.349 -0.194

(3) (4) (2) (4) . (2) (4) (3)

Highest 29.5% 25.62 34.9% 24.3% 40.1% 22.2% 21.4%

Loest 28.62 28.6% 22.6% 28.7% . 26.5% 37.6% 28.6%

VP37 Methods 0.618, 0.563 0.447 0.872 0.639 0.529 0.515

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (2)

Highest 29.7% 32.2% 23.4% 37.2% 28.5% 30.2% 21.2%

- Lowest 5.8% 7.5% 7.4% 2.8% 6.3% . 5.3% .; 6.1%

VP38 Materials -0.685 -0.637

(5) (5)

-0.711

(5)

-1.096

(5)

-0.500
(5)

-0.468

(5)

Hi hest 5.5% 3.5% 9.6% 3.6% 6.6% 5.9%

Lowest 32.7% 31.3% 37.4% 47.02 25.5% 22.3%

VP39 Sensitivity 0.103 0.229 -0.085 0.135 , -0.196 6.312

(2) (2) (4) (3) (3) (2)

Highest 20.7% 23.9% 16.5% 17.5% 13.3% 24.9%

Lowest, 13.8% 12.4% 19.1% 10.4% 18.3%
,

10.6%

VP40 Diagnosis/ 0.003 0:055 0.085 0.235 -0.201 0,0

remediation '-(4)._.- (3) (3) , (2) (4) (3)

. Highest 156%, 17.9% 16.0% 18.3% ' 10.7% 16.4%

Lowest 18.1% 17.9% 12.8% 10.8% 22:4% 23.3%

-9.667

.
(5)

3.0%
'32.3%

0.633
(1)

38.8%
7.1%

-0.222
.(4)

16.2%
24.2%



Across areas _

Man the focus of each'of the five broad areas addressed in prevIous

seta of questions uere compared, how did respondents assign priority?.

Cf great Interest is that the ranking for each.area is-the-same for the

AT, MT, SP0 and TE samples. Their rankings weye:

(1) Improved preservIce and in-service education for

teaching mathematics (V11431

(2) Improvement of methods and techniques for teaching

mathematics tY745,1

(3) Development of special mAthematics materials for student$

with special needs IVP42i

(4) DeVelopment of non-text materials for teaching mathe-

matics DIP44]

(5) Improved mathematics content for textbooks [MI]

On the other hand, tbe lay samples gave hUhest priority to methods

and lowest priority to non-te2it materials. They differed in their rankings
O

of the remaining three areas.

Of the 38.4% of the respondenvs who ranked pre- and in-service

education highest, almost three-fourths (74.1%) indicated that they

believed it would have far-reaching impact on mathematics education

generally. A similar percentage (71.0%) of the 22.5% who gave highest

priority to improved methods also selected this reason.

Lowest priority by 25.0% of the respondents was given to non-text

materials becuase these were considered (by 41.7%) to have less impact

on mathematics education; a secondary reason, given by 35.0Z, was that

sufficient materials, methods, or understanding were already available,.

This reason was also given by 66.1% of the 44.1% who gave lowest priority

to improved textbook content. The potential for far-reaching impact was

5S6
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Total AT MT TB PR SB/PT

VP41 Textbook content -0.656 -0.772 -0.406 -1.064 -0.699 70.546 0.072

(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) (4) (3)

Highest 14.22 13.2% 21.4% 7.2% 12.7% 14.4% 24.7%

Lowest 44.1% 47.2% 36.9% 57.2% 43.8% 41.12 24.72

VP42 Special pupils -0.062 0.106 -0.144 -0.324 0.292 0.133

(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (2)

Highest 17.5% 20.6% 17.6% 13.5% .11.7% 27.6% 20.4%

Lowest 15.3% 14.1% 19.1% 13.5% 18.1% 11.92. 13.3%

VP43 Teacher 0.714 0.548 0.503 1.072 1.117 0.323 .0.070

education (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (2) - (4)

Highest 38.4% 37.2% 27.8% 52.2% 49.3% 22.0%

Lowest 7.4% 11'.6% 9.6% 2.8% 2.3% 11.8% 13.0%

1P44 Non-text -0.477 -0.192 -0.305 -0.558. -0.532 -0.591 -0.788

materials (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) (5) (5)

Highest S.4% 13.1% 12.3% 4.4% 7.4% 7.52 6.12

Lowest 25.0% 16.7% 25.1% 22.3% 26.3% 29.0% 37.4%

VP45 Methods 0.526 0.389 0.337 0.713 0.500 0.629 0.566

(2) (2) (2)
t

(2) (1) (1)

Highest 22.5% 18.7% 20.9% 22.7% 219.5% 29.6% 28.3%

.LoWest 7.5% 9.6% 9 6% 3.6% 8.4% 4..8% 11.1%

'\



Reasons for lowest and highwit priorities for pre- and in-service education (VP43)

Total AT MT SP TE Pa

VP91 Lowest (7.4%)*

a. Sufficient'materials -32.52 34.8% 16.7% 42.9%

b. Few problems '18.2% 21.72 22.22 14.3%

,0.0% 0.0% 6.0%

19.1% 33.3% 42,92

.4.3% 27.82 0.0%

c. Importance diminishing 24%

id. Less impact 36.4%

e. Not verx_important 10,4%

VP92 Highest ( 4.4%)

a. Insufficient matdrials 10.4% 10.82 11.82 8.4%

b. Many problems 7.02 8.1% 2.0% ,5.3%

c. Importahce increasing 1.8% 2.7% 2.0% . 1.5%

d. Non-implemented 6.8% 6.8% 0.0% 3.8%

e. Far-reaching impact 74.1% 71.6% ,I.3% 80.92

71.42 27..32

14.1% 13.62

0.02 9.12

0.02 45.5%

14.3% 4.52

8.92 19.0%

5,52' 21.42

2.12 0.0%

10.32 11.9%

73.32 .47.6%

Entries are ilercentages of samples that ranked the item the lowest or highest. Thus, 36.42

of 7.42 selected option,(d); this represents only 2.7% of the total sample. All entries in.

ihe tables indicating reasons should be interpreted accordingly.



Total AT NT SP

VP91 Lowest (7.5%)

a. Sufficient materials

b. Few problems

c. Importance diminishing

4. Less impact

e. Not very important

VP92 Highest (22.5%)

a. Insufficient materials

b. Many probi,ams

c. Importance increasing

d. Nop-implemented

'a. Far-reaching Appact

60.8%,. 47.4% 41.2%

24.1% 52.6% 23.5%

1.3% 0.0% 0.0%

11:4% :0.0% 29.4%

2.5% 0.0% 5.9%

7.8% 16.2% 0.0%

12.2% 10.8% 15.4%

2.9% 2.7% 0.0%

6.1%, 5.4% 2.6%

71.0% 64.9% 82.1%

7.0%

14.0% .

3.52

7.0%

68.4%

PR

=.

76.02 77.82

8.0% 22.22

0.02 0.02

12.0% 0.0%

4.0% 0.0%

8.62
-

7.42

10.3% 11.12

1.7% 5.62'

12.1% I.92

67.2% 74.12

NZT;
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Reasons for lowest andid:hest .ricirities for s.ecial materials for ecial students VP42

Total

1P91 Lowest (15.32)

_
a. Sufficient materials 35.4%

b. Few problems 12.0%

t

c..Importance diminishing 2.3%

,d. Less impact 45.7%

e. Not very important 4.6%

.VP,92 Highest (17.5%)

a. Insufficient materials 33.0%
4

b. Many prgblems 36.6%

AT SP

39.3% 33.3% 44.1%
,

21.4% 2.82 11.8%

0.0% 2.82 2.9% el

35.7% 47.22' 41.2%

3.6Z 13.92 0.02

.

26.8% 21.22 38.2%

41.3% 45.5% 32.4%

125.92 43.52

9.32 21./2

3.7% 0.0%

57.42 34.82

3.72 0.02

i

.

'34.3% 41.2% ,

31.42 33.32

c. Importance incFeasing 4.6% 2.4% 6.1% 5.9% 4, 2.92 \\\\ 5.924

.,

d.,Non-implemented 3.1% 4 9% 0.0% 2.9% 2.9%

e. tar-reaching impact .22.7% 24.4% .27.3% 20.62 28.6% '15.7%
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Reasons for lowest and higestiorities for non-te t materials, VP44

Total

VP91 Lowest (542)

a. St4ficient mateqa1s 35.0%
..

b. rew problems 4.8%/ ,.,. Import4Ace diminishing 0.8%

d. Less impact 41.7%

e. Not very 'important 9.8r

VP92 Highest '(8-.4%)

Insufficient materials 35.1%.

b. Many _probiems .27.7%

C. Importance increasing 2.1%,

d. Npn-implemented 9.61

e. Far-reaching impact 25.5%

AT
c

,

36.4%. 40.4%
0

9.1% 6.42 ..

3.0% 0.02

45.5% 9 . 38.32

6:1% 14.9;

32.0% 47.8;

16.0% 21.7%

0.0% 4.32

24.0% 4.3%
r

28.0Z. 21.7%

, SP TE 'PR

34.5% 32.1% 34.02
.:

12.Z% 12.82. 20.14
! ,.

1:8% 0.0% pm
.

45.5%

. 5.5%

36.4%

36.4%

..

38.,52 43 4%

.16..72 1.92

27.31 30.6%

3_6.42 38.5%

d.oz
4.

0.02 ..,...---kt.az

0.0% 44 1, 7.7%

27.3% 31.82 15.4%;

4.



Reasons for lowest and bi hest riorities for roved t nbook content VP412,

Total

11111 Lowest (44.1%)

a. Sufficient materials 66.1%

b. Few problems 17.02

c. Imporeance 'diminishing- 1.8%

d. Lesstppact 13.72

e. Not very. important -142

VP92 Highest (14.2%)

s. 'Insufficient materials 13.5%

b. Many problems 13.52

c. Importance increasing
j

8.12

4. Non-implemented : 8.8%

a, Far-reaching impact 56.1%

74.2% 68.1% 65.02 6.7% 52.02

18.3% 15.92 1642, 12.22 26.72

1:i% 0.0%

6.5% 15.92 14.72 16.0% 14.72

0.0% .0.0% 2.1% 0.82 4.0%

15.4% 17.5% 2242 2 6% 15.4%,

26.9% 7.5% 11.12 13.2% 11.52

q.8% 10.02 11.12 4.5% 3,82

15.4% 5.0% 5.6i 13.2% 3.8% -

38.5% 60.02 50.02 - 60.52 65.4%

41
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r * 751

ihme do responlients rank general problems that is, problems not
. _. . ,

" ..
4

4.

svicific to metheMatids cfassroomsZ Somewhat surprisingly there is a.

fair degree of agreement kerbs& samples °ahoy .such problems are rahked.

The aitllowing list indicateeth6,rank2ordering for the combined saiples9

. .1.

with the range n?tele. ,;

(1) Unmotivated studeitaLtVP52] - range 1 to 3; ranked first by all
=.

a

p.

/ except the TE a'ild'SB/PT samples.

(2) leading diffipulties 141P511 -,range' 1 to

giving it first priority. \t:

(3) Clas oom discipline IVP46] range'l to

g it first.
4 U

49_ with the in/PT sample

59 with the TE, sarp 4'

(4) Nor#ommitment to'homework [VP53] range.3 to 5.

(5) Lowering of school academic standards 1VP473 - range 2 to 69

ib

.wit4 the MT sample giving it second highest priocity..

(6)"Irregia1ar attendance of students [V1048] - range 5 to 6, with only

the $P sample ranking it fifth.

t (7) Increased teacher wcrkloads [VP58.1 - range 7 to 8 for all samples

except the4WPT sample,%who ranked it thirteenth.

(8) Emphasis on non-academic school: IVP59,] - range 7 to 10.
L

(9) Increasing,class size DIP56] - range 7 to 10, with the AT sample

ranking it-seventh.

(10) Miiing of ;tudents with differing abilities VP5.53 range.10 to

12.

(12) Lackof .communitylsupport)[VP501 - range 7 to 14; the SB/PT

--=sampice'raaked it seventh, while thelMT,sample placed it fourteenth.

. [Note chat the itan,had one.word oMittet,' which ma have 'affected

V.

the reqnses.]
.0 5 4

'a I

'111440re:



(12). Decline in student abilitiss.1054] raw 10 to 14, with ths

Itt samTh'ranking it ntent4.

(13) GovArnmental or administrative restrictionus EV11491 - taw 8 to

14, with ihe SB/PT sample ranking eit eighth much higher Allan

other *apples..

.(14) Too much free time for'students NM) - range 11 to 14.

(15) Sestrictious on instructional materials LVP601 exact:Lent agree-

sent, with all samples ranking it last.

It should he noted that the levels of agreement were positive,tor

the first seveu items, and negative for the final eight. 416.



General problems

Total AT MT

VP46 Discipline 0.912 0.855 ,0.610

(3) (2) (5)

Highest 41.0% .43.0% 31.62

Lowest 5.82 8.5% 9.6%

VP47 Lowering of 0.730 0.732 1437
standards (5) (4) (2)

Highest 29.8% 31.8% 36.7%

Lowest 4.5% 4.5% 2.7%

VP48- Attendance 0.444 0.335 0.590
(6) (6) (6)

Highest 20.6% 18.3% 26.11

Lowest 7.2% 6.6% 4.8%

VP49 Governmental -0.506 -0.624 -0.392

iestricticns (13) (14) (12)

\ Highest 7.5% 6.1% 9.7%

Lowest 27.0% 32.5% 22.3%

VP30 Lack of -0.319 -0.431 -0.456

community support (II) (12) (14)

Highest 6.5% 6.62 4.9%

Lowest 19.3% 23.9% 23%1Z

VP51 Reading 0.954 0.825 0.947

difficulties (2) (3) (4)

Highest 31.5% 28.0% 31.6%

Lowest 1.6% 3.5% 1.6%

SP

1.616
(2)

42.0%
2.8%

0.472
(6)

18.8% -
4.8Z

0.696
(5)

geo.s:

6.42

-6.538

(12)

7.2%
'27.5%

-0.150

(8)

8.5%
13.4%

0.816

(3)

. 22.8%
1.6%

TE PR SWPT

1.109 0.541 1.263
(1)

e.
(4) (2)

45.4% 31.9% 56.6%
1.4% 10.3% 6.12

0.932 0.449 0.717
(4) (5) t (4)

35.1% 25.4% 32.3%

2.7% 8.1% 6.12

0.399 0.391 -0.031
(6) (6)

;
(6)

15.4i*. 21.7% 11.22

4.4% 12.5% 14.3%

-0.331 -0.816 -0.347
(U) (14) (8)

5.11 8.1% 13.3%

16.22 41.6% 28.6;

-0.201 -0.617 -0.071
(11) (12) (7

4.1% 4.4% 15.3%

12.9% 26.1% 24.5%

0.946 1.076 1.370

(3) (2) (1)

28.2% 40.2% 54.0%
0.7% 0.5% 2.0%



Geneyal problems (caltinued)

-Total AT MT SP TR PR 'SALM

V1252 Unmotivated 1.196 1.278 1.172 1.248 1.163 1.211 1.020

students (1) (1) (1) (1) (2) (1) (3)

Highest 43.5%,, 42.9% 43.5% 48.8% 38.3% 44.3% 45.52:

Lowest 1.2% 0.5% QOZ 0.8% 1.4% 2.7% 3.0Z

VP53 Hoiework 0.746 0.706 0.979 0.697 0.732 0.720 0.602-

(4) (5). (3) (4) (5) (3) (5)

Highest 26.5% 24.9% 37.2% 25.5% 24.2% .25.82 20.42

Lowest 3.8% 34% 3.7% 3.6% 3.0% 4.8% 6.1%

VP54 De'cline in -0.472 -0.131 -0.117 -0.820 -0.556 -0.627 -0.412

abilities (12) (11) (10) (14) (14) (13) . (11)

Highest 5.4% 10.12 8.5% 2.0% 3.4% 3.82 8.22

Lowest 24.5% 14.6% 14.4% 33.6% 30.0% 23.22 26.82

VP55 Mixed abilities -0.253 -0.124 -0.133 -0.320 -0.198 -0.427 -0.418

(10) (10) (11) (11) (10) (10) (12)

Highest 7.9% 10.0% 8.5% 7.22 8.1% 11.22

Lowest 16.4% 17.4% 11.7% 20.0%. 10.1% 20.5% 25.5%

VP56 Class size -0.040 0.129 0.133 -0.155 0.104 -0.292 -0.384

(9) (7) (9) (9) (9) (9) (10)

Highest 14.2% 20.9% 16.5% 15.5% 10.72 11.42 9.12

Lowest 14.5% 10.9% 9.0% 17.5% 9.12 21.6% 27.3%.

VP57 Free time -0.510 -0.442 -0.431 .-0.672 -0.399 -0.562 -0.622

(14) (13) (13) (13) (13) (11) (14)

Highest 4.5% 6.0% 3.2% 2.82 4.7% 5.42 6.1%

Lowest 23 5% 21.6% 22.3% 30.4% 17.1% 24.9% 28.6%
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General problems (continued)

AT MT SP-

VP58 Teacher
uvrkloads

Highest

VP59 Non-academic

0.041

S7)

.11.92
11.8%

70.025

(8)

TE FR SB PT

0.090 0.255 4.004 0.229 -4.216

4(8) (7) (7). (7) (8)-

41.42 16.5% 13.52 11.1% 7.6%

8.02 8.02 13.5% 6.72 15.7
,.

7.0.030 11.1,T '-0.244 0.215 -0.

(9) (10) (8)

Highest 13.6% 12.6; 22.9%

Lowest 14.4% 14.1% 11.7%

VP60 Restrictions On -0.872 -0.853 -0.818

materials Z15) (15)

Highest 3.42 1.52 4.82

Lowest 39.5% 38.12 35.8%

8.4% 13.1% 13.5%

17.22 8.1% 17.8Z

-0.956
(15)

5.2%
43.02

-0.434
(13)

10.12
30.32

-0.374
(9)

13.12,
25%32

-0.599 -1.i61 -1.071
(15) (15) .(15)

2.72 2.72 3.1%

27.6% 54.3% 48.0%
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laportance .of each type of problem

Respondents wpre 'Asked to indiCate *tether or not the sanerai

problems that ,face teadhers deserve Priority over those pzobiems specific

to the teacbini and learning of matbsmatics IV1613. eeNes theaesponse ,of

60*9%, ranging froApt high of 71.02 for the 24 'awl. to a lot of 484-Z
_

for, the TE sampl *About one-fourth125.72) indicated that thr general

problems smre not more isvortant, =Lagar from 31*9% for the SP. $41204

to 19.3% for the MT sample. A portion orrthe sample (134.2%) indicgated

that they were undecided.

-.



Vistribution of research funds

Rai should research funds be disiributed during the 19800 There

was clear agreement that firsVpriority should bi given to how students

learn EVP621, second priority should be given to teaching netbods. WP41#1,

and third priority to teacher education IVP651. The AT.'Itr and TR

sawles would give fourth priority to' reuarch on varying types of
a

materials- EVP66], and fifth priority to longitudintl assessment of Achieve--

. ment [VP63]. _The .SP, PR, and SB/PT samples would reverse this, order.

6
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D strIbution of research funds

.

AT

e.

SP TBTotal
e

VP62 Learning. 0.728 0.626 0.654 0.904 0.674
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1)

Highest .41.8% 39.9% 43.62 44.22. 39452

Lowest 8.8% 14.12 13.32 ,4.42 6.3%

VP63 Loigitudinal -0.813 -0.620 -0.809 -0.916 -1.007

.assessment (5) (5) (5) (4) (5)

Highest 5.6% 7.5% 5.3%. 6.0% .5.4%

Lowest 39.12 33.0% 36.7% .42.42 47.22

VP64 Methods 0.525 0:417 0.473 0.602 0.458

v
. ,

(2) (2) (2) (2) (3)

Highest 19.02 14.6% , '18.8% 19.92 16.7%

Lowest 4.5% N. 5.0% 4.3%
,

4.42
,

5:0%

VP65 Teacher education 0.287 Q.096 0.242 0.398 0. 0.510

(3) (3) (3) (3) (2)

Highest 24.0% 24.7% 19.Q% 25.1% 28.7%

Lowest 10.9% 13.1% 10,t4 8.02 10.7%
,

.VP66 Materials -0.683 -0.485 -0.543 -0.944 -0.591.

(4) (4) (4) (5). (4)

Higheit 9.3% 12.5% 12.8% 5.22 8.62

Lowest 35.4% 33.0% 35.6% 4042 28.92

PR SB PT

0.765 2.717
(1) (1)

42.6% A1.4Z
8.22 9.1.%

-0.632 -0.704
(4) (4)

6.0% 1.02

35.2% 30.62

9
0.612

(2)* . (2)

23.5% 25.0%
4.4% 3.0Z.

0.066 0.210

(3) (3)

18.62 23,0%
12.0% 13.0%

.

40.754 -0.838

(5) (5)

9.32 8.12
38.82 41.42
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Bow do respondents assign prioilities to eathods of attadkang problems

in mathematics elucation? There is fair agreement en mpst its"ms listed. .

4
with closer agreement on sayeral. The ranicarduing for the collaintd

samples is indicated oi.the follawin list, 'with the range noted. e

(I) Support in-service education of teach.** LVP731 - range 1 to

with all, samples giving it highest priority except the Iva immix.

*(2). Support preservice education of teachers IVP811 - range 4, to
10

½

withpagreement on second prioritx by the professional samples,

but lower ranking by the lay samples.

'(3) Support evaluation of mathematics learning and achleOement. NM] -
411

'range 3 to 6.

(4) Give grants to local'schools to improve their mathematics programs --

[V1072].- range 1 to 10, with.the 'PR simple ranking it first and

the TE sample placing it tenth.

(5) Establish a few coordinated, long-term research projects [MC -

range 3 to 124; with the SP and TE samples raalcis it third, while

the SBOT sample placed it twelfth.

(6) Create a project to develop innovative teaching methods EVP751

range 5 to S..

(7) Pund small, local curriculum development projects VOT69f-

range 3 to 9, with the PR and SP sales 'ranking it third and

fourth, respectively. tk,

%

.(8) Establisyt ma.thematics education clearinghouses for the collection

of innovative materials LVP791 - range 6 to,98 with the AT

sample most supportive.
RI&

(9) Create many amalL basic research piojects WP67] - range 4,to 11,

with the TE sample placing it fourth and the PR sample placing tt

v



1

b4 but -*Oar samplim 4oastaimmant

/#k2.4! (b)

.

thaFic!, professional mathemit4cs aducatinn exIgnizations to

(3:2)

publici innovatilve ideas 1VP78] - range 7 to 13, with the SP

,gt

and TI samples ranking .it sevehth.
a

P

Support the development of non-text mater4als 1107763 - rang*

9 to 13, with the AT add. SWPT samples ranking it ninth.

Wad, iesearch fo. ..tudy IDS general classroom miasma 1VP771 -

range 8 to 13, with the SBIPT sampl, p1ati4 it eighth, diverging

from the other samples. .

(13) Give grants to individual teachers for development ofmatecrias

1V12801 - range 10 to 14, with the AT, MT, and PR samples ranking
*.

it highest;

(14) Create a largs curriculum development project with a nationwide

Influence (VP701 - =age 13 to 14. \

(15) Give grants to commercial firms for publishing innovative

curriculum materials [VP71] - all samples ranked it fifteenth.

The samples recognize a number of regitimate ways of solving problems;

acCepting 13 of the 15 solutions to some extent. Clearly, however,

in7service and preservice educatiofl receive the strongest support.

Interestingly, despite the previous indication an item VP61 that

general problemsVere of more concern than problems specific to mathematics

imitruction, research on this topic falls twelfth on the list.

I
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LfithnsAg.attvis_2_inrabies"

VP87

1/P68

VP69

VP70

VP71

c)
Total' AT

Small basic 0.450
research projects, (9)..

0.368
(11)

Highest 18.8% 15.0%
Lowest 5.6% 8.62

1ff

Long-term 0.717 0.554
research projects. (5) (8)

Highest 25.7% 22.3%.

Lowest 3.9% 4 5.2%

Local curriculum '10.565' 0.731
projects (7).. (4)

Highest 26.8%
Lowest 5.4% 3.6%

National curri- -0.054 -0.140

culum projects (14) (14)1

Highest 14.0%. 13.02
Lowest 12.2% 15.0%

Grants to -0.924
commercial firms (16) (15)

Highest
Lowest

VP72 Grants to
local schools_,

Highest
*Lowest

,

3.4Z 4.7%
41.5% 39.42

0.731 0.841
(4) (3)

30.3%
4.0%

MT SP TE PR

0.314
(11)

14.9%
5.3%.

0.406
(10)

18.1%
4.0%

0.694

".,(4)

23.9%
2.72

0.444

(8)

20.6%
8.3,4

0.258

(10)

16.52
8.22

0.654 . d4932 0.956 0.590 0;103

(4),/ (3) (.3) (6) (12)

21.3% 32.4% 34.62, 16.92- 12.4%

4%8% 0.8% 3.4% 2:8Z 1142

0.604 0.5327 0.366 0.772 0.657

(6) (9) (9) (3) .

25.7% 27.2% 19.1% 36.1% 28.32
6.4% 6.02' 4.5.7% 6.1% 3.0%

\

4).144 0.277 -479066 -0.089 -0.392

(14) (13) (13) (14) (14)

8.6% 21.7% -11.5% 15.6% 11.32

12.3% 8.8% 10.1% 12.8% 20.42'

-6.8i4 ;.P.952 -1.217 -0.770 -0.633
(15) (15) (15) (15) (15)
2.7% 4.4% 1.02 3.9% 40.12

34.2% 42.4% 514% 39.3% 30..6%

0.677 0.09 0.372 1.196 1.082

(3) (6) '0,0) (1) (21

29.6% 26.9% 14.9% 49.7% 40.82
3.2% 4.4% 6.12 . 1.72 3.12

594
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Methods of attacking problem"' (putt:wed)

VP73',

IT74,

VP75

V1'76

VF77

VF78

Tots AT

In-service. .1.314,

education (1)

.Highest 49.6%

Lowest 1.1%

tvalustion of 0.753

learninf. (3)

Highest-20.9%
. Lowest 2.9%

Grants for 0.598

. (1)

49.5%
2.02

0.721
(5)

17.32
2;5%

0.57:

innoystive methods (6) (7)

Highest N4°1- 19.9% 18.4%

Lowust 3.91 5.1%

Nonmtext 4 0.299 0.462

materials (11) (9)

Highest 10.9% 14.9%

Lowest 8.8% 7.2%

Research on 0.274 0.385

general problems (12) (12)

'Highest 16.9t 17.92 /

Lowest 8.7% 6.22/

Fund professional 0.397 0.276

organizations (10) (13)

Highest 12.7% 9.2%

Lowest 4.3%, ,6.6%

MT

1.122

(1)

37.8%
1.6%

0.615
(5)

110%,
3:7k

0.505
(8)

A08,Z

0.261
(12).

12.2%

0.207
(13)

15.4%
9.0%

0.489

(9)

13:8%
3.2%

SP TE

1.508
(1)

(- 61,6%
f`* 0;42

1.431
(1)

53.5%
0.0%

0.880 0.640
1(4) (6)

24.0% 18.92 .

' 2.0% 3.42

0.044 0.674

(5) (5)

21.6% 20.5%
2.8% 1.72
' d

0.308 0.331
(12) (11)

11.62' 9.42
8.4% 6.0%

0

0.328 0.205
(11) (12)

20.02 13.12

9.2% 7.4%

0.600 0.554
(7) (7)

17.2% 15.8%

4.0; 5.0%

PR.\ gg
,r

1.144 1.293
-- (2) (1)

42.22 43%42
2.22 1.0%

0.767 1.071
(4) (3)

23.9% 33.72
3.32 2.02

0.500 0.660

(7) ,-45)

18.92 -20.6%
6.7: - 4.12

'0.100 0.296

. (13)
(43)7.8% 9.22

15.6%

0.183 0.427
(11) (8)

17.8% 19.82
13.32 7.3%

0.111 -0.010
(123 (13)

7.8% 6.2%
10.6% 13.4%



gathods of attacking problems (continued)

Total AT )IT SP

VP79 Establish 0.518 0.577 0.569 0.560

clearinghouses (8) (6) (7) (8)

Highest 15.6% 15.3% 19.12 18.02

Lowest 4.6% 4.62 11.82 3.22

VP 0 Grants to 130 0.416 0.399 , -0.132

teachers (1% (10) (10) . (4)

Highest 13.02 17.82 16.5% 9..22

.Lowest 6.92 11.62

VI081 Preservice 0.943 0,908 0.766 1,084

education (2) (2) (2), _ (2)

Highest 35.0% 32.12 22.32 . 44.22

4. IDWO8t 3.2% 3.1% 4.8% 2.8%

536

TE PR is PT

0.487

(8)7

11.42
4.7%

70.1.31

(14)

5.42

1.071
(2)

42.82'
2.4%.
47

0.422 0.40
(9) (7)

14.42
5.62 5.22

0.271 0.245

(10.

18.2% 20.4%

0.762 ,0.939.

(5) - (4)

'26.% 33:72
3.12
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Accommodation of talented or 'Med stuAents

a

.. .

If more mathematics were offtred to talented or gifted students

fVF821, all samges would firs% choose "a broad selection.of topics"
.... _

e
(60.02), and would next choose work on computers and numerical analysis

(22.92). Third choice would be topics in calculus and analysis (10.6)i

wh11e ad4tional topics in algebra fwith 4.12) and geometry (with 2.42)

wonld be the t choices.

44-

'1)



tccommodation of talented or gifted 1,tedents

082

b. Calculusand
analysis

c. Algebra

d. Computers/ numeri-
cal analysis

e. Enrichment

Tote AT SP PR SB/PT

2.4% 1.5% 1.6% 0.82 5.72 1.2% 2.02

10.6% 10.6% 13.32 8.12 : 6.72 14.1.62 22.02

4.12 4.0% 4.3% 2.0Z 4.7% 5.82 4.02

22.92-.;

s

/6.2% .22.3% 28.6% 21.7% 24.92 23.02

60.02 67.7% 58.5% 60.52 61.2% 56.62 449.0%

.
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omparison of mathemat'm with other programs

Alsitpondents were asked to compare mathematics programi with other

academic programs in their school systems EVP83]. Across .groups, about

the same percentages indicated that the mathematics program was "shout

the same" as ot,her programs (46.02) or "better" (42.92). Very few indi-

catel that the mathematics programs were inferior (5.32). The HT sad SP.

samples responded above the 502 level to "better", While the lay samples

responded above the 502 level to "about the.same". The 11.22 response

for the "inferior" option by the SB/PT sample was greater than tbat of

.other samples. Interestingly, 14.02 of the TE sample had "no opinion".

0
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22_Ralisoit of mati19zaticr7ithatams

yPs3

a. Better

b. About the same

c.,Laferior

d. No opiaion

42.9% 42 0% 51.9%. 56.4% 37.0% 34.11 27.6%.

46.02 48.72 '40.92 37.3% 42.9% 59.7% 56.12
A

5.3% 4.12 4.42 3 32 6.22 5.72 11.22

5.6% 5.2% 2.8%. 2.9% 14.0% 0.62 5.12

5 9



%Wed for ne$t improvement

Which areas of" the mathematicia\prograa need the most inprovemeat

1111884 The answer is clearly aathematica for general education first,.

(61.42), followed by mathematics for vocational students (24.22). .Last,

with only 13.92 Indicating highest priority, is mathematics for the

college-bound student.

591
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VP84

a. General education

b. College -bound

c. Vocational

61.4%

13.9%

24.2%

58.22

9.0%

32.3%

48.6%

18;3%

33.1%

74.6%

5.82

19 62

62.12

23.0%

13.3%

60.6%

8.2%

30.6%

57 3;

19.8%

"*

;
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40 Problem-solving received strong endorsement from all samples as the

number one atta for development of nsw miterials. Respondents noted

the; it is a, crucial skill for students and &major area of difficultk,

for teaciters.

Decimals was ranked second as'an area for the development of nev'snaterialso
.9.

writh the kr, MT,,SP, and TE samples giVing.positive support.

* Whole numbers was ranked third as an area for dovelopment of new'.

.
terials, with highest priorities coming from, the 4T and lay samples.

Those who give lesser support to whol numbers tended to believe that

adequate instructional materials already exist.

Little support was given to s:lending money for the development.of ma-

tdfial-a-fOr-me-asurement or fractions.

Summary: Use of_additional fifteen minutes each day

'0 Solving word problems received highest priority for the use of an ad-

ditional fifteen_minutes per day for mathematics in elementary schools.
0

The next highest priority went to studying applications of mathematics.

0 Additional time for drill on basics was ranked very high by the MT and'

lay samples, while the SP and TE samples gave it much lower rank:tags.
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Summary: Development of new materials. vades 7-12

Cpmputer literacy was re:Ikeda& the axe4 that should receive highest'

priority for the developMent of new materials in grades 7-12. Most

of the respondents who ranked computer literacy first indicated it was

because they thought the importance of the aria would increase during

the.1980's.

Statistics was rinked much higher in priority for materials development

by SF and TB samples than by all other samples. Its total ranking by

all samples was fourth. sr,

.Algebra received second ranking for materials development, with those

ranking it highest indicating that it was important for more students

to develop skills in this area.. The SB/PT samples were particularly .

strong in their support for algebra.

to- Probability received the lowest priority for materials development.

Those who ranked it lowest indicated that it is not as important for

students to develop skills in this area as in other areas on the list.

594
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Atco4rse. that he ps students make decisions about buying and selling

received highest priority among five suggested new (or extensively rem.;

wised) courses for the high school curriculum. Suppo4 for this .coUrse

, was weakest among the TE sample.

A! course that helps students Understand how calculators and computers

handle mathematics received second priority for &ddition to the hi-gh

school curriculum. Bowyer, Lhe SB/PT.samples gave far less support'to

this choice than did the other sampled groups.

All groups agreed that 4m additional calculus course should have the

lowgst priority.
41.

; Summary: Attention to five areas

Respondents indicated that more attention should be given to applies-

tions of mathematics and to computer literacy (in that order) than to
,

unified or interdisciplinary approaches or to structure in mathematics.

A unified approach to mathematics received higher support from the SE/

PT simples than from other samples.

a

Summary: Attention to five additional areas
N,

*-410rienting mathematics to careers (vocations) and to consumers were

given,higher prioritles than oriagteing

lege preacatory work, orsetreational.purposes.
N\

SP and TE samp gave a highez priority to computer orientation and
le

a lower priorrity to-vocational orientation than did other samples.

N"5
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SuMmary: Types of students

,-..

. Students wilth mathematics learning problems end other handiceps ihould

,

have priority over four otner types of students according to all survey

.
samples. Many felt that his type of student has special needs that

Nshould be addressed through u rriculum.

Second priority was 'given to inner city or urban area students by sal

survey samples. Most of those who gave highest prio;ity to these stu-

dents felt that they make up such a large fraction of the school popula-

tion zhat significant resources should be devoted to noting their needs.
P

4,'Pemale students received the lowest priority ranking of_the five groups.

Many respondents felt that these students had no special needs in math-

ematics. SP and TE samples ranked this group higher than other samples

do, however.

Neither ethnic minorities or students whose firtt language.is not

English received particularly-high priorities for special help in math-
.

ematics, rankini third and fourth respetively.

Summary: Teacher education

Within teacher education, methods was'given first Priority and materials

last priority by all saMples.

Sensitivity to student needs was ranked second for teacher education.

There was less support for this area by the MT samples than by other

samples.

Emphasizing mathematics content in teacher education was ranked,third,

receiving more support from the teacher educator sample and ehe MT sam-

ple than from other samples.

5 6
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Summar": Across areas

s Improved preservice and in-service teacher educatiOn vas given tpp

priority by AT, MT,'SP, and TE samples. iost who ranked this highest

indicated they believed it would have thevapst far-reaching impact on

matherstics education generally:

Lay samples gave highest rating to the improvement of methods and tech

agues for teaching maehematicijprofessional samples ratod,this second).

s Lowe& priority by lay samples was given to the development of non-ext,

. materials. Most who rated this lowest felt it would have less impact

' on mathematiCs education, although many also felt that sgficient materi-

als,,methodsiand understandings were already available for non-text

materials.

Low,est ranking by profesSional-samples (AT,2sMT, SP, TE) was given to
\

improved mathematics content'f or textbooka, with many feeling that auf-
,

0

finiaat matprials, methods and understandings were already available.

t.

.t .
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O e ^it
puummary: a_enereiroblems

411 P.otlems not specific to mathematics clessrooss which are of Matelot

concern worm unmotivated students, reading difficulties, and classroom *

discipline.
0

2he problem of least concern to all samples vas restrictions on instruc-
.

tional materials.

6-Lowering of academic st,ndards andilack of commitmeAt to homework were

of greater'concern 'to the MT samples alai tp other samples.

The,SWPT sample tend to be more concerned about governmental restric-

tions (ranking it eighth) and less concerned about teacher workloads

(ranking it thirteenih) than are other'samppas.

Sixty percent felt that general problems that face teachers deserve

priority over those problems,Recific to the teachidg of mathematics.'

The sample of principals was most certain of this (7IZ); the teacher

educator sample was- least sure (48.32).

a 4.

Summary: Distribution of research funds

There was clear agreement that first priority for the distrOution

of research funds should be given to studies of how children learn.

Second and third priorities were given to teaching methods and teacher

education, respectively.

.;1
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In-service eduCkt.tion and presexvice education ware ranked highest as

methods for attadking problems inmathematica:aducation. ?valuation

of learning, grants to local schooli, apd long-term research projects

were ranked third, fourth, and fifth, respectively.

National curriculum pro,lectelind grants to commercial firma were

ranked 1.owast as methods for attacking pioblems in.aathiatLc s education.

Although most people saw general problems of education as more critical

qthan ipecif c problems of mathematics educatiola, support for reaearch

on general education .ranked only twelfth out of fifteen itams.

Funding for local, small-scale projects was.giaerally'given 'priority

over large-scale national projects.

Summazy: Accommodation of talented,or

Hif more mathematics were offered to

Ivo

afted_students
0

\talented or gifted stu ents, flirst
r

choice woul, be a broad selection of enrichment topics, fo/ owed, by

work on computers or numerical analysis.
.

at

Summary: Comparison of mathematics with other programs

Lay esmples felt that mathematics programs in their'schools were

the same" in evaluation as other asademic programs.

professional samples were almost evenly divided between evaluaeing the

"about.

dathematics program as "betteesor "about the same"

programs in their schools.

- 599
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Summ....m.u.leed for t......Lirovement
. _

. I, s
Mathematics ftir general educitioi vas seen as most is need of imprcive-

. . . .
meat by more than '602 of the respondents. -This vas-foll.dwed by matis--'

if .. .k, Z, .

1 statics for the vocational. itudent (24.22). Only 13.92 saw isathemefics
,

-,,
, ,

,_/ '

f4 the college-bound studants as most in n'ed- of improvement. .

2
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APPEIDIX A.1

List of Items: Demographic
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Demotrephic Item.

DEN01 I have' taught:

a) less than 3 years

b) 34 years

-c) 9-14 years

d), 15-20 years

e) more than 20 years

V ;5

DEMOI The majority ofritudants in my schocil'are residents of:

a) urban/meopolltan (population greater than 150,000)

b)..urbalt fringe/suburban

c) small city population (25,000 to 150,000)

d) town (population less than 25,000),

a) rural/fari

DE(413 I teach students who are in:

a) grades Kr3

b) grades 4.-6

c) grades 7-8

d) gradts 9-12

a) other

DEMO4 I have taken the following nUmber of mathematics content courses

for college credit:

a). 0-1

b) 2-4

c) 5-9

d) 10-15

a) more than 15

DEK05 With respect to the way schools are organized and children are

taught, I am:

-

a) very satisfied

b) somewhat satisfied

c) undecided

d) somewhat dissatisfied

a) very dissatisfied , 603



---M106 lave you taught mathematics at tha sacondary.

7 b) no

D007 The sehool at which I teach is best characterized as:

a) a community college

b) a technical school

c) a branch campus of ijour-year institution

d) an independent two-year college

e) otherQ

DEMOS The majority, of the mathematics that I am teaching this year

-
is best described in terms of:

a) tachnical mathematics of a service nature for-sptelfic

vocational programs

b) remedial help for students with deficiencies

c) meeting general education/liberal arts program requirements

d) a portion of a curriculum enabling transfer to a four-year

`fle.gree program

) other

DE(O If you consider only the background of studentsrin your classes;

as a factor, would you conclude that among the following asir
primary source Of difficulty is:

a) comptational proficiency and skills with algebra and

numb#r

b) concptual:understaading of algebra apd number

c) undeOtanding of and proficiency.with geometry

d) studi.habits for doing mathematics

e) motiVation for mathematics

DEMO If you consider-only the background of students in your classes
as a factOr, you,would conclude ,that among the following their

primary strength'is:

al-computational proficiency and skills with algebra and number

b) conceptual understanding of algebra and number

c) underatanding of and proficiency with geometry

d) study habits for doing mathematics

e) motivation for mathematics
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DM= prOfessional responsibilitiaa_nor arkbest ChiLTIACtlirigila. as:

a) teaching undeFgraduate 'courses for !Oars 132 !atheistic*.
4statistici or computer science

b) teaching undergraduate courses serving other departments

c) teaching grieduate.level mathematics

d) applied mathematics in an (ndustrial setting

e) research

DIM= The school at whiph 1 teach is bast characterised zaz

a) a college

b) a, university

c) a branch campus of a four-year institution

d) two-year college

e) other

DEM13 Do you work most frekuently with:
.

a) preservice teacher education programs

b) in-seririce teacher education programs

c) both preservice and in-service programs

d) none of the above since my responsibilities are not piimarily

in teacher education

rami4 my responsibilities in teacher education are mostly in terms of:

a) the prefeesional components of methods =4,AX...1d experiences

.h) the mathematics content component

'c) both a)and b) above

d). none of the above; my responsibilities are nat 'described in

a) or b)

----DOCL5 My work in teacher education is directed Orimarily toward teachers
at the following levels:

a) «elementary (K-6)

b) secondary (7-12)

_a) both (R42)

d) neither
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Dine My prof essiom4 tanloxle eupervigitui

the elementary school level.

b) the secontlary school level

c) Ixtek the elementary and seconda!ry school...levels

4) other

DIM17 The percent of my time spent directly in swervi ing teachers is

,4pproximately:

a) 100%

b)

c) 50%

d) 25%

e) OZ

Dg(is my supervisory responsibilities are to teachers in:

a) a single building

b) a small local school district

c) a large local school.district

AO a regional or county district

) a state

DEMI9 I am:

a) under 25 years old

b) 25 to 34

c) 35 to 44

d) 45 to 54

a) 55 or over

DEM20 I have:

a) children in elementary school only

b) children in high school only

c) ,children in both

d) no children currently in K-12

s) no children

f t

DEM21 Check the statement that best describes your formal educational

experience:

206



a) sat 'noepleted

a) high school gradwits
c) some achoo,ing beyond_ Ugh school _

4) college graduate
4. *us Van one college degree

Experience piior to-this year:

DIE22 I was a teacher:.

b) no

40" DEM23 I was a schnol board member:
C.

a) yes

b) se

DEM24 I was a teacher's aide:

a) yes, paid

1:1). Yes, volunteer

c) no

DM(25 I was a :umber of a pareats school organizati.on:

b) no

DEM26 I have been a teacher of Secondary school mathematics?

a) yes
b) no

DEM27 I have a secondary school teaching certificate:

a) yes

b)

DEWS I have an elementary school teaching certificate:

a) Yes

b) so
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aren Iwo Wen principal fors

_0-5 years
a) 540 years
c) 1045 years
4) more than 15 years

DODO Check the statement that best describes Your ,formal- educational
experience:

4
a) bachelor's degree
a). masters degree
c) .academic works between masters and doctorate

4) doctorate
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Introduce:1171ton

Consider the mathematics, program from kindergarten through twelfth grade.

Below are several phrasts indicating areas.of the program that could

receive more or less emphasis during'tbe coming decade. Sark each with
the reaRonse that brat describes your fdeling coi4cerning what rbould be

the trend.

a. should receive much more emphasis
b. should receive somewhat more emphasis
c. Should receive about the same emphasis as now
d. shogld receive somewhat le s emphasis -
a. should receive much less emphasis

UF1 Basic skills

UF2 Diagnosis and remediation

UF3 Competency based education

UF4 Minimal Competency testing

UP'S Use of calculators

UF6 .
Use of computers and other technology.

UF7 Individualization

UFS Applications of mathematics

UF9 .Interdisciplinary programs

UP= Unified mathematics program

UF11 Mastery learning curricula

UPI:2 Problem solving

UF13 Proof

UFI4 Mathematics laboratories

UF15 Formal'axiomatic,structures

UF16 Computer-managed instruction

UF17 National mathematics curricuium

UFIS Curricula based on the Psychology of leaFning mathematics

UF19 Curricula based on tbq logic of iathematics

UF20 Decimals'

UF21 Elementary mathematics spêrtalists

UF22, Women in. mathematics

UF23 Minorities and mathematics

UF24 Gifted students

UF25 Urban education \\

1JF26 Secondary mathematics specialises
\
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U727 ramtrafirsuesd

. TW28 Mathematics-and careers

UF29 geometry

1F30 Probability and statistics

1:731 Tractions-

UF32 Metric measure

UF33 Research an mathematiCe learning

U134 ,Large-scale curriculum development projects

UF35 Curricula basad an teacher expeximacsm

UF36 Daily homework

UF37 C.alculus at the high school level

UF38 Mathematics in historyand culture

UP39 Computer literacy

UFO Low achievers

UP41 Functions and analytic geometry 1

UP42 Algebra

UF43 Vectors

'1F44 Mathematics for consumers

UP45 Measurement

611
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Preference turvey"Professional Items

4

6st

'Listed below are several ways that fractions and decimals'couId be treated

in thevcurriculuM. Which of the following should be included at same point

in Ir.indiargaxten through grade six (before'gradoe 7)7

a. Definitely &mad be includdid

b. Probably should be included
c. Undecided
d. Probably should not be included
e. 'Definitely should not be included

t

1. All fractions should be written as decimals so that the operations on

them can ke performed with a calculator.
2

Operations with &actions should be taught only for fractions with,

snail denominators (e.g., 12 or
4

3. Tables of common denomin4tors (factors and multiples) should be gtven

to students.

'Students should use slide rules, graphs, and Charts (nomographs) to

saps:problems involving fractions.

Least'conmon multiple and greatest common divisor should be stressed

as basic ideas related to fractions.

Students should be taught to solve a division problem by first

estimating whether the answer will. be -larger or stmlIer ;than the

number being divided.

Fractions should be presented as answers to division problems for

example, 7/12 means seven divided by 12.

Decimals should be introduced-by relating the6 efclusively to money.

Decimals should Be.developed as a means of naming numberk between

numbers (e.g., 2.4 is betOsan 2 and 3; 2.41 is between 2.4 and 2.5).

1 . Fractions should be developed as measures of lengths.

FD1S

Listed below are several ways that fractions and decimals could be treated

.in the curriculum. Which of the following should be included after arade

six (grades seven through twelve)?

a. Definitely should be included

b. Probably should be included
c. Undecided
d. Probably shoLld not be included

e. Definitely should not beincluded
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_

1.1. All fractions should he-written as decimals swthat the !isiitratione
on then can be perfi)roted with ba, calcu,lator.

12. Operatiohs with fractions should be taught only for fractions With
mall. denominators (e.g., 12 or less).

13.
trit

Tables of caution denocinators (factors and multiples ) should be
Orin to stgdents.

14. Students Should use slide rules, graphs, and charts (nomograp114'
to solve problems involving fractions. . 1S

15.
so

Least merlon multiple and4Inmitest common divisor.should be
stressed ail basic ideas related to fractions.

15. Students should be taught to solve a division'problen by first
ostimAing whether the answer will be larger or smaller than the
number being divied.

17. Fractions should be presented as answers to divisibn problem °for
example. 7/12 means seven divided by 12,..

18. Decimals should, be introduced by relating them eiclusiveli tomemmey.

19. Decimals should be developed as a means, of naming numbers between
numbers (e.g., 2.4 is between 2 and 3; 2.41 is between 2.4 and 2.5).

9

20. Fractions should be developed as measures of lengths.

1PD2A a

Below are several statements that give reasons for including work with
-common fractions (e.g., 2/3) and decimals (e.g., 0.6666) in the school

mathematics curriculum. Pelasa indicate your reaction to eacivof them.

;: a. A very *portant reason
b. lomewhat important
c. Undecided
d. Not an important reason
a. Definitely not a reason

21. Determining how to add, sUbtract, multiply, and di:-vide

illustrates basic mathematical processes and reasoning

22.. Fractions are interpreted as measurements;for example,

length of a stick found by using a ruler.

common fractions
techniques.

7/12 is the

23. Common fractions are a traditional part of the curriculum.

.
24. Decimals provide solutions to algebraic ecuations ox number sentences.

8

- 25. common fractions are used in, college-level mathematics.

.110 El MmioIr 614
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26. Decimals are used in many vocations such as auto meChanics, carPentrY

;auMbing, and so on.

27. CcemxmLfraotioas are simple ways to illustrate division.

28. Operations with decimals ptovidemfmtal exercise.

29. Rational numbers need to be contrasted to the sets of the whole numiers.

.integers and real numbers. .

J

-30. Consumers need decimals to compute "best buysw,..

ED2B

Below are several statements that give reasons for including work with common

fractions (e.g., 2/3) and decimals (e.g., 0.6666) in the schoollnathematics

curriculum. Please indicate your reaction to each of then.

%Is

a. A very important reason
,h. SomeWhat important
c.- Undecided
d. Sot an important reason

Definitely not a reason

31. Determining how to add, subtract, mUltiply, and divide decimals illustrates

basic mathematical processes and reasoning techniques.

32. The metric system of measurement uses decimals almost exclusively.

31. Decimals are a traditional part of t,I..ze curriculum.

34. Common fractions provide solutions to algebraic equations or number

sentences; for example, 7/12 is the solution of 12x 7.

4"14`)**Ilt35. Decimals are used in college-levelimathematics.

36. Common fractions are uied in many vocations such as auo mechanics,

carpentry, plumbing, and so on.

37. Decimals provide simple ways tb illusrate division.

38. Operations with common fritctions provide mental exercise.

39. Decimals'are used in money.

40. Consumers need common fractions to compute "bestbuys".
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During the' 1980s it may be potsible to add to eaohclassroms several different
resourcei for teaching #actions and decimals. TO what extant would you want
to hive each of the following?

a. I would definitely want this
bok Thin,miglft.bp,nice to have
4. Undecided
d. I'd rather .not be bothered by this
e. I definitely would)&n.want this

41. A calculator designed so that,fractions could be input and the
would be displayed as a f;actlon.

-42. . Films and videotiiiiii op fraction_and decimal concepts.

43. Masters of worksheets and activities for fract4ons and decimals.

44. Individual study materials for fractions and decimals.

45. Student sets of measuring devices.

46. Manipulative materials such as fraction bars, strips, et cetera.

47. Drill'and practice materials.

46. Large-scale demonstration devices.

49. Resource booklets with applications. of fractions and decimals.

50. "Magic response paper" to give immediate feedbaokby revealing the

correct answer just after studenti have written their answers.

FD4

Imagine that there are available several sets of instructional materials

for fractions and decimals. Each sat of materials emphasizes one of the

teaching strategies listed below. Suppose that the materials axe equivalent

in terms of other factors. Indicate the degree to which the incorporation
of this particular teaching strategy would be a positive or negative influence

_lay= decision to-purchase-or-use-the-materials-.

SI. Geometric pictules of physical models are-used to represent computational

algorithms for fractions and decimals.

52. More than 50% of the instructional time is devoted to drill and practice

in lessons on fractions and decimals.

53. Operations with fractions axe developed within the context of applibations

problems.

54. Student worksheets are included for drill and practice on fractions and

decimal topics at the conclusion of each lesson.



SS. Slower students aro allowed to use calculatOrs so the:rimy keep up with.
t421)iimat of the class.

U. Basic operations with fractions and decimals are developed through long-
tem student projects.

57. More than SO% of the instructional tiMe is devoted to student use of
individual study materials to develop and extend fraction and decimal

SS. Basic fraOtion and decimal ideas are introduced through laboratory
investigations.

59. Deiailed notes are provided to guide the teacher inorwl presentations
-of lessons on fractions and decimals.

60. Specific objectives, criterion referenced testing, and other materials
arl included to encourage use of a mastery learning or an individually
paced model.

PDS

A committee of'parents and teachers is working on a mathematics syllabus for
your school. They have developed the following general statements. Please
indicate your reaction to each of them.

a. I agree completely
b. 1 tend to agree
c. Undecided
d. I tend to disagree
e. I strongly disagree

61. Less attention should be given to the addition and sdbtraction of fractions.

62. More attention should be given to operations with decimals than opeO.tions
with fractions.

63. Division of fractions should be omitted from the curriculum except for
very bright children.

64. Work with fractions should be delayed until seventh ox eighth grade.

65. Operations with decimals should be introduced before operations with fractions.

66. All students should master operations with decimals, but,not all should be
,expected to master operations with fractions.

67. Operations with decimals should be included in the first or second grade
mathematics program (the earlier the better).



PDS (cor44

66. Motions sboad be omitted from the curriculum.

69. only college-bound students should be taught fractions (e.g.. in algebra

courses).

1..3$

70. students should be taught fractions with small denominators useful in

various vocations.

PD6

Haw Appropriate is it for students to use -held; calculators when doing

each of the follouring activities?

a. Very appropriate
b. Only in special circumstances
c. Undecided
d. Almost never approoriate
e. Should not be allowed

71. Homework involving problems with common fractiona.

72. Homework involving problems with decimals.

73. Developing ideas about common fractions.

74. Deileloping ideas about decimals.

75. Finding equivalent forms of a given .raction (.e. 2/3 = 6/9 = 24/36).
N.

76. Reducing fractions

77. Taking a test involving fractions.

78.. Taking a test involving decimals.

79. Reducing all quantities in a recipe by one-third.

80. Finding the area of a lot whose length is 73.28 units and whose width is

35.92 'units.
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ALM

A parentwteacher committee in your school is developing a list
of algebraic concerts that should be included in the sathamatics
curriculum of the 1980s for grades 1.6. Which of the following
.shotild be included in glementa7 school cathersatics?

a. Definitely should be included
b. Probably should be inrluded
c. Undecided'
d. Prolibly 'should not'be included

a. Definitely should not be included

81. Solving open number sentences

82. Eveluatinglormulas

8. Operating with signed numbers

84. Graphing of number sentences

85. Using exponents (including scientific notation)

Writing computer programs

87. MUltiplying expressions like ( + 3) x ( - 5)

88. Hiking generalizations about numerical patterns

39. Writing algebraic expressions

90. Study of simple mathematical functions or mappings

91. Writing equations to solve word problems

92. .Studying structural properties of number systems
(e.g., the commutative property)

93. Using set notation

94. Inequalities

95. Studying finite systems (e.g.,. clock arithmetic)

ALMS

Your school system has decided that every graduating student should

have some experiences in algebra. (Specialized algebraic skills

necessary for work in higher mathematics will be available in courses

offered to college-bound stUdents.) Which of the following algebraic
tdoics should be taught to ill students?

a. Definitely should be taught to all students
b. Probably should be taught to all students
c. Undecided
d, Probably should not be taught to ell students

*. Defiditely Aould not be taught to all'students
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96. Solving linear equations
A.3-8

97. Wark with Signed numbers

98= Uss of-imPonants (includin_scientific notation)

99. Matiplying expressions like.(a.4. 3) X (b 3)

light-triangle trigonometry

101. /Writing equations-to solve word problems

102. Using quantifiers and sat notation

103. Studying finite systems (e.g clock arithmetic)

104. Solvidg systems of equations (e.g., two or mare equations with
two or more unknowns)

105. Sequences and series

MIES 2

Your school system has decided that gm= graduating student should,
have some experiences in algebra. (Specialized algebraic skills
necessary far work in higher mathematics will be available in courses
offered to college-bound students.) Which of the following algebraic
topics should be taught to all students?

a. Definitely should be taught to all students
b. Probably should be taught to all students
c. Undecided
d. Probably should not be taught to all students
e. Definitely should iot be taught to,all students

106. Evaluating formulas

107. Prephing of number sentences

108. Witing computer programs

109. Making generalizations :bout number patterns

110. Study of simPle mathematical functions cicuiappings

11. Studying structural properties of number systems
(e.g., the commutative property)

112. Imequa4ties

113. Proving algebraic generalizations

114. Adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing polynomial expressions

115. Properties of classes of numbers (e.g., integers, rationals, reals)
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ThemajOrity'of col1ege4ound students will not.be science or loathe-,

-macs nada'. Vista of the following avenged algebraic topics
ihould be included in the secondary school curricalmp for thee" students?

a. Definitely should be included ,

b. Probably should be inclvied
c. Undecided
d. Probably should not be included
e. Definitely should 4ot be included.

.116. Matrix algebra (e.g., linear systems)

117. Mit* mathaxatics (e.g combinatorics)

118. Probability functions Ce.g., probability theory)

119. The system of complex numbers

120. Trigonometric functions and their inverses

121. Theory of equations (e.g., fundamental theorem, solvability)

122. Analytic geometry (e.g., conic sections)

1234.-.Algebraic structures (e.g.,`groups, rings, fields)

124. Categories of functions (e.g., algebraic, exponential, transcendental)

.125. Introductory calculus

126. Limits andcontinuity

127. Sequences and series

128. Exponential and logarithmic functions

129. Approxima4ng graphed data with best-fit poLynoittats

130. Vectors and yector spaces,

-13I;---1(athematid.-11models

132. Systems of non-linear equations

113. Transformations applied to graphing

134. Approximating the roots to higher degree polynomial equations

135.. Trigonometric identities and equations .

AL 2

Imagine that there are available several sets of"instructional
materials for algebraicxoncepts and skills. Tbe materials differ

in that each emphasizes one of the curricular goals listed

below even at the expense of other 'goals. Suppose that the

materials are.equivalent in terms of other factors. Indicate
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the degree to which emphasis on the stated goal would b a positive

ipfluence on tlus didsiclio we.= to bij these curri044raltir

a. Strong positive influence
b Somewhat positive influence
c. No. influence or undecided
d. Sassishat negative influence

Strong negative influence

Algebraic concepts .and skins are taught:

136. To consolidate arithmetic Skills.

;.374 To learn to read.mathemstics

138. To preserve options with respect to career and vocational choice.

139. To assure adequate scientific manpower.

140. To gain skills necessary for work and vocations.

141. To gain ad appreciation for a type of ntbeatics that is
more powerful and versatile than arithmetic.

142. To prepare for'college.

143. To build the background for taking more mathematics.

144. To understand the uie and potier of computers.

145. To learn how to apply mathematics.

AL 3

During the 1930s it may be possible to add to each classroom several

different resources for teachimg algebraic topics. TO what extent

would you want to have each of the following?

'a. I would definitely want this
b. This might be nice to have
c. Undecided,
d. I'd rather not be bothered by this
. I definitely woUld not want this ,

146. Cplculators that can display the equation of a line given

the coordinates of two points

147. Individual study carrels equipped with computer assisted

instruction terminals and vi4e6tape cartridge playtrs

148. Booklets of algebraic applications to contemporary problems

149: Masters of worksheets add activities

lsp. Physical materials and equipment for laboratory experiments
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A.371.1

151. ',mond cOmputers for every two'students

232. Booklets of- games and recreationa/ activities that
analyzed algebraitally rs.

153. Calculators that will disPlay the roots of a linear or quadratic
-equation when the coefficients are input

154. Materials with minimal reading requirements

155. Computer-driven sraphing and plotting equipment

Imagine ilium there are available several sets of instructional
.nmterials for algebraic topics. Each set of materials emphasizes

, one of the teaching strategies listed below. Suppose that the
materials are equivalent in terms of other factors. Indicate the
degree to vhich the incorporation of this particular teaching
strategy would be a positive or negative influence La your decision
to purchase or use the materials. ,

a. Strong positive influence
b. Somewhat positive influence
C. No influence or undecided
d. Sam*What negative influence
e. Strong negative influence

156. Problems that arise in the social or natural sciences are
used to extract and develop,algebraic concepts.

157. Student wamksheets,are included for drill end,prectice am
algebraic topics at the conclusion of eadh lesson.

158. A/gebraic concepts are inferred from the general patterns
of arithmetic.

159. Basic algebraic ideas are developed using computing devices.
1.

-160. Basic algebraic ideas are introduce&through laboratori,
investigations.

161. Deductive sequences are used to develop new algebraic ideas

and structural characteristics,

162. Geometric models,'simple machines, and other-applications are
used to develop algebraic concepts.

163. Ideas are introduced through lang-term, realistic student
projects.

164. More than sax of the instructional time is devoted to student
use of individualOstudy materials to develop ind extend.

algebraic ideas.

165. leis expected that students will read formal isresentations

of basic algebraic ideas before classroom activities are
devoted to these ideas.
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4VAK-

Th. mathematics curriculum committee of your school system is*
considering the possibilitr of placing topics trosCalgebra
different points in the.curriculust. Roue rout to their

. following suggestions.

a

a. agree completely
b. tend to agree
c. lIndecided
d. Itind to disagree
46 strongly disagree

166 -Every student graduating from high school slhould he required
to take a fu/lowystar,algebra, course.

6

167. Algebra should be studied for two liars-before taking a course
in geometry.

168. A special algebra course for vocational students should be
offered., .

169. for many students, a "historical and culturarathematice
courwshould.b. subetitpted for algebra.

170. The:theme fer algebra courses, should be functions.

171.. Algebra should be combined with, geometry and. other mathimatical
... areas instead of being taught in separate coUrses.

172. Different algebra courses should be offered for studentswith
different interests and abilities.

173. By 1990, the skills and concepts of the traditionel beginning
'algepra course of the 1970s should be acquired before students
enter,ninth grade.

174. Trigonometry should not be included in algebra dourses at any
level.'

175. Formal wor with algebra should be dropped from the 4ho9l
curriculum since it bears so little relation to real world
prahlems.

2

Bow appropriate is it far students to use hand-held calculators
when doing each of the following activities?

a. Very appropriate
b. Only in special circumstances
c. Undecided
d. Almost never appropriate
a. Should not be allowed



176. Taki4 an algibra tast.

. 177. Making a graph frma a given equation.

178. Timiing 'the solution of an equation.

179. Tinding the value of d. when dgigt2, if gat32 -and tad.

180. Working algebra work problems. .

181. Dmsonstrating that (a + 142 42 for several specific
values of a and b.

182. So lv,ing spate= of linear equatiOn.s
with two or more unknowns).

183. Checking answers.

184. Simplifying ressions containing irrational aumbers

two or more equations .

185. Working 'with limits of sequences.
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'.4 3714,

,

0

--tisted below are -several 'topics related to %/bale numbers *hat could
ba treated * the curriculum. Which of tba. follom*g should be included
in ,elemaptirvschool, mathesserrigsZ. -7_

,

a. Definitely should be included
-

bf Probably should be included
c* Undecided
de Probably should not be included ,

a. pettasolly sliouid,nat be inctuould

186. Several'diffirent algorithms (methods) Or eacb, of thelcur basic,
-*operations's° thatAchildren ranchos's* the maw! AO Prefer

187. Techniques of estimation
*

.188. Specific strategies for solving word prohlems
0

189. Mathematical puzzles and games:

190. Operations with signed numbers or integers

191. Justification of each'step of an algorithm by relating it to
basic number properties

192. Mental calculations without.,the aid of paper'end pencil or
calculator'

193. Multiplication and division developed simultapeousty to emphasize
relationshi s between ihem

194. Specific instructions for operating a four-function calculator

195. Tests of divisibility

196. Only tl,e most efficient algoritWm (method) for each Operation
is taught.

.197. A paper-aid-pencil algorithm (method) for calculating square roots,:

198. Computational and/or checking shortcuts (e.g., casting out nines)'

199. Addition and slibtiaction developed simmiltaneously to emphasize
relationships between them

200. Specific consumer skills liki balancing a checkbook and calculating
beat'buys

VS 2

Mmagine that there are available several sets of instructional materials
for whole number concepts and skills. The materials differ in that each
emphasizes one of the curricular goals listed below even at 04 expense
of other goals. Suttoose that ti,e materials ire equivalent in terms of

other factors. Indicate the degree to which emptiest.* on the stated goal

should be a positive inflnence on the decision to use or to buy these

curricular materials.
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a Strong positive influence
b* Smiewhat *witty. influence
c* Ito influence or =decided
d. Scasewhat tive influence
C. Strong t ve influence

*J.

ole number concepta and skills are taught:

201. -To acquire the qualificatiOas necessary for obtaining many jobs.

202. Ty,. able to cloven on standardized fasts.

203. 'To understind the 8=1:Acton' of mathematics*

204. To develop 'logical thinking ability.

205. To gain an appreciation for the beauty of numbers.

206. To develop disciplined %vet habits.
-4

207. To icquire the skills necessary for Consumerdecisions.

'208, To develop the fundamental understandings upon which other =the.,
natics learning is built* .

209. To preserve a traditional emphasis in the curriculum.

210. To learn to read mathematics.

WN 3

During the 1980s it may be possible tooadd to each classroom several
different resources fort teaehig whole number concepts and skills.
To what extent would you wan yto have each of tkie 'following? .

a. I would definitely want this
b. This'might,be nice to bit4e
c Undecided
d. I'd rather not be bothered by this
e. I definitely would not want this

211. A calculator for every student

212. Short videotapes io illustrate basic computational algorithms

213. "Magic response paver" to give immediate feedback by ievealing
the correct answer just after students have writtem their
answers -

. 214. 'Audiotapes for verbal drill and practice

215. Physical materials for each stbdent to use in modeling basic
_operations and algorithms

-;

216. Masters of worksheets add activities

217. Resource books compiling examples of arithmetic apolied to real-life

situations
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, _. .5=5.

ite

. .

218. Saill Ropeasable ealcutators or computers

219. Packages of satirials for individual twient,Atudy

220. Standardised practice tests ,fcr basic -skills

VW 4

at

t,

.

Imagine that there arwavailableieveral sets Of instructional satirists
for whole numbers. Each sit of 'materials emOhasites one of the teachims
strategies listed below. Suppisse t;:t the materials are'squivalent

terns of,other factors. Indicate degree to which the incorporation'
of this Particular teaching strider" voutdbe A positive Or flegAtiVO
influence in your decision to purch a *ruse the materials.-

a. Strong positive influence
b. Somewhat positive influence
c. So influince or undecided
d. Somewhat negative influence
e. Strong negative influence

221. Geometric pictures areused assOdel\s for computatio4.

2224 Calculators are used instead of teadhing paper and Pencil algorithm*.

223. More.than 507. o/ the instructional time is devoted to drill and

practice when teaching.the,basic facts...

ifirk-

,

224. The introduction of calculators is.postponed until students have
learned both the meaning of the operationa and the. paper and pencil ,

halgoritns for them. .

,
.

,

225. Physical materials, such as rods and area blocks, are given to
every student to use to madel whole number algorithms and generate

4rsvers. 0 .

226. Slower students are allowed to use calculators in order to keep
up with the rnst of the class.

227. Specific objectives, -criterion-referenceli testing,snd other materials .

*ea included to encourage use of a mastery learning or an individually
paced model.

228. Manipulative materias are used in a mathematics laboratory at
o .

least once a week.

229. Activities are included which require going outside the classroom
(Perhaps on fiela trips) so that whole number operations may be
illustrated wit# real-life examples.

230. Hare than 507. of the instructional time is devoted to student
use of individual study materials to develop and extend whole

number ideas.*
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The following statements regardin Whole,number computation'were
generated at a recent parent-teacher meeting at your school. Please
ind4ete your reaction to each -of then. \

a., I agree completely
*b. tend to agree
c. Undecided
d. I tend to disagree

Z strongly disagree

231. Every student should master whole:ntimber coMpu
and pencil before graduatink from high sdhoo\l.

23Z. Collegei.bound high sdhool students ihould sp'eua at least three
weeks of every_ school yeavreviewingiduuleinniber ctciputation..

with paper .

233. 'Student* who cannot Master paper-and-pencil computatipns brthe
end of grade 8 should be reiluired to take a ipecialmimth grade
Awthematics course,on the use of tht band-held calculttor.-

234. The appropriate time to dd remOial work with whole number
cceputation is in an adult schOol or junior college after
students can see thesneed and importance for calculating.,

235. Algorithms for multi-digit computitions should mot be introduced
until grade 7 when students are =ave.:nature.

MI 6

Row appropriate is it for students to use hand-held caloulatorsiWaem
doing each of the following arithmetic'activities?

a. Very appropriate
b... Only in special circumstances
c. Undecided
d. Almost never appropriate
e. Should not,be allowe4

236. Learing basic numbeefacts

.237. Doing\homework
a'

238. Taking a test on whole number computation

..239. Learning properties of different operations

240. Doing the division 6414- 17,

241,/ Multiplying 782 x 59

242. Solving word problems

243. Subtrdiiing 2,150 - 1,983
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A.3-18

244. Multiplying 3 x 13

245. Checking answers'

246. -Calculattag change from five dollar bill
..

247. Doing's, chain of'calculations involving several different
opera mu

-248. Leaxaink why the long-division algdrithm works

241. Adding the cost of several items in a grocery cart

250: Finding the divisors of a given number

1.

r

I

4

bj0
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GMIZ.

A parent..teacher committee in your school is develoning/silist of
geometric concepts that should be included j.n the Imathematics
curriculum:during the 1980sIor grades Which Of the following
should be included in elementary school mathematins2

e. Mtfinitely shouldlhe included
b. Probably should be included
c. Undecided
d. Probably shoulci not beAncluded
a.- Definitely should not'be included

251. Geometry eg tesselations (tiling)

252. Geometry,of distance and direction (vector gemnetry)

253. Ths-lieometry of shadows (projedtive geometry)

2Ir. Conseructions with a straightedge and compass

255. Similar'figures (magnification and reduction)

256. Congruence by transformations (slides, flips and turns with movement
of figures to match)

257. Logical reasoning principles including axioms and proofs

258, Properties of triangles aqd rectangles

259. Three-dimrnsional geometry

260. Parallel and perpendicular lines

261. Geometry on a sfillere (globe)

262. Congruent (matching) figures by the methods ofiuclid

263. Properties of circles

264. Geometry of symmitry \,

265. Coordinate geometry (associating numberlairs ith points)

A parent-teacher committee in your school is studying the po ibilities
for revising geometry as it is presently offered in your secon ry
schools. Which of the following geometric topics should be stud d by
all students graduating from high school.

a. Definitely should be studied by all students
N,

b. Probably should be studied by all students
c. Undecided
d. Probably should not be studied by all students
e. Definitely should not be studied by all students

266. Geometry of tesselations (tiling)
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A.3-20

267. Geometry of distance and direction.(vector geometry)

268. The geometry-of shadows (projective geometry),

269. Similar figures (magnification and reduction)

270. Congruence by transformations (moving figures to natch) or
reflection

271. Logical reasoning principles including axioms and proofs

272. Properties of triangles and rectangles

273. Three-dimensions/ geometry

,274.- Geometry of the sphere (globe)

275. Congruent (matchit*) figures by the methods of E4c1id.

'1

MIES-2

276. Properties of circles

277. Coordinate geometry (associating number pairs with points)

278. Finite geometries (e.g.,.nine Point geometry)

279. Symbolic logic and tnith tables

280. Non -Euclidean .geometries

GMIS

The majority of college-bound, students will not be science or maihematics
majors. Which of the following advanced geometric topics should be
,included in the secOndary school oltrriculum for these students?

a. Definitely should be included
b. Probably should be included
c. Undecided
d. Probably ihould not be included
'e. Definitely should not be included

281. Locus theorems

282. Straightedge and compass constructions

.283. Coordinate.(amalytic) geometry

284. Symbolic logic and work with truth tables

285. Vectors

286. Transformational geometry
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.287. A variety of proof formats Ce
tsomeohavs0

Now,Euclidean, geometry .

289 sTransformations by mstrices

290. naite.gecostri;ies

291. Projactive geometry

.5.

292. Geometry ef the sPhere

293. Solid geemetrY

294. Nitmork 'theory ,

295. -Study of axiomatic structures

042

Imagine that there are available several sets of instructional materials
for geometry. The materials differ in that each emphasizes one of the
curricular goals listed bolow avam at tht ezp ens* of other goals. Suppose
that the materials are equivalent in terms of other factors. Indicate
the degree to which emphasis on the stated goal should be a positive
influence on-the decision to use or to buy these curricular materials.

-

a. Strong positive influence
b. Somewhat positive influence
c. No influence or undecided
d. Somewhat negative influence
e. Strong negative influence

Geometry is taught:

296. Tt motivate'students Itho dislike computation.

297. To develop job-oriented skills.

298. T9 appreciate historical and Cultural development.

299. To learn to make proofs..

300. To develop spatial intuitions about the real world.

301. To learn to read and interpret mathematical tiguments.

302. To practice arithmetic and algebraic skills. \

3. To develop logical thinking abilities.

To develop skills and knowledge needed by the consumer.

To acquire the knowledge needed for study of more mathematics.
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,During the 1980s it may be possible to add to each classroom several
different resources for teaching geometric topics.----To, what-extent
moult you Stant to have each of tt,i,e following?

-46 1 ia4d1 ditanitily want thia
b. This might Unice toUloms.4
c. lhuUmaded
d, I'd rather not be botharmi by this
a. I definitely would mit want,this

, 306. Computer geteratetend animated graphics

307. kit of measuring tools for err, student-

308. Short films or videotapes sho4ing basic.gecaetric concepts

109. Masters' of worksheets's and &Cavities

310. Individna/ study materi4s fin' geometry

311. Retource books with applications of teccerryto rea/ problems

312. Drafting tables sag-equipment

313.. Large-scale demonstration models and devices

314. 35 mai slides of basic geometric figurei..for blackboard pro edtion

315,-Menipulative materials and laboratory experiments

GM4

Imagine that there are available several sets of instructional materials
for geometric topics. Each set of lasiterials emphasizes one of the
teaching strategies listed below.' Suppose that the materials are
equivalent in terms of other factors. Indicate tke:degree to which
the incorpOration al this particular tag:Ching strategy would be a'
positive or negative influence in your decision to purchase or use the
materials.

a. 'Strong positive influence
b. Somewhat positive influence.
sc. No influence or undecided
d. Somewhat negative influence
e. Strong positive influence

316. Activities are incladed that would require students to go outside
the classroom to measure ehings.

317. Students are expected toj read formal presentations of basic geometric
ideas before classroom activities are devoted to these ideas.

318. Student worksheets are included for drill and practice on geometric
topics at the conclusion of.each lesson.
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A.3-23,
319 Saito geomeirie ideas are ILItonftesa,throuSh laboratorY investigations

320. Specific objectives, eriterion-reieren444 testing, Tindr'Other
materials are included to encourage us* of,.a misterif -learning
or an individually 'paced model. . \\

,

321. More than.= of the instructional time is devoted to student
use Of.individual study materials to develop and extendz,geometrie
ideas.

.e
e}

322. Activities are included that anticipate the.classi being di!"1404
into, small discussion groups.

123. .Simulations,Wlierein each'student plais the role cladonsumer or
worker using geometri in real world situetions.. are frequently,
Included.

A..

324. Detailed totes are provicled to guide the teaoher in oral presentation
of geometry lessons. ?;f

325. Long-term projects are suggested that are designed to be assigned
to individuals or to teams of students.

The matheiatics curriculum committee of your school system is consiaering
tht possibility of placing topics from geometry at different points in the
curriculum. ,Please react to-the:following suggestions.

a. I agree completely
b. I tend to agree
c. Undecided
d. I tend to disagree
e. I strongly disagree

326 A full-year courAe in geometry should be delayed until students
have taken two years of algebra.

327. A full-year course in applied geometry (navigation, measurement,
inruitive development of concepts) should be available as a high

,school elective course.

328. No geoMetric:topics should be taught before seventh grade.,

.329. Separate courses in geometry should be abolished and geometry
content integrated with other mathematics in grades 1C-12.

'330. Geometry 'modules should be developed that could be inserted in
Aesent mathematics courses or combined to form short-courses
lasting from two to twelve weeks.

331. The geometric topics presently taught in elementary schools form
an adequate minimum knowiedge of this arca for high school
graduation.
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332. 'A second year of advanced igeteetry should be ofiritred' in high scWools.'

.333. Much of the mathematics taught in grade 4 should \be geometry
allaying a "pause" in ttie 4evelopment of arithmetic concepts until
children an reach a nese developmental level.

334. Intuitive geometric concepts are at least as- taportant in grade
1 as number 'concepts,

335 More of the mathematics curriculum in grades 7 and ihould be
\

CM6

devoted to geometry.

i ,

Row appro4riate is it for students to uselland-held ealeul so\tors in

connection with each of the following types of leometric se ivities?
_ -

a. Very appropriate
'b. 'Only in special circumstances
t4 Undecided.
d. Almost never appropriate
e. Should not be allawed

336. Finding'the midpoint of a line, itthe ,c4ordinates
are (2,3) and 7,1)

of e indpoints

337. Computing the area of a trapezoid

338. Findipg the length of the third side of 1,L right triangle using

the Pyihagoreen theorem

339. Finding the measure of the complement or supplement of a 57 angle

340. Doing geometry homework

341. Finding the circumference of a circle, given the diameter

342. Calculating the volume of a-cone,--when the diameter of the
base is 6 cm and the height is 10 cm

343. Using trigonometry to find the length of a side of a triangle

344. Calculating the coordinates of the new vertices of a triangle

-after a given transformation

345. Taking a geometry test

63 6
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igereutmtsmdmiroi6mittse in ymun *chola ham; sugg*stod topics in, probability

'and statistics tbit:t Multi be taugfit in the mathematiO program for Vrades X.6

.dUring the 1980s. React to the suggestion* of the committee by indicaing

mdlicth topics shoiad be includf* in elementary school mathematics.

,pefinitely should be included

b. Probably should be includek
c. Undecided
d. Probrably should ngot be included

is% Definitely should not be included

346. Collection and organization of-data (e.g., graphs. tables).

-347. Predicting outcomes.

348. Reading and interpretinF statistidal information

)349. Measures of central tendency (e.g., swan, median, mode).

3s3. measures of spread (e.g., range, quartiles. et cetera).

351 Calculating the probability of an event occurring.

352. Combinations and permutations.

353. Testing of conjectures and hypotheses.

354. Calculating probabilities of compound and conditional events.

355. Decision-making (e.g. ,for voting or consumer situations).

PSIS

Listed below are topics in probability and statistics which could be included

in the secondary school mathematics curriculum. Identify the most inclusive

group for whom you feel instruction on the topic is appropriate..T

a. moncollege-bound secondary school students

b. Coliege-bound secondary school students

c. All secondary school students
d. NOt appropriate for secondary school students

e. Undecided

356. Proba*lity distributions (e.g., normal, binomial).

357. Predicting outcomes.

358. Curve fitting and prediction.

159. Measures of central tendency .(e.g., mean, median, mode).
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PS= Ccent.?

360. Iiankingprocadur*s.

361. CalculSting the probability of an event occurring.

362. ,Correlation.

.363. statistical4_011stimi of hypothesesj
_

364. Reading and interpreting statist4cafinfo=ation.

365. Decision-making (e.g.e.for voting or COMIUMat situations).

a

4.

366. Measures of spreade-,-.1.* rang** q2artii0a)

367. , Combinations and pernutations.

-368 ,Experimental design.

369.'7 Collection aneorganination.of data, (e.g., graphs, tables).

370. Calculating probabilities of compound ana conditional events.

ps2

1

Mmagine that there are available several sets of instructional ziaterials for

probability and statistics. The materials differ in that each emphasizerone
of the curricular goals listed below even at,the expense of other goals.
-Suppose that the materials are equivalent in terms of other fictors.. indicate
the degree to which emphasis on the stated goal should be a positive influence
on the decision to use or to buy these curricular maisrials.

a. Strong positive influence
b.' Somewhat positive influence
c. No influence or undecided
,41. Somewhat negative influence
e. st,rong negative influence

Probability and statistics are taught:

371. To help consumers deal with statistical information.
1

372. To enable students to read and think critically about graphs and other
- data in other subjects such as science or social science.

373. To give experience in dealing with estimation and approximation..

. 374. To apply mathematics to other disciplines.

375. To understand the use and power of computers.
t.



.376. To demonstrate how to organi.146 summariz and present data in easily

intartirstab4 forms. .
\

377. 'To provide practice in such basic mathematical topics as.sets, ratio,

and graphing.

.378. To-teath skills necessary for.employment. .

379. To teach skills necessary for further study.

380. To provide Oractice in basic computational skills.

PS3

During the 1980s it may be possible to add to eath classroom severel different

resources for teaching probability and stitistics. To what extent would you

want to have each of the.following?

.a. I would definitely want this_
b. This might be nice, to have
c. Undecided
d. I'd rather not be bothered by this
e. I definitely would not want this

381. .A syllabus that suggests probability and statistics topics and methods

for each grade level together with specific times when they should beN

introduced.

382. A series of short films ro videotapes that can be used to mot vete and,

introduce-specific probability and statistics concepts.

383. Inservice materials to teach teachers the content,of probability and

statistics.

384. Probability and statistiés textbooks-that emphasize projects and activities.

385. Audiotapes of lectures by eminent statisticiani.

386. Probability.and statistics Materials for Use, with small computers.

387. Masters of worksheets andactivities for probability and statistics.

388. Resource books with applications and problems'from probability and statistics.

389. Individual study materials for students.

390. Descriptions'of teaching methods appropriate for probability and statistics.

391. Standardized tests in probability and statistics which allow for comparison

with students from other schools.



P53 (cant)

392. Coordinated curriculum materials for probability and 3tatis4cs

.
encompassing textbooks,-laboratory equipment, films, *tides, t cetera

393. A test item bank 'with test items coordinated to behavioral objecttves
suitabie for probability and statistics

394. Booklets, of experiments and related laboiatory equipment

395. Outlines of outstanding presentatioso in probability and'statistics

,

Mmagine that there are availale several sets of instructional. materials,
or probability and statisticS. Each.set of materials emphasites one of
the teadhing strategies liste0 below. Suppose that theinaterials art
equivalent in terms of other factors.. Indicate the degree to whiCh the
incorporation of this partic4ar teaching strategy would be a positivegF,
negative influence in your diCision to purchase or use the materials.

a. Strong positive inflUence
b. Somewhat positive'influence
c. No.influence or undeCided

d. Somewhat negative influence
e. .Strong negative influence

1

//

396. 'Students.are required to analyze data that they.have gathered
outside the 'classroom (e.g., stFiet-corner interviews).

397. Students perform experiments xiith dice and cards and study games
of dhance.

398. Materials include many examples of real world data suCh as those
taken from newspapers and periodicals.

399. Students are provided/with -readr-made data bases from previously
completed experimenti.

400. StudenEs are expected to read formal presentations of basic probability
and statistics ideas before classroom activities are devoted to these
ideas:

401. Cases where, statistics were misinterpreted or misused are studied.

402. Detailed notes are provided to guide the teacher in oral pFesentations
of probability and satistics lessons. ,

/
403. Problems that arise in the social or natural sciences are used\to

extract and develop probability and statistics concepts.

Piojects are suggested that are designed to be assigned to individuals
or to teams of students.

404.

405. Specific objectives, ceiterion-referenced testing, and other materials
are includtd to encourage use of a mastery learning or an individually

paced model.
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P83

'The mathematics curriculum committee of your school systms is cnnsidering

the possibility'of it..roducing topics imisrobability and statistics at

different points'in the curriculum. Please react to the following

44gestioos.

a. t dam 'completely
b. 2 tend to agree
c. Undecided
d. t teud to disagree
es I strongly disagree

406. Probability and statistics should be a required course for all

ointh graders.

407. Ideas from probability and statistics should be iniluded ia every
mathematics textbook from grads 1-8.

. 408. A course in probability and statistics /silting at least,oue semester

should be offered as a high school elective for students Vh&have
'successfully completed.one'year of algebra..

409. Probability and statistics thould only be poosidered as enrichment

topics for mathematici.

416. Probability and statistics should be Offere4 aq-part of the getueral

uathematics or consumer mathematics Course: ,

411: Probability and statistiet should replace most of the traditional
work with fractions in, grades 6, 7, and 3.

412. Probability and satisties should be offered as a senior-level
advanced course-for high abi/ity mathematics an& science students.

413. Probability and statistics ahould be offered as part of'an inter-
disciplinary dourse (e.g., with science or social studies).

414. Statistics belongs in the curriculum but probability dees not.

415. Probability belongs in the curriculum but statistics does not.

.PS6

How appropriate is it for students to use hand-hold calculators when

doing each of the fallowing activities while.studying probability and

statistics?

a. Very appropriate
b. Only in special circumstances

Undecided
d. Almost never appropriate
a. Should not be allowed

416. Calculating the average of the numbers 5, 7, 12, 19 and 23

417. Making a graph from a number sentence or equation

41e.. ,Taking a probability and statisticirtest
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Listed below ern severalwaps thet,-ritio, proportion, and/or perOent
could bctreated in the curriculum. 'Which .og the-following treatments

should It inaSed- th.fclinal, tattainio4s ,P*frogrina

e. 11e:finitely Should be included \
a. Probabay ihould be included'
c. :Undecided
d..,Prdbibly should not be iticluded

e. Definitely should not be iocluded,

421. Ratio should be 'introduced as &measure of the "steepness"
,of different straight-line graphs (*.Se. the slope of lines):

422. Percent should be introduced in a reellife context.

423. Direct:and indirect variations should be identified-es two
different patternsowhen loppe..are graphed.

.424. Percent should be introduced in terms offerchandising
(e.g., discount sales, percent of profit).

425. Proportions should be introduced With illugrations of simple
chemistry, and physics experiments:\

4

426. 4 percent, such as 63%, should be cOnverted to the ratio of
63/100.

427. astio-should be introduced as a method for determining the
"kest buy" in a supermarket or sporting goods,store.

428. Each percent problem should be solved \by writing an appropriate
number sentence.

t.

429. Every percent problem should be solved by setting up a proportion.

430. Ratio should be developed as a special kind of fraction before
applications of the concept are made.

43% Proportions should be introduced as ways to describe mixtures.

432. Proportions should not be rdignified.by special treatment but as
simply a part of equation solving. .

433. Shortcuts and memory devices should be taught (e.g., "the product
of the means equals the product of the extremes").

" 434. Percent should be introduced as a special key on a calculator
end the meaning of the concept should be discovered by examining
the effects of that key.

435. Ratio and proportion should be developed in connection with .

-similar geometric figures even in non-geometry courses.

P11..0
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Imagine that there are available several sets of instructicinal_Imaterials

for ratio, proportiad and-percent. The materials Alger i# that eath
emphasizes one of the curricular goals listed be1dVeven at the eXpenso \
of other-goals. Suppose that the materials are equivalent in terms of
other factors. IndiCate the degree to which emphasis on the stated goal
should be a'positiveinfluence on the decision to use Or to buy these
curricular materials.1

a. Strong poilsitive influence
b. SomeOhat poSitive influence
c. No influence or undecided
d. SomeWhat negative,influence
e. Strong negativic.imfluence

436. To preserve a traditional emphasis In the curriculum.

437. To provide a setting for practicing computational skills.

438. To acquire conSumer skills such as Using percent in analyzing
the financing pf a purchase such as a new car or a house.

439. To demonstrate that ratios provide/the foundations for a
powerful reasoning process.

1\

440. To learn special techniques, suCh;as direct and inverse
variation, that arepowerful tool's in sciences such as physica

"s' :and chemistry.

441. To develop praportional thinking as an important probl
solving technique. 7

442. To identify "dents who posses mathematical talent.,

443. To develop, al:1ply, and extend tihe'Lnderstanding of fractions.

,444. To acquire skills necessary for, applying mathematics, in vocational

settings.

N

445. To develop and, practice discipl ed work habits.

RP 3

During the 1980s it May be possible to a d to each classroom several
different resources for teaching ratio, roportion, and/or percent.
To rat extent would you want each of the following?

k a. I would definitely want this
b. This might bC nice to have
c. Undecided 1

d. I'd rather not be bothered by this\

e. I definitely would not want this

446. Charts for read4g percents visually

447. CAlculators that allow three numbers of a proportion to be input,
with the fourth number calculated and di played when the "equals"

key is pushed 6 4



448. Small computers or calculators programme4 to handle all three

types of percent problems automatically

449. A aboratory boolic of experiments illustrating istio_and proportion

450. Indiv ualized study materials for ratio sad percent

451. Machines,for plotting graphs

t452. taster copies for making activities and worksheets

453. Mathematics laboratory manipulative materials for ratio and
percent

454. Resource bodks of application* of ratio and percent to
reaUslife problems

455. Short films and videotapes illustrating basic concepts of ratio
and percent ,

RP 4-

Mmagine that there are available several sets of instructional materials

for ratio, proportion, and percente Each set of materials emphasizes

one of the teaching strategies listed below. Suppose that the materials

are equivalent in terms of other factors. Indicate the degree to which.

the incorporation of this particular teaching strategy would be a positive

or negative influence in your decision to purchases or use the materials.

a. Strong positive influence
b. Somaldhat -positive influence
c. No influence or undecided
d. Somewhat negative influence
e Strong negative influence

06. Simple physical experiments to illustrate ratio,'proportion, and
percent are done in a laboratory setting. .

457. .Student worksheets are inzluded for drill and practice on ratio,

proportion, and percent topics at the conclusion of each lesson.

458. Projects involving ratio, proportion, and percent are included for
assignment to individuals and teams,of students.

459. Specific objectives, criteriod-referenced testing, and other materials
are included to encouragefthe use.of mastery learning or an

individually paced model.

460. Field trips are taken in'which students can observe the use of
ratio, proportion, and percent La business and industry.

461. Aztivities are included that anticipate the class being divided

into small discussion groups.

462. Graphs and charts are used to eliminate 4S much computation as
possible.



463. Students are **cted to read formal presentations of basic ideas
of ratio, Proportion, and/or percent before classroom activities
are devotsd to those ideas*

464. Each ratio;-proportion. or percent topic is introduced by giving

the.class &problem..

465. 'Detailed 'notes'are provided to guide the teacher in oral presenta
tions of lessons about ratio, proportion, and percent.

RP 5

The following statements regarding the tapics of ratio, proportion,
ind/or percents, were generated at a recent parent-teacher meeting
at your school. Please indicate your reaction to each of them.

a. I agree completely
b. I tad to agree
c. Undecided
d. I tend,to disagree
e. I strongly disagree

466. Ratio and proportion should not be introduced until grade 9.

467. Only bright students should be taught all three types of percent
problems.

468. The mastery of percent problems should be a condition Aar high
school graduation.

469. Dfore time should be devoted to ratio and proportion than is
presently allowed in the school curriculum.

470. Most of the work with direct and indirect variation should be
handled in science clesses rather thAn mathematics clAsa.

RP 6

How/appropriate is it for students to use hand-held calculators when
Acing each of the following types of ratio, proportion and/or percent
activities?

a. Very appropriate
b. Only in special circumstances
c.. Undecided
d. Almost never appropriate
e. Should not be allowed

471..Taking a test,en ratio, proportion, and/or percent

472. Doing homework

473. 'Calculating the number of dollars saved if a $250 coat is purchased

during a 307. discount sale

6 16



474. Checking answers

475. Salving the problem, "If 3 cans of corn cost 890 what would
be the cost of 10 cans of corn?"

476. Finding the distance from Centerbirg to Roseville if the length -

separating them on a map..is lt inches an4 the nap scale is 1 indh mg
3)ailes

477. Pinding-what percent of $3000 would yield $50 itteres
period of a year

478. Developing ideas about percents greater than 1007.

479.. Calculating the final amount owed if an item sells for $15 and
the sales tax is 57.,

480. Given that 4 hours work is needed to produce 17 finished
brackets, finding how much time is:needed to produce 25

';/



Listed below are several problem solving techniques that might be taught

to elementary students. Which specific techniques should be inclUded in

the mathosetics curriculum. of the elementarv sehool2

a. Definitely should be included
_b... Probably should be included
c. Undecided
d. Probably should not be included
so: Definitely should not be included

481. Categorize problems into specific types (e.g., age, distance-
rate-time), then teach a method of solution for each type.

482. Generate many possible answers Using a calculator or-eomputer,
then Check to see which one meets th* conditions of the problem. .

483. Write and solve a simpler problem; then extend the solution to
the original problem.

484. Explore the problem by using flow charts.

485.1 Translate the problem into number sentences or equations.

486. Guess and test possible solutions.

487. Start with an approximate answer and work backwards.

488. Draw a picture diagram or graph to represent the problem situation.

489. Construct'a tableaand search for patterns.

490. Teach primarily global problem solving ideas (e.g., read, plan,

waft, check).

PI118

Listed.below are several problem solving techniques-that might be taught

to all secondary students. Which specific techniques should be included

in the mathematics curriculum of the.secondary school?

a. Definitely should be included for all secondary students
b. Probably should be included for all secondary spaents
C. Undecided
d. Probably should not be included for all secondary students
e. Definitely should not be included for all secondary students

491. Categorize problems into specific types (e.g., age, distance-
rate-time), then teach a method of solution for each type.

492. Generate many possible answers using a calculator or computer,
then check to see which one meets the conditions of the problem.

493. Write and solve a simpler problem; then extend the solution to the

original problem.
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484 ftplore the problem either by using flow Charts cmby writ

computer program'

495.. Translate the problem into sentences or equations,

486. Guess and test possible solutions.

497. Stazt with aft approximate answer and work backwards.

4414 Construct a table and search for patterns.

449. DT01 a picture diagram or graph to represent the problem situation.

500. Teach primarily global problem solving ideas (e.g., read, Plan,

work, check).

PB 2

Imagine that there are available several setts of instructional materials

for problem solving. The marerials fiffer in that each emphasizes one of

the curricular goals listed below emirem at the expense of other goals.

Suppose that the materials are equivalent in terms of other factors.

Indicate the degree to which emphasis on the stated goal should be a

positive influence on the decision to use or to buy these curricular

materials.

A. Strong positive influence
b. SomeWhat positive influence
c. No influence or undecided
d. SameWhat negative influence
e. Strong negative influence

Problem solving is taught:

501. To provide a setting for practicing computational skills.

502. To develop mehods of thinking and Logical reasoning.

503. To identify students who possess mathematical talent.

504. To learn how to read mathematics.

505. To apply recently taught mathematical ideas.

506. To acquire skills necessary for living in today's world.

507. To develop the skills to approach new topics in mathematics

imdependently.

508. To develop creative thought processes.

509. To acquire problem solving techniques that.are vital to having

a well-rounded education.

610. To enhance the ability to apply mathematics in science.

al
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During the 1980s it'ssay be possible to add to each elasiroo= several

'different resourees-for teaching problem-solving To 'What atent would

you want to have each of the-

a I would definitely want -this

b. This might be nica'to have
c. thdecideli"

4. I'd, rather not be bothered by this

m. I, definitely would mot want this

511. Colputers for problem eiploration

''

'512 Textbook modules for teadhing approptiateeproblem solving strategies
,(heuriatics) at everypade level

513. Inservice training on problem solving methods for all teathers who

teach mathematics

514. Supplementary materials which contain =anymore problems like
those in textbooks

515. Resource books with koblems that appeal to girls

516. Card files of .problems
k4a

517. Materials in every class for modeling problems and problem. solutions

(e4., graph paper, measuring devices, constructionsticks, et cetera)

518. Materials for problem solving contests and competitions

519. Laboratory resources outside the school for problem investigation

520. Hand-held calculators for use in problem solving situations

521. Hesource'books of problems written especially for ethnic Minority

students

522. Textbooks with all-verbal problems in a single chapter

524. Nora time for mathematics (e.g., longer class periods)

524. Practice tests similar to standardized problem solving tests

525. A resource guide to real-life problems

4

Imagine that there are available several sets of instructional materials

for'problem solving. Indicate the degree to which the incorporation of
each of the following strategies would be a positive or negative influence

in your decision to purchase or use the materials.

a. Strong positive influence
b. SomeWhat positive influence
c. No influence or undecided
d. Somewhat negative,influence
e. Strong negative influence .
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526. Students work in small groups to solve prOblems.

527. Problem assignments are designed to Challengs*u4ents.to thiMk.

528. -Students are requireCto create problems and exchange them 'with
one another for solution

I.

529. Reading is dc-emphasimed by presenting problems orally or with
pictures, charts, et cetera.

y

530. Problems are included which require more than a single class period
.to solve.

- \\

531. Mare than 50% of the instructional time ic,devoted to drill and
practice on problem solving.

532: ,Problems are used to introduce mathematical topics.

533. Students are taught to solve problems according to types
(e.g., mixture, time-rate-distance).

534. Only problems which students can answer quickly are assigned.

535. Projects that involve real life problem sitdations should be
assigned to individuals or teams of students. ,

536. Students are shown how to solve a problem, then-similar practice
problems are assigned.

537. Students are expected to read formal presentations about problem
solving methods before classroom activities are devoted to these
ideas.'

al

538. Problems are given in which the use of physical materials will aid-
in the solution.

539. Problems are given that do not have exactly one correct answer.

540. Specific objectives, criterion-referenced testing and other materials
,are inolu4pd to encourage use of a mastery learning or individually

paced model.

Pus

A committee of parents and teachers is working on a problem solving
curriculum guide far 'your. school. .They are considering the following

general statements. Please indicate your reaction to each of them.

a. I agree completely
b. I tend to agree
c. Undecided
d. 1 tend to disagree
e. I strongly disagree

541. A separate problem solving course, lasting-at least one semester,
7-Shoul4 be.required of all,students before high school graduation.

651



542. Problem solving is a function of intelligence and cannot really
be taught except to gifted students.

543. Short problem solving units should be included after each mathemaiiciel

topic is taught. .

.

544. Met students should study practical applications of mathematics;
only a few should study pdztles or esoteric mathematical. probloss.

545. Prdblem solviag is important only for college-bound students.

546. Di fer0t problem4olving courses should be offered 53r girls.

11
547. 1 problima solving should be done within existing mathematics

curses.,

548. An interdisciplinary problem-solving course should be offered.

549. Problem solving should not be taught in tbe elementary grades.
.

,

,

550. Students should be taught to find problems within'situations.

Il
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Listed below ate topics coicerningsaasuressent that could be included
in the mathematics textbooks for the elementary school during the

64 120.. Which of r.he following should be included in the elementary
school mathemitics program?.

Deiinitely Should be included
b. Pidbebly.should be included
c. Undecided
d. Probably should not be included
4. Definitely should not be included

551. Scientific notation (e.g., 5000 5 x 103)

552. The multiplication and division of units (e.g., miles x
hr

0

553.. Conversion between iiifferent measurement systems
Es E

554 The, metric systei

555. Signifipant digits

556. Formulas for areas of polygons and circles

-'.557. Use of measurement devices (e.g.,.rulers, protractors, micrometers)

558. The Use of both non-standard and stanfard units of measure

559. Estimation of measurements

560. History of measurement systems

MS1S
S

Listed below are topics concerni4measurement that'could be taught

.
at some point in the secondary school. (grades 7-12) mathematics program.
Which are of sufficient significance to iaclude for all students during

the 1980s?

a. Definitely shouId be included for all students
b: Probably should be included for all students
c. Undecided
d. Probably should not be included for all students

e. Definitely should not be included for all students

,

561. Angle and arc measuremen't

562. The multiplication and division of units.(e.g miles x hr is miles)
hr,

563. Conversion between similar units in different systems

.0 564. The metric system

565. Significant digits
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5664 1Poriagas for &VW of polygons .amd o#cles

567. Torso las' for distance on tise.,coordieete. giant

5158. The utak of arbitrary and:standardized units of measure

569. Estimation and appioximations_o_fileasures

570. Eistory of measurement systems_

\

*gine that there are available several setiof instrUctionat materials
r measurement. Tharmateriela diffa'inthat eack emphasizes one _of the

icular goals listed below eiven atithe expense of other goals. Suppose
that the materials.are eqUvaient interms of other lectors. Indicate

t:t\
-degreiFIRA-whieh emphasis on the stated-goal'should. be a positive
luence on the decision to use or.1.6 buy these curricular materia/s.

2

_

a. Strong poiittve influence
b. ,Somewhat positive influence
C. No influence or undecided

Somewhat negative influence
Strong negative influence

Heasurtient is taught:

571. IN, deve/op skills that are prerequisite mother sc.hool work

sOch as science or mathematics.

572. To give meanings to the numbers that are ules1 in arithmetic.

573. To provide laboratory experiences.

574. To develop physical coordination.

-5 75 8e fCtaOlUfO r measuremen g. pfotractors ,
rul s micrcateters, calipers, scales).

576. To relate mathematics to historical and cultural developments.

577: For ov\eryday use in the hose (e.g., comparisons, decisions).

578. Zo acquire skill* necessary for living i today's world.

579. To divelop job-oriented ski114.

580. To develop and practice estimation skills.

MS3

During the'1980s it may be possible to add to each classroom several
different resources for teaching measurement. To what extent would
you want to have each of the following?

654



a. I would definitely want this
Is. This might be nice to have
e. Undecided
d. I'd rather not 'be bothered by this
a. definitely-would not want this

581. A basic kit of measuring tools ffr each student

582. Films or videotspes showing basic measuring processes

583. Masters of 'worksheets and activitilrx..

584, Electrenieswasuring tools that show all measurements on a
digital display similar to that.of Ay-calculator

585. Individual study materials for measruement

586. Calculators with special keys for converting between measurement
systems

.

587. Large-scale measuring devices for teadher demonstrations.

588. Student boOklets trperiments or.activities

589. Videotaped inierviews with craftsmen and workers describing
how they use measurement on the job,

590. 'Resource books with problems involving the application of
measurement concepts

N.54

Imagine that there are available several sets.of instructional materials
for measurement. Each sei of materials emphasizes one Of the teaching
strategies listed below. Suppose that the materials ire equivalent in ,
terms of other factors. Indicate the degree to which the incorporation .
of this particular teaching strategy would be a positive or negative

t influence in your decision to purchase_or use the materials.

a. Strong positive.influence
b. Somewhat positive influence
c. No influence or undecided
d. Somewhat negative influence
0. Strong negative influence

591. Activities are included that would require students to go
outside the classroom to measure things.

592. Assignments for students Or teams- of students include piojects

that require measurement.

1

335. Presentations and discussions of measurement
.

techniques are given

before students actively measure.

594. Basic measurement ideas are introduced through laboratory investi-
sations.
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.595. Noce than 50% of the instiu
mita individual study mat
sent -idiss.

ional time is devoted to student .

to develop and extend nassure-

596. Simulations, wherein esch s
worksr using measurement in
included.

597% 8tUdent -worksheets are inc
ment topics at the conclus

ant plays the ?aloof a consumer or
eal world situations, are frequently

ed for drill and practice an measure..
of each lesson.

, 4

598. Uch measruement to ic s introduced by giving the class a problem.

599. Detailed notes are provi to guide the teacher.in aril
presentations of lessons about measurement.

600. Specific objecttves, criterion.referenced testing, and other
materials are included to encourage use of a mastery learning
or int individually paced model.

1115

The mathematics curriculum committee of your school system is considering
the possibility of placing topics in measurement at different point*,
in the curriculum. Please react to the following suggestions.

a. I agree completely
b I tend to agree
c. Undecided
d. I tad to disagree
e. I strongly disagree

601. All work in measurement should be taught by science teachers oi
in the context of spnce lessons.

602. Work on measurement should appear at every level-from K-8.

.603. Topics in measurement should not be introduced before junior %I.gh

eclat.

604. Measurement should be a major theme.of geometry,

605. Measurement should be a strong focus of ninth grade general mathe-
matics or econsucter mathematics.
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low appropriate is -it for students to use hend*held'talculatars in

ecnanection with each of the following isassurement .actiwities?

a. Very appropriate
b. Only in special circumstences
c. Undecided *;

d; Almost !wirer appropriat*4
e. Should not -be allowed

606. Finding the number of .gall!ns of water a $ wimaimg pool will holld '

607. Taking a test =measurement

608. Convertin'fram ant system of units to anothsr

609. Calaulating the diameter of a tree after measuring 1.0

circumference

610. Doing homework problems involving melsurementf

611. Finding the volume of a rectangular shipping crate, 2 ft. x 4 ft.

x 5 ft.

612. Finding the number of rolls af wallpaper necessary to cover the

walla of a room whose dimensions are given

613. Checking answers
A

614. Finding the area of the opening of a fireplace 125 m tall and

205 cs wide

615. Findidg the total length of a road rally course given the odometer
readings at various checkpoints

01,
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A.346

As citizens of the 21st!century, today's students w11 1ivei a world
heavily influenced by cOmputeFs and calculators: ,Wh ch of thi. followiag

topics ShOuld,be included in the mathematics curricts um of the 1980s?

a. Definitely shouldAie incladed
'b. Prdbibly shoulet,beiiclided -

c. Undecided 1
d. Probably thould\not be ineltided
e. Dtfinitely should not be iatpuded

616. Procedures for acceSsing or operating a compluter

61/. binary storage and access systems

618. Writing programs ta a simple computer language sueb

619. IThe roles of computers ta society (record-keeping)
et cetera) *

620. Methods for debugging or correcting computer programs

621. Issues of privady and security raised by computers

tea

BASIC'

lation,

622. The functioning of microprocessor units
\

623. Flow chartimg
\

\

624. The use of .achine language.

\

625. History of computini devices

626. Languages for ao0computational programs (e.g., Course Writ,r, PLATO)

,

4217. Operation of a programmable calculator
\

628. The types of mathematical and non-mathematical problems that\can

be solved by a computer

629. Computational programming languages (e.g., FORTRAN, COBOL)

030. Data processing for business applications (e.g., billing, inventory

control)

Mmagine that there are available several sets of instructional mateia1s

for computer literacy. The materials differ in that each emphasizes' one
of the curricular goals listed below even at the expense of other goals.

Suppose that the materials are equivalent in terms of other factors. Inc4cate

the degree to which emphasis on the stated goal'should be a positive .

influence on the decision to use or to buy these curricular materials.

6 5



a. Strong positive influence
b. Somewhat positive influence
c. NO influence or undecided
d. Somapihat negative influence,
e. Strong negitive influence

Computer Literacy is taught:

631. To acquire fundamental computer techniques necessary for
vocational training.

632. To prepare for the 21st,century in which almost everyonewill be
.interacting directly with a computer or programmable device.

633. To introduce alternative techniques for solving problems, proving
theorems, et cetera.

\

634. To understand the capability of the computer to'provide access to
Large bodies of information (e.g., information retrieval syttems).

635. To develop logical thinking abilities.

CI 3

During the 1980s it may be possible to a'dd to each classroom several

different resources for computer eduction programs. To what extent
would you want tc have each of the following?,

a. I would definitely want this
b. This might be nice to have
c. Undecided
d. I'd rather not be bothered by this
e I definit,ely would not want this

636. Wall.sized demonstration screens connected to computers for

vodeo output-

637. iterminal connected to a large computer

638. Several small, personal mini-computers for each class

639. Equipment for batch processing (e.g. , card readers, paper tape
punches, magnetic tape and diiks)

640. Workbooks with paper and pencil algorithms simulation computer.
processei

CL 4

lmagiLe that there are available several sets of instructional materials

for computer topics. Tach set of materials emphasizes one of the teaching

strategies listed below. Supnose that the materials are equivalent in

terms of other factors. Indicate the degree to wiich the incorporation
of this particular te.iching strategy would be a positive or negative
influence in your decision to purchase ovse the materials.



A.3-48

a. .Strong pcisitive influence

b. SOmewhat positive influence
c. No influence or undecided
d. Somewhat negative influence
e. Strong positive influence

.641. Cases vhere tv4e cpmputer was misused are-studied.

642. Students are expected to read formal presentations of computer .
ideas before classroom activities are devoted to these ideas.

643. Program writing is taught by-a trial and error approach that
emphasizes discovery of fundamental programming principles.

644 Programming techniques are taught by computer-assisted instruction
in a tutorial mode.

645. Students are assigned individual projects to study different computer
applications and the.impact of these applications.

646. Computer ideas are taught by Omulations using large scale devices
to demonztrate how a computerlOmrks.

647. Field trips are taken in which students can oPserve the use of
computers in business and industry.

648. Detailed notes are provided to guide the teacher in oral presentations
.of computer topics.

649. At least 507. of the instructional time is devoted to students writirg
computer programs.

650. More than 507. of the"instructional time is devoted to student use of
individual study materials to develop and ear nd cqmputer ideas.

CL 5

A committee of parents and teachers is working on a blueprint for
introducing computer literacy topics into:, your school's curriculum.
Please react to each of the following statements being considered by
the committee.

a. I agree completely
b. I tend to agree
c. Undecided
d. I tend to disagree
*. I strongly disagree

651. Computer literacy courses should be taught primarily within the
social studies curriculum since it is the effect of computers
upon society that is important.-

652. At-least one course whose major theme is computer literacy and
which lasts for at least one semester should be required!of all
high school graduates.

660
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.:651. Students should interact with a computer or computer terminal

as early as the primary grades.

654. Separate computer science departments should be established in

high schools to parallel mathevatica departments and science
departments.

655. All high sdhool graduates should be able to write simple computer

programs.

656. Computer literacy topics should be integrated within the present
mathematics curriculum from grades X-12.

657. Because the computer techniques needed for vocational training

are different from those needzi by college-bound students, at
least two different types of computer courses thould be offered

in every high school.

658. Xnowledge of computers is only needed by specialists; they should
receive courses and training in this area only after they leave

high.school.

659! Courses about computers should be strictly elective.

,

660 Computer courses should use a wide variety of hardware with
instructions in the use of each type forming a major part of

the comrse.
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Preference Survey Lay end Generic Items

Generic Calculator Item:

Haw appropriate is it for students to use,hand-beld.calCulators when doing

each of the following activities?

a. Very appropriate
b. Only in special circumstances
c. Undecided
d. Almost nev.ar appropriate
e. Should.not be allowed

G661 °"- Doing homework

G662 Developing ideas and concepts

G663 Taking a test

.G664 Checking answers

G665 Solving word problems

G666 Doing a chain of calculations
operations

G867 Learning uty an algorithm works

G668 tearning basic number lacts

G669 Making graphs

G670 Solving equations

G671 Computing area

G872 Using trigonometry

involving several different

Generic Ikthads Item - Elementary:

4.

Imagine that there.are available several sets of instructional materials

for a mathematical topic. Each set of materials empbasizes one of\ the

teaching strategies listed below. Suppose that the materials are equiva-

lent,in terms of other factors. Indicate the degree to which the incor-

poration of this particular teaching strategy would be a positive or nega-

tive influence in your decision to purchase or use the materials at the

elementary level.
a

a. Strong positive influence
b. Somewhat positive influence
c. Undecided or no influence
d..Somewhat negative influence
e. Strong negative influence

.G673 More than 50% ,of the instructional time is dTpoitto,drill and,

practice.

G6,74 Specific objectives, criterion referenced testing, an4ther
materials are included to encourage use of a mastery,learnini;

or an individually paccd model.
e'

s
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0675

0676

0677

078

0679

vStUdent worksheets are included for\drill and practice.at the

conclusion of each lesson. \

Detailed notes are provided to guide tbe teacher in oral pre-

sentations of lessons..

More than 50: of the instructional time Is:demoted to student

use of individual study materials to develop., snd extend ideas.

Slower students are allowed to use calculators so that they may

keep up with the rest of the class.

It is eicpected thatstudents will read formal presentations of

basic ideas before classroom activities are devoteyo these

ideas.

G480 Activities are included which require going outside the class-

room (perhaps on field trips).

0681 Basic ideas Are introduced through laboratory iavestigat ons or

experiments with materials.

0682 Physical models are used to represent algorithms or develop \

concepts.

G683 Concepts or procedures are developed within the context of real-

, world or application problems.

0684 Ideas are developed through long-term real-life student projects

designed to be assigned to individuals or to teams of students.

0685 Activities are included that anticipate the class being divided

into small discussion groups.

0686 Simulations, wherein each student plays the role of consumer or

worker using mathematics in real-world situations, are frequently

intluded.
_

0687 Deductive sequences are used to
characteristics.

0688 The introduction of calculators
learned both the meaning of the
pencil algorithms for them.

develop mew ideas,iand structural

is postponed until students have
operations and the paper-and-

Geneiic Methods Item - Secondary:

Imagine that there are available several sets of instructional materpas

for a mathematical topic. lach set of materials emphasizes one of the

teaching strategies listed below. Suppose that the materials are equiva-

lent,in terms of other factors. Indicate the degree to which the incor-

poration of this particular teaching strategy would be a positive or nega-

tive influence in your decision to purchase or use the materials at the

secondary level.

a. Strong positive influence
b. Somewhat positive influence
c. Undecided or no influence

d. Somewhat-negative influence
e. Strong negat.ive influence
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G689 More tham 502 of the instructiams1 ti se is devoted to-drill awl'
practice.

G690 Specific objectives, criterion referenced testing, and other
materials are included to encourage use of a mastery learning
or an indtvidually paced model.

G691 Studentliorksbeets are included for dral and practice at the
conclusion of each lesson.'

G692 Detailed notes are provided to guide the teacher in oral pre-
sentations of lessons.-

G693 More than 502 of the instructional time is devoted to seudeat uSe
of individual study-materials to develop and extend ideas.

G694 Slower students are illowed to use calculators so that they may
keep up with the rest of the class.

G695 It is expected that students will read formal presentations of .

basic ideas before classroom activities are devoted to these ideas.

G696 Activities are included which require going outside Oe classroom
(perhaps on field trips).

G697 .Basic ideas are introduced through laboratory investigations or
'experiments with materials.

G698 Physical models are used to represent algorithms or develop
concepts.

G699 Concepts or procedures are developed within the context of real-
world or application problems.

G700 Ideas are developed through,long-term rga1q1ife.student projects
designed to be assigned to individuals of to teams of students.

G701 Activities are included that anticipate the class being.divided
into small discussion groups.

G702 SimüIãtiots, -whereWeach_stude,nt pl,ays the role of a consumer
or worker using mathematics in real-world ditiiations,-are
frequently included.

G703 Deductive sequences are used to develop.new ideas and structural
characteristics.

G704 The 4mtroduction of calculators is postponed until students have
learned both the meaning of the operations and the papef-and-,
pencil algoritkms for them:

41 4

Generic Resources Item - Elementary:

During the 1980's it may be possible to add to each classroom several dif-
ferent resources for teaching mathematics. To what extent would you want
elementary classroom teachers to have each of the following?

a. I would definitely want them to have this.
b. This might %ye nice-for them to have. .

c. Undecided
d. I'd rather they not be bothered by this.
e. I definitely would not want them to have this.

c
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G705 Calculators with special displays or capabilities (e.g.) designed

to bindle. fractions, equations alines)

G706 Films. or videotapes on concepts or processes

G707 Masters of worksheets and activities

G708 Indtvidual study materials

G709 Manipulative materials or laboratory equipment for individual or,

small group use

G710 Large-scale demonstration models and devices

G7I1 Resource boOlets on problems and applications

G7I2 'Computers or computer access

G7I3 Standardized practice tests

G71 A syllabus that.suggests topics and methods for each grade level

with specific times when they should be introduced

G71.5 Materials for drill and practice
w

G716 Materials with minimal reading requirements
1

Generic Resources Item - Sedondary:

Ddring the 1980's it may be possible to add.to each classmam: resources for

teaching mathematids. To what extent would .you want secondary classroom

teachers to have each of the following?

.a. I would definitely want them to have this.
B. This might be Aide for them to have.

C. Undecided
d. I'd rather they not be.bothered by this.
e. I definitely would not want them to have this.

0717 Calculators with special displays or capabilities (e.g,., designed

to handle fractions, equations of lines)

G718 Vats -or-videotapes_ on concepts or processes
.;

0719 Masters'of worksheets and activities

0720 ,Individual study; materials

G721 Manipulative materials or laboratory equipment for individual or

small group use

G722 Large-scale demonstration models and devices

G723 Resource booklets on problems and applications

0724 Computers or computer access

G725 Standardized practice tests

0726 A syllaims that suggests topics and methods for each grade level

with specific times when they should be introduced

0727 Materials for drill and practice

0728 Materials with minimal reading requirements

I



Lay Items:

Bow important is each of the following puriooses for teaching mathe-

viatica in schpols?

a. Very important
b. ,SomeWhatAmpo..tant
c. Utdecided
4. Not import&nt
e. Definitely not important

VS729 To solve problems in everyday life

VS730 To think logicallly,

VS731 To assure' an adequate supply of Scientists and engineers

VS732 To preserve student options with reSpect to potential caTiers

and vocational choices

VS733 To develop understanding of the structure of mathematics

,VS734 To develop disciplined work habits

VS735 To prepare for college

VS736 To pass standardized tests

VS737 To 'gain skills necessary for employment

VS738 To make cOnsumer decisions

VS739 To preserve a traditional part of schooling"

VS740 To teach skills necessary for continued ieork in mathematics

4.

VS74I Bow many years of high school_mathematics (in grades 9 thronh,
.12) would you require for graduation?----.

a. 0

b. 1

c. 2

4. 3

a. 4

V5742 How many years of mathematics would you require for college-

bound students in high school (grades 9 through 12)?

a. 0

b. 1

c. 2

d. 3_,

et. 4
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ACommittee is working on a curriculum guidefcm' mathematics during the

1980s for a school. The following statements Were propoced by various

committee members. Please r,eact to each. Nat the iteta if .you do nOt

it.

a, I sire, camplet4y
b. I tend to agree
c. I Ist =decided
d. I tend to disagree
e. I strongly disagree

V$743 Operations,with decimals should be included in the first- or

second-grade mathematics program (the earlier the better).

VS744 Algebra should,be combined with geometry and other mathematical

areas instead of being taught separately.

VS745
/A student should know whole-number computation witt; paper end

pencil before graduating,from hlgh school.

VS746 A full-year course in applied geometri (for example, navigation,

measurement) should be available 14 high school.

VS747 snowing how to do percent problems should be a condition for

high school graduation.
0

VS748 Mathematical problem solving is more important for college-

bound students than for other students.

VS749 Work on.measurement shou/d be taught iu the elementary school.

VS750 Work with decimals is more important than work with fractions.

VS75I Formal work with algebra should be dropped from the school

, curriculum since it bears so little relatip4 to real-world

problems: 1.

V5752 Mental calculations, without the aid of paper and pencil or

calculator, should be taught.

VS753 .
Dealing with statistical information,should be taught only as

an enrichment topic for mathematics.

VS754 Learning about:what computers can and cannot d should be

integrated wiihiu the present mathematics cu iculum from grades

1C-12. A

VS755 College4ound high school students-should spend at least three

weeks of every school year reviewing whole=numher computation.

VS756 More of the mathematics curridulum in.grades 7 and 8 should

be devoted to geometry.

VS757, At least one ,course whose major theme'is the role and uies of
4".

computers, Lasting at leaat one senester, should be required

foi.'high school iraduation.

.'657
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A.3-56

A coestittee is working on a zurriciatiM guide feeschematics during the
1980. for a school. The following statements 'ware proposed by various
committee members. Please -react -to each. Omit the item if -,you do not !
understand it

. .

ragree completely
tend to agree

I an undecided
I tend to-disagree
I strongly disagree

SN.,\

x2VS758 Student worksheets or workbooks are included for drill and

practice at the conclusion of each lesson.

VS759 Activitie-s-iikie-iidIuded-thataikicipate-thet-Uting,0
(

divided into small groups.

VS760 Tests, homework, and specific objectives ere included to

encourage each student.to attain a specified c'mpetency level.

VS76I Only problems'which students can answer quicily are assigned.

VS762 The introduction of calculators is postponed until students

havelearned both the meaning of, and paper-and-pencil pro-
4

cedures for, whole-number computation.

- VS763 Reading is, de-emphasized in textbooks and other materials.,

VS764 Ideas or procedures are developed through real-life problems,

situations, or activities.

VS765

VS766

VS767

Detailed notes are provided to g4c the teacher in oral

presentations of lessons.

Short problem-solving sectioni are included after each

mathematical topic is taught.

Physical materials, which the students can manipulate to help

them uzi-derstand mathematical ideas, are included in zany lessons.
0

Bow apPropriate is-it for students to use hand-held calculat rs when

doing each of the following activities?

Vtry. appropriate

b. - Appropriate
c. _Undecided.
d. klmoit never appropriate
. 'Should not,be allowed

VS768 Doing practice exercises in class

A comattee-is working on a curriculum guide for mathematics during the

1983s for a school. The following statements were proposed by various

committee members. flease react to each. Omit the item if you do not

,,understand
.;1\
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a. I agree completely
. b. I tend to agree
c. Z sa eadecided
d. I tend to disagree
a. I strongly .disagree it

VS769 All fractions shoUld be-wwitten_as decimals so-that work with

.thein can be done with a calculator:

VS770 A special algebra course for vocational students should be

offered.

15771 Several. ffferent procedures for.doing addition, subssadgen,

sultiplic tion, and division should be taught so, that children
\ '

coin cboosA the method which they prefer. < .

<

15772 ja, Separate course.4 in geometry should be abolished and geometry

content integrated with other mathoutics in.gradeS M-12.

VS773 .Percent-should be introduced im,terms of merchandisng (for

example, discount.sales, percent of profit).

15774 A separate problem-solving course, lasting at least one stmester

should be reqUired of all students before high school graduation.

VS77t ,Measurement --Osuld be a strong focus of consumer mathematies

courses in high school.

VS776 WOrk with fractions should be.delayed,until grade 7 or 8.

VS777 A student graduating from high school,should be required to

:take a full-year algebra course.

15778 -Students who do not know paper-and.pencil computat;en by the

end of grad1,8 si,loUld be required to take a ninth-gradei'mathe-

matics course' on the uses of the hand-held calculater.

VS779 York with statistical information,and making predictions

(probability) should be.,offered.als part of a consumer mathe-,

matics cour*t.

. VS780

#

VS781.

%

VS782 Prøblenis

sensitive

.'At least one course in mathematics for college-bound students
-

.should make lextensive use of-the'computer.

Specific

ting

VS783

coMsdier skills like balancieg a checkbook and cal-

b4t buys should be taught.

shclUld be realistic even though they might involve

social issues.

Work -with statistical information. and making predictions

(probabiIity) shouy be offered as a twelfth-grade course

for high-abllity mathematics students.

9
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111 A.3-56
40

'You are a member of a committee which is selecting materials to purchase

for a school. Indicate the degree that including each'of the'following

ef!Ching strategic! would .influence'youvdecision. '

44 Strong positive iafluence ,

.

b. Somewhat positive influence
..

c. No influence or undecided

,

d. Somewhat negative influencs
,

me. Strong negative inflUence

VS784. More than 502 of the initructional time is devoted to Arill

stud practice.
.

....

V5785 Slower.students are allowed to use calculators so that'they
...____

- may keep us with the rest of the class. ,

.VS786 Activities are iricluded which require going outside the class- tp
room.

MS787 Each new mathematical topic\is introduced with a-problem to

be solved. .

Moz-! tlhan 50Z of the instructioAal time is devoted to Student -

use lot individual study materials to develop and,e!tend ideas.

VS789 Basic ideas are introduced through oratory investigations

or 4eriments wtth materials.
y,

V5790 Students are to read about mathema iOal ideas before elassroam

activitiei are devoted to these id / -

4

VS791 Most lessons are designed to be conducted with a single large

group.

VS792 Daily homework assignments are included.

VS793 Studeats are shown how to solve a problem and then similar

practice problems are assigned.

4.

4
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List of Items: Priorities Survey



A.4-1

Priorities SurveybIteipit,

In the 1980s there will be a limited amount of money that can be spent

for the development of new materials in the areas listed below. Please
indicate the order in which you think the money should be spent by

marking the answer sheet in the following way:

a = highest priority
b = second highest priority -

c me middle-level priority
d = second lowest priority
e r lowest priority

/ '

Be sure to use each letter Øily once for the next five items.

VP01 Whole-number com utstion

VP02 ProbleM solving in mathematics

VP03 Measurement

VP04 Fractions (concepts and computation)

VP05 Decimals (concepts and computation)

a

Suppose that an additional 15 minutes each day-could be spent =mathe-
matics in your elementary school(s). Insyour opinion, how should this

time be spent? Please rank the following ideas, using the choices:

a = highest priority-
b =, second highest priority
c = midd1e-level priority
d = second lowest priority
e = lowest priority

Be sure to use each letter only once for the next five items.

VP06 Solving word problems

VP07 Drill and practice on basic numl?er skills

VP08 Exploring enrichment topics

VP09 Studying applications of mathematics

VP10 Building an intuitive base for algebra and geometry

Imagine that you have a limited amount of money to spend for the devel-
opment of new materials for grades 7-12 in the areas listed below.
Please indicate the order in which you think the money should be spent
by making the answer sheet in the following way:

a = highest priority
b = second highest priority
c = middle-level priority
d = second lowest priority
e = lowest priority

Be sure to use each letter only once for the next five items.



VP12

VP13

VP14

VP15

Algebra

PrObability

geometry

Computer literacy

Statistics

Suppose that oneneg,or extensively revised mathematics course could be

added to the curriculum of your higillechool(s). In what order would

you support the following choices?

a = highest priority
b second highest priority
c = middle-level priority
d = second lowest priority
e = lowest priority

Be sure to use each letter only once for the next five items.

VP16 develop a feeling for ideasA course that helps students

from calculus

VP17 A course that helps students

make predictions

VP1.8. A course that helps students

and selling

VP19 A course that helps students

computers handle mathematics

VP20 A course that helps students

handle statistical data and

make decisions about buying

understand how calculators and

Understand the mathematics used

in specific vocations and careers .

Of the five areas listbd below, how should
the 1980s? Use the following responses to

a = highest priority
b = second highest priority
c = middle-level priority
d = second lowest$riority
e so lowest priority

attention be given during
form a ranking:

Be sure to use each letter only, once for the next five items.

VP21

VP22

Vi23

VP24

VP25

A unified approach to mathematical topics

Computer literacy (that is, understanding of the role and uses

of computers) for everyone

Applications of mathematics

Structuie in mathematics

Interdisciplinary approaches between mathematids and-science, etc.



Of the .five areas listed below, how should.attention be given during the

1980s? Use the following responses to form a ranking:

a m highest priority
b second highest priority
c mfddle-level gravity
d at second lowest priority
e la lowest priority

Be sure to use eich ,letter IsCLE once for..the4nezt five items.

VP26 Career or vocation-orientation

\VP27 Consumer.orientation
4

VP28 Co14ge preparatory ori'entation

VP29 Recreation or leisure-time orientation

VP30 gomputer orientation

People have various opinions about the extent to which needs of various
opinioni about the extent to which needs of various types of students
are being met. Please indicate the order in which you think the need
should be addressed, using the following responses:

a a highest prioriiy
b = second highest priority
c M4.Adle-level priority

,d = second ldwest priority
e = lowest priority

Be sure to use each letter only once for the next five items.

VP31 Students whose first language is not English

VP32 Inner-city or urban-Tares students

VP33 Students of ethnic minority background

VP34 Students with mathematic4 learning problems and other handicaps.

VP35 Female students

In your opinion, in what order of priority should the follpwing areas
within teacher education be addressed during the 1980s?

a highest priority
b = second highest priority
c = middle-level priority
d second-lowest priprity
e lowest priority

Be sure to use each letter only once for the next five items.

VF36 Mathematics content

VP37 Methods for teaching mathematics

VP38 Development of teaching materials

VP39 Sensitivity to student needs

VP40 Diagnostic and remediation strategies



14.4-4

'In previous questions you have ranked priorities within tlie broad areas

of mathedatics content, studentsyith special needs, and teacher educa-

tion. To these areas might also be added the development,of non-text
teaching materials and the development of special teaching methods. In.

what order should these areas be studied or.developed during'the 1980s?,

Please indidate'your,priorities by marking the answer sheet in'the fol-

lowing way:

a = highest priority
b = second highest priority
c = middle-level priority

second lowest priority
e = lowest priority

Be sure to use each letter only once for 41e next five items.

VP41 Improved matheMatics content for textbooks

VP42 Development of special mathematics materials fo students

with special needs

VP43 Improved preservice and in-service education for teaching

mathematics

VP44 Development of non-text materials for teaching mathematics

VP45 Improvement of methods and techniques for teaching mathematics

' Many general problems fade teacher'S of mathematics (as well as other

teachers). Please react to each of the following problems using these

responses:

a = Among the most serious problems on the list

b = A more serious problem than many on the list
d = Undecided or no basis for judgment
d = A less serious problem in comparison with others

on the list
e = A minor problem in comparison With others on the list

VP46 Classroom discipline

VP47 Lgwering of school academic standards

VP48 Irregular attendance of students

VP49 Governmental or administrative.restrictions

VP50 Lack of community

VP51 Reading difficulties

VP52 Unmotivated students

VP53 No commitment to homework on the part of students or parents

VP54 Decline in student abilities

VP55 Mixing of students with differing abilities in the same classroom

V14,56. Increasing class size

VP57 Too much free time for students

VP58 Increased teacher workloads

VP59 Emphas,is on non-academic school

VP60 Restrictions on instructional materials
5 6'7%
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VP6i Do you think the general problems that face all teachers (of

the typo indicated in'itees 54 thru 68) deserve-priority Ivor
those problems specific to the teaching and learning og-nathe-,
pieties?

a AB yes
4

b a no .

c -undecided

In your o inion, how should repearch funds be distributed among the fol-
lowing areas during the 1980s?

a = highest .priority
b 'almond higheat priority
c = middle-level priority
d --second lowest priority
e =4.owast priority

Be'sure to use each letter only once for the next five items.

VP62 Row,students learn

VP63 ! iCngitmdinal,assessment of achievement

VP64 Teaching methods

VP65 Teacher education

VP66 Varying types of materials

4,

In your opinion, how do the following methods for attacking probleis in
mathematics education compare in general importance, practicality, and

efficiency? Please evaluate them by indicating your reactions in the

following wait?

a.= A very good method
b ,',Probably a good method
= Undecided

'd 0 A questionable method
e = An undesirable method

VP67 Create"many small, basic research projects

VP6S Establish a few coordinated, long-term research projects

VP69 Fund small, local curriculum development projects

VP70 Create a large curriculum development project with a nationwide

iufluence

VP71 Give grants to commercial firms for publishing innovative

curriculum materials

VP72 Give grants to local schools to improve their mathematics

program

VP73 Support the in-service education of teachers

VP74 Support evaluation of mathematics learning and achievement

VP75 Create a project to develop innovative teaching methods

VP76. Support the development of non-text materials
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VP77 Fund research forrstudy of general classroom problems

VP7S Tuna professional mathematics education organizations to

-publicize inrmvative id

V1,19 Establish mathenatics education clearinghouses for the col

lection of innovatiiematerials

VF80 pl,k,T grants to individual teachers for development ?f materials

VP81 Support preservice education of teachers

VP82 If more mathematics were offered to accomodate talented or
gifted students at the high school level, which one of the
following would be most important?

a = Additional topics in geoMetry

b * Topics 'in calculus and analysis

c = Additional topics in algebra

d n CocTuter/numerical aaalysis

e = A.broad selection of enrichment topics

f

VP83 ) How would you evaluate fhe Mathematics program in comparison
')to other academic prograis in your school system?

a The mathematics program is generally better than

most other programs..

b = The mathematics program is about the same quality

as other programs.

c = The mathematics program is inferior to other

programs.

d = I have no opinioi.

Ve

VP84 In which of tbe followtng areas do you feel your mathematics
program needs the most improvement?

a = Mathematics for.general education

'b = 'Mathematics for the college4ound student

c = Mathematics for the vocational student

VP85 Consider the content area (questions WO1 through VI005)
above that you ranked lowest (marked with an "e"). Of

the following five ideas, which comes closest to the reason
you gave this area lowest"priority?

a = The materials we presently have in this area are

more nearly adequate than the,materials we have in

the osher four areas.

677
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Thisarga &les sot present,many problems for most

teachers.

c is It is not,as imporiant for students.to develtri

skills 14 this area as it Isla. other areai in .

*it list.

d Changes ace needed Inthis area, but new materials

,wouldAle an inefficient way to promote AuCh changes.

e 0 The importance of this area will diminish during the
4

1980s.

V1286- Consider the content area (cluesmicms1/1301 through VP05) above
'that you ranked highest (marked with an "a"). Of the foLl.ow-

ing five ideas, which best describes the reasoa you gave it
high4st priority?

F.

a We hive fewer good materials to choose from in this

area than in the other four areas.

=pis is a major problem area for many, many teachers.

c It is absolutely crucial that 411 students develop
skills in this area.

d Is New ideas have been developed'in thp area that are

not reflected in present materials.

e The importance of this area will increasiduring the

1980s.

vpai tonsider the content area (questions VP11 through VP15) above
that you ranked lowest (marked with an "e"). Of the following
five ideas, which best describes the reason you gave it lowest
priority?

a = The-materials we'presently have in this area are more

nearly adequate than the materials we have in the

other four areas.

b = This area does not prpsent many problems for most

teachers.

c = It is 4ot as important for students to develop skills

in this area as itAs in other areas in the list._

d = Changes are needed in this area, but' new materials

would be an inefficient way to pramote such changes.

e = The importance of this areavill diminish during the

1980s.
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:i14110138 Cotisider tie ,conteut arei (questions VP11. thniugh VP1.5) above .
that :you ranked highest (narked wfth amt "an: Of the folloving
five ideas, which best deicribes the reason y'ou gave it highest,
priority?

A..,

a a spi hOta fewer good materials to choose fros in.this

Arai than'in the otherlour areas.'

This is a Major ?whimsy:re& for many, many teacira.

c It is absolutely crucial that unreoltudents develop

skills in this area.

d New. ideas have been developed in°this area that are ,

not 'reflected in oresent materials.,

e The importance of this area will increase during the

19808.
.

V1189 Consider the type of student (questions VP31 through VP35)
that you ranXed lowest in terms of develdping special mathe-
matics curriculum materials. Of the following five ideas,
which comes closest to the reason you gave this group lowest

.

priority?
1

a 0 I lielieve this group ha; special needs in mathe-

=sties, but the.curriculum)nore adequately addresses

their needs.

b don't believe this group has special needs In

mathematics.

0 This type of student makes up such a small fraction

of the total school population that we cannot devote

significant iesources to meeting his or hex specialized

needs.

do not have to deal with this type of studenvin my

classroom.

e 0 The needs of this -type of student must first be mati4

with approaches different than special curriculum

materials (e.g., special schools, special class

groups, etc.)

VP 0 Consider the type of student (qtéstions VP31 through VP35)
That you ranked highest in terué of developilg spc4ial mathe-

\\

matics curriculum materials. ft the following five ideas, which
comes closest to the reason Y5U.have this groUp highest priority? .

a This group has very special needs in mathematics

which should be addressed through curriculum.
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-.There are fever appropriate curriculum materials.'

far this type of student-thmeZor other PlouPs.

c = This type otstutient makes up such a large fraction

of the school papulation thst we should divots sig-

nificant resources.to meeting his on bar specialized

needs.

d = I have to diftl with many students of this typkin my

classrdhm.

4 = Thera is great fressu_te on seicols to priovide pro-
-.

grams for khis type of*qtudent.

VP91 Consider fhe area above (questions VP4i-tbr4gh, VP45) that you

ranked lowgst (marked with an'"e"). Of.the following five ideas,

which best describes the reason you gave it lowest priority?

a = The materials, methods, or understmiing that we

presently have for this area aretnore nearly sufficient.

= This area 4oes not present as many problems for most

teachers.

c = The importance of this general area will diminish
6 la

during the 1980s.

d = Changes in this area are likely to have relatively less

general-impact on mathemat ics education.

e = This irea is not very iMportant.

VP92 Consider the area above (questions VP41 through VP45) that you
ranked highest (marked with an "a").:2. Of the following five

ideas, which best describes the reason you gave it highest

priority?

a = The materials, methods, or understamdingthat.we

presently have for this area are vaty insufficient..

This Area Orebents many, many problems for teachers.

c a The importance of this,general area will increase

during The 1980s.

d We,have new knowledge that can be used id this area,

but it has not yet bean ikplemented.

e Lmprovement in this area would have a far-reaching

mpaet on mathematics education senerally.
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- IN= NCTM Member: .

.-
The Board of D roris trying to improve the servtnescbf NC= to'tesihers

and.the schools. Loo1njihud to the decidelof the 1980s, they have begun to .

collect information about teachers' curricular preferences sa priorities in an
. ,

.
effort to make &invention programs, publications and other services-better fit

youi needs. The Board will also formulate a set of curricular recommendatiOns :

for mathematics in the,decade of the 1980s. The NCIMPRISK Project, supportid by

1 a grant from the National Scieice Foundation, II collecting the infermation'to be
used by the Board of DAxectora in these activities. The enclosed curricular

-preference survey is part of that information gathering activity. Tholoard hopes
.

that you will help them in accomplishing the.goal Of -improvingservices to teachers.

by refponding to the questionnaire. , . .

TOo. curricaum preference surveg:\re include:4. ont.is for 5,44.and is labeled

. ,,. ,.

thwi your4name. The other is for .you to give to a colleagss down the hall... Plus.

give it to si teacher mho is not a membei, of NCTM 4 '

w i

----4ou win'aote dud your survey is not the samosas the one foryour col4aiue. . ,:

The .total number of items for which wi would like answers is in excess of 660--to&'

many to ask you to respond to given your time-consuming teaching responsibilities.. '
We have broken the item pool into ten different questionnaires so th4.no one will P

have tO respond to too mem questions. (Groups otteadhers rettponding.to early
versions of the questionnaire were Able to complete the task id 25 to 30 minutes.), -%

Cc note that since you are responding to only part of the itemr, salmi curricular

----issues that you feel are very important marl,* missing from youl: questionnaire.

We hope th4 these important issues ere an another tesdhers questiohnaire. -Only
by putting your responses together with those of other teaquirs will we be able to
ascertain the profession's curricular.prefarences.

Saptembax 1978

Wit hope that you will be futures-oriented in considering the alternatims;
for the questions. The NM: will use your response to geierate curricular
recommendations for the 100s.. This is your opportunity'to lei ypdr opinion

be known and, hopetul1y4,14tfluence 'the course of curriculum development, in-service
,education and NCTM policy.

e

Respectfully,

Alan Osborne, Diretor
NC7114 PtISM Project

alb



Can Lod= leo*
31C331 1==,

Tart daaatal Isittuatlaa: fear ratiparasa La the tea at ths
aller ftibt at dia tronaaaa alma. The ben La ,tabalat %sant -Wataaciaa."

Z. basitailikt:
P a. less tbai 3 years

b. 34 imtars
e. *44 lama
4. 13.920 years

eseethilpyiwriF;,.
;Z. .13ta asijaerif =Mesta La my sahmel are residema eis

eriaBireeacoetitess (populatime,srasear than 1.50,00(0

a. ittaalrissiisaborban
e. smell city-(oopciaties 25,000 to 150,000)

di. toot Cramalatioa less thaa 23.000)
a. tnraLftam

2342. tame students atus are LB:

a. stades k3 -

111. wades 44
,a. sradas ?8
4. sradm 942
e. °thee

ZW. 2 hams takaa the follmiag *umber
seams far calLege credit:

a. 134
a. 24.
a. S ,
4. 10-13
1. more thaa

of asthmatics mutest

V. With reegeet to the way scheeLs are ersanizad and children

are taught, 2 am;

a. vary aatiafiad
11. somewhat satisfied
C. usdecided
4. saundlat dissatisfied
. very disaatiafimi

Thn phrams Iliad balm indicate several arms related to saheei
mthematics that amid receive aire or leas emphasis durtmg the

*ming &made of the 1930*. Kara each Vide tha response as bast

describes year feeling conemuimiahttsisosId he the

a. should rmaiwe mach mere emphasis
is. ahead rotative samalytat mare smpbacre

go eherld remits about tha mas embalm as ma
d. Amid receive somewhat less mahasis
e, shmead reclaim much Lass emphasis

91. Irimustaty aathemattes specialists

V22. gems is uathonatics

filoarities amid matheuatica

ingsad.studasza

24 itrilea ad:bastion

II. Compacariguamaind inetructies

sr:. Wational asthmatics carricsima

t. Curricala based on dui psycheIegy oi learning aathanacics

XV. Curricula baemi oa duo Logic of asthmatics

z
4.

V. Decimals

Part 2. The raudaing questions ars *pacific to major contanc cress cle the curriculum. toter

year tiesoosaas in ch. oortius of the reseccas sheet labeled "CurricaLus frafereace Surrey.°

4 0
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imagine that thee* are amenable several sets of Instruct/omit
satarlals for ratio, proportion sod percent. The materials
differ is that each emphasises me of the curricular pals listed
helm seem at the =pease of other goals. Slaloms thee the
listaciala are iquitalmet is terms of other'factors. Indies= the
degree to width emphasis em the stated snal should be a positive
toilsome* ea the tattaios to me or to bey these curricular

A4 Strong positive Laflamm
b. Somehat positive tailsome
e. I. liftmen* or undecided
d. 501100114t OMISSMARIalmemem
a Steen sagative Salome

lotto, proportion amd perces& We taught:

.1. TO preeerve a =mil:Loma emphails te ths ousticalas

2. Thprovide a setting for plugs:gas computationa skins

3. Th acquire commoner skills such as ming peresst in esslyslag
the fimancins of Ai punkams es04% as sem caw or a beam.

4. To demonstrate that ratios melte the foundattos for
pogarial. reseo4ing prcesse.

S. To learn special techniques, such as dSreet and inverse
'artistica, that areupowarbzi tools In mach mimeos as
phYsice and chemistry.

To develap proportimeArthiaking as an isportast problem
solving techniqse.

7. TO identify stude*ts who possess sethematical talent.

AL TO devetap, apply, and exteod the usderstandias of fractims.

2. To acquire skills necessary for appl?ing mathematics is
vocational settings.

10. To dewlap and practice discip1inedgeottimOdAn6.

A! cammictse of parents and teachers is weeking on a blueprint for

introduaing computer Literacy topics into your school's curriculum.

Please react to eath of the following statements being considered by

the committee.

aa I altos completely
b. I tend to agree
C. Oedetided
41. I tend to diens:se
416 I strongly disagree

U. _Computer literacy courses should be taught prisarily
within the social studies curriculum since it is the
effect of compstees upon society that is important.

12. At least ons course whose major these is =stouter
literacy and vhich lasts for at toast one semester
should be ..equired of all high school graduates.

13. Students should interact with a computer or computer
terminal as early as the primary grades.

14. Separate computer science departments Should be
established in high schools to parallel cathenatics
departments and science departments.

Ali high school graduates should be able-to writs
simple computer programs.

li. Computer literacy copies should be integrated withis
the present machemattcs =wriest= from grades I-12.

17. Because the computer tsCbniquas needed for vocational.
training agra different from those needed by collage-
bound students, at least two different types of computer
courses should be offered in every high school.

LI. Inowiedge of computers is only needed by speciaiists; the,
should receive courses and training io this arm only
after they leave hish school.

19. Courses about computers should be strictly elective.

20. Computer courses should lass'a uide variety of hardware
with instructions in the use of each type forming a
major part of the course.

a

z

130

6 S4 ;
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terv4',""Fartd
A paroatteacher committee la your school has suggested topics
la ptobability =4 statistics that could be taught ia the
=thaw Uts program far grades X-6 during the 1980s. lasct
co the ,suggesticies of the comsittes by indicatiag wbich topics
shouid be umuldia in elemestaro school mathesiatics.

a. Definitely shoo14 be included
b. Probably should ba included

tbdacida
4. Probably 'Wald not be latiodad.
e. Definitaly Aboald act be illelSidad

21. Collection and argamisetiamof data te.g., graphs, tablas)

22- Predicting outcomes

23. lading mad latarpteting statistical infassatiom

24. Namara of csactsl tamdesoy (e.s., mean, medics, mods)

25. Zessures of spreed Ce.g., range, quartitas, ot comma)

26. Calculating ths probtbility of an meat =tarring

27. Combinations sad permutations

211. iesting of conlectures and hypo:buses

2L. Calculating probabilities of compound and coodlitUmma
4.41111M.

30. Dgetearillikin C11.4.: for eCting or calli°1111r

Darla, the 198Cs it may be passible to add to sech classroom
several different resources far =Aching probability amd statistics.
To Wog ascent would you want to have sack of the followits?

44 : would 44finitely want this
b. This might be nice to hive
C. Codecided
4. t'd rather not be bothered by this

Z definitely would not want this

31. syllabi= that suggests probability and statistics topics
sod methods for each grada lavel together via specific
times *len tbey shauld be iatroduced

32. A salsa of'sbart films ar vtdeotspes that Can be time to
maims, and introduce specific probability and statiatIcs
concepts

33. Usarvica sat:vials to teach teethats tbe columns of prob-
abiLity and statistics

34. Przbability and statistics textbooks that emphasize.pro-
,lacts,and activitiss

.Andiatapas of Lecturus by eminent statisticians

36. Probability and statistics materials far um with smell
Ipttles

I7A Mascots of warksbeets ad atiattles far probability Lod
statistics

II. Lamm books wish Applications and ptoblmns from prob-
ability and statistits

39. todividmal. study asterials for =ousts

406 Descriptioes of mains lethal= appeoptiate for orobabiiity
amd statistics

41. Stamdardisad tests in orobehility and mastics which
aUtea for comparison with swim= from attar schools

42. Lordinated curriculum asterials for probability sod
'Statistics encompassing cutbacks, Labaratory equipment,
films, pada, et cetera

43. test itta bank with :set items coordinated to behaviotal
oblectIves suitabla far trobabiIity and statistics

44. Ilawklets of apartments sad related Laboratory eqoipment

45. Malone of outstanding pressatatious in probability gad
ststiatics

42014
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loggias that there eie anrailsklarveverai sets of inetrectiosel

leterisla for probability and storisrtro. Sea set of matitials
emphasis's ogie a tho teaching ettategias listed below. Suppose
tbmt the materials ere equivalent is terms of other factors.
Medicate tho degree to which the incorporatios of this particular
teaching mutely mould be a positive or segative inflames in ,

your declaims to purchase or see tin satatiats.

44 Stroeg positive tenuous
b. Sonewhet positive infloesce
c. Bo taflusece or emdecidad
d.. Somewhat negative influents

41- P-roMS *Native influence

46. Stodeats are required to analyse data that they have slithered
outside the classrooe (e.g. streetcorner interviews).

47. Stodesta.perfom experimmitswithdice and cards and study
games of chests.

48. .Misterials include many examples ef rug wield data seam
those taken fame namtpapern sad periodicals.

49. Students are ptovided with tuady.eade data bases tone
previously completed experiments.

50. Students are expected to read formal preseetations of
basic probability and statistics ideas befo7lassrooe
activities are devoted to these ideas.

SI. Claes where etatistics oars sisintetproted sr missend
are studied.

52. Detailednotaa ar providedindde the teacher in bral
presentations of probability and statistics loslioas.

53. Problems that arise Jo tit social or natural seism= are
used to extract and develop probability and statistics
comcepts.

54. Projects are suggested that are designed to be assigned to
individuals or to teens of students.

55. Specific objectives. criterion-referenced amine. and other
entertale are included to encourage use of a mastery learning
or sa individuslly pecild-a°4114.

lumina that there are available several sets of instroctional

materials far probability and statistics. Tbe =aerials differ in

that each emphasizes one of the curricular goals Listed below even at

the stoup's of other goals. Suppose that the =serials are equivalent in

terms of other factors. 'Indicate the degree to which etphaais on the
stated goal should be a positive influence om the decision to use or to

bey these curricular =cartels.

a.. Strom positive influence
b. Somewhat positive influence

e. SO influence or undecided
A.' Somewhat negative influence
.s. Strom( negative influence

Itelmbilitly and statistical STU tame=

56. To bap consumers deal with statistical. inforsatioo.

Te amble students to read sad thiak critically about graphs
'mg other data in other subjects such as WASCO or social

aminece.

51. To give =perigees in dealing with astaimtion and approxinatIon.

59. Te may've:hematite to ocher diet-Splines.

60. Tio indanscand the Use sed power of computers.

61. 201 denoeserate beim es orianixe, SA=MiCLIMIam4 present data in

esaily letarpietable fares..

62. To provide practice in such basic matbunatical topics as

uses, ratio, and graphing.

43. Te teach skills necessary for deployment.

64. Ts teach shills necessary for further study.

65. Ta providepraatice ta basic computational skills.

6S6
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law afernINMUcta la It for madams to ege bard-held caltalseer"
abode:Sag mak ef tbe folIowing attielitioes *SU skibillialt
ptehability atatiatiala

- 11. Tarr wnewPriwis
b. *sky is special cistuostameas
e. Ildaelded
d. Alamee appropriata
4 Mold see be allowed

Vie CadmikuWWICible amereer of the amber" 3. 7, .12. 19 and 23.

7. alklei 86 Valok from a amber senteate or seatios

61. Takla' a r.M1LLay aid statistics toot

CalaClatiag tbe prObability that samertgaments will occur
is asexual& segoewee

70. Beteg homework ia probability soistazisats

m

4111:11M11111711.1111111.147111111114141111

0 0

Tba asthaaatias curricula" camattas of your schoel micas is emaciating
time passibility of tatroduaing topics le probability and SCX:litialt
az different points is the carriculumo. Plums resit tir the following
waggestimes. ,

a. IC agree- completaly
2 toad to apes

a. Dadeelded
d. 2,tawd to diaagree
a. strongly disagree.

71. IttApability sod statistics aboali be.a omitted course_
for ell Math gredacs.

72. %Less from protwaility sad mastics should be inaluded
ta every mathemssacs taotboolk tram ;radium l4.

73. Amass is probability and statistics lasting az least
see ammater should be offered as 4 high school elective
for madam mho bare outcassfullycznplimmed-oea roar of

laSeicl!"

74. Probability sod statistics should tali be considered as
aoriabeser topics far seataweelcs.

73. .ProbabiIity sod statistics should be offered as part at
the seam& lattiratzlial ar comarec nathonstics comm.

76. fiebability aed staziatias *bead replace seat of the
tiudfdlosat verb with tractinas ia grades 6, 7, aed S.

-

IP. frebability sad statistics shoald be offered as a
sesisrAaval advaaced comma far high abilitY wwdow-
astir* amid salaam students.

76. Probability sod statistics abOalid be offered as part
of so intsrdisciplinary cams (e.g., vitb =taus ar
antlai arodiss).

791, Statistics belongs ta tha curricula' but probability
doe" sec.

SO. Probability balaegs is the curricula' bat statistics
does Mt.

6 S
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laggise that there are evailableseveral sets of instructioed

material's for isometric topics. tuts set ef materials emphasises

me of the machine strategies listed below. Suppose that tbe

saterials are equivalent in terms of other factors. %MUMS
the degree to width the incorporatiom of this particular
maim strategy w-uld be a positive or negative isflumace
ie tbs decision tt Arches. or C24 the sauzials.

a. Strome positive influsete
b. Somewhat positive totlamoca
C. Me isflusece or undecided
d. Somewhat negative tannest*
e4 Strom positive inflame=

81. Activities sr* inauded that would reqmire etude= to go

=tads the classroom to !Isamu= things.

82. Stodests are expectei to read formal presentations of basic
geometric ideas before classroom activities ass demoted

te theme Uses.

83. Student worksheets are included far drill and practice=
geometria topics at the coaclusion of each lassoo4

84. Basic geometric ideas are introduced thromgh laboratory

83. Specific objectives criterice-referseced =same, amd other

materials are inclulied to encourage use of a. meezery learsieg

or as individually paced model.

IL Mare than 3C2 of the imetructiaosI time is demoted to.studast

use of indiviimal etudy satirials to develop and estemd

geometric ideas.

17, Activities axe included that anticipate the class being
divided ism small discasaioa stoups.

SS. Simulatioes. wherein each student plays the role of a

consumer or worker usimg geometry in real world situations.

ere frequently included.

89. Detailed notes are provided to guide the tescher_ia oral

presentation of geometry lessees.

90. Lonvterm ptojects are suggested that ars deelened to be

assigned to individual, or to teams of students.

During the 1980. it nay be passible to add to each classroom

several different resources far teachins algebraic topics. To what

accent would you want to hove each of the following%

e. % would definitely MOW this
b. This sight be nice to-have
c. Undecided
d. D'd rather not be bothered by this
e. I definitely would not want this

91. Calculators that can display the eraation of a line
given the coordinatei uf ma points

924 Modividual study carrels equipped with computer
assisted &attraction terminala amd-sideotspe cartridge
Players

93. Sookletiof algebraic applicatims to comtemparary
problems

94. Masters of worksheets and activities

93. Physical materials and equipment fur labamatory

espetimeste

90. Persomel computers for every tea salience

97. looklets of gases end recreational activities that can
be amalyrad algebraically

14. Calculators that will, display the roots of a linear CT
quadratic equation when the coefficients ars, Input

99. Materials with minimal readims requirements

IOU. Computer-driven graphimg aod platting equipment

42445
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Listed below are sererel problem iebuine minted's tbst might
Is tmeght te sissestary'srudents. Which specific techsiouse
'Medi be included Is the sathenatina carriculum el the simar

SBZ
a. Defislady swu34 be included
16 Probably sbeeld be Secluded
a. Delesided
4. Probably sbesid net be included

. 116 Didlitiglar should net be included

MI. Categorise problems Leta specific types (e.g., ego,
disumcm.rsto-cIam), thee melte method a selactos
far esab type.

SOL ,Goaerste may possible masers using a calculator or
respeter then cheek to #40 which ass meets tbe
414t4mes of the problem,

IOU Stitt end solve a simpler Psalm; 01:1MMI =Mg the
selmeies to the orjiaa prabSAm6

104. Were the 'rola= by swiss flee cbmrts6

itg6. imeslate the problem Sato number smaceseas or
esseeSess.

1000 Cases mad tau leasable selettems.

/07. Start eith as appromimece =soar amd sorkbecionzds.

L. Csaserser a cable sai'd search far pectsras.

109. Arm a picture disco= sr graph co represent Ohs
problem sicsaties.

11.0. Teeth prtmirily Whoa problem miring ideas
reed, plea, work, cheek).

0



Dear NCTH .

The Board of Directors is trying to improve the services of NC= to teachers
and the schools. -Looking ahead to the decade of the 1980s, they have begun to
collect informi#on_about teachers' curricular preferences and priorities in am
effort to make.convention programs, publications'And other services better fit .

your needi. The,Board' will also formulate a set of curricular recommendations
for mathematics in the decade Of the 1980s. The NCTH PRISM Project, supported by
a grant froi the National Science Foundation, is collecting thwinformation to be
used by the Board of Directors in these activitiei. Theenclosed curricular
'Preference survey is part of that information gathering activity. The Board hopes
that god, will help them in accomplishing the goal of improving services to teachers
by responding to the questionnaire.

TWo curriculum preference surveys are included: One is for you and is labeled
with your name. The other is for you to give to a collo**, down the hall. Please
giva it to a teacher who is not a member Of NCI&

You will note that your survey is not the same as the one for your colleaguee.
-The total numbe; of items for which we would like answers Ls in excess of 660r-too
many to ask you to respond to given your time-consuming teaching responsibilities.
We have broken the item pool into ten different questionnaires so that no one will
have to respond to too many questions. (Groups of teachers responding tO early
versions of the questionnaire were able to complete the task in"25 to 30 minutes.)
Do note that since you are responding to only part of the Items, some curricular
issues that you feel are very important may be missing from your questionnaire.
We hope that these important issues are on another teachers questionnaire. Only
by putting your resoonses together with those of other teachers will webs able to
ascertain the profetsion's curricular preferences.

Wo hope that .you will be futures-oriented in considering the alternatives
for the questions. The NCTM will use your response to generate curricular
recommendations for the 1980s. This is your opportunity to let your opinion
be known and, hopefully, influence the course of curriculum development, in-service
education and NCTH policy.

Ab-

Respectfully,

sL
Alan Osborne, Director
NCTH PRISM-Project .
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evietashe !hemp
MN, MO 21COV:

7b* asereci IsfasooktiCss 112thir foot terospies
=ger tioist at Os room= shoat. The hos is- ISM*

1.1eme taeght:

a. lima thou; you*
10. 344 yestes
sa. to% years
4. 236020 pests
S. =et that 20 ?ears

U. nemajartir ef sadists tinge? =bra ere rosidesta ists

a.' orbssieotyleolitaa Coese4atioe riestsr thaa tso,pop
b. metes triaptswherbast
a. amen sit, (papal:xi= 25,000 to 130,000)
d. tame (soosistiss Less :has 23,000)
s. ,rarsilifsma

2310 t too& samlects who sr ist:

a. grad.' ke3
h. SWAM 444
e. Whigs lei
4; gni= ff.42
o other

V. I ham tikes the fel/meta nemberief satheistisis canton
users.. 6/measlier. aredit:

a. Ofti

h. 24.4

a. 59
4. 10.15
-a. mmre than 1.3

V. iftek mime% se ebis yo3P salamis are arrenized and children
are tameht. % an:

a. very satiattsd
h. semawhat satisfied
a. undecided
11. somewhat dissatisttad
a, wary dissatisfied

The phrases Listed bib" tailgate several areas related to ecbmoL
mathematics that weld rocaivs are or less emphasts dustig the
sodas &wadi et dle 19110.. Nark each with the reavemai that'heat
duarlbes year &dim coutireisivhst ;build be the Lrend.

a. Ohme14 suasive much smrs mapharis
h. shield receive somewhat mere emphasis
a. should receive ablest the same .mohasis as caw
4. sisald maive somewhat %ass owchssis
4v shmmld relative such tags amitosis ;

. Ifisacasy isszslas torritois

TU. Prebtas sekring

S=. Proof

U. Nothsestiss isboistori=
i. Poresi ssieratis utrosturos

NN U. Use'ef compstors amd maker cachselory

tsdivtdmallastima

CIL `Appliairdems f vathasucits

XIV. 10,disatelinary propuis

Ulla"

fart 2.,Athe ressisist sweetens temaitta te solar csateot mess of the cerrtselum. tater

rer te the pert$ es. et the gapes 14041.4 "turnouts.' lorateremes Swrorp."
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lmsgieitbet there hie available simatia sits of nstroctieeei

earerials for compktet,literacy. The materiels differ in

thvt each aphasizes one of the currPular svals listed below

even at the expense of other peals. '1uppose that the rattails

are equivalent in terms of other factors. Indicate the degree -

'to which empluisis on the stated seal should pe & positive
influence on the declaim to ;sonar to boy thesi coarlaular
simulate.-

a. 'Street positive influence

b. Somewhat positive influence
c. So influence or undecided
d. Somewhat negative influence
e. Strong negative, influence

Coe@uter Literacy is taught: .

I. To acquire fundamental computer'techniquas necessary'for

vocatiooeI training.

2. To prepare for Oe 2lat century in whinh dome everyone
will be iotarictiis.directly vitb a computer ar,progremnable
device.

3, To 'introduce Alternative techniques fo
pmoving theorems, et cetera.

saving Problems,

TO understand the capability of the computer to provide

sccess,to large bodies of information (s.s., ileforcation
retrieval systems). .

S. To develop logical thinhieg abilities.

4.

A committe of parents and teachers Is working on)* prGhlee

solving curriculum gAside for your school. They areconsid-,

aring the Utile:swine general statements. Please ladAtqqa Your

mention to each of them.

a. I agree completely
V. I tend to agree
C. Uodecided
4. I tend to disagree
4. I strongly disagree

6. A seParate problem solving course, lasting at least one
semester, shou/d be required of all students before high

.stbabl graduation. -

7; Ptoblem solving is a function of intelligence and canner

really be taught except co gifted students.

S. Short problem solving units should ba included after
each mathematical topic is taught.

9. Met students should study practical applications of
satheiatics;.pnly a few shou.id study puzzles or esoteric
mathematical problems.

ga. Problem solving is important oely for college-boand

studetts.

11. Different problem solving courses should be offered

for girls.

12. All problem solving should be done within existing
sethenatics courses.

, 13. An interdisciplinary eroblem-solving course should be

offered.

14. Problem solving shoulo not be taught la the elementary

grades. '

Is, Students should he taught to find problems WithiS
sitMatiOns.
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.
panstBiowebtar Committee in yam sthool SS studyift the poosibLILtioa for :

revising geometry as it is presently offerad La your soiondary schools. -Uhick

of ths fallouts; geometric topics should be studied.bY j Student* SradeeclaS
famis Usk school:

a. ileftaLesly should he studied 'by all students
b. Probably should be stodisd by all studossa
t. Vedeeldad
d. Probably should set be smiled by MIL stutters
e. Definitely should opt be studied by all sinnieets

PrommaWmi el eireloo

.17. Ceordimata semen, (aasoclatlas Dumber pairs wit% Wats)

gtaestry (finite goomerriss)

IP. SpmbeIit legic and troth tablas

. 20. SeeSoclideas geometries

,

rt.

,

02142),.,

Sow ooptepriste isle for semitones to 4110 hend-held calculators
is coonactiom with moth of chs :041cniteS hY,Pse øf Segolgric
ootimiados?

a. Vary appropriate
b. 'Only in special 'circumstances

44,'s. Oadeelded
d. .Almost newer oppropriate
e. Should sot be allowed

21- TWIN ths sidpoint of a llos, if tho coordinate,' of the
esdpaists are (2.3) and (7.1)

22. Computiarcha eras of & =mastoid

23. Mita, the Length of the third side at a right rriesSle sell*
the Pythagoras:a theorem

24. mils. tka &assure of tho complains: or supplement of s'Sre male
23. asImS Soometry'homewoek

26- Milos the circus/aromas of & circle. g1.so tbs dieeegar

27- Calm:Latin the volume of 1 cote, mhos the tisseeer of CISS
beam Ls 6 em amd Lha helfic La 10 cm

20. Ug5s trigomomotri to find the Length of a, side of a trisegle

21. Calculating the coordiasres of rho new vertices of a miasmas
aicas a Was tramsfarcacima

tawftwoof 30. Ulan geometry test

693
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The following statements regarding whole pcebir coeputatioss
were generated at a recent turenttvather misting at your school.

. Please indicate your tgactieu to *aka them.
_ e

a. % agree completely
b. t toad to aerie
c. Undecided
4. t tend to disagree
e. % stroogly disagree

31. Were student should master wbole number computations
with paPer and pencil before graduating from high school.

32. College-bouod !Ash smbool students should spend at least
three weeks of every school year reviewing whole number
computation.

13. Students who cannot master paper-and-pencU computailonz .
by ths end of grade 8 should be required to take a special
ninth grade eathenatics course on the us* of tha Maim
held calculetor.

34. The apprpp4ate tilde to do remedial work with whole =saber
computation is in an adult school or junior college after
studeets can see the need endkimportsace for calculating.

35. Algorithms for computations should not be
introduced until grade 7 when students ars more mature.

Listed below are several topics related to whole numbers ;net
could be treated in the curriculum. Which of the following
should be included in elcTentarv school mathematics?,

a. Definitely should be included
b. Probably should be included
c. Undecided
4. Probably should not,be included
e . Definitely should nit be included

36. Several diffreat alictrithos (methods) for each of the
four basic operations so that children can choose the
method they prefer

37. Techniques.of OUSZAtion

38. Specific stratsgiforfor solving word problems

39. Mathematical puzzles and games

40. Operations with signed OUSibers, ow integers

41. Justification of each step of an alsorietm by relating
it to basic number properties

%42. Metal calculations without the aid of paper and pencil
or.calculator

43, railtiplication and division developed simultaneously V2
emphasize relationships be.tIen them

44. Specific instructions for operating a four -.function
calculator

45. Tests of divisibility

46. Only dhe most efficient algorithm (method) for each
operation is taught.

47. A paper-end-pencil aitorithm (method) for calculating
SqUSTO TOOCS

48. Computational and/or Ovcking shortcuts (e.g., casting
out nines)

49. Addition'and subtraction developed sim;41taneously to
e mphasize relzticnsaips besween thon

SO. Specific consumer skills lika balancing a checkbook
and calculating best buys

Vi
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OfrOpriatOliii fst stu4sets tense basdabeli ealculsieri

valmilluiagtOneftbefallindagatitineWWWLsag4,40.10st'

a. vsrY eppomptiate:
b./mly im spatial cinnamon.***
c fedeci4sd ,

Wiest elver apprapristes
S2tni9eset beialleired

.141. learning %este %abet facts

9$2. Doing beam*

33. Takimg a test cet whale ember conputatles

LsarmisS Surs9setiss se diegaisa\sfustiaes

tbe division 64 2.2

S. Multiplying 712 39

57. Salving wort. prelims -

R. Subtracting 2,150 3,9113

39. Multiplying 3- X 2.3

C. Cher-kis( samilF8

61. Celcalscdag change from a five dollar bill

62. Doing a theta of calculations Lovolving several different

opteltiOBS

63. Limning why the long division clgoritleteeets

4. Adding Cho cost of several item; Ch a grocery zhrt

S. Tinting tnn divisors'of a givon munbes

Ils

Ionia* then there ars available several sets GI iaacructiocal

t.ltarials for whole number concepts and skiLls. he natartaU

differ in that each ecohasizes one of ;he curricula's goals Listed

below even at the expense of other goaLs. Suppose that the tutorials

are equivaLent ia :arms of other factors. Indicate the degree to

which emphasis un ths.scated goal should be a positive USilusaCs an

the decision '2 use or b., buy these curricular asteriala.

a. Stre...: lositive influence
b. Soar....: postai?* Laflamme
c. No .....Luence or undecided

4. SoceWhat negative influence
e. Uttar negative influence

Uhole amber ...cepts sod ski::.J Ire taught:

66. To aicigus=s:ns quallgiCit 4 necessary hoe obtaining many jobs.

67. To be abla to do wail on :.,dardised testa.

68.. To vadersgend the scc f entasnarints.

69. To develop Logical chink-in; 44iLit7:

70. To gain ea appreciatims. for-che beauty of embers.

71. To develop disciplined work habits.

72. To acquire the skills oecessary for consumer decisive*.

72. To develop phe fundamental understantilhib 1401a vhica oqier

mathisiltcaqsaraing Ls built. 0

U. To preserve a-tradirional emphasis im the curriculum.

75. la Learn co rose cathenatics.,

%to
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0
Tessin& that there are avalleble several sett of instructional
materials for whole 'umbers. Tath est of materials emphasises,

+use of the tuchies strategies listed below. Suppose tbat
'the materiels are equivaliet SA tuts of.othet factors. Indicate
.the depilate which the inkorperation of this particular

. teaching "strategy ?mold be a positiVe or negative 4xIlwence
In your deciiien topwrchaaor woo tholoster4eLt.'

o. Strong peeitive.influence .-: . :

1 il. Softwhat positive tantalum
c. Vkl'influesce or undecided v

d. Somewhat negative influence
-...

.

. Stroeg negative influence

76. Caometric pictures are used es eodels for caaiMtatlase.

77. Calculators axe used issued of teaching paper snd pencil
algorithms..

SO: of cha initructional time is devoted to '
and practice when teaching tae basic facts.

introductioe of'calculators is postpnmed until students
have learned both the meaning of the operations and the

/
paper and pencil algorithms for,them,

P. 80. Physical materials, such as rods and ST44 biocks, are gives

-4-kJ
It It` to every studint to use.to model whole omober algorithms

and generate answers.

Slower students are allowed to use ea/m4state io order
to keep up with the rest of as class.

I.

81.

e

Specific oblectivea, criterioo-referenead testing, and
other materi'als.are included to encourage use of a
uastery learming or an individually paced.nodel.

a

83. Manipulative materials are used in a imetheustics labouatory
at least once a week.

A

'64. Activities are included which regUire going outside the
classroom (perhaps or field trips) so that whol number'
operations msy be illustrated with reslo-life examples.

65% More than SOI of the instructional time is devoted' to
student use of individual study materials' to develop and
extend whole numbevideas.

1,

During the 98es it may be peasible to add to each classroee
lisaversol dif trent resourcis for teaching whole n4mber cencepte and
skills TO What extent would you want to have each of the.flollowriii?

a. I Id definitely want this
b. This be nice to have
c. Undo Uded
d. I'd rather n be bothered by this

I definitely uld not want this

86. A calc;lator Zerev ry student

87. Short videotapes to llustrate basic computational
Algorithms

U. "Magic response pap " co 3ive immediate feedback by
revealing the eerr ct answer just after students have
written their an ors

$9. Audiotapes for v rbal drill and practice

K. Physical :uteri for each student to use in modeling
basis operatic s and algorithms

.491. Resters wor sheets sad activities .

92. Sesaurce ooks ompiling examples of arithmetic applied
to ife ii uAcions

93.'54111 pr rarnab talcutatorslt computers

94. Packages f maces s for individ'al student study

,96Standamdic ce tests for basic skills

C) 0

r

0

t`

U1 '4
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Listed below are topics in probability and statistics which coeL4 ba

included'ix the secondary school =hepatica curriculum. /testify the

mast inclusive group for whom yea feel. Laureation OR tha topic is appro.

a. toocallage-hoemd satomtary schoolatudents
Col1ege4own4 secondary schota =giants

c. ALI secondary sahool students
4. tot appropriate far mmunedery school =Amara
. 11440441gal

96. Probability distributloas Ca.g.. wcual.. binamia)

97. Prediatiss eutcoess

99. Corse fitting and pradLcmima

99. Masons of costral timadenay (o.S., moss addl1a4 'WA)

.120. tanking procadurss

Wt. Calculating the probability of an avant occurring

102. Corralation

103- 5:acts:Joni testing of bipethases

104. Reading and incarpretins statistical Inforweass

105. Denision-esking (e.s., for votins or consumer situations)

106. Measures of spread (e.g., range, coartiles)'

107. Combinations and permutations

108. taperimenal desigo

109. Collection And organizatiom of data (a.g., graphs, Rabies)

110- 08.141gulgig probabilities of compound and conditiooal events

During tha IgliDs it may he possible to add to each classroom
several different resources for teaching fractions and decimals.
To what 4U4In would you want 03 have each of the ftalowing?

a. I woad definitely want this
b. This Right be nits to haws,r

c. 0i:decided
d. t'd rather oar be bothered by this
4. I definitely would sac want this

Acalrulacor designed so chat fractions could he input
44G the 4ASWIST would 13e dispLayad as a traction

112. Tilos sad wideotnpes on fraction acd decimal concepts

113. ftscars of.worksheacs and aocivities.far fractious
and decasals

114. 2ndividual study materials fop fractions and deciaals

115. $tudant oats of wistaria& devices

116. Manipulttive naterials such sa fraction bars, strips,
at titers

117. )ra:, and precsiii-agrerisis

ILL Larse-isonle deconscretion devices

119. Resource booalets with OpLicationo of fractions and
decimals

i:O. Itseio rosponwirpaaer" to 2i7a 1,12244i4c0 fmedbock by
revealing the correct answer !ust after srudsnts have
written that: =Swags

14



Tem ers ofcitilFthematies

Durk Supervisor of Mathematics:

The NCTM-3oard of Directors is in the process of formulating a set of curricular.

asicommendations for school ,..sathematics for the coming decade of the 1980s. The
reconnendations will be formulated to incorporate the judgement of smny_groupst .

ranging from professionals like yourself through lay groups such as parents. The,

information gathering for this process is being accomnlithed by the NCTM PRISM Project

which is funded by the National Science Foundation. Enclosed is a survey form

designed to collect the judgeuent of supervisors concerning a, variety of curricular

Sissies about mathematics Learning and teaching.

The survey, was designed around a large number of issues. The resulting item

pool contains over 600 item too many to respOnd to far any single person.

COnsequently, we are using an itewsampling technique to keep response time reason-

able. Other professionals have found completing the form takes about 25 'minutes.

The disadventage is that soma issues you feel important may be on another supervisor's

questionnaire but nat on yours.

Piease fill in the response form using a pencil. Only the response form need

Si returned in the enclosed envelope. If you feel strongly about any question and
would like to write.us a note about the item please do so on the back of the response

farm.

December 1918

Do note that some of the questions on the survey form are specific to the

elementary school and others are specific to the secondary school mathematics program.

If &question does not specify a level, it concerns the entire Z. to 12 curriculum.

:Supervisors as a goup are one of the few groups that have an informed opinion

,concerning,the entire range of the curriculum. Therefore, we feel'it is most

important to have a good response'rate and urge you to complete the form and return

_it as soon as possibLe. We do need your judgement and,experience in order that the
ROTK can be oriented,to the needs of the future decade of the 196Ca as curricular

recommendations and supportive policies are formulated.

We are mailing this survey to arrive during the holiday break in the hopes

that you will find it convenient to complete it prior to your school responsibilities

ressserting themselves. ,We are looking forward-to your response.

thclisure'

Respect lly,

4Vtlk.k....

Alan Osborne, Director
NCTI4 PRISM Project
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.,Amilamilum Survey
20311=4.11reSett

test S. CWearal Wensatitem Tatar year responses cis the ist*he
upper right ef the tesiones sheet. the ben Le labeled "General Inforsecios."

I. Wypeidessimal responsibilities Laclede'
tvisLftg testhers at:

a. *the elemeatary school level
*

b. the semmaleryechosislieel
44 beth the elementary and Secondary

ashoel, levels

de ethos

U. Us wont of my time spent directly Le
ampervisieg teachers Ls approximately:

137.. fly superasery respoasibilitims an to
twee= La:

a. a stage buildint
bb a small local School district-
a. large local 9A:howl district

di. 4 r400441 OV county district
I. a state_

TP. ft* respect to che way schools are organized and
scedemts are taught, ; mm:

a. very satisfied
11. somewhat satisfied
4. medecided
4. somewhat LissatOfiet
411. very dissatisfied

Consider the nathesatice program from kindergarten through twelfth
grads. Below are several phrases indicating areas of the program
that could receive more or less emphasis during the comics decade.
Nark each with the response that best describes your feeling cow,
earning what shaultibe chm trend.

a. shouid sic-siva ouch sore emphasis
b. should receive:somewhat cora emphasis
c. shou/d receive about th same emphasis as now
d. should receive somewhat less emphasis
e. should receive much lass emphasis

V. ZlemenCary mathematics specialists

VI. Weems La eathamatin

VII. Minorities and mathematics

VIII,. Gifted students

IM. Urban education

M. Secondary mathematics specialists

Sormgreferencei testing

XII. Mathematics and careers

MI. Geometry

XV. Probability and statistics

XV. algebra

The remaining ruestions are specific to major conttnt areas mf the curriculum. tater

opcases in the ,ortion of the response sheet labeled "CurriculMm Prmferense $urvey."
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a

/164.2

Listed below are eaveral probtee solving techniques that
nicht be taught to elementary students. Which sPscific
rohniques should be included in the mathematics curriculum
f the .elettentarverhooll

a.' Definitely should be included
a. Probably should be inoluded
c. Undecided
d. Probably should not be included
e. Definitely should not be included .

Categorize problems into specific types (e.g., al*,
distanceurate-timeL then teach a cethod of &autism
far each type.

Generate many possible answers using a calculator ar
computer, then check to se* uhich one setts tie

conditions of the problem.,

23. Writs and solve a simpler problem; then extend-the
solution to the original probles.

24. ZeOlors tha problne hy using flaw,charts.

25. Translate the problem into number sentences or
equations.

26. Odes, and test possible aoltionst.

27. Start with an approxigete, *newer and.work backwards.

26.. Coestruct a table and:search for patterns.

29, Dray &picture diagram or eraph to represemt the
problem situation.

30. Teach primarily global problem solving ideas (64..
reed, plea, work, check).

21.

22.

The eajorit* of college-bound students will aot be science

or mathematics majors. Which of the following advanced
algebraic topics should be imcluded in the secondary school

curriculum for these students?

a. Definitely should be included
1. Probably should he inaluded
c. Undecided
d. Probably should not be included
e. Definitely should mot be included

31. Matrix elgebra (e.g., linger systems)

32. finite mathematics (e.s., combinstorics)

33. Probability functions (e.g., probability theory)

34. Tbe system of complex numbers

35. Trigonometric functions and their inverses.

36. Theory of ovations (e.g., funiaosatal theorem,
solvability)

37. Analytic geossetry (e.g., toniC sectioas)

36. Aleebraic structures (e.g., groups. riAgis fields)

39. Categories of functions (e.g., aIsebraic, exponential.

transcendental)

Dstroductory calculus

Lilacs and continuity

Sequences and series

favonential aad logarithmic functions

Approximating graphed deta with hest-fit polynosials

Vectors and victor spaces

Matheastioal oodels

Systems of non -linear equations

Transformations applied to graphing

Approximsting the roots to higher degree polynomial
equation*

50. Trigonceetric identities and equations

40.

41.

42.,

43.

44.

46.

47.

46.

49.
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As eSSAssa* of the 2Ist center,. hale* nada= WA&
Item IA a meld heavily tat ist1tv compete,* amd

eslaslaters. gtith of the fsLlawtu toilette should he
1om2etist is the_sazbeleglaa-euordisamait eat lageogx--,

0,

46 Definitely sboold be tmsluded-
b. Irebably sbectitba int/aged ;

. Ildeelded
?reliably &molt met be ibeletet

a. lbilmitsIy should mottos imclutat

frommtares ter azdtaissiag or operetta a composer systole

520 Memory *sets& diet access systems

330 *Ulm programs tm'a simple tholohger Ihsrmith sma.

M. Us roles of computers ta settee,' CsomerdbeePihed
stmolatica0 et catasm3

Miebeds terttabogglas or iseremetiag compotes Prolfhoh

31. :sow a 90.05, amid secarity'reised by wampum*

37. The fematimatag of ,f114:11.014,441.44111 omits

310 12es chiming

390 The ose af maebilie lamesits

143011ster7lif teMpaill$ diastase

Isegeageg for nebonompotattemel manes Ce.Si. Canna
latter, PIA:0)

620 pperatlem of a progrumesbletalculaser

63. 2he types of mathemstical ant novimethemattcal problems
that sma be solved by a composes

660 camposaticsal progtamming languages (e.g., 1002249,
OM=

630 less processing few business applications Ce.g..
btllfmg imirmacory control)

The eathematice curriculum committee of your acheal system
ts ansitertag the poesibility of introducing topics la
probability eat statistics az different points ta tme

arricutta. Please react to the follesto$ h4SIg5arm0

s. agree completeLy
b. t teed co agree
C. lbeiecided
4. : teed to disagree
46 2 strongly disagree

A. Probability amd statistics should be a vequired COMM
for aIl slash graders.

67. :tees tram probability end statistics sboad be tocludet
tit every matbscastas testbeak from grates l-Aw

dew A 0141/14 la probability and stielseics lasttnig at least
ems semester should be offered as a high school elective
lag 4C11401Onts who have successfully csmoIeted cam Year
el algebes.

69. Prebeillitity and Itatistics should only be coosidered as

emetelimems COWS IOW mathematics.

70. Probebilicy and statistics should be offered as pert of
the gametal mathematics or commoner sathematics course.

rt. Probability and stint:etas should mists eget of the
tootitiesalmark ddith.fractions La grades 4, 7, sad A.

72w Probability and statistics should be offered as a
saalerleval advanced course for high ability =the-
sasics and scions students.

73. Probability and statistics should be uffersd as ilart
et am interdisciplinary coarse ie.g., vita science or
sesial *suites).

cci,4s

Statistirs bilioess La as curriculum but probability
dees sec.

134 Prebeisiiicy batons Us the eurrrulum but statistics
oda mt.
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Adamants* 02 parents and teachers is working
for ilfroducins computer Literacy topics lava

larciculum. Ploescresct to each OtAbc
liaisaesaatieredbym.becomniztio. -0!

a., I agree completely
b. % teed to great
C. lbedeclisC
.4. t tend to disarm
e. t stmeng1444sagree

246 Computer literacy 'courses should be taught primarily
`Asithrin the social studies curriculum since it is the
effeet'ef computers upon society that is important.

77. AXASOSt one COatile whose major thomeis computer
literacy and which Lasts for at least me milestos
sbeald be required of ail high school graduates.

24. Students should interact with a cocputer er'reeputer
estniniel as early as the primary grades..

79. Separate computer science depart:seats shoulebe
established in bIgh schools 03 parallel esthmatics
44garateents and science departments.

00. All high school graduates should be able to write,.
simple computer programs.

aft a bluePVIU
rAigjott.s.

staineents

During the 19802 it may be possible to add to each clageroms
scveral different resources for ceschine mathematics. To
what extent would you want secondary classroom teachers to
Mee each of the following?

. .8. I would definitely went them to have this
b. Ibis misht be nice for thee to have
4. Vadecided
4. I'd rather they not be bothered.by this
44 Z definitely would not want thee to have this

SU Calculators with special displays or capabilities
(e.g., designed to handle fractions, equations of lines)

U. Files or videotapes on concepts or processes

$3. )asters of worksheets and activities

44. Imdividuai study aatariais

43. Manipulative caterials or laboratory equipment for
imdividual or small group use

46. Large-scale demonstration models and device*

87. Resource booklets on problems sod applications

R. Computers ar accouter accesi

49. $tamdardised practice tests

90: 4 syllebus that suggests topics and methods for
each grade level with specific time when they

. abeeld be introduced

91. Materials for drill and practice_

92. Eateriels with eisimal reading requirements

7 93



:mega* tbst thus sre'masilabto several sets of isstruettemal materials

fir a matbsootital taste. tub set of materials emObbslegie ese et tha

tosoblms Mamie' listot below. Suppose this the oatarials are equivelest

ta tem of other factors. Tadieste'ete dances co vadat' tbe latospoisties of

psztitelar tumbles strata', memld bit a peeilame et &spa"i tetleeees
ta piss desisios is postbase or ;1411 tbsmatarlals at tbs olesimmumnrlswol.

16 atm* pecLidors isfluanes
b. Sanesibat vositive tot:Asses
S. No isflusace to:' under...UM

4, Sonewboilseistivo influsacs
a. Stress sessmirs Ingloanco

93. tbsa Silt of the instructional time is dametad as'etal aid persatian.
.

S. Somatic:objectivism. criterion refersacui testing. sai'ottar nstariata
ste tattu4s4 to *comp use of asossary Lastatas or am isatioriducaY
pelted modal.

S. Student vorksbeetsare iseludad fer drill sod proodasattbstenclustai
al en% lassam..

16, Detailed Sedist are providad, to suite tbe tamable is oral namistationa
ed lasassak

#70 Mire thin 542 ef tbe isstructfonat time is deversd es scaliest easel
imillvislual wooly marortals to davalop and eatest Sims.

911. Stever students are alleged to use Calculators se that thatralmm,
opimitb tbe rest of the class.

99. tt ts expected thst stuissu vt read faecal Trasancaticas ef basic
Ideas Ware classroom autwitiss ir* devagai to chess 14sas.

ZOO. dotivitiu are tocludad whisk require piss 'amid* the'clsammems

(Torbay* ots fleId trips).

1. Music ideas are latroducikt throusk laboratory formatUottolla or
ositorisastS with satarisis.

I. lilismicat oasis aro-ung to roomiest algorithm er dowels, cassopts.

lOS. Concepts or protsdares are-dsvoloPmdelabie tbe met= el tee1owed4
or spplication ;roblons.

la. Ides* ars developed through tosy.cers rsal-Ilfc stolen rel.= deelleed
to be assigned. to isdividuals or co camas of students.

I. Activities are isoludsd thst astitioststie class bides dividad tato

seal tistossioa groups.

ZOS. Simelatioas, wherein each student plays the role of a cossussr or week=
emies mathematics is reaL-vorit situations, ars frequently included.

DaductIve sequences ins ussd co davelag can idass sod structural
astseteristics.

101. Tbo introduction of calculators is postponed ustil madams have learned
beck the =MIAS of the opustioss and the paper sod pencil algorithms
toe ties.

Imo sppeprista is it far studests co 464 basil...bold cam:lacers whits 4olog

oink se ths follevisg activities?

44 Very aporsyriate
16 Only ts spatial. CinumuMunite
s. Uodesided
4. Masse oevor appropriacs
e. =malt set be allowed

IOC Deist hiemmeris

110. Duvelopios &isms aild'itaaggitS

-1156 Taking a test

1226 Cassias; &weft

113. $alvias mord problems

Osims a chsie of calculations iirmalviss
sswers1 different araratioss.

isarsisq why as aLsoritbs works

lli4. Lamaism basic somber fasts

117. Mains srsphs

W. Salvias equsttans

119. Cosoutiss Mei
794ID& ihas# trirfoomwrry



DeaeNCIV1

The NCTM Board of Directors is in the-process of formulating a

,414 curricular recoimendations for schoormathematics for the

coming dediairof-the-nale, The recommendations 1413, be formulated

to incorporate the judgement Of-lany groups,-ranging.framaiprofessionals
like yourself through lay groups suih as parents. The _information!

gathering for this process is being accomplished by the Nerti PRISM

Project which is funded by the National Science Poundation. Enclosed

is a second-round survey form designed to collect the judgement of

priorities relative to a variety of currtculaz Issues about nrathe-
..

matics.learning and teaching.

The survey was designed around a large number of issues. The

resulting item pool contains too mazy items for any single person

to react to. Consequently, vge are using an itet sampling technique

to keep response time reasonable. Other .professionals have found

completing the form takes about 25 minutes. TAe dimadvantage is
that some issues you feel important may be on aitother professional's

questionfiare but not on yours.

Please fill La the response form using a pencil. Only the re-

sponse form need be returned in the enclosed envelope. If you feel

strongly about any question and would like to write u3 4 note about

the item please do so on the back of the response form.

'Do note that some of the questions on the survey form are

specific to the elementary school and others ,ire specific to the

secondary school mathematics program. If a question does not
specify a level, it concerns the entire X: to 12 curriculum.

This is a second-round questionnaire. The items are a refine.

ment of some issues identified as important in the first-round.
Therefore, we feel it is most important to have a good response rate
and urge you to complete the form and retura it as soon as possible.

144 do need your judgement and experience in order that the NC= can
be oriented to the needs of tha future decade of the 1980s as

curricular recommendations and supportive policies are formulated.

AO/kmc

Enclosure. 705

Respectfully,

;, 1

...711.7-1."ef
Alan Osborne, Director
NCTM, PRISM Project



Carrtmlue Survey
t 1D3Mt 2132C:

fart I. timers% lefovmstiom: Doter younrresseenes ti the bow at els
maser right of the response sheet. She bee is laileled %Cameral Ildermation."

24. Sham 'Oughts

so %sea than 3 years
26 34 yes=
C. 944 years
4. 1340 years
e. secs thas.20 years

:Is The mejority 411 musts Si E? school me residsets of:

as erbsatmeamooLitam Cm= lesion steam trAtt 130,11010
b. urban fringe/suhurhar.
e. mat% ettr (populeciee 23,000 ea 110,CCO,
4. tele bopulatise Less :hen 25,440
es smeatifemm

tench studsmesdeo ace

as grades 103
b. grades4-6
s. as 7.4 -----------
4. grades D42
es ether

IV. With calipers to the may schools ere orgemisad sod Children
ar mak%

a. weey satisfied
b. somewhat satisfied

undecided .
4. ammhat dissatisfied
e. wery disistisfiad

A

Cansider tho asthmatics program Iron kindergarten throuch twelfth
grads. leiad are several. shrugs indicattog erase of, tfte program
that could receive mora 1r less emphasis during the coming decade.
litoek *soh vtth the swoons, thst best describes your feeling «an*
eareleg ghat should be use trend.

a. should receive much more mohasis
to shmoid receive so:sorbet More emphasis
4. Amid receive snout the some emphasis es nom
I. should recelve sm=e6dis: 141is MM2.114411i

Amid Tictiva Mit less eashasis

V. lade Allis

II. Problem setvioi

122. 1Wararement

Mt. )Iathematics for rs

D. Applicitione of mathematics

X. flemeatary mathematics sOSsisliscs

33. Gifted students

331. Diagnosis sod remedistim

DM. Mathematics and careers

XIV. Mastery teaming turn/Ails

Y. computer litoreey

felt 2. The remaining et:cations ug .1telfC4 CO %Ajar COOtlinC 2r011i of t4e currIcuWn. tntrr
7mus.respasses to :te sortAon of tPe reservese 4iNtiot 1.0Nlied "CmCrieuimrt 1WAAte1lce Sinvey."

7 9 6 4



Is the IN& there will In a United minuet of essay that
agate spine ft the development of caerestesuls is do
UM& Listad bales. 71ssas Wiest' the prise la which
yes Mak the mow should be spat{ hy sashimi the mow
sheet is Os is Mantas wsys

a eihishost priority
b seamed highest prioriiy
c 0 middla..taval priority
d secsad lowest priority

* losses priority

gamma sa ass sash Unmanly ones, for the nest five items.

l. Wholeweveasr computatlas

2. inchiss salvias la mathematics

3. Vissuresmat

4. lceetiess Ccascapts sad companies)

3. Decimals Concepts and ampoitsttos)

S. Cossidsr the waren srlsa Cquastioas 1 thrs
3).abows that you risked lowest Naftali with
se Nel. Of ths following five-idsas, which
cense alasestto the tenses yon save this
arms loess; priority? .

a Theintarials we premenalrhave in this
area ars mors swirly adequate that tha
ostarialswe haws la the othar four areas.

This area doss sot prawn: sissy problems
for mese teacbars.

0

soft is est as 4sportant for studants to At

davalep skills in this area as it is is
ethsr arias In the list.

d Chimes ars seeded in this arss, but use
estarials mold he as lasilinisat way to
proems such cheeps.

tbe importance of this saga wiLl.. dlatalsh

during the 1910s.

7. *wider the contest area (guistless thro S)
shove that you Tasked highest (saikad with as

Wat1 . at the following five 1444$1 **la best
Assaribes tha reason you saws it hishem pelarity?

a 0 V. have fever good satirists to choose from
.ts this areathaa le tha ethsr foss areas.

b 0-This is s wiper problem area for aauy, aasy
teachers.,

c :t is absolutely crucial that all studasta
develop skills is this A2144

sow ideas hsve bees davelaped is this area
that are sat rano:tad to present materials.

The topmasts of this area will latreasa
dories the 1440s.

7 sTi.,



that as yddiltatai 13 situtes oath day
could be spent as asthmatics Is your olsatiatary
osboot(i) s your opiate. tow should this
eine be epee*? Mai* rub the 143eNtee tam.

tho shataaat

a Upon priority
- mood hishast priority,

c nidiliolovat priority
incood Loma priority
Imams "clarity

I. son to ins each Uttar only otteo for the
meat eive liems.

S. Salvias vont problems

S. *Used ptscticsintbasic mumbler skills

10. Isplarinsontichona; tspiciv. "A

Samlying appUcatioas, sothiesilas

U. Suildioy an iotsitimphasa foraisabrs 'and
iptoontri

Imagias that you have a limited emountof money
to spend for,the development of sew materiels for

grades 7-12 is the areas listed beinw. Please
witdicate the order la which you think the money

4 Should be spent by making the mayor shoat La the

following ways

adollehast prioritp
b v &snood highest priority

aiddle-leval priority
d secood Icaust priority

LoWat priority

Se sure to USG each Letter only once for the
,nast five(teps. .

13. Algebra'

Lb. ProbabilL9r;

LS. Geometry

C.copnter literacy

17. Statistics

Consider ths content area (questions 1.3
thru 17) above that you ranked lowest

0 (earhed with an "le"). Of thOollowite five
Ideas, which hest describes Os reason you
save it lowest priority?

4 e The materials we presently have it this

area ars sore nearly adequate that the
materials we hens in tha other four areas.

This area does sot present easy`problmms
: fax most.teachers.

e 0 Zt is sot as imports= for students 0
davaiop skills io this axalkss it is is
ether area* Ls the lLet.

d Chews are needed in this area, but mew
eaterials would. be at inefficient way to

708

promote such

a go The importance of this area will distmish

, during tha 19S0e.



-

Li. Coosiior aka natant area kia.estistsel.3 Ibra
abms that you Maud Ittemmie Cuatitad mitt is
'ea"). Ot tM lailafaili aro idsaas *dab bast
dasaattas aka ream pos save it hiskoat priority?

a a Vs lava form pool satariata ti abloom fres
.1a Ibis area "au it the mbar but masa.

b * Ibis 14 a as4or nobles stai tar 84, may
caution*

4 * It le abaolataly uncial-that sore statists
"devaiap, skills la thisaraa. ,%.

to--i-
4 efisie ideas hare Una 44veloped in this arsa .

that all oat rafleated in proaat astarlois.

lbs importance at this area riLl Unease .

-.wig the ISM.

-, !appetite that mow or atteasivelp ravisid

---s------
aethcastias court* avoid la-atiaad to the'

of your briitaithool,(s). To obit attar. mutt you auflert rite lotlmolosa choices?

a

Of the five areas Liated Warm, howshotad
utast:Was 114 sisma during the 7.9400 Zsa
thus folionming raspossea to foxes catialag:

a 0 AlsAaat priority
b second bighsat priority
a middle-level priority
4 weed Lomast priorisy:

Zoom aricritY

elipast priority
* semi hipbast priority

a iiiitolovai priority
aouppi Iowan priority
lausat priority -

.
Se aira'te use eath litter oily =calor tlia
seat are Usti'.

20. teems that helpe studatta livalop a
feellog fax alio ;tot calculus

22o course that helps =ideate handle
statistical dat* sad asks pcsdictliss

I* sere to usa each Latter ?ay oaca for,

thi oast firs itame.

ZS. A waillad approach to nathasaticaL topics

Cr,

\-1

22. A comma Usat helps studaata sibs declaims
&out buying mod

ZS. A course that holpi atudaata understaad how
taLoalatate aed cseputars handle sathamatica

24. A mum that halo students understand tbs
mathematics used La specific vocaslons and
cam=

26. Computer Literacy (that Ls, uederitanding of
the rele and usaaaffionpetats) for avarycas

27. opLicatioss of nathesatica

IS. Structure la mathematics

ZS. taterdisciplAnary approaches betimes asthmatics
atd sciatic, etc.

79 9



Clof ths fits suss listed below, Um alomakd
et.tesAzies 'he given during the 191100 4se the
letisaies responees to forms =Akin:

pricaRY
b secoed kighast priority
c si4dls4swel priority

second lowest ptioc10
lomat Oriaelef

keg= to us* esti 2sttsr onAY onto for the
Men five Sums.

30. Career or vocation orientermiga

3.
32.

33.

34.

People have various opinions about Os Otataaa ea
-which needs of various types of students axe
bilmg met. 'lease indicate ths twist in which
you think the nesd should he addressed, using
the following responses:

a hist m priority
b second highsst priority

-e mid4le-44ml priority
d'a second lowest priority
S. lowest priority

Ss sure to use each letter onlv once for tbs
east five Wm.

35. Studsnts whom' first laieusse is sot English

36. tnner-city or urban-ars* studs:Its

37. Students of ethnic minority background

36. Studsnts with mathematics lssrniog problems
sod other.handicsps

-.39, female tudsnts

Comsummr orisntatios

Wags preparato0, oriselation Is
4147

letrestion oo Wears-Use tqleetatioc:

Cokoutsr Orient.

61114a.

40. Consider the type of student (qualities's 35
am, 34) cher you Tanked Lowest iu Cense of
developing special sathseatics curriculum
esterias. Of the followins'five idsss,
which cones closast to the f4aaaa you gave
this group lowest priority?

710

a 0 / believe this group has special seeds
in sachem:tics, hut the curriculum more
adequately addresses their needs.

b I don't,belleve ibis group pss special
mods LI asthmatics.

c. This type of student maims up such a
smell fraction of ths total 'Wool .

population tkst we cannot devote
sigsificant rssourcas to mimic's his or
hoc sgeociWilised needs.

d I do not hot to cissl with this type of
student in my classroom.

e Ths means of this type of student must
first he met with approach** different
than special curriculum ssterisls (e.g.,
special schools, special class scpuplcss,
etc.)

a



41. Cossidee tka type pi etudeat Otassaline 33 thm 39)
that yet. rosleglashset ta term of Alewelspieg
epeetaleatkesatiestzwrioulueeeteriels. Of

fellimia6 ft!! Was' whIch-remeo slooest te
elm .xerees yews,* .ribts *coup Milbeet re1/Fite

4 Ibis Pee %as sari staciaL mode la eethematiee
Wash aboalt be 4144reeoe4 through. sourrUages.

Usgs gra byte 419i*Priete eorriemlue eateriate
tar OSA %Ms 41 StP4441.thell for tacker VOWS.

e Ibis tips of studies emhas up seek a lane
frac:Joliet the schoot popelatine that se should-
divots signing= mamma to asealas tats cc
ber apeeldhaed seeda.

0 5 base to deal via 414av stadia= of thi0 .;714
la 4, ezasorows.

'Aare to, Mat reassure oo, schools to provIde,
nevem, ler this type ef etudens,

fa iler OPIUM. &lidos order of priorir,
e boold the follooiss areas %this teaches
edacardenhe adiresook during the 1960e?

am, blibeet priority
a 0 seeped highoss priority
o 01 aftilemievel priority .

4 aimed Lowest pripeiry
lomat priority

le ma ;a uss mach laturgawatakfor the
eat five items.

42. Mathematics contest

43. Methods thr teaching nothenstics

U. Development of amain sasecials

Sesaittrity to:scot/sot seeds

Diamostic toad rosette:ice stretosies

43.

46.

Zs previous questions you have ranmmd priorities
rabia the broad areas of nethamatcgs =tent,
students with special needs, and reacher miucation.
TO thins aims night slap ba s44ed the developeent
of molwaszt meatus eateriale.ud the development
of special teaching methods. In what order should
these areas be scudyel or devetored'during the Ulna
TIMM 1.110,Call_icnstgetaritigabr--
:seam sheet le the foLloetes w,gy:

a !sickest priority
b second highest priority

siddiesLevel priority
d second Lowest priority .

Lowest priority

Air

47. Mmproved eatheeet4cs comma for toarbooht.,,,F

411. Development of special sechematits astszials
tog nags= mit4 spa seats ,

ep. Improved plisardcs ieviserVice education
for taachLa sathesatic)

SO. Development of now-text mAterials for teaching
mathematics

31. Seprovmment of methods &RA teckniques for
maim mathematics

711



32. Consider pae area above (-question 47 thru 51)
that you tasked lowest (larked with an He) .

- Of the followinffive ideas, which best
describes the mason you gsve it lowest priority?

is, The ietartmla, methods, or iinderstendlas thee
we primula, have for this area axe more nearly
sufficient.

This area does net present as easy problems
for east teachers.

c f The importance of.this general axes will
diminish during the 1960s. -

d mIChanges in this area are likely to have
relatively lass general impact on mathematics
education.

a m This areSis not very important.

53. Consider the area above (questions 41 thru
51) that you ranked highest (marked mith an
"an. Of the following five ideas, whidh

rigescribes the reason you gave it
t priority?

71 2

a The materials, methods, or understanding
that me presently have for this area are
very insufficient.

b This area presents many, many prlbIens
for teachers.

o The isportance of this general area mill
increase during th 1980s.

we have nev knowledge that cau be used
is this araa, but,it has nut yet been
implemented.

e Teprovement in this arse would have
far-reaching impact on mathematics
education generally.



NAmy general problems face 'bothers of matbseaxics (as

welt as othar towbars). Please react to sack of tha

failoutag problems aging these responses: 0

a a° Amiss the soot Swipes prOblaas OK tha list

b A, more ostious preblen than-way** tba Use
c Wielded or no basis for judgmaat
4 A teas MAIM& ;nobles in comparison with °that"

on tbe list
0 Aelnor problem is comparison with *thus

asi the list

34. Oman= 4iscipline

35. Lowering of school academic stand:W*1

56. IrroguIer attendants of students

37. Govesumentat or adainistrativa rastrictions

U. Ladk of community

.59. loading difficultiss

GO. ,Uomotivated students

61. No commitmant to hasework am the part of
students or parents

6124.,. Decline in studant abilitios

63. Miming of students with diffaring abilities
is the same classroom

64. :accusing class site

63. Too much tree tima for students

66. Incrassed coacher workloads

67. Imobssis on nonsacadamic school

66. testrictious on instructional. materials

/a your opinion, bow shaulA research funds be
distributad among tha following areas durios
the suds?

. highest priority
b 0 "stood hishest prtority
c siddle-level priority
4 0 second lowest priority
a 0 Lowest priovity

Se sure to use each Isttar only once far
tho oast five items.

70. Sow 'cadenza lsarn

71. LoasitudioeL ALSOOSOOOKK of achievement

72. Teaching methods

73. Towbar educstion

74. Varying types of sets:tali

713

69. Do yom think the soneral Miami* thac
.fmcs all toschare (of the type indicated
in itmns 54 thru desarve.priority over
those problems specific to the teaching sod
lemoting of aschamatics7

a yes
b no
c undscidad



Is your opinion* hoe do
rtacalaS problem in me
is susarat Importaact, ptac
Plums waluate tams by
Is tbs falloulas oltyi

AL ftry pod satbud
a * Probably a sood method

Woad/4
d A susatioaabla 1110104

As usdastrabla method

eathode far
tics education compere

. and efficient'?
tins 'out =MUMS

73. *eats men" smell, basic research projects_

76. Istablish a few coordinated, Ionvtigra
research projects

77. Fund moll local curriculum development
projects

78. Create a large curriculum development project
w.th& astl000lda influence

79. Cive grants to commercial firms for
publishing innovetive curricsluatraterials

SO.

51.

32.

13.

$i.

85. Shad research for study of general
classroom problems

86. Fund professional mathematics education
aryl:immix= to publicize innovative idsas

87. Zetablish'eatheestice education clearinghouses
for the collection of innovative materials

U. Give vents to individual. teachers for
development of materials

89. Support ;rewrite education of teachers

90.

3

Give grants to local schools to improve
their mathematics programs

SOP9ort the in-service education of teachers

Support evaluation of mathematics learning
and achievasent

Crests a project to develop innovative
taachlas methods

Support the development of non-text materials

If more %athematic,' were offere'd ro

accomodate talented or gifted students at
the high school level, which One of the
following v0'114 14 most ieportent?

a Additional topics in geometry

b Topics in calculus and analysis
o Additional topics in algebra
d is Computers/numerical analysis

0 A broad selection of ostriobsout topics



U. lot molt isa'Svainato tits astkasatias proms
issomparliss to other atsienit proprema la
'mar =hoot. systee

a IBMs prOSINS, is imatallt Muss
shwa soss other programs.

b Vaa asthmatics myna is about ths sass
suality U other propos&

e mthasstics pzovas is Semi= to

mbar prosrass.

4 Z ham as opinion.

a

92. Zs which of the foilowing mass do you
fool pest osthmatics_progras mods ths
ma Improvement?

a Illithmstits, fox gesual.estufstion

- Methemetiu for the coltese-boonli
madam

c S Naghasstics fon the mastionst student



APPENDIX B.2

Sample Forms of Priorities Surveya
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Dear President, Board of Education:

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTI) is the
.largest prOfessional organization that is exclusively concerned with
the teaching and learning of mathematics in the eIementary and secondary
schools of the United States. The NeTM is in:the-procese of:lormuiating
curricular recommendations fortthe uathematics programs of the:elementary
and secondary schools for the coming decade of the 1980s. The enclosed'
-survey'questionnaire' asks you for your judgement and Wisdom about the
directions that the school mathematics-program should take in the.caming'
decade. TheNCTM PRISM Project is collecting informatiOn about-curricular
preferences and priorities from several different groups ranging frmn

. parents through school board members but including teadhers and mathe-

maticians. Hopefully, by reflecting the cancerns 'of a number ofAiffemnt
_groups_with a stakeln the performance of the school mathematiclOprogram, ,

.a sound .set of curricular recommendations for the 1980s can. be,constructed.

Ast

Please fill in the enclosed response form using a pencil. Only the

response form need be returned in the enclosed envelope. If you feel,

strongly about any question and would like to write us a note about it,
please do so on the back of the response form.

Please note that several different'survey forus are being used. Some

issues and problems for which you have strong conerns may not be on your
questionnaire. Hopefully, they will be on the questionnaire of another
individual. We found in constructing the survey that there were more
important issues deserving considerationpthan we could expect a busy
person to respond to,in a reasonable amount of time. The enclosed
questiafinaiie-has-takei-people like youriiik aiiiout a half an hour to complete.

Thank you for giving us your time. We-think the task we ask you to

do is important. Children who are in school during the 1980s will live the
majority of their productive lives during the next century. Consequently,

we feel it is important for the NCTM to reflect'your judgement, experience,
and concerns in making recommendations for school mathematics programs.

AO:msl

Enclosure

717

Respectfully,

Alteift%
Alan Osborne, Director
NCTM PRISM PROJECT

A



Corritusles Survey
Mai MIK !rept%

_

Pert 1. General Tsformatioes Inter Peer =Whom iss thigh= et the
upper right et the reefeasie Shea. as hes is libeled "Gmeuet lefaxmatimm...

The ceemisiti kiichZlive le beat Asecribed me

a. urbesfastropolitan (population *maw timmi1546000)
by etbem fringe/suburbia
CO seeil city (population 25,000 to IMMO)
d. hems (pop:least lass thee 25,000).
e. ruralitarm

.

II. las

'a. ender 25 years old
h. 25 to 34
c. 35 to 44
d. 45 to $4
e. .55 or aver

9

III. I have

a.' children is elemestary school. only ChiaderPrten through gtslo ft)
b. children in high school osly (grades I through 12)
c. children in both elemeotary asd high school
d.. so chairs' currently in kindergertes through grade 12
a. so children

IV. Check the statement that best describes your forme; eduratiousiesperiemse.

a. I have sot completed high school.
b. % ma high school 'realists.
c. I have some schooline beyond high school endues:Ion.
d. % am a colleee srsdusta.
e. I have mere them one college degree.

W. With reppect to the wily ethoola are orgemixed ami students are taught,
t

a. very satisfied
b. esesehat satisfied
n. undecided
d. somewhat dissatisfied
Ito very dissatisfied

Wicate the type of experience yow hare had
with schools prior to this yew.

VT. I wee a teacher.

a. Tee
b. No

V73. ems a school board meeker

a. Tee
b. Ne

VIII. % itaa a teacher's aide.

a. Tee, Pali.
b. Tee, volunteer.
C.

%S. t vu a member of a parents sthool organisation.

4. Tee
b. No

Part 2. The remaining" questions concern the mathematics curriculum. fotaiyour resPolues Lo
tbe panics of the response sheet thit is libeled "Curticulum Preference Survey."

718
11,41



Cossida the aathmsetica pragras from kindirgartsa throes& rate Lib
Sgos us several phrases indicating arms of thi Ingram that mold
ressive ma or lass smphasis darias the cmatig lauds. Iluk tact uttit
ths reiMeass tbat bast diacribes your 'holism 'cossitsiag what shesla bs

tiraa 0sig U4tSUya54a sot usdesetant tam °

k Shesla maim malt oars emphasis
11. Shield Thesis* smeshat more esphuis
a. Should reacts* about the same emphasis as am
01. Should maim sambas Ism emphasis
a. Shoild Maim much lass moshasis

I. .11asic

2. Dispesis sad medial work

3. Xisisal camases), testing Ce4., assaults for graduatiom)

4. Vas a calculators

S. listric sessurassat

G. Individualisation

7. Applications of aschematias

S. Fables solvlag

. Daily hommork

10. tlmeantazy asthmatics spacislists

,

Sim imports= is esch of the following purposes
for tucking nothematics is sdhools?

a. Very ismartast
b. lemewbat LeRoy:ant
c Undsaided
a. Mt Smartast
a. bannitely not important

11. To ,salre palms is evaryday lift

12. To think logically

1.3. To assure an satsuma supply of
scimulau and engineers

71 9

14. To presetee student options with respect
ta potential armors and vocational chicle:*

15. To develop marsuidint of eh* mixture
of satbsostics

IC To develop disciplimit work habits

1.7. To pupae for collage

U. To pass sandardisad 'tons

IL To gain skills necessary for mployient

20. To asks assume decistano

4

21. Tg, amain a trait:Sisal put of schooliss

22. TO tomb skills asessmry for coati:mad
work is asthmatics

141A2
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eadtPtia ci% athernatics

lebruary 1979

Dear Principal:

The National Council of Teachers of Hathenaties (NCTN) is the largest
professional organization that is exclusively concerned with the teaching
and learning of mathematics in the elementary and secondary schools of the
United States. The NCTH.is in the process of formulaiing eurticulat
recommendations for the mathematics programs of the elementary and seeosdary
schools for the coming decade of the 1980s.* The enclosed survey questionnaire
asks you for your judgement and wisdom about the directions that the stol
mathematics program should take in the coming decade. The NCTH PRIM Project
is collecting information about curricular preferences and priorities from
several different lay and professional groups.,

We are particularly interested In principals' opinions and recognize
that because of your responsibilities you are well-informed. ftpefully,
by reflecting the concerns of a number of different groups with a itake

'in the performance of, the school mathematics program, a sound set of
curricularrecommendations for the 1980s can be constructed.

e

Please fill in the enclosed response form using a pencil. Only the
response form need be returned in the enclosed envelope. If you feel strongly
about any question and would like to write us a note about it, please do so on
the back of the response fOrm. If you are, uncomfortable in responding to a

Agestion, ap feel free to omit it. ./'

Please note that veral%lifferent survey forms are being used. Some
issues and problems for which you have strong.concerns may not be on your

--4uestiotinaire.--114efully,-they-willbe-amitlift-Avos-tiotdaire-of-another
individual. We lound in constructing the survey that there were more
important issues deserving consideration that we could expect a busy pers=
to respond to in a reasonable amount of tame. The enclosed questionnaire

. has taken people like-yoursolf about a half an hour to complete.

Thank you for giving us your.time. We think the task we ask you to
do is Important. Children who are in school during the 1930s will live the
majority of their productive lives during the next century. Consequently,
we feel it is important for the NCTX to reflect-your judgement, experience,
and concerns in making recommendations for school mathematics programs.

£0:ms1

Enclosure

Respectfully,

kao,
Alan Osborne, Director
NCTM PRISM Project'
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Curriculum Survey .

1COL01225Prolett

Port 1. Cemeral'taformatiom: Ater your respoess'ift the box at

40seeirper right of the response/hoot. Ile box ia.labeled

Vaisersktsformatiom".

1. Ws school serwes.scomouhity that is bsat described as

a. utimmiletropolitan (PoPuloglon Vaster this ISOCCO)
16 masa frisge/suburba*
e. small tity (poulation 25.000 to 150.0002

4. tow (population Islip tux 23.000)

tweral/faigs

22. t am

o. soder 25 years C)14
1. 23 bb 34
4. 33 to 44
4. 43 to 54
S. 55 mr ever

22Z. 2 hawe

a. ehildran Ls
- Vas )

1.--ehildren in
C. children in
46 so children
e. as claJAriut

Laments:, schemingly (14adargexten through

high school only (grader.? through 12)

both elementary and high school
currently in kinsiergarten through pada 12

11'. Check the stereos= that hes: describes aisr forssl ethiCatiolud

experimece.

a. bacheloei degree
S. masters degree
e. academie work between the masters and doctorate'

4. doctorate

IL With respect to the wsy schnols ore organized and students

SCS taught, Z is

I. very satlafied
I. somewhat satisfied
C. emdecided
4. somewhat dissatisfied
a. vary dissatisfied

go

-

s .

IP
to e types of experience you have had

IpAir
th

to this yealta,

112. 2 have been a teacher of secoodar,
'easel uithenctica.

,10

a. Tee
b. No

1,134'4..lbswe a setomdary school teaching
certificate.

o#'

Oak Tee
16 Bo

1221. I haws an elementary school teaching
certificate.

0. Tea
16 Ile

226 1 haws bees a priocipal for

16 0 to $ 'este
1. 3 to 10'years
-e. 10 to 15 years
4. mots than 15 years

Sect 2. The remetniog questions torts= tha =ascetics curriculum'.

Ester 'Our responses in the poctico of the response sheet that is

labeled "Curriculum Preference Surver." Oalt 41googl000 foe voLcO

sea.de sot feel qualified ro give a respowe.

4
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Se the SOW there will be a lisited seevetif measy:ebst
me be Met fee the_developerat of WI sateriais4e.the
areas listed below. Please indicate the ordat in which -
yes utak the limey should be spent by marking the mow
Meet Se the following wen

it a highest priority
b weed higheet Pan**,
* 41 maddlwilival priority
i sowed lowest priority

16014t.prierit,

le sere to use etneh letter only oneefor the seat five item.

L.

3.

3.

6.

3.

Vbeledember cemputetlas,

Problis salving la asthmatics

f

Nesimitessat

fractions (concepts and cmputstioe)

lecimals (concepts end computation)

\

1.

S.

6.,Coesider the contemn USA (questicon 1 thru
\3) shove that you malted lowest (marked with

ue"). at the followl.ng five ideas, which
comes closest to the reason yam gave this
arm figialriority?

e \A! The materiels we presently have in this
\area tat SOU nearly adequate than the
aterlaIs we have In lithe other Scut: 4.1011S.

b 0 Tbis area does sot ptesest. easy problems
for moor teachers.

e It is mot as imports*: for students to
develop Walls la this arse as it is la
ether mem La the list.

41 Changes sre,needed in this area, but new
materials would be an isiefficent way to
promote sudh changes.

a The importance of this area will diminish
duriag the 1980s. .

7. Consider the content area (questions 1 thru 5)
above that you ranked highest (marked'vith an
"an. Of the following five ideas, which bort
describes the =AMU you gave it highest priority?

a tie have fewer good materials to chooss from
in this arm than in the mhos four areas.

b Ilds is s asjor problem aria for amyl emoy
timbers.

g 0 It is absolutely crucial that a studeats
develop skills in this erase

4 New ideas have been doveldPed in this arse
that axe not reflected in present asterials.

Tbs.importaate of this 4.1111 will iscrease
destag the 1960s. '
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Sappois that setdditiosel 15 alastss sad' drY

emelt be sleet tethertgee in your flaunter,

achsel(s). To your opinion. him should this

time be spent? lees. reek the f011owlos ideas,

esdag the . .

s, er highest psi° pp

110 second bights priority
e middle-level. riority
4 satoed.lowest risritY
am lamest pie

la awe ts'eso letter poly once for the

Ilift ems Itama.

S. Solving wird problem ,

-
-41. WU sad .grectice au basic essabox

\

I4Xotiag enrichment topics

114 StadYinaPPUOttass+41111thasacus

12. Suildiag ea intu,iUve hate,for algebra sag

geometry

Imagine that you have a United amount of sbniey

to oPend fofthe deve1optent of new astarials for

grades 7-12 in the areas listed below. P1ease

Indicate the order in which you think the mony
should be spent by making the answer sheet in the

folIostall way:

a bitchiest priority

b sacood highest priority

a esiddleflevel priority
4 second lowest priority

v lamest priority

a. sure to woe eakh letter only orLe for the

mart five items.

13. AIgebta

14. Probability

25. Geometry.

U. Computer literacy

IL, Statistics

725

16. . Consider the 'onsets:It area (questions 2.2

thru 17) above thet you %%okays lowest
Narked with an "a"). Of the following five
Ideas, which hest describes the reason yom

gave it lowest priority?

a a The eateriels We presently base in this

arse are nom uearly adequate than the

materiels we have in the other four areas.

Ibis area does nos present nany problems

for most teachets.

c a tt is opt as important for students to
develop skills in this 4rea 4$1 it is in

etber mean in tha list.

4 Cheeses ars needed in this area, but new
materials would be an inefficient way to

promote such changes.

41, The importance of this area will diminish

during the 19808.



,

COMiligi the tamest arse (questions 13 thru L7)
above that you racked ughest Narked MiI4 AA
se). Of the following five Ideas idtixte test

desaibu the reams you gale it highest. priority?

Vs Wive fewer rood- esteriali to choose iron
_ is this area than in the other four uses.

Ms is & isjor problem ass for easy, alay
gamuts.

Zt is shsolutely crucial that uote-studsets
imam, shilis in this area.

d 0 Sew ideas have been developed in this iris
that are not reflected in present neteriaLs.

s CS* isporteate of this vas will increase
'during the I980a.

e.

Of the five areas listed beIow, haw should-
-Attention be given durins.the 1960s? Use
the following responses to fora a ranking:-

s Y highest priority \
II second highest priority
c a uiddle-level priority
d wend latest priority
0 lowest priority

Se sure to use each letter aalv oace for
the next five items.

*woes that one nev or extensively revised
e ethasatics course could be added to the
curriculum of your high school(s). In what order
veuld you support the following choices?

a highest priotity 1,
b second highest priority
c eiddit-leVel priority
I second lowest prioriti
e lowest priority

Se sure to use each letter only °nee, for the
sect five Lure.

20. A course that helps students develop a
feeling far ideas frma calculus

21. A course that helps itudents handle
statistical data and makupredictians

24. course that helps students sake decisions
/ghost buying and selling

2$. A, coursa that helps students understand haw
calculators end computers handle oethaestias.

24. A course that helps students understand the
_eatheistics used in specific vocatioas and
careers

\

15. A usified approach to eixhesatioal topics

26. Coeputer literacy (that 4, imaderstendint of
the role and uses of =peters) for everyque-

27. Applications of est:hematite

2$. ,Structure in mathenatice

20. laterdisciplinery approach** between mathematics
sad science, etc.
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Of the flee WOWS Listed balm, howshoeld
attention be Oven during the I9$00 Die the
goliouleg rattpotalle to forap-reakingt

a -41gbeet friar/VIP_
b second highest priority .

Is siddie*level-Priority
Oksacoad4oinse priority

a w lte,st priority
e z .

34 sere toruse each letter only once for the

ammt/five items.

30. Career or vocatine orientation

31: Consemer admonition.

10, College preparatory orisotation

33. lecreatismi or IsisuremaImeoetentatien

34. Caeputer orientation

People have various opinions about the ascent to
which teed* of various types of students are
liming mat. Please indicate the order in which
'outthink the need shoild be addressed, using
the fallowing responses:

highest priority
b 0 gonad highest priority
c eiddle-levei priority
d second lowest priority

lowest priority 4

Be sore to use each letter only once for tha
mast five items.

33. Students whose first language is not English

36. Inner-city or urban-area students

37. Studentiof ethnic minority background

36. Students with mathematics learning problems

and other handicaps

39. Tamale students

40. Consider the type of studeat (4uestions
thru 39) that you ranked Lowest in terms of
developing special mathematics Curriculum

.oaterials. Of the following five ideas,
'which comes'closest to the reason you gave
this group last priority?

a * 1 believe tia group has special needs
in eathemati , but the curriculum mote

adegiatel, ad essas their needs.

b a I don't believe group has special

seeds in

IP This type of student Iskts up such a
small fraction of the t al school .

population that we cannot *vote
significant resources to maii his or

her specialized needs.

1 do not have to deal with this
student in ey classroom.

The needs of this type of student must
first be met with approaches different
than special curriculum aaterials (e.g..
special sclurols, special class groupings,
etc.)



4,30.-A:easider she-cypi et molest (goestieci 35 film 3)
that ywerenked highest in terms adeveloplog-
spool/I mathemeticsturricitimeaterials. Of
the foliseiog fire ideas, which comes closest to-
the resemayou sem* this group highest priority?

avlitisspoi4rims very special needs in =thematic&
thigh should be addressed through curricolua.

b-01Mere ars fewer appropriate curriculUmmaterials
for this type of student than for other stoups.

Olbis ty0e of student sakes up such a large
fractiou of the school population that we should
devote sissificant resources to !mating his or
her specialited needs.

d I have to deal withmany studauts of this type
is ey classroom..

0 there Is groat pressure on schools to provide
'propane for this type of student,.

I.

ts your opinion, in what order of priority
should the following areas within teacher
education be addressed during the 1950s?

a highest priority
b second highest priority
c middle-level priority

sected lowest priority
e sw loetit priority

Se sursto use each latter only =8 for the
mut five items.

42. Methematics,content

43. Methods for teaching mathematics

44. Development of teaching astorials

43. *positivity to student needs

46. Diagnostic and remediation strategies

to previous questions you have ranked priorities
withis the broad areas of mathematics content,
students with special needs, sad teacher education.
IS these areas might,also be added the development
of smote= teaching materials and the development
of special teaching !methods. la what order should
these areas he studied or developed during ;he 1.980s7
Plsasa indicate your priorities by marking tim-
esaver *bath io the following way: .

a highest priority
h second highest priority
e 0 middle-level priority
A second lowest priority

lowest priority

47. improved mathematics content far textbooks

41. Development of special mathematics materials
for students with special needs

416 improved preservice sod in-service education
for teaching mathematics

.30. Development of non-test eatarials for teachiog
mathematics

31. Improvement of methods aad techniques for
teething sathematics

7 2
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52..
ceeeider the Area aheve (questions 47 thru 51)
that yea tanked lowest (marked with an "a").
Of tha following five ideas. which best .

describes the reason you igtve it,lowest priority?

a 0 The material', sathods, or understanding that
ve presently have far this area are ears nearly
eedfiglant.

a This area does not present A* many problems
far most teachers.

C elThe Importance of this general
diminish during the 1980s.

0,Changes in this area are likely to have
relatively less general impact on mathematics
education.

e This area is not very important.

33. Consider the area above (questions 47 thru
31) that you ranked highest (marked_with au
"an. Of the following five ideas, which
bast describes the reason yaa gave it
highest priority?

a 0 The materials, methods, or understanding
that we presently have for this.area are
vary insufficient.

b This's:as presents many, many protases
far teachers.

C s The importance of this genera/ area will
increase during the 1980s.

114 have new knowledge thet can be used
in this area, but it has not yet hien
implemented.

4 m 22prOV4M4OF io this area would have a
far-reaching impact on mathematics
education gir,rallY-
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May seasral problems face teachers of mitheratics (as.
well is other teachers). Mese teset to each ei ths
fellosisig prohlses, using these .resposus:

4 dams the most sertosis ..probiams on the list-
b A am VICIOUS problem then many es. the Litt
* Dadecided or no buts for judtment

d A less **flail.. pr041110.1 Ss. comparisos with achers
es dm list
A minor problem fe cosperisoe with others
ma the List

SA. CLAINSOMIgiscipliai

35. tmeadmirof schasi academic standards

SG. Irreguler,sttendasts of students

37. ComammateLot administrative restrictions

... 314 Lack of community

SO. leading difficulties

60. Mantles:44 students

Ii. No commitment to homework on the part of
students or parents

62. Udine in stustent abilities

63. Elmine of students with differing abilities
is the same classroom

.64. Zecreasing class slice

65. Teo such free time fax students

66. lecrassed teachez.workloads

67. Emphasis on noneecadamic school

68. Xastrictions on dnetructional materials

Ze your opinion, how shouid research funds be
distributed *tong tha following areas during
the MOO

a highest priority
S second highest priority
e middle.level priority
d second lowest priority
a * lowest.priority

le sure to use each letter pnly once for
tha meet five items.

70. Sou students learn

71. .Lossitudinsi esseeemeat'of achievemaat

72. Teaching methods

73. Teacher education

74. larying.types of mategials

U. Do you think thm general problems that
fats all teachers (of the.type indicated
In items 54 thru 68) deserve priority over
those problems specific to the teaching and
learning of mathematics?

& yes
b * so
4 * undecided

73o
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la your *pinion, tiosi 41 ths filIotring estiods for
attackieg problems in mathematics education =apart

genetel importance, practice/icy...6mi ef ficiincy2
evaluate them by, indicatiog raw reattions

IA the felloviag mayf

a 0 A very goad mathot
a Pre/ably a good aetbed
m Csdecided

A questionable method
a 0 Am Undesirable method

76.

Cteata asay,anail, basic researth projects

SAtebliab a few coordinated, longatua .
research projects

77. SUM small., local curriculum development
projects

. 76. Create a lane clarricolum development project
mita a natioovids influence

7. Clem grants to coemercis1 firms for
lublishing Inoovative curriculus materials

63. Azad research for study ot general
classroom problems

66. fund Omfassienal.nathestics 84.1.catton
rganisations tc publicits innovative ideas

istablish.eithenatice education clearinghoutes
for the collection of innovativa oatetials

67.

10.

.

1

Clue grants to load 'schools to improve
their matbseatics proviso

Sepport the fir.servics siimum.Umi of tOichozs

Support evaluatiOn of asthmatics Isar:tics
and achievement

Create a project to develop innovative
teaching methods

pc. Support the daveLopeent of noc-cear materials

66. Clve grants to individual teechers for
development of materials

61. Suppompreservice education of.tseihers fie

W.% zuvore mmthematics vere offered to
accomodate talented or gifted students at
tbe high school level, which ova ot the
following would be most important?

a Additional topics in geometry
' a a Topics in caiculus and analysis

c 0 AMIttonal topics in algebra
A Computers/numerical snalysts

A broad selection of enrichment topics

7 31
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1110$. NW would you-avaluoto taa mothasatIcs program
.

is teepees= to ether academic pr.*gries in
seer sant anent

is:Tho althomatito program,it pmorally battier
this 'east othee.plopase!

a itme mathamatics program is about tba soft
qualit y. as other programs.

,.4 a la Zua matbumotios pros= to laforiOr to
'Wig 'rascals.

41 Z kayo so opiate.

SZ. Aga of Cul fallovirMg areas do you
Mai your aatboastits prosna suits tut

Improvezintt

a fa Nethesetice fat generil etureetlas

b lethasetics for the 0124.tribound
stuokat

lathernitits get the vocational suptextr,
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